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• AS OTHERS SEE US' 

THE opinion of foreign contemporaries is said 
to be ~ foretaste of posthumous fame in the ~ase 
of men. But with a nation foreign opinion is the 
only kind of reputation it can enjoy. Its owa 
self· praise is no recommendation to other people; 
quite otherwise. If, then, we want to know how. 
England stands in the eyes of the world, we can· 
obviously only do so by looking through foreign·· 
spectacles. \Vhat a man's neighbours think of · 
him forms the moral atmosphere of his life. Nor , 
can he fail practically, if not explicitly, to learn· 
how he is looked upon by his neighbours at almost· 
every stage of his existence. But with nations· it ' 
is different; they live a self-centroo life. Only 
when the war-dogs are straining at the leash cjo 
they ~d to trouble themselves about what other · 
nations 'think of them. Now it is just iri the· 
peaceful interludes that the misconceptions arise , 
which lead to the horrors of war. England has·· 
only recently learnt how she is regarded abroad, · 
and the revelation was a startling one. Her very· 
ignoran~ was her danger. 

Here, then, was an opportunity for doing a work 
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h\ighly\ )anised · on the Continent than in this 
-~-· un_t~'{nd German .a~d F~cnch criticism qf our. 
, n: ilita~, al!1~- cve,n o~ our. ~~val, sy~tem may be of 
. ceptional,lJnterest and utility. . . 
. But .. the ·pe~. has· nqw-a-days a double function 

· rJr our· instrucftdP. :- it can write and it can draw . . ,_ . . '\ 

.A,few:touches ofbl~ck and.whitc can often convey 
;ais ip.uc\1 ~eaning-ailr.l, ~!: ~ !jluch mi~conception- · 
· a.'s a· whol~· chapter. It; is ho):h.~ tu iii<:lude iri this 
~cries ·'1: volume containing foreign caricai.:;.e, of·· 
.~nglish life. and contemporary _history, which will . 
t~o~: form Jhe .least ~amusing contribution·. from 
1vhtch; we can learn. how other,; see us. · . . · 

It is possible that the present century 'viii be the 
~as.t .in the 'world's his~ory .during which national . 

· types will 'remain . distinct, .at Jeast 'so far as the 
. ~ore highly developed .nationalities are concerned; 
. Closer coq~.munication. corrup~ ·national peculi
.aiities. •. A,lready national. dre~s has practically. 
dlisappeared · in WeStern Europe,· and .what has 

. .'Happened with head:gear · will soqn foilow with 
. •kha~.it eovers.: •Whet)ler ~his 'process is for. good . 
. ~)r .m :"'ho )hall say? .but it is an i~e":itable o~e. 
·llnder the present :system of commerc~ahsm. Still, 
:•the_process·is riotyei:. complete; and meanwhile we 
:pave a: . fi.mi.l. opportunity of seeing ourselves as 
6thers see' us. . . : · · · · · · 

jOSEPH ]ACOBS. 
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. ~f even, nationai importance .. There Was danger 

.ip ~ngland's ignorance of the light in which other 
l)ations vie~.her.• Let us.remove that ignorance, 
~nd o11e soim;e of danger at least will, disappear:· 
that: is the. 'de~ of the present series.· It is ·to 
consist, of. recent books written by competent con
i~inetital visitors .to our shores : from them at least 
we may learn to see ourselves as others see us .. 
I .. f . , 

1 

, It will easily . be understood that books like 
.j:hes~ will contain many. errors of detail, many 
wisconceptions of. the English national character, 
',:~ut therein lies their value. · It is by allowing for 
these ·misconceptions that WC? can understand, 
.: ,xplain, and ·pardon. . Englishmen have certain 
jleas. of themselves, of their own chafacter, which 
\t many pqints will be found to conflict strongly 

: ~ith the \idea formed abroad. The contrast is 
: (ften i<:~ '~t as that between Mr. Punch's picture 
of Jol\.> ·•• '\ and .the. comic Englishman of the 
bon~inei/.. •I • \i~aturist. . But that ,very example 

~'na,; .. t·.em .. ··.;;ll.· \hat our. q>nce. p. t.ion of the Eng.lish. 
hai~~tt!r•r,f; ~·!"e as .far removed from the truth as 

l ny Id <'~n· one .. Who ever saw Punch's ,;John 
\~ull walking on English soil ·now-a-days}' i.~.,..., 

·For these reasons no attempt has beet; made to~ 
intout errors in the books of this series. It;~
t tQ.es~ that are· instructive. But ,tfhe can Ie/,.rh.: 

.:t little ·from the mistakes of the ,l!inorant .. C..real' 
'·'Is been taken that the o8~rvcrs/whose . .· ~-·. ~ 

in an English· dr~~sna)r be 
.. our will be. f!~de;tf. · PJvent 
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a further source of error slipping in during th<' 
process of translation, but for this the individu;J 
translators are responsible. 

From what countries shall we select our conr 
tinental critics 1 The larger the nation now-a-day~. 
the more closely the type and ideal of nationl 
character approximates to a common form. It i . 
probable, therefore, that we shall get less mis . 
conception, and therefore less instruction- an 
amusement-from French or German books o · 
England than from the nativeS of other countries. 
The smaller nations, too, have less conscious rivalry 
with England, and are likely to report- more 
impartially. Search has been made among them, 
and early volumes of the series will contain reports 
of Portuguese and Swedish sojourners among 
them. But French and German opinion will not 
be excluded, and it may be hoped that from halfrr 
a-dozen volumes an adequate idea will be obtained 
of what Europe thinks of England. 

What applies to the national life in general hai' 
almost equal application to special departments ol 
it. from time to time monographs appear bj 
:;ki)L:d\ continental critics contrasting their owt . 

. with our. system of education, of land tenure, (.; 
.~tion;,and even of art, for the Continent is il : 

: w~ing up t~ the fact that there is such a thing 
English Art. . .Here we cannot hope for instruct!. 
fro~·~ ~".~~ous errors of the foreign r~'V>-t){ 
for 'II tl,"~. direction we need expA-· · 
In paruildlar,'.the science of , .. 

. . . \ " 
• ... - . I . 
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PREFATORY-NOTE 

THE following pages: are a translation of the 

)?ortu~uese work Ain$laferra de HoJe of. Oliveira 

Martins, which~ was published at Lisbon in 1893, 

a~d contains an ac~ount .of. ~ vi~it_ paid by the 

~uthor to England in the preceding-summer. 



Tl:IE ENGLAND OF TO-DAY - . . . 
(LETTERS- OF A TRAVELLER) 

I 

SOUTHAMPTON'-THE LANDSCAPE 

IT was daw11 when the Mag-dalena,, close to the 
Needles, entered the Solent, and leaving the Isle 
of. Wight on the tight, entered the Southampton . 
Water in the opposite direction. 

·It was dawn, and we anchored, waiting for the 
.tid'e .to: enter the dock. ln every direction thc;re 

• appeared on the same level a little forest of masts, 
yards, and ropes; imperfectly visible in the morning 
mist The water wa.S a mirror of steel. ' On both 
sides the banks of the river disclosed themselves, 

• flat. and thickly :woode&. On the right was the· 
magnificent Naval Hospital, and along the shore 
here and there, in. a setting of verdure; appeared 

. ho1.1ses .. looking' .QO. to the water, where steam• 
,launches and yachts under sail .. rapidly left their 
traces,.drawn in straight lipes like the marks of 
a diamond . on glass. . 

II 
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Now the' sun came forth to announce a ~·glorious 
·day/' as the English say, when .the steaiuer majestic- . 
ally .. and slowly continued her:coutse; ·We made 
fast to the wharf with the assistanc~ of a tug, and 
leapt ashore ·into the custom-house shed,· along 
the other side 'of which was marshalled tile trairi . 
ready to .; convey us to London. Luggage was 
examined in the,midst of an ihsuffenible·confusion, · 

. : ·, 'f ' . . . . . . . 

that affords some tolerable amount of testimony in 
the opposite direction to that which is cailed ."the 
practi~:al. geriius" of theEnglish; w:e entered thi 
c~rriage, ahci the train rolled on; · In a few minutes 

'we·' had' got. to. the edge of the. town,' now ·crossing. 
a street on its'own level;.riow.passing through ·a 
tunnel .under another,· now over a viadu~t on a 
lever with i:he 'ro()fs of the houses, among a co~
fusibn of signals and: a tangle of wires, and ·the . 
gloom and commotion: peculiar . to th~ neighbour; 
hood' of railway stations; especially in England.· 
· The day, however, turned mit glorious. · :the 

. sky was made of turquoise;'; the air, saturated with 
· exhalatio~s · from the sea, was. invigorating; 'and. 
now the ·railway made 'its road among live hedges, 
and gradually ~rirolled the landscape on both sides 
in a green sea· of vegetation;. · 

Were we in the. country ? No.: Froni South" 
a,mpton to -London the railway seems a street 
.almost.· One p'asses towns and villag~s-Bishcip-. 
stoke, Winchester, Alresford, Alton, Bentiey, Farn" · 
ham, Ash, Weybridge,' Esher, and. many·· more, 

' ' • , ' - I ' • ' ' 
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greater. or :Smaller, emerging from the midst of the 
.tre(!s, · like. ant-hills .or bee-hives, masses of . red 
'building with earthenware roofs, gabled and tiled, 
from which• the sun' is reflected as, from metal. 

MetalliCis indeed the tone of the green that the 
· full . sunlight. makes· excessively crude. , Metallic 
and monotonous,· al~ays the same,. without the 
gtadu<1l shades of Southern landscape. .The~e is 
.no grouQ.d without its turf, ·and upon the turf there 
are, inevit~bly heavy o~en, sheep, and cows with 
disterided.udders.· It is the paradise of flesh. One 

·begins to perc~ive the British temperament. , · .. 
In .order· to conquer the monotony inseparable 

from . sea-voyageS, l provided myself with <1 small 
. library: in English. · I wished to. get correc~ notions 
and ·accurate .info~mation, that I might link . them 

. with the fugitive.impressions of, .travel. 
'one of ·the books that 1 ·read was the Rural 

Exodus: by Anderson . Graham ; and now 'that I . 
saw the English <;ountiy unrolled before me there . 
c~me. to aid my. memory the observations made,' 
the facts registered, and the notes collected on the 
two. capital h~~ds. of r~ral . England, namely, the 
emigration to the towns, and the transformation of 

: husbandry. · · . · · · · · 
. · AI( the agriculturists, driven by the covetous-· 
'ness of both -cl~rgy and laity, endeavol!r to turn 
their industry' into some direction which may make . 
it Jess costly to 'them. ·Cattle, sheep, and horses· 
require a smhll~r amount of human labour than 
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ploughing, . sowing, a.nd ... reaping/ . the . principal .· 
phenomenon of th~ latest agricultural revolutions · 
'is, therefore,the enormous increase of pasturecland.' 
England .is· to-day repeating that whicli happened . 
i!l ItalY. after the conquest_ of: Carthage, wh.ose 
dominicins~Sardinia,. Sicily, Af.ri<:a, and Sp.ain-. . 
came to. be the

1 
granaries ·of Rome. · . There are · 

transformed wholesale a . hundred thousand acres 
yeaily from cultivatio~ into pasture. Every year 
the bovine population· is augmented by more than 
a million ·head. · Rural wages, therefore, ·do not 
ilicrease ;. on.':Jhe other· hand;· they mor~: easily ~ 
diminish, and thus. one' of the causes qf the depopu-. 
lation of the· country finds itself aggravated by the 
very conditions 'of agricu1tural,industry.. · · · 

, . The wide undulations of the. landscape unfold. 
themselves. in -carpets. of dainty turf, in fields of 

1be~t-root, -dover,-and grass, an:immense table_ laid · 
·put for anima1s to eat· frojrt. · · Or\ e. tan imagine the 
,oampness ·of th,e earth below; .. one just gets a , 
passing glimpse o( the canal conveying· its clayey 
\vater. · The· air,. in. spite of ~the blue sky; feels 
impregnated ~ith water.· . Rolling• along jn 'the 
distance near .the -horizon come flocks·.of douds, a 
congestion of the air, a curtain of shade. descending · 
upon the earth; Then comes on. a moderate rain, . 
'like ·water sift~d thr~ugh a' sieve, to . irrigate. and 
. sustain ·the 'ever-green· grass: The' country ,is a. 
.rank fofage :manufactory, the. entrance to a dairy 
or a slaughter~house. ·. . 
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·.I;} the whole o( the United Kingdom-England, 

Wales,' Scotland, and Ireland-the area under culti
vationi$ now forty-eight million acres, and twenty 

. years ago itwas .forty-five millions. Pasture-land, 
natural and. artificial, amounted to twenty-seven 
millions, or sixty per cent., and land for cereals to 

. eleven. millio.ns, · or about . twenty-five per cent. 
Now the pasture-land ·is thirty-three millions,. or 

· seventy per cent., and cereals nine millions, or less 
• than. twenty per cent. In England and Wales, 

among twenty millions of cultivated acres, eighteen 
ate for' pasture, seven for cereals, and three for 
-vegetables and ga,rden 'produce generally.. In 
Scotland the pasture-land. consists ofthreemillions 

. of acres otit.of a total of five millions under culti
' vation. In Ireland there are twelve out of a total 
of fifteen. Is or is. not Great Britain a great meat 
factory and a paradise of flesh I · 

The calculations m~de by the agent or' the Earl 
· of Carlisle, Mr. R. E. Turnbull, in a paper I hap- · 
pened to. see in London, gave in 18go, among· an _ 
agricultural productio,n of a total. of a hundred and 
eighty-six million pounds sterling, about sixty-eight 
per cen.t., or a hundred-and twenty-five millions, for 
a~lmals and matters yielc!eci by them. Cereals on 
the.one hand, and vegetables on Jhe other, counted 
·equally for thirty millions. In respective profit the 
percentage, attaching to cattie is sti.. higher.;· it 
touches seventy' per. cent. 

·:- The carpets of grass,· densely peopled with 
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·edible ruminants, present themselves to us through_ 
the . carriage windows _as' :We go swiltiy alopg, 

'dotted with yellow at?d white flowers; like . topazes 
. and pearls set in a sea of' emerald, iri. which': the. 

, , - - I_ .' . • .,- . • , , 

suspended rain~drops,. catching' the light, seem. like 
diamonds.· .So.-IT!uch jewellery, glistenipg so' cruelly, 
fatigues t)le sight.' The live hedges rriark out 'in' 
rectanglt;s the whole extent,' of land, 'whi~h has 
lost t~e' ~h'atacter of count~ i;reguhi~ lllld 'sponta: 
. neous, in. o~der to. acquire that 'of a:' factory of its 
own peculiar sort. . Th~ trees, scattered ·in <;opse~, 
·or rows, in ,the uniformity of, t!Jeir c~lour, inthe. 
grave . rcgtihirity of their opulent shapes; appear 
also artificiaLtci eyes ac~u~tomed .to landscape as' 

:living and full of contrasts as that of the South; 
··It ~ight · besa:ld that Nature has here· r~served ~11 ·. 
her _capri~es for the so!ll; and that she has therefore' 
giveri it a scenery so mongtonous, contradictory 
andenigffiatical'sphim~ as she is. . 

To 111eadows ~·:succeed .. :.parks, and · to ·parks' 
meadows. The raHway goes along among fields, 
palace~, gardens,. and , · vill<~s;' the. ·interminable. 

·suburbs of ·.the metropolis, a city towards which 
one always goes up. "Going up to Lopdon ,; is a.' 
.consecrated English phrase. From· .the masses of . ' . ' ' 

trees,'repeated in successive planes till the horizon 
. is shut out, a diff)lsed light escapes. The .chestnut 
trees ·in J;lower, the ,elq:1s, the sycamores, the dark 
and slender cypresses-all these trees, jmp~singly. 

·heavy, here .pnd there intermingled with thin plane . 
':' ' . - . . . ·. 
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trees or shady ·oaks; but without the curtains 
waving . in' the;· air of poplars -that . border our" 
riylllets, .where the nightingale builds . her_ ne~ts, 
.without the tone and· varied colour of Continental 
'vegetation, these -appear to m~, like the heavy 
cows, to be there for a -practic~l end, ignoring the 
careless Ji>yousn,ess' of ollr native vegetation~ 
, A J:>luisb;' mist, pregnant with light, surrounded 

\ -· -, ' . . .. 
the meadows plastered with green ; and as green 
at: a- distance grows darker, so ,the mist werit on 

_ increasing· in density, involving · all beyond the 
qark borders \)f the landscape palpitating with life. 

·.I.· vaguely felt what I may call an hallucination of 
meat, and understood how the English are a people 

· of athletes: · 
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LEAVING. THE COUNTRY-. ARRIVAL IN .LONDON 

M:i;:ANWHILE th~ ~rain. was running along thrqugh · 
asea of enc.losure~· and parks <;>f palaces enchased 
in verdure,. with gardens descending in. plots to the 
edges of the road, dbtted with masses of rhododeii-

. drons, three times a man's height, shrubs with red 
·. or violet flowers, 'disentangling, themselves from a 
. strong aQd. warni mass of. qark gree!lfoliage. . There 
. were elegant cottages, lit~le castles pretentiously 
· adorned with battle~nents and, turrets, with steeples 
and spires, some imitating ancient. mansions; and 

· others cardboard toys. One felt money irrigating 
. .in all this scene,. of -which the fertile' humidity 

caused ·meat to be had from. ·the very bosom of 
the earth .. The more humbleazilieas were enclosed 
in beds by the' side of. the rhododendrons; dottiJ1g 
also. with amethysts or rubies the fiel.d 9f green . 

. enamel. All this gave me an impression {)f Africa: 
Was I_ not by some chan~e on the road to Carthage ? 
The. semi-b~rbaric ·luxury of human things, ·the. 
violence of colours of the. metallic landscape, the; 
impression of strength, the sentiment of a crudeness 

. . 8 
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foreign to all delicacy and· :esthetic sensibility, 
. were. just the very sentiments· that came to ·my 
_mind, probably because of the ideas with which· I 
came_; and because these things and these colours, 
:created. iQ tlie dark and fog of long· winters and 
. under skies of the colour of tin, are not capable 
·of sustaining the full light of a clear sun. 
- .The train, still journeying, seemed to me to go 
. al,ong drawn . by the focus of attraction of the 
capital, London, of which all this part of England 
is a suburb. The devouring inspiration exercised 
hy_ the capital_ was the phenomenon that pre

. occupied me, and of which the surrounding scenery 
,~ave me a proof that corroborated by observation 
what I had acquired by previous study. . 
· '' Only boys; girls, and old folk are left," is the 

'universal cry of the agriculturists. _ The a,ble-bodied . 
. people .all go. They reckon that to-day there are. 
in England not more -than eigh~y thousand rural 
labourers. The population of England and Wales 
rose during _the Jast thirty years from twenty to 
twenty-nine millions of inhabitants> In 1861 they. 
were twenty, and 1871 nearly twenty-two, in 1881 
nearly twenty~six, ahd in 1891 they were twenty~ 
nine millions. So far 'so good ; among these 
numbers the-rural people amounted to under eight 
·millions in I86i, and are over eight in I8gi. The 
prop~rtion of rural inhabitants, who were at the 
begimiing of this period thirty-five per cent., came 
down at the end of it to twenty-eight. The· last 
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. c~nsus shows th<1t, ,of 1995 districts outside ·the . 
·metropolis,· 94S -. on~~half.-show • an : absolut~. 
diminution of ·population: . These are the ·farm 
lands. 

If wages are low; as in Wiltshire, the country 
people leave.; if they are high, as in. Northum her-' · 

,land, they leave just the same. If the farms are· 
smaJl, as near Sleaford, they: leave ; · if they are 
large, as. ·generally in Norfolk, \they leave also .. 
When the railways bega~ to penetrate ,into rru'al 
distric.ts the· .. hopes of the :people were magnificent 

. They hoped that the stagnant markets of. the small 
towns would awake to new life and prosperity. · Yet · 
the railways helped the congestion pf 'the towns, · 
the depopulation of the country, the c~ncentration .. 
o(rich~s, and the commercial tone of life; a,nd 
agriculture contii~ued to dei:li~e ~teadily., 

. Con~urrently with these facts, ownership con-.. 
tinued. concentrating .. itself .... 1!). I 89 r. the total area 

, of rural. properties i~ the United Kingdom was , 
seventycfive . million. acres ; .' Of .these pfty-two 
millions were in· farms of more than a thousand 

· acres, fifteen , milliqns iri f<~rms of more than a 
hundr~d, five millions in farms of more, than one, 

. I , . . . . , ' 

and· only. a huridred .·and eighty-eight thousand. 
acres in farms. ~f less than . one acre.. It is right 

. to· mentio~ that a· single . owner may . possess' 
. se~cral farms;. In ·r89<) the inheritances in landed 
, property o( a· value . superior to . half-a-million 
sterling, were eleven in a tOtal·. of eight millions; 
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· and· those superio(' to a million were four in a 
_ total of six· millions. .. The reaction against the 
accumulation of property did. not appear to 'yield 
a.ny r_es.ult. · l.atifundi'a .. perdidert · lta!iam, said 
Pliny; and that which happened -in ancient Italy 
is rep·eating itself in moderfi England.. The phil
anthropic and patriotic experiments of Mr. Chaplin· 

·'in Lincolnshire do not appeal' to 'have been able · 
to ste_m the' current ; Lord Salisbury said so in 
his speech . at Exeter in February 1893: "I do 
not· think small ownership and· farming are the · 
most economical· _means or' cultivating the land." 
It is true that he_ added:· "Small proprietorship 

.. constitutes . the most efficacious barrier to re-
volution." There does not exist, as on the neigh

. bouring continent, principally in France, a small 
· bourgeoisie of property owners <!-nd tradespeople, 
·.which· 'acts as a social equator. There are 
ext~berant. riches; and that which tends to make 

, the · rich become riche~ pla~es them more face 
to face with the poorer classes, aldangerous state 
of things.·_ 
· . The parish of Doddington was an aggregation 
of small properties, like so many in many E;nglish 
counties, in- Lincolnshire, in. Wiltshire, in Cheshire, · 
in Norfolk, etc. ' The tragedy . of the small free
holder is represented here in the same -manner 
as in_ all the corners of England-a· tragedy of 
frightful toil and privations, of heartrending 

·poverty, of indebtedness and executions, of bank· . 
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· ruptdes and . :deaths. Another.· parish,. that of 
Ford, which belonged· almost .. entirely· to .the 
Marquis_ of . Waterford, was, • under . the rule of 
the late Marchioness, .. one of the most benevo• 
lently~managed places. For. many generations 
the custom e~isted of giving to the. villagers the 
allotment of an acre;-. or ,of. half-an-acre, or a 
quarter; with ·each cottage ; b\lt the great majority 
of these people· left for Newcastle; preferring. to'· 
work on 'the railways and wharV-es, .or to' be 
shopmen or behind the J:>ar. In r88r to r8gr; 

_in ten years, ·Newcastle went up from a. hundred 
and forty-five to a hundred· and eighty-six ,thou" 
sand - inhabitant~-fwenty-eight per cent .. · This 
exodus of the· ru~al · population is orie- . of the 

. <;a uses of the· ruin of agriculture. 
The. landlords ·have hard. work to let the lands. ,, 

In the autumn of r8g2 ·it was possible in Norfolk 
t? go fifteen miles without encountering a tenanted 

-property •. :The proof of this crisis lies -iq · the 
extremely low price of land, and in the excessive 
number of rural houses shut up_. becau~e. their 

. masters no longer possess the'· means of. living in 
them in· the old style, and it lies in the superficial 
area that i~ out of cultivation .. In order to ~scape 
the situ!ltion in Ireland, boycotting by the people, 
the landlords voluntarily lower the .rents·, ·in some 
cases everi down. to one-half. ~ In various districts, 
for instance iri Essex and Lincolnshire, they ·are 
giving up'all their land .. The steward 'of the .Earl 
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· of. Carlisle, of whom I have just spoken, reckons· 
a :hundred and eighty-six millions sterling annually 
of raw product. of farm labour in England and 
Wales, yielding £3 17s. 6d. an· acre: After allow
ing for every kind of expenditure,. there remain 
thirteen shillings nett profit for the tenant, namely 
a rate of more than ten per cent.; but the landlord, 

. receiving fourteen shillings, does- not make more 
-' than two .. and two-thirds per cent. after paying 
: taxes, repairs, 'etc. Putting together the rent to 
landlord 'and the profit made by the tenant, the 
land will yield three and three-fifths per cent. 
It ought, however, to .be stated that these are the. 
calculations of a landlord .. 
T~o instructive . examples I · heard spoken of 

consist in the property .of Oriel College, Oxford, 
described Hi an interesting memorandum presented 

' to the Royal Statistical . Society, <1nd in the 
property of.. Guy's. Hospital. The first in 1877 · 
measured .6o68 acres, with a rental of £10,472; 
in' !890 they mca~ured 6!42 acres at~ rental of 
£7689 . . The- others came down from £41,840 in 
r885 to £z7,55o·in r8gr. 

'Importation from abroad helps the rural exodus 
to ·bring. on the . c~isis of agriculture. I heard.· 
everyb0dy. complaining of this, and applauding 

· French. rural protection. Five-and-twenty years 
ago wheat ·was worth fifty shillings a quarter, 
to-day it. is thirty-one. Butter and cheese came 
down twerity per cent. in twenty· years. Eggs 
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come· f~om, all. pa(ts .. · The employment· of ice fo~ · 
the prese~v~tion of perishable substances enlarge5 
the·_ working sphere of: the ·.•business: Cheese, 
butter~ , margarine, eggs-7of which· in· I87o, tJ:!ere 
\Ver~ imported a value of. eleyen ~illions sterling:
·oow ehter'at the_ 'rate of twenty-two 'millions ; :just 
do)lble,. and more if you consider' th;; ' reducti~n' 
in 'price •. ,In 1891. more_ than ,one hundred <ind; 
_si:,.:ty-six millions: sterling bf farm pro_duce came in : 
from abroad . 
. , Now the _truth isthatEngland, a .town and a· 
fac;'tory, <!-0 -office and a- worksh,cip, .signifies much 
more than England as_a farni; and 'therefore this 
ruin: of' agricllltural la~our in faV:our of the tow11 
·<!nd manufacturing populations constitutes ·a profit , 
·in. the. national bal'ante-sheet. ,The· countries i~: 
which agricult!lre is the predominant inciustry a~d 
wealth are_ a case apart. . · 

:rvir. Jame~ Macdonald, :of the Farming World; 
whose book, The B,ook.of tke Farni, appe:ared.last. 
year in a neW: edition, thus fonnulates the .earnine:s · 
of a pl~ughman _in Essex~ · 

52 weeks at ,14 shillings . 
Extra for haymaking· - _ 

· · , . , harvc:sting ' ·' 
Cottage· -',.. -.. . 

· Fire-wood, ·etc. - .. . 
' . . 

.... ... , 
... ... 

~ ~ 0 

':(_ s . . d. 
36 .8' O'-·' 
.. J- 10 0 

3 10 0 

5 0 0 
'I··, 2 '0 

47 10 0 

_ This is _th.e wage ·of the better q~es. Ordinary -
labgurers get a · shilling. )ess ,per . week. Near -
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London wages rise two or three shillings, but, on 
the other· hand, in the more distant counties they 
go down to ten, eleven, or twelve shillings. Mr. 
Kebble, the well-known Tory journalist, in his 
book EJtglish Country Life, also published in· 1891, 
says that in general terms the annual income of an 
ordinary English day labourer, including wages 
and perquisites, ranges between £so in North
umberland and a little over £30 in Wiltshire and 
other southern counties. The medium is £40, but 
it is only the exceptional lowness of a few counties 
that brings this about. In the eastern and 
midland counties, and .in those of the north and 
south-east, it is more usual to see the total rise as 
high as £43 or £44, than to go down as lmvas £37 
or £38 .. Shepherds, carmen, and servants are paid 
a better wage,-at the rate of £so per annum., 
The enormous differences observed from county to 
county require some discretion in the matter of the 
general e:pctness of statistics. There is some 
reason for mistrusting averages: there is more td 

· be expected from local information. They tell me 
tliat there are decent cottages in Gloucestersl!ie' 
of tenants who do not get more than h'Clve 
shillings a week, and that on this they have to feed 
and clothe a whole family. How they manac e to' 

> 
avoid dying of hunger is a mystery. Norfolt: and 
Suffolk are to all appearances at the r ·esent 
moment the counties worst off in so far as~· 1cerns 
the lot of their labourers. IOJ 
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· Hampshire and Surrey, which. I crossed in iny 
journey to London, showed me. frequently on the··.· 
roadside little cpttages covered with thatch or tiles, 
low, with .little: closed. windows, allowing a poor 
"interior to be seen through the open door. But 
all was so clean· and in such order ! ·' The gl<iss 

"transparent and clear as water; no broken tiles: no 
·torn curtains, no puddle, no litter scattered about ; · 
and. domestic animals kept in pens. They tell me 
that the uncleanliness of the South would be deadly·. 
in· these climates. In the ga~den there are flowers, 
and .the creepers grow on the walls of the house, 
enclosing it in a nest of verdure. On the plot of 
land, at the ioor, I see an oldman ·seated in the 
sun; at his side a daughter is reading-it appears. 
to me she is reading to him-what? . Perhaps one 

.. of the innumerable. articles commenting an the ruin 
of the country, and the extinguished happiness of 

. old England, merry England ! . 
Frequent are~ the lectures andsp~eches made, ·< 

and the articles written, on the decadence of agri
culture, · The .theme is. identically' the same; the 

· '•rtfas of· reform vary ·little .. They always. begin · 
wit! t!J.e lowness· of .wages," insinuating :that the 
toiJ[S are reduced to hunger in order that the 
tenJJt farmer. may. be able to trot by in his gig, 
and that. the ·landlord inay ride in his carriage. 

This~h. etorical p. reamble puts the read. er or the 
listen \ in the right humour. Then come· forth 
the a,e:ratioils produced by time, the increase .of 
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rents, the m'odifications in allotments.. Following 
on this is advocated the creation of parish councils 
as .OWIJers ofthe land,.ictting them to the labourers 
on. terms incontrovertibly reasonable. Formerly 
opinion was nailed down to . the. nationalisation
scheme of 'Henry George ; which, 'however, yielded 
to: the new idea of parish- councils and rural col- .. 
lectivism: . The indispensable .condition would .be 
to sweep 'away. the general lethargy, the labourers 
uniting 'together and fortifying themselves by as
sociation; · Only strikes are worth anything; and 
that only of partial value ; the action of Parliament 

.. is vai1Jele~s, ana not wor,th consideration. 
, This propaganda spreads itself' actively in the 
country, and inclines it towards Radicalism. The. · 
only exc.eptions are the . districts which escape the 
agricu)turi!-1 ·depression, or· which have as their 
representatives ,the member~ of some family spe
cially popular.· In general, both landlords and 
tenants are' con~inced that the actual condition of 
ru'ral .districts is dtie almost exclusively to the 
policy ~f free . trade, and tliat the only plan of 
•salvation ·c.onsists in the re-establishment of pro
tective duties. .But the worker in the field, the day 
labourer, d~es not think the same. He does not 

. suffer by fo~eign competition palpably and directly, 
like those who employ him. . 

Wages· either rise or remain stationary, just as · 
. th~ _purchasing power of ~oney increases,, or
another 'way to put it-the prices of provisions go . 

• . . . . . C. ' 
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down. The general ·tendency of articles of con:\ 
· sumption is to go down. For all this the, labourer•. 
shuts his ears to those .who want· to persuade him ' 
. of the advantages~ of fair trade,· or protection.· 
Hodge-that. is . the · usual ·way of . calling . the 
labourer-listens .with greater fayour to doctrines 
that promise him'a more .rapid, direct, and,. gra
tuitous amelioration: of his condition. This is .the 
general tone of the advice he likes best 

_Parish councils, as an instrument o( rural socialc 
ism, are proclaimed in a way that the proc)aimers 
of Liberalism__: Gladstone, Morley; and Harcourt-· 
even sometimes c9nsider excessive.. In the. mean
while one finds wdtten : "If the. public credit has 
. to be, employed in the purchase ' of .!arid, the 
·purchase must be made by public bodi~s, and for 
the public benefit. The .labourer works seventy-· · 
two hours a week1 from six to six daily,,for nine or 
ten shillings: it is time that such a state of thirigs 
should cease, in · order ,that rural districts ·may 
possess for the. saris of toil as many attractions_ as, 
or more than, the towns." But on reckoning up- . 
even if the whole of the nett profit on the land went· 
to the labourer-ev~n then would _the wages be. 
able still to ~;ompete with those earned in factories 
and town employment?' But what if,. in order to . 
increase the value of the land, it is necessary to 
raise the price. of neces~aries .'by hindering im-

. portation ? . And ·what if this struck. at the pocket 
of the legions of workmen 'and' traders ' swanning' 
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ill the- factories and on the wharyes and in the 
docks~. 

·' Perliaps . Hodge, stooping in' his chair at the 
door 'of ·his cottage, may, with 'the experience of 
'I . • 

ye<,rs, he making observations of this sort on the 
. things that the fair-haired and blue-eyed daughter 
goes on reading to him from the magazine. The 
e1(il of the country lies in th~;: changeableness of 

'the weather'. The ·old man has seen the railway, 
the telegraph, and the steamers make their appear
ance ; ·all these economisers' of strength and time 
that make one live and acquire and enjoy in a 
year as much as formerly onehad iri one's whole· 
life. AQd the poor land over which Hodge was 
'stooping. down looking ·for his peace in the grave, 
in spite of new implements and scientific manures, 
lags behind like an old and· weary horse. · If the 
people, emigrate from the country it is because, of 
all the ways to make their· fortune, agriculture is 
the slowest. If everybody flies . to London, the' 
congested heart of England, it is because it is the 
polypus whose mimy feelers spread out, suckirig 
the riches of; the world in every part of the globe ; 
London, the great wen of England; the swelling, 
the abscess, the cancer. . . . The . train · arrived 
at 'Y aterloo Station. 
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. VIEW OF BABYLON ' 

.'As soon a~ we passed Clapham"}unction,:~here 
are united the railways of the right bank .cif the 
Th~mes, the line proceeds on: viaducts at a. 1ittle 
higher level than· the" river,· the.J~order of ,the 
colossal streets cif houses,".that extends till it·.is ' 
'lostto view. · · It ill a Babel oftiles, an infinite ant- ' 
hill ·: The little black houses are. heaped up in 

· irregular streets, giving at' the same moment an 
. impt;ession· 'of bqth 'magnificence .and' meanness.' 
Magnificent in genera.! proportions, . mean in ~he 
character ()f its 'elements, LOndon is a dty extend~ 
iilg by juxtaposition,.£ gigantic accretio~ of houses. 
Its heart opens to the public with the sensation· 
that one is entering the belly of the gn,;at monster 
qf the world. . . . . . . 

· This sacred home of the Britons, 'when observed. 
·for the first time, as . .-was' the case with me, :in. the 
clear l_ight. of.a 'glorious June day,'inspi~es· fear." 
The impression is powerful, but' I cannot call it 
agreeable. · The sun inhumanly exposes the misery 
of the p~or quarters, with their house~ blackened 

.. ; 20 . 
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With_ smoke, .hedged about ~ith sticky fogs, with .. 
. ··yards, courts, decay, 'dirt, and an· immense sea of 
. little chimneys rising fr~m the slated roofs, like 
. little, fingers _of -pigmies, pointing comically to the 
sky.' The ~hole is grotesque. · It has no grandeur, 
thoug11 one may allow that it possesses immensity, 
this. sea of houses over which the train rolls along 

• till it arrives at- the dark cavern called Waterloo , 
. stati~m • 
. :Here we were emptied--into 'a steep declivity; · 
and in order to. take. in a full view of this first 

·.impression,· we; wa1ked ·on foot, through the l<ines 
that lead . <>n to th~ "Thames, .crossing it- by th~ 
'Charing .Cross· railway bridge. (The English for 
brevity represent .this'word by the sign +·) Thence 
'de5cending . the stairli on to 'the Embankment on . 

. · the -left bank; we found ou~selves by the . side ol. 
the river asking for our hotel, the Savoy, opposite 

·.Cleopatra's . Needle. 
· From· the- verandahs of the. Savoy, LOndon 

presents. a 'different aspec,t,' -~The Thames there 
makes a wide bend, convex opposite 'the left bank; . 
upon which I was. Looking downwards'. I sa~ at . 

-a little distance Waterloc> Bridge, of stone, covered 
· 'with people and vehicles. in an incessant stream. , 

Looking'upwards I saw close to me Charing Cross 
. (or jbglicl Cbaring +) railway bridg~, breathing 
·smoke from the trains that keep passing over on 
. several' lines of metal, with: a · noise of distal)t 
thunder coming through the lattice-work . that .. . 
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en doses the level of the bridge. 'Then,_ on .the 
same side, beyond Westminster Bridge, the· pin
nacles and. gilded summits of . the roofs of the ' 
Houses of Parliament _nailed themselves · to the 
sky, now getting dusk with evening.· · 

"Does not it seem to you that this gives you 
an impression Of the Ea~t?" asked my C()mpanion . 

·of me. 
Just at this moment I' was steadily regarding 

· the opposite bank, where beyond the river, with its 
'colour of fuller's earth,' with its laden barges, and 
jts long ·stea;:ners ~rowded with passengers, there 
a,rose two slender tci\vers like Arab minarets: these 

. were towers for the .·manufacture of small shcit .. ' 
But close too, on this side, 'crouching down !}Car 

to the river, humorously smiled .the two sphinxes by 
the· sides of .Cleopatra's Needle, 'the latter plac~d 
on· a base ·of bronze. 1n _effect Jhe view le.nt · 
itsel,f to some indefinite notion of the East.· I 
do not:knowif it was of India, as I asked my ' 
companiol:i,:,9r whether of Egypt, as the· sphinxes 

· suggest~~,jq. me; but perhaps, in virtue of the 
ideas witfl 'wli_kh I came, . from Assyria or Baby-· 
Ionia,- in the c.Ccilassal times . of Sargon or ·Assure -
bani-pal. ·At' _night I dreamt I was in Nineveh-'; 
perhaps'becaii$~:-Pefore going to bed,·a,s the m~on 

. ·)Vas magnificently bright, the· Thames· appeared 
like a carp~t of fishes' scales of burnished steel; the 
bridge iike a constant repetition of fl,ashes followed 
by thunder; and the lights of the illuminated city, 
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· )ind the gilded summits of Westminster, with the 
~ilver-dotted sheet of sky in the background, filled 
,'De with· the idea of the sight of the pictures that 
'\rurner painted, :in curious lights, of the ruins of 
t'1te burned city of the Euphrates. 

1
· . I put aside the . great modern Babylon, and 

t:here came to my ears the gigantic hum of millions 
.i?f' human beings, who go out of their way to 
~~itate ~emselves with the painful murmur .implied 
~n a hfe by ourselves made ·up of tolls and 

!
roubles, while Nature, kind and simple, has por
ioned it out to us as calm and easy. 

I heard• the gigantic palpitation, the dull thunder, 
._ f. these twenty thousand streets. of London that 
·measure three thousand miles, and give access to 
nine hundred thousand houses, and carry streams of . 
people along them in more than ten thousand cabs, 
besides a thousand tramway-cars, two thous;md 
omnibuses, and local railways, including the Under
ground, that goes under the streets. · Of drivers 
and conductors alone there is an army of thirty 
.thousand men.· Iri. the City alone, the kernel of 
·'the immense fruit called London, grown . with the 
substance of the whole world-in the City alone, 
there go daily ln. and out, except on Sundays, 
ninety thousand .vehicles a1,1d 'more than a million 
people.. Within · a radius of six or seven miles 
from Charing Cross, there are within the circum
ference of L~ndon more than two hundred miles 
cif rail in· operation. 
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London is the double of Paris; the' triple ol 
Be!lin; nearly the quadruple of Vienna or- Ne\1 
York, the -quintuple oCSt. Petersburg,·more than 
ten tii.lleS the size of Madrid; and -fifteeri;.-timd 

' ' ·- • I 

as .large as Rome and Copenhagen. It has mar~ 
' Catholics than Rome, more ]ews than' all Palestind 
-mo,re.- Scotch than Aberdeen, more . Welsh, than 
Cardiff, and more Irish than Belfast. • 

· 'When the. humble City tookits origin as capita 
of the Kingdom of Essex in the sixth _i:entury,_'il 

. had an area of ~carcely six hundred and fifty acres 
· This is still the area _of it to-day, with its 'fort) 
· thousand inhabitants, . divided.· into . twenty-sb 
wards, _each of which elects an .alderman for· life 

.. ·.. . • ' . . ;· ' -·. '"i 
as m the remote bme.when these magistrates-went' 

-with a wand ofald~r in the hand to the _ntallum or 
parljament 'of.· the_ period. The aldermen elect 
annually among therrisclves the Lord Mayor. The 
English raise to a height the worship of tradition· 
and respect for antiquity.·- This intrepid people is 

._ nevertheless. infp,ntilely .. timorous in· .presence of 
· _ everything that ii: , does not understand. . Of all -
·Europea~s- they.are perhaps tile least gifted with 
inventive curiosity, although they are at the s<\me 

-tiine the-boldest executants. Good machines, but-
middling. machinists: . . 
' Around the :nucleus' of the City Lond~n grew 

'up. ·'It is called the "Metropolis" or "Count:y of' 
London," is governed by 'an eleCtive Municipal 

. Council; and has· an area ·of 7_5,461 .acres, which_ is 
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· sti!( not q\)ite a11 London, because indepcndentlr 
'of the London County Council. there are different · 
corporations at work, each of which has its own 
proper r;\istrii:t The postal district, the electonil 
district, the Inland Revenue district, etc., do not 
'coincide. . The · School : Board, boards for the · 
ma~agement of asylums, cemeteries, etc., eighteen 
autonomous committees, work independently. The 
police district, over which is exercised the action of 
the yet .. smal1 army of fifteen thousand constables, 
o~cupies 451,559 acres in a circle of a fifteen miles' 
radius .measur.ed from·Charing Cross. ·It is the 
•: Greater Lo.ndon;" in·· which parks and forests 
occupy an area of thirteen thousand acres. Epping 
Forest ' alone has five thousand, Wimbledon 
Common fifteen hundred, Hyde Park three hundred' 
ancl sixty, and Regent;s Park almost five hundred. 
, .This immens.e city, with' a greater population 

.than that of many a country, possesses five hundred 
-theatres and' places of' amusement of every kind, 
~c'!pable of holding thirty · thousand spectators .. 
Everything here is enormous, which 'does not mean 
that it is necessarily grand in the sense of great 
beauty. The Albert Ha11 seems an. antique amphi
theatre, except. for. the· roof. The ' value of the 
property of·" ln!}er London," or the "County of . 
London," is reckoned at thirty-eight millions ster~ 
ling. Al1 the numbers stated in the Metropolitmz . 
Year· Book, the muncipal report for the year, are 
correspondingly enormous.' 
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· The English have a considerable appetiti /for 
. reading ; filling their heads up with facts ·. and 

figures for digestion; in the same way that they fill 
up their stomachs with half-raw joiilt.s and heacly 
drinks. As their stomachs are as strong as their 
heads, they are· capable· of digesting. them, with, 

· however, 111ore or· less difficulty. Besides books, 
they read. more than thirty daily newspapers of 
immense size, and fifty or sixty periodicals, reviews, 
magazines,. etc. On the other. hand, besides what 
they eat at h?me, they eat and drink in taverns of 

. t~e number of :ourteen thousand--,the numb~ ,qf 
Itcences for pubhc-houses, beer-shops, refres~ment-. 
rooms,. wine-shops, etc .. 

This great beehive of voracious people swallows · 
every year two million ·quarters of wheat ; eight, 
hundred thousand oxen ; four million sheep, calves, 
and pigs ; nine million birds; a.hundred and fifty
thous.and tons of fish ; two hundred mi!Iion gallons 
of beer ; thirty million of wine ; .twenty million .ov 
spirits, the fire with which they warm themselves 
inte,rnally; while they burn twelve milliontons of 
coal to. warm .. themselves against · external • cold, 
both for the~ sake of self-preservation and that of 
self-excitation, by transforming fuel into steam· as 

. the active means of their pertinacious travelling. 
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LONDO!f ARCHITECTURE 

WHEN I went out i,n the morning to take an 
outside view of tJle city, going along the Embank
ment I fllund myself under the Charing' Cross 
:Sridg<>, :between the . massive columns, joined 
together, of the colour of the blood of an ox, 
having above my head a roof of'iron plates of 
"the same ·colour, ·and· over the .. roof the trains 
rolling along rapidly on· rails . .of'polished steel. 
~ thought I was ,in some new sort ·of Egypt, 
Babylonia, cir wherever it might be externally, 
•monstrously anCient. At the upper end of North-. 
umberland Avenue I was face to face. with the 
colum~s and · terraces of the National Gallery, · 
which forms the background of Trafalgar Sq'!are. 
These columns, these porticoes, these balustrades, 
heavy· and massive, black as coal smeared 'with . 
tallow, .with the fountains in fr~nt throwitig. up 
water at the foot of Nelson's Monument, where 
the· hero stands upon .a: coil ·of rope; all this 
black, contrasting with the exceptionally blue 
sky, produced in' me a singular; grotesquely tragic-

27 
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-impression, -all the . more as . at the ·foot of the . 
·.column the four most beautiful lions of Landseer, 
resting like sphinxes, spoke to me o{, the epic· 
grandeur_ of . the people who are indeed _ at the 
present- time, and as ·the Romans :were _in the 
past, the powerful rulers of men. -

Without doubt the impression :of the anczent 
in London, now ori accountof the blackl)~ss of 
the· stone, 'which. appe::trs· gangrened, vow 'on 

. a~count _Of the . want .of light. elegance· in the_ 
' buildings, · is . ·grotesque: -without, however,. being . 
ridiCulous. It is 'raw and ·incongruous; obscu~ely 
great without being grand. ·.We' are· not_ ~n 
Athens; no l Itj.s not a people of aitists; no'·: But 

. even in Rome tl'\e •monuments possess 11n appear-· 
. ance heavily colossal, capable of producing impres" 
sions analogous to my 0 wn in the minds of -the 
·Greeks who visited the .. imperial city of the :,I'iber. 

Analogous, l say, but not equal, because between 
Rome and London -the · difference is enormous~, 
Only the imperial instinct. appea'rs; the sky is 
different, so is the genius of the people. In spite 
of the <esthetic inferiority, n~ver to a Roman-would
occur the idea of putting a parasol on i:he head 

· of. the Duke of York, who from the top .of a · 
. c~luni.n looks on to St. Jame~'s ,Park; never one 
. of exposing, riaked. and: of the size of a rhinoceros,-

the _Duke of Wellington, in the. atti_tude of Alddes;' 
brandishing a kitchen-knife at the .-entrance . to 
Hyde Park, 
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·Decidedly, London seen from the outside weighs 
upon· my heart. . It is Orimtal, as Jmy companion 
wills it, If by that word . we understand thing~ 
monumentallY". · 

We are here in the heart ofthe monster. Look
ing down from the terraces of the National Gallery 
runs Whitehall, which leads in a straight iine to 
Westminster and. the Thames, with the historic 
palace where ·Wolsey displayed his ·almost royal 
luxury, ·where Henry. VIII. at a masked ball lost' 
his ,heart' to Anne Boleyn, and Charles I. lost' his 
head in the courtyard, in 'the tragic times of 
English history. ·Here the Horse G.uards, plumed 
and· wearing ·on .their heads the· monumental 
helmets of. the beginning of the century, do sentry 
duty: The .Foreign Office, the India' Office, the 
Addtir~ity, and the Treasury border the wide 
.P. venue, and each of these names, evoking ideas 
ol a •huge power, imposes respect. 
:J · To the right of all this, towards the west, is St. 
James's Park, bounded'' lengthways by the Mall. 
On higher ground stretches the street of clubs, !'all 
Mall; wfth blackened palaces, arcades that look like 
caverns, columns that seem posts made of coal, and 
wM!dows with splendid plate-glass like mirrors,. 
through which may be seen incomparable arm-chairs 
and. cl.rpets even softer than the turf of the parks ; 
.. ~i the luxury, solid and comfortable; but not taste
ful, ofthe interiors of English houses, It is summer
time and the windows are decked with flowers. . ' ' . 
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At the back is St. James's, the palace of Henry 
VIII., with its gate in- pure Tudor style; and 
this kind of construction, substantial but slender, 
is 'that which harmonises with the climate and the 
view. It does not' strike one as absurd like the 
classic. Here at the beginning of Pall Mall lies 
before us Waterloo Place, with its monument of 
the Crimea, grenadiers with head-gear like those 
of Whitehall ; but here they are happily of bronze, 
so that the fortunate fellows cannot feel the weight. 
Up-hill goes Regent Street, which soon unfolds in 
a fine curve, which the Londoners persist in calling 
the "Quadrant," and from the commencement of 
this quarter circle, which takes Regent Street in a 
northerly direction, Piccadilly starts' westwards at 
a right angle.. These are the twci great streets of 
fashionable London. 

Left of the terrace .of the Gallery, where we are, 
from, the meeting-point of Charing Cross, in front 
of the Mall, commences the Strand, a long artery• 
parallel to the river, joining fashionable London 
with City London, with a ciistance of two miles 
from Charing Cross to the Mansion House, the 
heart of the City and the residence of the Lord 
Mayor. . 

In front of Trafalgar Square, to the east of 
Whitehall, cut in half by Northumberland Avenue, 
is the quarter of the hotels of the newest part of 
London. They are enormous houses of six floors, 
in the Parisian style, reproducing in ·a heavy way 
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the City architecture of the Continent. There are 
the Metropole, the Victoria, the Grand Hotel, 
and in the Strand, a little more forward, ,the 
Charing Cross Hotel, in the railway station ·of 
the same name.· 

In the inspection that we made, we recognised 
three different architectural styles : the Tudor, the 
Classic, and the Continental style of the massive 
blocks of Paris. There are still more types of 
houses. yet to be added. First Queen Anne's 
style,-like the "Jesuit" style in the Peninsula, of 
which the fa~ade and the tower of Whitehall are 
examples, and then the type of old house without 
style or artistic design. It is a wall of smooth 
bricks with three rectangular openings in each of 
the three floors, the ground floor and the two 
above it. . 

Four-fifths of London, including the miserable 
quarters, are of this kind : whole streets, enormous 
streets, of little nests without the least idea of 
scenic design, form the homes of John Bull. Each 
house has one .only tenant; when the door is shut 
it is a bulwark inviolable by Jaw. The door shines 
with brazen locks polished every day ; the window
panes have no grain of dust or spot of water. 
Outside there are almost always flowers on the 
window-sills; inside there are always curtains of 
more or less fine texture, more or less closed 
together. All has an air of cleanliness and tolerable 
comfort. Sometimes in front of the house there is 
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a ditch defended by a gate bordering on the street; 
at other times a little garden; at ot!1ers ·thick 
glasses, like a ship's dead-lights, to illuminate the 
basement, in , which are ·the kitchens, the cellar, 

·and the dust-bin. 
· · Now there are most luxurious h~uses ·il'l which 
purse-pride predominates, asserting itself -in. works 
<?f better . or worse taste, but in g(!nel'al without 
character. · . Until . ·the . middle of .the· ·century,: 
however, domestic architectJlre, . simple outside,· 
and 'the horrid Greco-Roman mon~ments, might 

_ be said to co-nstitute London. , Even, the palaces 
of the rtobility, for instance that of Lord Salisbury, 

. or of the Duke of Welli~gto_n. at the entranc~ to 
·Hyde P~rk, are IJroperties o( ·relatively .modest 
and simple appearance. · The first appears a mere 
shopkeeper:s residence. ··London· was the capital 
of. ·a ·great Protestant p_eople, rigid, hard-working; 
greedy, and. di~dainful of, the extern~ls of .life. 
For all these reasons they were riot an artisticc, 
pebple ; hence ·the 'grotesque character. bf the 
London . buildings of the. period. They' reveal a 
vast mass of nobly powerful senti~ent,. but they 
reveal it in. a 'manner midway between the puerile

. and the extravagant.· The period of. the JC;lapole
onic wars is written in stone. ev\!rywhere, but with 

. the scrawls of a people writing with an ·effor~. : 
- Since . i85o, the .. · marvellous enrichment .of· 
E~gland ·and her eX:ceptioQal fortune affected the .· 

. antique, arid i modified the .aspect' of t?e town. 
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However,. the Engli~h sought to be artists, and. to 
embe!Hsh and modernise their capital by copying 
·Paris, in spite of the disdain they aff<!ct for the 
Continent.. They found themselves exquisites 
and. yet inferiors, and with their purses ready to 

· burst with sovereigns they went about rebuilding 
London. There came great spacious avenues and 
palaces in the manner of the French or Italian 
Renaissance, blocks of houses in floors and flats in 
the French style' as a ~ubstitute for the old English 
home; red-tile and terra-cotta in the German style 
of Hanover and Prussia, and finally there ~arne the 
restoration of the national Tudor style that pre
dominates in the palaces and. in private houses, 
and with which, more or less, are inspired the best 
later buildings of London. 

Without any doubt, the preference lies in favour 
·:9f the awe-inspiring Roman columns and tympana. 

ltharmonises better with the scenery : · it gives an 
impression more in conformity with the climate ; 
but in very truth it is out of harmony with all 
systematically-designed rebuilding. It has a bric
a-brac air,· There is apparent the endeavour of a 

· rich people imagining that everything is to be got 
Tor money, arid wanting to be artists at the cost of 
millions, vvhat they are is enough for them. 

The real monum"!!nts of the London of to-day 
are in my. opinion seen in the buildings sponta
neously born· of the necessities of the dominant 
character of this Carthaginian civilisation. They. 

D 
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are theCrystal Palaces of the popular Exhibitiol)s ; · 
they are. the m~ive and utilitarian bridges;. the 
:~i\ye-Inspil~ng 'raihvay s~tions, ~here th¢ 'people: 
.huddle together· in the vertigo of bustle, arid the 
walls, inside and out~ide, :i:he roofs, the grq~nd, the 
sj:a~, · the glass-work, absolutely everything·· is 
bedaubed With advertisements in colossal letters of 
strident colourS. to. force the atte~tioii of:passers-by .. 
· Advertisement-· the · bill-frenzy'- was among 

. the things that)mpressed· me !UOSt. . They' perse-

. ciite one everyi>here. Iii· the stations. they are 
:_a, delirium. · They paint omnibuses with ·tliem, · 
'rhey,]ine carriages with d.J.ein. They put them 
above the ·roofs c;>f houses i11 great. letter.s· of gold·· 

.. hanging up for the wind· to sha\<:e. · ·They are the 
· English reolii!m harps. . · · 
' ' Everything is advertised, absolutely everything: 
clothes, shoes, furniture, articles of luxury, poverty, 

. the. ·most extravagant medicines, t~e most curious 
· utensils, with. nauseating ·names, .extracted from 
rare or dead l~riguages/with certificate!! from :the 
medical faculty and the learned . general(y. It is . 

_. e\reri, a· Carnival .. scene. I saw in a journey, I know · 
not where, h~ng up from the roof morj: than a· 

.· hundred bills · successively·· announcing · with· ari · 
· irritating. obstinacy a certa~n substance which 
·washed and ·yet was not soaP:. 
. ·And as these dodges pay, al)d as rivers. of. money. 
· are ·spent ,in advertisement, ·it is sad: to think that . 
· the. colossal metropolis · o~ ·a:·. great ·people. bows , 
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·down to S\ICh an extent. before quackery, or that it 
. is n'ecessary tO. ~Se qu<\Ck me;~sutes to attract 
attenti!>n. . English eccentri~ity shows i'.self in the 

. stupid proportions ' of. advertisemeri't ; . though 
· advertisf!ment .in. general is an ·ailment of all great 
;cities. · . . · · . 

wm' if be that a~ agglomeration of people makes ·' 
· men imbecile ? · . Will,.it be that civilisation, as so 
. many seek to . make out, is n~t .passing . out of 
. a peri,od pf sickness ? · Or will it pe that London is 
'indeed the British wen or abscess ? 



v 
.· THE P)':OPLE . 

·O~LY. just riow ·do · ~ iemeniber that I have 
made. a. desert 'city out of London, · the most 
populous piece of land in- the world. · 

The County of London; according .to the census 
of ~89!, has 4,2ri, os6inhabitants; and the police
:district, or "Greater London," 1,422,276 more: 
total 5,633,332, almost six million cre11tures; ~!most 
as much as the population of Belgium, more than 

. . . , • , . . . . I 

that of Holland or Portugal; and.about three times 
that of beiimark.' It is the most populous ~ity in 
the wcirid, and the County of London is' the land 

• in;· which . the people are most closely~ packed . 
together. The density of population in. Loridon 
is 59 per a~re, Liverpool. alone exceeds it : this 

. black. a~t-hill has I 18 to an acre, exactly double, 
-.Thirty years ago the area now called· the "_County 
of Lond_ori ".'had -2,803,847 inhabitants, and the 
exterior zone 418,873: total :3,222,720. -In thirty 

· years _it has risen 8o ·per· cent. · In- the interior' 
. of the town· the' .increase was. so,' but, ·spreading 
outwards, the population · of the' exterior· zone 

. 36 
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increased two a'nd .a half 'times. There is no city 
in the world that presents such a growth in so 
high a number. ·I d!) not, therefore, wonder that it 
absorbs the population of the country. London 
represents a seventh part or' the entire population 
of Ettgland and Wales .. Moreover, there is no one 
among the great capitals where the nett increase 

. o( population, as a balance between birlhs and 
·.deaths, is_greater. Without mentioning St. Peters
burg, where the deaths much exceed the births, 
-Madrid which has a balance of one in the thousand, 
there rises a scale at the top of which is London, 
with a balance of a hu~dred and thirty-seven per 
·_th~usand._ .. The national l).abit~ of. the· people, the 
great ·proportion of poor, and even the hygienic 
·conditions of the. town, explain this phenomenon, 
of which the. principal cause, however, is in the 
great propagation of the unfortunate. Misery is 
prolific,. ·and the Englishman . more sensual and 
animal. than any European. ·The 1}1etropolitan 
Year Book, . from which· I am drawing these 
sta_tistics, classifies. one-third of the population of 
the County of London as poclr. · There are one 

: million three hundred thousand In poverty. The 
ni.isery is the residuum of the great manufacture of . . 
millions of money that , insolently displays ilie 
meaner ,side of the wealth of the exhibitions of the 
West End. Side by side-East and ·west-there 
are two Lon dons at . enmity and severance : that 
of th~· poor and that ·of the rich. The detective 
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with whom I went th~ough th~ ,miserable· qua~ters 
in the repugnant narro\v ·streets oLWhitecha:pel 
told me that people. of the East End a!e horn anQ . 
'die without· knowing ·anything· of the existence 
that jies at the other end · of the Strand. . The · 
West End is for them an unknown'. land. A(as 

. for the day when they discoyer it! . The scenes of 
Trafalgar Square were a dark forewarning.' Once 

. upon a. time a multitude . of hungry . savages ran . 
. along the. Strand, and fashionable London grew· 
pale with :fright whenksaw a massing qf hordes, 

· more terrible than ~hose of Attila; encamping on .· 
the steps ofthe square by the side of Landseer's 
magnificent lions,- who seemed to blush at them. , · 

. · U ptm this soil ~( more than a million poc;>r rest 
the ~solid foundation of the operative population, 
z,r6;7,rzi5, ·.;,.,ho feed 749,6ir. well-off townspeople;· 

· raising it up. i:o the sky like the spires' or gilded . 
summits of an lmm~nse . cafhedr~l •. of flesh,< the 

. ()pulent flowers of civili~ation, magnolias or orchids;.· 
dainty flowers w~ter~d with the work of the whole 

} ' - ' 

world, blooming in toilettes and carriages in the· 
•. _evening in· the shady avenues of Hyde Park. · : 

.All- .this people are revolving in a. cori'centrated 
· and intensely grave agitation, either for work or· 
for amu~ement. Whoever comes over from the 

. Continent' by way of ParisJo this country notices 
· that the intensity of the pressure of life rises con~ 

sid,etably. · The compressed st~ain issues from the 
joints, the motion of the engine is faster, t~e blows 
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'of .t~e hammer. are heavier, life is more substantial, 
.riches more solid, the character firmer, but never
theless· more . artificial. Here the human engine 

· produces more useful work, but yet with more 
wear and tear. Its· ashes and exhaust are the 

.. ' 
million of poer that it is continually discharging 

·. into the vast black sea of misery; drunkenness, 
. and crime•; ·a·nd its vibratipn is made up of the 
daily;recurring losses and accidents .. In the streets 
there are ten a~cideots a day,·and three hundred 

· fatal ones 'iri . the year. And in . the midst of this 
Babelthere .. are lost every year seventeen thousand· 

· perspns..:.:.almost all of them children-several 
. thousands of this whole mass of creatures vanish
' ing altoge.ther in· the gulf, as those sink in the 
oc~an whom the wave casts ovcr:the bulwark in a· 

. storm. And above the tumultuous bubble of this 
great boiler of people plies a legion of policemen, 
mute and 'automatic, putting disorder to rights, 

. raising the fallen, taking care of the careless, 
arresting the drunken and disorderly ; police in 
dark uniform and leather cape, thick and hercu
lean, spa,ring of wo~ds, quick and firm In action . 
. . The submissive Englishman (there are no people 

more' so) obeys the police religiously and unquestion
·ingly. ·On this account also the London police are 
additionally go9d. Submission and a singular im
becility peculiar to great. agglomerations of people 

· in capitals become more sensible here il) the midst 
. of a number of beings strong but out of joint, who, . 

. ' 
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agitated at times to the verge of epilepsy,. go each 
his OW!l way,, yet- all· together, impelled by', the . 
cokissal dream of 'making money.· This is indeed . 

. what turns their heads. · · 
To the gre;lt illusion of wealth, the perpetual. 

mirage of town-life,. created by the. ostent~tion of 
luxul)', ·th~ Epg!lshman can .never u~ite, because 
he does not possess, .the instinct of art. and that 
indifference with which we· Continentals (a riame . 
used here with deCided contempt) temper th~ vio- . 
lence of the life called civilised. ·,On this account, 
as the 'sliady side of such grandeur, I never have 
seen anywhere .brutality more brutal, or stupidity 
more stupid. 

· I remember some year~ ago in Paris the ·peopl~ 
laughed till ·their ·bones rattled as ,they applied 
constant1y, to everything the cant phrase," On dirait 
'du veau." . It was apish even to imbecility .. Now, 
while yet· on the voyage on ·board· the ship, I began · 
to hear the refrain that in ·:London persecutes us . 

. like flies on the beach, sung, whistled, grunted, cried, 
chirped, in every tone by both sexes~there are 
several, not two only_:_and by all ages, that insuf
ferable· cricket that pretends· to be a song-

'' Tawta-ra-bo~m-de-ay,n 

What ·does it mean? It does not matter. lt IS 

. an indistinct sound : every one. adapts to it the , 
meaning he thinks best. This is how languages 
began in primitive periods, by interjections. 

- . . . . 
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. •The life of great cities has I;Ilore than one point 
ofc:otitact with savage life. M;m in this tumultu
ous ebullition . goes back t9 h_is native state of 
;intel1ectual twilight in which intentions, vague as 
. the will-o'.-the-;-visp, are scarcely to be noted. 

"Ta.:.ra-ra-boom-de-ay " 

was the ·refrain or burden of: ~ song- a certain 
female perlormer sang at the theatre in burlesque 
sc;:enes of gay ·life, finishing each ·verse . with . an 
_immodest jig accompanied by the cricket's chirp-

,',' !a-ti-ra-boom-de-ay." 

_This iion~ense. took. It was the aeugnt or tne 
· Londoners while I had anything to do with them. 

The ·old· Quakerism, the ·historic Purita~ism, the 
· ·austerity that 'this people adopt reacted after ·the 

vanities -of the eighteenth · century veiled their 
faces· with shame.. England, that ·had Jived so 
inany'years in a pose of modesty, gave 'herself up 
in an attitude of shame, but badly and without 

· P"race .. 
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THE·TYPES · 

THE temperament ·of .the. English,, at. qnce 
violerit, and sanguine, .imposes. on .them· both· 
rigidity- in virtue and unrestrainedness' in vice .. 

Often when I ·ohs~rved the .Physiognomies and 
searched. the characters expressed. in the features, 
I arrived at results that satisfied me. · I felt I had 
!;lit the ma~k ; and the faces that passed before my 
view with~ little expression as sphinxes, went on. 
forming, letter. for letter, the words I constructed · 
i.;. ~Y thought. The . obsenration of the types of 

' a race is always a suggestive ·spectacle.. . 
- . . . . r 

.That which attracted. me above .all wasthe 
children. . There · are no~er ·more beautiful .any" 
where. . They. are like butterflies or swarms of 

· bees both in .wealthy streets and poor lanes, rich 
. and• poor, clean· and· dirty .. Before· the beauty of. 
'infancy eqmility is sovereign. in England. The. 
little o~es seem bouquets of flowers. Ruddy, with. 
flesh of milk .and roses that ;reminds one of Rubens, 

· cine feels. the strength of r~ce predo~inate. '. One 
woulq say ·that N~ture;·· mother of contradictions, 

. ' "). ' 
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· made these young shoots of humanity, more bony 
and angular than are to· be found anywhere; into 
creatures that seem 'cherubim descended from 
heaven. Between two cheeks like roses the short 
mouth seems like a cherry. The scarlet of the 

.lips laughs; the blue of the eyes, placed widely 
apart, laughs too. The· whole face sings, the 
whole face lives, whether it laughs ot cries, covered 
with the arms raised and the hands crossed !n an 
atti.tude of enchanting despair ... 
· . Then the loose. flowing, golden hair"-like flax 
dried in the sun with a tinge of gold-on their little 

. heads; upon bodies just growing, flexible like a 
virie, r~nn.ing, jumping, chirping like sparrows,· 

· calls to mind the well-kno~n verse of Victor Hugo. 
And indeed those little girls, that Dickens paints 

. in. David Copperfield, have wings as well, wings 
with which· they fly towards the ether of maidenly 
comeliness, wings, that carry them in flights away 
~ut of this world, planting in all parts the lwme of 
.the Saxon; affording him love, peace, and enchant

, merit, in the h~u~s vacant from the·crucl contest of 
'life. . 
. ·· Enough, however, of children. ·. Let us pa5s on 
to the grown~up people. 

John Bull, the· type of Punch's caricatures,· 
cannot be· said .to ·be the representative of the 

· Londoners ofthe present day. J ohnBull remained 
· provincial. When the buds in the • bouquet of 

flow'ers unfold they produce a different. kind of 
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. creature .. The infant made of milk and.rose11:- tJlat ·. 
· used to develop into a bull-dog's face over a stout . 
·cattle salesman's body, pot-bellied and in.Wellihg~ 
ton boots; in an a.'ttitude insolently heavy, b~comes, 
now that half-a-century of riniversal . power and 
in~omparable riches have had their effects . upon 
the race, a type in ore l.ively, more agile,. more 
graceful. J11:ore sympathetic ? . I do notknow. It 
is less pleasant. The expression of the eyes, fixed 

. and . shining like . those . of cats, announces the 
ferocious character of modern life, foreign to. the 
rep<;>se and stability of former times, in which John 
Bull calmly worked as a farmer upon his own land 
withoutany:ca!e .. N~w he has to live through the 
. whirlwind of the town; he has to become industrial, 
giving himself up, in the great country of men, to. 

·hunting. the hare' that he_ calls a sovereign, under 
· pain of being throwr(on one side like a rag upon a 
.. dust-heap of human misery. The intensity of. life 

reacts upon .the anatomy of the body. J ohri Bu!l 
has becon:ze an A merz'can. . . ·. · . , : . 

But he has not on .this account lost the more,' 
striking .lines of his physiognomy, the short nee~, 
the iarge jaw-bone of the powerful masticator, the· 
lively eye with the thick eyebrows announcing the . 
anilp.al spirits in his choleric temperament .. The 
fleshy profile with large upper fip, the regular mark 

. of the heavy intelligence .always seen in the air of· 
suppression on the countenance and in the facility 
of expression of wonderment.. It. rna>: be said that 
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the Englishman is in· a chronic condition of being 
startled. Ok,- ·pron9unced thus: A--oo, slowly 
and. dreamily, is .a constant il}terjection. They 
haYe a catarrh· from birth.' "They are born with 
a .cold," s.aid F. to me,'' caught from the damp and 

, fogs." _ In f~ct they give the impression of people 
without a clear notion of what they see, as if they 

·· were journeying along iri a violent storm. 
Another expressio!l of the. same kind is the 

quantity of" yes's" .they chew and swallow in con-
. ·versation .. ·They sip it slowly, y-e-ss, or swallow it 
at a gulp, 'es I · But this abuse of the interjection, a 
'sign of a rudimentary-mind, gives in conversation· 
and. business .a tone of communicative intimacy 

. which. is scarcely lormal. ·For the reason also that 
he lives :nearer nature, the Englishman ·nas more 
loyalty, -better humour, more spontaneous joy, 
. many. more. of those_ qualities that. a musing . 
_intellect extinguishes in men ; . many more of those 
qpalities which in one sense we may call barbarous, 
but which give consistency, tenacity, firmness, and 

. tstrength t~ his character. The worst of all this is, 
however, that it is, up to a certain point, the result 
of a· general bashfulness, .a longing to be rational 

. among a people not born to be philosophers, and 
to be beauti(ul . among a people. not born to be 
artists. 
, Why, in th~ mouth of the woman, to whom we 
look· for other qualities,· does a y-e-ss breathed 
out gradually and. tenderly, and rendered sublime 
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. by the inclination o( th~ eyelids' above . the eyes, 
and an 'is J: hissing betweeJ!lips red like pome
. granates; like a kiss that the air gives them, or an 

·· oh-h of candid admiration or, 9f e-xpressed indig
nation..,-all this interjection, which in the mouths of. 

· m~n makes us 'smile, in those of women gives to 
the ·conversation that amount of communicative 
intimacy (rom which, with the instin<;t of the sexes, 
·comes the flirt? The indeterminateness, the fog; 
.is the same. ·Flirtation is love that has caught a. 
cc;>ld. 
. lt is that the· climate depresse,s instead of excites .. 

·Life imposes .on us· men an excess of physical 
exercise and a ·corresponding· excess of' food and 
drink!· The· over-nourishment of . the .animal· 
machin~ paralyses' the devcl~pment of. the in-· 

. tellect. The ideal of life gets to be a mere, agree~ 

. able'state .of vegetation, and in a .harsh dimate,. bY. 
. ari iUnsory effort of the. imagination, P~~adise ·is 
situated. in the home, well dosed up and 'sheltered 

' from the weat.her. The fact is, however, that their 
ideal of homc.-is for Englishmen· an impalpabltr 
illusion, as we shall have occasion to remark. As 
a n;;atter of fact, .t4e itiner.in~tinct of. the race is 
nomad, and,this is on the increase, in proportion as 

. facility for travd 'accentuates. this feature; · 
In :the women,. moreover, conditions of .life .such 

-,as these, uniting .themselves to· the in~orn ·senti~ 
.mentality of the race, produce ~n ·admirable com
bination 'that gives them that, priority which they 
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justly enjoy in England more than in any part of 
-the world. ·They- are the first from more than one 
point- of _view. ' And then how singularly they -
contrast with the arigular and hirsute automata, 

- perfect lay figures of magnificent -attire, walking 
-with· long step~, trousers turned up or' not, just as 
may be the fashion, covered with great-coat as with 
a shroud, rose in the button~hole, walking-stick with 

-kriob, arid the arm held forward at a right angle, 
-These -are ,the swells of Regent Street or Picca-
- dilly, who are going to exhibit themselves in tl\e 
evening. It is half grotesque. U~liness is uglier 

_ here than on -the -Continent, and the ] apanese 
: craze; which here- lays down the law, imposes 
courtly -.extravagance: On -this -account no ami 
c~rries away the palm from the English, who are 
the tailors of all Europe. For the women Paris 
-still'holds the sceptre. 

-- However, the harsh exterior of the Saxon, harsh 
"lltside and- in, contrastS- singularly with his 
personal qualities. The angularity of the first _ 
interyiew does not appear to me. to be other than 
the shyness of a people who inside their corpu

-lence, at times excessive, preserve the little soul of 
·a child. _ They are a bashful people because they are 
a proud ·people, in whom a strong imier life (strong
does_ not mean- 'subtle or deep) embarrasses the 
development of social endowments. As soon as, 
however, the ice -of the first contact thaws, the 
Englishman appe;~rs with qualities that are solid 
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arid spontaneous. He has no wit; but he has cheer • 
. fulness; he does not know how to rna~ ufacture com· 
'pliments or cap verses, but he possesses a .franknes~ 
of demeanour soberly affable. ·The good q~alit'ies. 
appear tempered by education,. the iriferip~ ones 
impress us with naturalness. . Relations are more
firm, more natural, more ~erious'. · The man·_,~ho is 
anyWhere designated as fin~ is such as her is here; 
but never more· .completely so than_ among the 
people that to the word '!gentleman •:. has insepar.:. 

-ably united the id~as of good mann~rs 'a:nd persomii 
dignity: On the ·Continent, the kom11ie du mo1zde' 
may be a refined rogue arid kn_own as ~uch .. 



VII, . 

.UORSES Aim WOMEN .. 
. I OFTEN· went . like the rest to Hyde Park ·on 

wee);:-day'. evenings and . after· morni'ng .se~icc on 
. Sundays. In th~·evenings people go in carriages · 
·or'OI! horseback;, after _morning service they go 
·on· foot· . It is not good form to' go in· carriages 
on Sunday into the Park. The pe~ple ccinwgate 
at the .. Corner, at the turn of the grass that lines 
the exit. at_ which W:eilington; gigantic and naked, 

. holds' his kitchen~lcnife.. · 
: · Th~ park· is a~ .imit~tion of 'the country. There 
_-: a~ an extensive' ylew of a 'bath o( green 
~water:: There- are. the. same nobly~tuft.ed trees 
~preading their thick. and dark foliage over the· 
ll,orizon. of turf; with 'the same surrounding 6f blue 

· atmosphere mingling with the masses· of arboreal 
vegetation. There .are the 'same nosegays of 

. 'rhododendrons and azaleaS, with their metallic 
. ·colouring of purple, of{'ed· set on emerald grounds . 
. Tbere .are still the sheep grazing in. flocks. I did 
' not _See any cows, but it is pro~abie that tllere were. 

some:. Fimillv. therb are the groups of children 
49 E 
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playing ·upon the grass, or boys playing at cricket · 
or football on the green., 

Let us, .however, )eave/ this on ·one· side: we 
will speak at another. ~ime of sport. · Now we 
come to the Park. to see .the horses and·. the 
women, the. two products most · refinedfy capri- · 
cious alld most superiorly cultivated · of En~::lish 
civilisation, . 

. I am not what is called. a "horsey 'man·"; 6n that 
·account, indeed, I do not 'gaze with wonderment 
at those· stuck-up· animals ·th~t possess a forced 
development of posterior mem hers that . call . to 
mind the kangaroo, with slender legs that. look · 
like the supports of a bier, with· enormous chests 
to admit· of the respiration necessary fpr horse-

. races ... [ am riot a: horsey man: l do not 'go into 
ec5tasies before types of thoroughbre<:I machines 
produced by an art· long exerCised in· selection, 
training,' and heredity. I do not go into ecstasies i 
I ·rather, ·on the contrary, have some· trouble io · 
restraining myself from laughing; ir~eilereritly· no 
doubt, when I see on the top' of one or these·a 

. cranes with long, stretched-out neck, a pot-bellied 
old gentleman with a shaven face ·and a hat. down . 
in the nape of his neck trotting for his health,-

. ·they pr~scribe a good deal of riding for ol:iesity,
or perahed up ori another crane·· a· black stork, 
all bones, with a profile as sharp· as·~ barber's: 
razor, long whiskers, a'large ·flower in _the bosom, . 

, and on the ·head ·a hat ·irreproachably lustrous. 
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Alas for him who does not have his hat brushed 
· before he goes out f · 

· "We are ·the. best-dressed. people in Europe," 
said to .me, gravely and 'seriously, a .certain horse
man with whom. I found myself more than once · 

. in ·Hyde Park.· 
. But when the horse, whose hide shines like the 

. man's hat, gallops elastically along the track called 

. " Rotten Row," carrying on his back a fair-haired, 
.'blue-eyed maiden clothed in black, an angel 
. transformed into a centaur, a sylph with muscles 
of steel, that passes 'by leaving us in doubt as to 
the exactness of her human reality, I, although 
not hol');ey, cannot fail to feel within me some 
sort of semblance of enthusiasm. 
· · In sober earnest, the fair-haired, blue-eyed miss, 
. profoundly sweet, with the fine bust u~folding in 
the elegance of ~lim beauty, with the velvety skin 
of an orchid, the seduction of an angelic smile, 
,maidenhood' leaping up in the sudden vermilion of 
the face, and modestly written (how many times, 
alas! in· unbecoming language) in the lowering of 
the eyelids fringed with long eyelashes; the miss, 
fair. image of innocence, Eve incapable of falling, 
whose words sound like crystalline notes, and whose 
look possesses ineffable sincerities; in very truth 
she makes you wish that people would fall ori 
their knees before her, not as before women, but 
with the adoration due to the seraphim. 

These are in fact the thuroughbreds, the superior 
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artificial products of .the ·E.nglish refine::x; . They' 
are the pick of.the. race.. It is they_ who g~~· the 
ideally ench,anting types of Shakespeare :. Virgintil,~ 
Imogene,· Desdemona, .Ophelia, . Juliet i · ,or . of . 

· Dickens: Esther and Agnes.· They are the. firi.est: 
:·and most perfect ·feminine flowers, the .. poet~y of 

ethereal youth, as far as woman can reach it.' •· For 
this re~son nobody. takes the.palm a~ay from the 
fair-hai~ed miss. There , ~re ,fair . ·ones o~ . the: 
Continent, the Germans; but. they are heavy. and , 

.insipid .. For maidens, the English .. 'Hence also· 
the . ~ec;eption accorded . to. ,the. pre-Rapha~lite 
Madorinas· of. Millais imd . the pai.nters of . the · 
pr.eserit gay::._ · · · .. , " . 1 • 

But yet in spite of the pride the English take 'in .. 
. their miss~s. _this 'worship is ' exceeded by . the. 

veneration 'unanimously devoted to:. the ·'really ·. 
, accomplished English matron;, whose _end in iife js: 
to satisfy all the· wants .of social·rites, ,leaving to · 
her husband. the plenitude of a satisfaction pre- ~ 
tentiously phlegmatic,,;md a fe,icityperfect up. tp 

. the verge o(dying of tedium. Thi~ is becau·se the.:. 
·efflorescence of the misses. ~carcely lasts an instant., 

· :T!J.elr beauty was !'the devil's"; .it. was in the· 
freshness of the skiti, in 1;Jle ingenuousness 'of. the. 
look, in the brillian~ giiding of th~. hair .. U ~der' · 
the. velvety skin hard bon,es. are gr~wjng. . The .. 

· faces little 'by little assume a cutting· expression, 
like that . of some .liJ.dies;. already mothers~. w,ho . 
passed by in' their carriage d~awn by a splendid l, 
. . - . '. . . . . . . 
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pair' of Scandinavian: trotters. Superfluity has . 
· . withered them up, ·and as their beauty . was not 

ge<;>metric, unpromising physiognomies have begun 
to d~sign themselves .. The air cuts their skin ; 
their faces shrivel with veins and' hard lines ; their 
noses dtherget as sharp as razors, or assume the 
colour of tomatoes. Sometimes they call to mind 
raw beef; at 'other times under their reddish hair, 
more or less dyed, they seem vine-leaves tinged by 
an autumn sun. Their mouths grow. ugly; th:e 
:teeth, growing forward, attack one carnivorously. 
The , feet at times attain the limits of grotesque ' 
ugliness, suspended on· legs like poles ; while the · 
necks get as lanky as' drakes'. They look. like 
people· crylng for .help, and ·one 'recognises the 
pfopriety. with whi~h Garrett divided humanity. 
into three. sexes: masculine, feminine; and old . 

. Englishwoman. . 
··It is enough to draw'tears fro.m stones when we 

• remember. that the· fair-haired, sweet blue-eyed 
misses turn into these I It is true that there arc. 
als(> . some who look like Nuremberg .dolls, with 
glass eyes and. sawdust And the transformation 
<if the angel 'into beings for which I find no name· 

· is . infallible; . There are some very nice women, 
; more or less ripe fruits,' who resist it at the cost of 
. God knows how much recourse to the toilette ; but 
'the' rule is unfortunately deplorable. ' 
: .Outside Hyde Park, on foot· in the streets, one 
··sees women still, ·and in what swarms ! · It is here 

• - - > • -
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that one is . impressed with the want of ::esthetic 
taste among the people. Elegant ladies dress~ . 
themselves everywhere at the hands ·of Parisian .. 
moaistes. · · But: the Englishwoman, whose p.alate 
reminds one of salted meat swimming in sauces . 

'"that scratch one's throat---.:she, to lo"ok at,~must have 
_garish colours. · She excessively abuses yellow of a 
:·deep gold colour, and red that one. uses to start!~ 
. the bulls with. It is true that the· climate, witho.ut. 
sun or light, abates the rawness of the colours,. and . 

. makes half tint~ imperceptible. Perhaps from that ·. 
fact comes the want.?f nervous;;ensibi!it/of sight · 
and· smell. 

Phlegmatically speaking, women here wallow in 
lowness ·in the ·matter of loose livi~g. Vice, ·like· · 

. ugliness,-here seemed tci ine, and. is, more funereal.. 
One .breathes a lukewarm atm.osphere. of· c_ori~ 
cupiscence. In the ~aw giare of the gas and the 
sepulchral iilumination of electricity in the . irre- . 

. guhirly-planned streets to the west of Trafalgar0 

Square, turning round up the Hayma~ket, under .the. 
arcades of Pall · Mall; at the -commencement of 
Piccadilly; both up and across, all the wp.y along 
Regent Street,"· and on the. ·opposite side at" the 
entrance: to the :strand, Nelson at. the tofi of his 
column. and the four. Assyrian lions preside over a' 
market of the same wares even "larger than. the old 
Babylonian temples: · The.n ·.it . is· that · London· 
-possesses a veritably Oriental aspect; 'when orgie, · 

· under the protection of the •police, wings its flight" 
. . . - .. ,-. . . 
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unchecked, and t. __ groups of bacchanalians over
run. the street· pavements, rending the 'air with 

. their laughter, drunkenness hanging on to one arm 
/and licentiousness· on to the other, between the 

spectral diffusion of the electric light or under the 
harsh gas smothered by .the darkness of the heavy 
air: . There it ·goes rolling along, thick with rivers 
of women pouring themselves out. · Here is the vast 
saloon of the St. J am~'s Restaurant just closing; 
beyond is' the Alhambra, where the piece has just 
'finished;' in front, the Empire, that makes the 
record in the prurient exhibition of dazzling 

. ballets.. The market of flesh is growing larger, and 
with equal voracity the Englishman swallows his 
joint and his love. The wave ·rolls· on, the streets 
empty themselves. Like spectres or suffering souls 
the later• ones walk along, trailing 'their unsteady 
g~it, and obtruding their lugubrious smile. And 
yet. (contrast unspeakably horrible !) he'e also 

, appears . Imogene or Virginia, with her golden 
hair like ripe wheat, and her· blue eyes, velvety 
soft. . • • . 

It is the usury, the lavishness, th.e wear and tear 
o( society natural through impulse of violent 
tempeniinent, moralist 'through. effort of mystic 
will. Left to himself; if he could forget constitu-

"tio~al respect for God and for the law, the English
man would' be (and has been whe!lever he has been 
able to be) a bull without a yolj:e, a horse without a 
bit. · He does not posse~s inborn ·morality, natur~l 
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- and eas_Y,'Iik.e peopl~ in iom r~ti?n.al ... · intelle:t . 
. predommates. In h1m_ -the predommant note- 1s 

' ' ' . ', . - ' ' ' .. 
_animal spzrits,. contained , nd .. restrained : tw ,a· 
disciplilie which voluntarily \keeps ._hi min 'chec~, 

- .yet_ without having a comple~~ conscipus,ness of the 
. act. -It is an instinct of pr7seryation that' dictates 

to bini morality and religiqu~ piety. · 'Hence: his' 
inferiority adds to his ' strength; 'because "soGiety . 

·possesses, in. the matter of gravity and respect, the 
cement of ~ more solid cohesion iii 'prqpor'timi a's . 
this individual possesses a so~nder e~eriy than any . 
. othe~ European. whatsoever. 

And this same ob~ervation, that is, the CO!-: 

existence' of naturalism' ·and _·instinctive. religious: 
feeling,' explains th" ·worship they rende~ to their. 

. two best works of art; h~rses and .women. - The. 
·'horse is the primaiy hnplemenf of sport, in which . 
··naturalism. mainly _affirms itself.. The. woman , is 
the Hestia, or Vesta, the goddesS, of the dom'estic · 
hearth;' lady or. queen of _home, from which she· 

. reigns,· disciplining· life, keeping tl1e b.read";vi.imer 
under the rule,-often· badly ·endured, of'mora\s ol' . 
. of cant.,. 
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RICHMOND-HAMPTON COURT 

QNE.'day going !JUt' of London on an excursion 
· to Richmond, a· suburb to the south-west, a matter 
':.Qf ten miles· from the heart of the town, which is 
·,·~arlng Cross, I had got in the train at Waterloo, 

and· gone. 'with my cars full of the ·extraordinary 
·din of the city, where at times the streets are 

. ''literally blocked up with people and vehicles of 
: every sort.. . There occurred to· me general'ideas o( 
· the activity and praCtical genius of the English; 

and,· kept within 'myself ·by the.· rude monotony of 
·the train; I went on making a digest of my indo-

. l~nt admiration, when by rnere chance my view fell 
on an announcement which ran across the carriage . . . 

. from side to side in front of me...,." Passengers arc 
'informed that this compa,rtment is constructed to 
contain ten' places, five on each side." . 

I woke 'up. , Is' this practical· genius l . Is this 
. activity useful ? : · Sixteen words when two are 
enough'? On the Continent they write,' "Ten· 

. places/', a:nd everybody understands that. they arc 
those of the compartment,' that they have to be 

. :57 . 
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halved between the two ·sides, anl that the notice 
is intended for passengers. I. then remembered". 
the. title of a comedy of Shakespeare; Mitch Adq 
about Nothing. · All this people, in fact, agitates· 
itself immensely, I will not say about nothing-. 
that. would be absurd-but abou( little, since th~ 
practical resultant of· activity · \Yanting in .the 
·superior direction of a rational or sjrnthetie:instinct 
.is relatively small. The maxim, " time is money," 
·is a complete. mistake, for no· pe~ple 1o~e ·more 
time . owing to want of method: . . . 

They waste themselves uselessly;. not from,indo-. 
lence, for they are incessantly on the move ; ·but 
they waste themselve~: because they do riot .know 
how to. use time intelligently .. In the. first place 
the effective day· has not more than eight hours-· 
from nine till five. Then_ the actua:J journ.eys .ip. · 
railway by the Underground, iri omnibuses· and 
cabs, use up whole .hours. Then the eating : lunch. 
alone takes up an hour.at least. Take it altogethe& 
the business-man in the C\ty, who in factJeads the 
~ife of a dog, works reproductively only about four a 

or .five hours. .The rest goes in travelling and 
racing about, because he lives leagues off;' he.goes 
about to his ,toilette and baths;. he. goes abou.t-. to 
eat, ··which is one of the hardesf-worked .'duties, 
and. in the .evening he rests heavily in . order .to· 
digest,. with a. tumbler of whisky~and-soda by his . 
side, his eyes dosed, his brain muddled.. Such· 
a way of understanding. life is indeed. singular. 
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I felt myself happy ·a.t not having been born an 
"Englishman. 

To consume my allotted fifty years of life in 
bustling about !ik(!_ a slave, earning money with 
which to fill my stomach more, in. order to take a 
leading part in soiries, adorned in evening dress, 
appears to me absurd (I confess it timidly), absurd 
.and little practical. 

With this we had arrived_at Richmond, and we 
got out of the_ train to breakfast at the Star and 
Garter. What an admirable panorama I The day 
was exceptionally fine; the atmosphere serenely 
blue ; and from the magnificent terraces of the 
house the dark thickness of the trees· rolled on 
down to the Thames with a· noble grandeur that 
made me happy. · It is true that the breakfast was 
excellent, and the appetite equal to it. ' 
· Of alf the classk sites in the· neighbourhood of 

London; Richm~nd-the favourite place of excur
.!ion of . the Londoners-seems to me · the mo~t 
naturally beautiful, justifying the name-" Sheen • · 
...... it formerly bore. · The present name comes from 
its having.been chosen as a residence-at the begin
ning of the sixteenth cenfury by the founder of 
the dynasty· of, the Tudors, Henry VII.,· who was 
Duke~ of _Richmond .. And perhaps, also, it ap
peared beautiful to me for another reason, because 
it was. the, first ·time for many days that I. saw 
~yself free from· the t>ustling excitement of the 
Carthaginian capital. 
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. . On_ the Sunday that I was at Hampton Court, 
further . on J:>eyond Kirigstori; also oti the . Thames;_ 
the case completely changed ; l found myself along. ' 
with a party that wenf to see the palace; in a train 
full of people .. , They_ went gravely,. like people'. 

__ · going to fulfil' a duty •. No loose voice or laughter 
was. heard. . One could see that the· people were 
going i'n families.,: It was Sunday, .and the Lord's. _ 
Day is ·not made for folly. J'he only perceptible . 

··thing was seine restrained fiirt~tion between :the 
young: people ofthe party ... The ·elderly people' 
·stood. still like storks_:_so 'that you could not tell· 

·. whetlie~ they are asleep or on the .watch-· 'before · 
. the tiled walls crowned with towers . and turrets, 
• wal~s 'with' a dark-red tone, over :which the )vy 
'. climbs and spreads its green. lace-work of-sombre·· 
·foliage .. • · · · · · · 

. Af the entrance-gate printed ·notices in· ·large:. 
letter5 requ_est visitors to walk orderly and quietly;· 

• This request, on ·the other side the Cha~nel, seem;' · 
ridiculous or pleonastic.:. -.We entered. the Clock • 

· Court; ari,d this-side, t0gether with that which .bearsu 
the name. of the b_uilder of the palace, Cardinal c 

Wolsey, are; like those of the south'.and west, in · 
the T11dor style.:· "I:he impressi~n already acquired · 

. in London_ repcatep itselfhere; it is .the national· 
arcbitecture ; iUs that which suit~ the colour of · 

: the atmosph;reand the surro~ding l~ndscape: > _. . 
. The want of ~ymm~try _pf the·_ main' buildings, · 

·.the repeated goings in artdout,the towers stuck on ' 
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to the walls, ~lit with enormo~s windows, and the 
colour of: the . weather-beaten tiles-all this. har

' ·monises well, wi~ a nature at the same time 
bountiful and hostile. The propriety is felt of 
defence against: a climate soaked in moisture, and 

-designed . for vegetation.. This dwelling-place . has 
: something of the' vegetable kingdom about .it as 
. well; it_appears to be made of trunks of trees; it 
seems like a wood .in the irregularity of the Jines it 

· makes in the air. 
Within these walls life quickens with the almost 

tragic nature .of this land. In this palace, which 
:,in or~er to maintain his own existence. the minister . 
'had to give up to the king, Henry VIII., revelled 

in_ his ·orgies, ·and ,Cromwclt: in the fury of his 
ambition ... Hampton Court calls up to my mind · 
the horrid English tragedy, a leaven of blood and 
licentiousness at a feast of barbarians. And when 
I. look.ed at the party of my quiet companions, 
huds up like C:ranes, I saw in their ·obtus~ly stolid 
faces some feline e~pr~ssions, their · thick jaws 
tnurmurlng guttUral sounds, and I comprehended 
.the. possibility of a return to olden times, either 
along the road ·of a poverty perhaps somewhat 
'improbable, or along the parallel road' of the licence 
· of. wealth. .· . · 
: .. Hampton Court was one of. the places in which 
. I best· learnt to understand England. And i~ was 
for that same reason that I did not see, so to speak, 
the galleiy ·of pictures within the palace, which 
. . . . 
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. -was arranged ·after....:..in the time o(. James . II.-. it 
ceased: to be a royal residence. I saw, however, 

. Queen Anne's, bed-chamber, like that of ·Louis 
XIV, at Versailles, _and all the royal bed-chambers 
of the time when monarchs \vere ostentatiously 

' - - . ' 

. theatrical In· the. scenes of their. respective reigns. 
It is monotonous. 

And with this· impression I descended, and fhe 
excursionists along with me, on to the terrace of. 
the .fountain towards. the gardens. 
· What a change, thank God I · What singular ' 
insipidity!'-· Here we are along with French 
classicisms,smooth surfaces, neat walks, tympana, · 
cornices, arcades, symmetry,~ regularity, elements 
of an architecture which, even if it. were perfect_: 
and that- it is far from being~alone' harmonises 
with dry and limpid air, and bare and reddish soil. · 
Here ·we a~e on the groun·d that bears on :·its 
shoulde~s, like an ideal head, the line of a colonnade 
on ~hich rests the !rontal trian.gle, well shown qp · 
t4e luminous background of sapphire-coloured sky. 

My tragic England of a short time ago appeared. 
:to me a -little overcharged, And then· the crowd 
of visitors made lumps rise in, ~y throat that- I 
swallowed, when,- immovable like 'cranes, they 
stared with . i.moecile wonderment, grunting from 

.their chests:· "Beautiful! magnificent!" · · 
Turning· away from 'the fa<;ade I went along the 

gardens, 1 also constructed in the ·French style of 
Le NOtre, because, on. this side, Hampton Court js .. 
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an imitation of Versailles. There are the same 
rows of pilasters and statues; the same geometri-

. cal arrangement, the same quadrangular or circular 
lakes, fish-ponds bordered with balustrades, against 

. whi.ch cavaliers and dames,. clothed in silk and 
powdered, played gallant madrigals. The garden 
is a saloon under the open sky, where one could 

· :Walk and talk in company. But this one which is 
so Frenfh, which bears so much trace of the people· 

· that. inyented amicable life, how does it square 
witlt the Englishman, misanthropic because he has 

. to live in a climate soaked with water? How can 
one have company' in· the open air, if that open air 
is as unsociable as the spirit of these islanders? . 

·The. answer· is in the Tudor architecture, in 
· ~hich the palace is but the amplification of the 
cottage, or rather an aggregate of many cottages 
forming a mass : thus the garden, adapted to the 

. mi11d and the climate of England, is the imitation 
~f the wood, into which man enters alone with 

. nature. And if the Tudor palaces are fine in their 
• way, the English parks at times touch the limits of. 
_the marvellous. There is a: particular instinct and 
.. taste in the design of the trees, turf, and flowers, 
· with the· almost natural lakes winding through 
gently undulating ground, with foot-paths branch
ing tortuously through the midst of mysterious 
masses of verdure, where the lords lose themselves 
~bile flirting, or the lonely give themselves up to 
ruminating on their splenetic misanthropy. 
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It is so: _this suits 'Enghmd; wh~ sh9ws _her 
' judgment. in the . deci.sion jn. which sh~ mad~. 

an end of classic architecture, fit only for countr~es · 
· with pl~nty of light; and of French gardens, fit 

only for, soCiable people. :For· these strbng and. 
inystiq.men, _inac~ssible tQ ideali!an;the ,h~u~e'is 

··'a .fort, the gardel). · is a :wood, the .town is an aggre- · 
. • ~ - . -. I . 

·gation o.f houses. ~- As t:Jie. creative.sun is wanting,' 
so the~t;: · is aJso wanting to the s6ul thci' unifying 

. web· ,of the · generai aspect qf. things·- ill. drde{- tq ' 
. introduce' harmony into: its. system, creating.· the in. 

anew, so fo speak, as iQ.ventioris ·o'f the thought; 
And b~cause they have 'no sun the English cannot. 
be either. philosoph~rs or 'artists:' they have' not 

._ g?t a sparkof synthetic genius. . · 



IX 

SYDENH~M; A FESTIVAL-. HURLINGHAM: A CLUB 

ANO_THER of my excursions was to Sydenham 
.to the Crystal Palace. ori the Monday Bank 
·Holiday of the saint of commerce; one of the five 
· or six tha:t Sir John Lubbock got voted by 
Parliament' for the benefit of clerks who want to 

· amuse themselves. I went to, Sydenham in a 
· torrent of boys.· It w~s a company, grossly merry; . 
'of faces ,already half way up the mast that marks· 
the transition·bt!tweel). children and men. . They 

.. played. in the carriage, pushing and pinching one 
· aAother; they ,criL.' out and laughed with their . 
· n;touths wide open ; one'·could see that they had no 
!crt of instinctive delicacy, so. frequent among the 
Continental proletariate. They appeared to me 
young wild beasts let loos~. · · 
· When' this. human wave flowed out into the 

' gr~at monst~~ of iron and glass, within the building ' 
.the torrent of people filled the air with the thunder · 

. of its. noise, trotting about·. iri thick masses along 
'the naves and galleries 'of the awe-inspiring 
interior •. 

F 
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Behold here a genuine· monument of. our time, 
and the exact spectacle of the modern democracy. 
It can be disagreeable, it certainly is disagreeable, 
to the refined palate; .but it is incontestably 'great, 
-· very great in a sense-this assembly of hundreds 
of thousands of people. A big rough Englishman 
said to me. with his eyes moist with · delight': 

. " One might live· and die here, sir ! "· This phrase 
· is.to me a descriptive poem in itself. 
. . Sydenham, i'n fact, is the popular temple of 
London. Here they live and enjoy life. · Here 
they· meet in the free -commtmity ofall classes, the 
principle that lies at the foundation of civilisation._ 
Here one sees a miniature of the whole world.! 
All the best statuary of all times lines the gal!eties. 
All different kinds of architecture are here repro- · 
duced. , · There ·are Egyptian temples, Greek 
fac;ades, Byzantine buildings. There is Pompeian, 
'there are representations of .the Italian type, of 
Gothic, Tudor, . and Elizabethan ; there is • a:Jl 
Alhambra, with its Court of the Lions,-and · ~l! 
sorts. of other monuments, and all life-size, withillo 
the gigantic coat of,. mail that raises itself like an 
iron vaulted sky to a height of fifty yards. 

· There are also_ gardens with real tropical trees; 
there are lakes ; there ·are- collections of' different 
human races'. and 'stuf(ed animals ; . there- are 
galleries in which can 'be .seen copies· of the best 
paintings ; there are exhibitions of every imaginable 
thjng~ in. a . bewildering confusion of· pretty flags, . 
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flowers, and foliage, notices in all colours ; and 
advertisements hung up ; a terrible Capernaum, 
giving us the idea of the great dark confusio~ of 
the .contemporary popular mind. "One might live . 
and die here!" . 

And in the middle of this palace-of which the 
boundary measures two miles, the enclosure could 
hold a town, and the height would be a caution 
against anything higher-rises its. immense dome, 
the duplicate of that of St. Paul's, which is the 
second in the world ; and under . the cupola in the 
centre the immense organ and the four thousand 
musicians of the Handel orchestra give forth 
in full voice " God save the Queen" in the midst 
of the hull), as of the universe, that the Palace 
gives out on all' sides, through the hundreds of 
,thousands of ·hands, feet, and · mouths of the 

.swarming population. 
I shall probably never again have the opportunity 

o'beholding a spectacle more colossal as a realisa
tion of democracy, nor do I think. that any such 
oodsts. One leaves it bewildered. And on going 
out nature appears more lovely. One would say. 
we were . recovering from a nightmare. ·The 
gardens are .as magnificent as ever; the grass
plots inviting ; :md if· there were not the great 
preparations for the evening's fireworks in front 
the panorama would be. delightful without being 
quite new. The country is always the same, 

· with the same colour, the same .trees, and the 
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sa,me monotony. ' From the fireworks · I was 
free; 

I do not, though, omit to see-rather thecontrary 
-the spectacle of the fair that goes on all over. the 
·green jn front of ,the terraces of the Palace; in the 
full lighf of day.' 'From· the sides of the· scaly . 
wh~le. of glass there .run merry bands that eat, 
drink, and make .tender loire just as they like. On. 
one side they dane~ jigs to- a semi-savage a:ccom
panim~nt on the banjo, '\vhich is a guitar with a ' 
tambourine ·instead, of a .sounding~board, a rather! 
'hoarse. instrument .derived from · the , blacks in · 
America .. On .another side' bottles ·of drink are· 
poured out and eating goes on : 'the ground- is 
strewn ·with greasy ·papers.' .. OJi · another side, 
stretched at full length: on the grass, side by side 
and in one another's arms, boys and girls, paired off. · 
together, are devouring . themselves with ki;ses, · 
laughing all the whiie ... I never saw '.this by day~ 
time in Portugai in the full light ofthe sun; · :. " · 

And.behind me rises to the ski~s the i~inense 
. dark monster of glass and ir~nJ in scales over 
which the sun, already ~egiiming to set, darts fie~y · 
rays. The crust of the·whale trembles with a noise · 

. within like. the war-cry of the 1\:T:oors ; and .from 
stem: to stern at the two extremities of the new · 

. cathedral of the Cockneys, the two Chinese towers 
·. cif the Palace; with. their. coloured campaniles . 

sparkling in the air, pojnt upwards to the sky. 
Indeed~. I had ~ •vision . of a. future Chinese 
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Europe, when democracies would all be civilised 
according to its standard ; and at parting I could 

. ·not help· praying for a plague upon Paxton, the 
. inventor of the machine, all the mcire as they have 

put up to him a fearfui bust, four times life-size, on 
an Egyptian pedestal, in the midst of the turf 
whereon the pairs 'rolled about kissing. 

·. · It is," excusable; then,: that I ·came ,back to 
London in bad humour to dress for dinner at the 
H urlirigham. Club, to which I had been invited . 

. After an hour's drive. by carriage, I arrived at the 
· end of the long avenue that forms the continuation 

of Piccadilly: There was no stranger contrast than. 
·that between my morning and my evening. I leapt 

. · at a bound from a people's fair to a party of fine 
· people. · , 
·.' Hurlingh~m is a sporting club, where they play 
· polo in the middle of a park like all the other parks. 
·.In the early evening when we arrived to dinner the 
· sll.adows of the trees, scarcely distinguishable, were· 

projected hazily, and the fields assumed to them
tielves curiou~. yellowish tones. The twili~;ht of 

'this' latitude during June almost completely 
. suppresseS' the darkness of -night. . The day has 

hardly finished' in the west when the dawn already 
begins to illuminate the east. · The effects of tlie 
light in ·an air always more or Jess thick with 
moisture recall. Rembrandt. 

·In one .room, neat, but tastily furnished, we were · 
·probably some twenty persons, at two tables. We 

' . ' 
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ate that which is eaten, and in. the way in which it 
. is eaten, amo~g civilised. people, and washed all 
down with ·champagne in ·the English fashion~ 

The friendliness was considerable, the company 
good, ·and the communication between neighbpurs 
c?mplete. We were in equal numbers of ladies and · 
gentlemen. An old military man was projecting 
a yachtil}g cruise ·round the coasts of the Peninsula, 

'and • asked me . questions about Vigo, Oporto, 
Figueira, and Lisbon. · During the dinner we had 
white-bait, an obligatory dish at all subJrbah 

· parti~s. The ladies ta1ked about the "season" and 
the fashions, ~bout Ellen Terry- in 'Henry VIIL, 
and about dances ; the men discussed the proba-. 
bility of. Gladstone's victory over the T_ories in . 
the elections that were soon . to be held .. It \vas 
just what it ·could' not help being everywhere. 

· Civilised ·life reduces· everything to a. unifprm 
·.type;- - . 

Afterwards we went into the tea;room, and thon 
into the music-room, where they- played some 
Hungarian czardas . . What 1 saw .did not modify 
my former notions. · The Englishwoman, with her 
good constitution; has a rude unfeeling health that 

' come~ from her acquain-tance with . horsemanship 
and )ong country walks on foot.· But, with some 
sedu_ctive exceptions, what •happens to . her skin, 
nose, and teeth is the ~onsequence of her ko~ne 

. mission. Married as a blonde and slim angel, at . 
·the end of.ten·years, and after-having had as many_ 
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children, she becomes a stout matron, a lady very 
·much like her o~n nose-which is ~ot saying a 
little. Certainly sucli a rule has exceptions; and 
those who move in society, whenever they can flee 
the consequences, know the way to avoid perils, and 
prolong their beauty at some sacrifice. 

In spite of naturalness and good· manners, the 
middle-class Englishman has something about him 
counte~feit · and out o( countenance, which it 
appears to me comes from the artifici<1l character 
of his civilisation. I( you scratch him you see the 
barbarian ; firstly on account of the limits of his 
comprehension of things, secondly by his constant 
pre-occupation as to the effect he produces. Show 
or appeara~ces is in this people, who are the 
inventors of cant, an acquired instinct which reveals 
itself in 'the affectation of an eccentricity which was 

. at one time genuine. · The mania for spending and 
· · the 'Iuxury of spending mon~y are also rooted in 

. lj1eir subjective . pride, and in the inevitable 
. character of a mercantile civilisation in which 
~the sovereign . is God · and poverty a dishonour . 
. The great pre-occupation in both sexes is not, to be · 
· vulgar. They have the parvenu instinct . 

. When I got hac~· to the Savoy at night they 
were at supper in the coffee-room, profusely : 
illuminated with the electric light, among ·palms 
stretching towards the roof of polished stucco, with 
walls and pilasters clothed half-way up with wains-

• eating of carved walnut, and further up with gilded 
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leather,~ At. the little tables; each to~ seat four; 
round which the waiters gravely. passed·.to and fro, 
there were fwo'couples, the men in .. evening dress, 
the ladies with low dresses .and brilliants.. Cham-

. pagne w~s being cir~;~nk. 1 have no. wlsh to.know 
if they were bo~h ladies, but they ceitainly, had a 
serious .. and. self-contained' maiiner ... l could see 
that they were 'on view, which'is entirely a different 
thing from ,amusement.' .Nevertheless, a~ 'there is' 

.. no disputing about tastes; every one amuses himself 
. . l . . . . 

as he cart or as he ,pleases. 
·· Between the day's outing at Sydenharri and the 

; supper at ~e.· .Savoy ·my ·.day was pretty.' wel1 . 
·portioned out.· London did ·an· she could to .make .' 
her~elf a merry place; . • ' . . . . 

- ., ' 
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T}IE day dawned dark and rainy. The horizon 
from 'the window of my room did not measure two 
hundred ; yards. · There. hac;! ·entered already, 
through . the medium' of a dark fog, the .rolling 
noise of Charing Cross Bridge, over. which the. 
trains passed with a noise like duii thunder. The 
conversation . of the. previous evening at . the 
Hurlirigh~m Club came again to my memory, 'and 
I went on forming my judgment as to the 'singular 
chara~ter b(the English. Two girls, who, by the 
.way, did' not belong. tq the class of beauties, had 
sat next to me at dinner. It .is right to say in 
passing that· in their fondness for classifying 
everything ·and putting ever~hing in its proper 

.. rank, the English have created the _institution, as 
it were, of professional beauties. When a lady 
acquires the reputation of official and consecrated 

· beauty, she is safe to acquire a· certain position 
in society. She .has ·a profession. It is almost 
bad form not to recognise her, because one of the 

·-contradictory' traces of the character of this people, 
. 73 
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so self-conscious and subjective, is a· profound 
submission to every established custom. They are 
Conservatives by blood. Formal docility corre
sponds to psychological self-consciousness. The 
professional beauty, consecrated through ·.opinion,. 
is as indisputable .as the . Queen or religion,. two 
things in which the Englishman gives ild quarter .. 

It is because in the matters ·or his faith and ·.of 
the reality .with which he invests his. social pride_ 
the Englishman . has, and with j~stice, a rooted · 
.vanity in .the beauty of his women; It was pne of . 
the few sides through which I perceived the ;esthetic 
sense. penetrating the spirit of the race. · Woman, 
who here is really. w'qrshipped as 'the Goddess of 
home ·and the enchanter· of the fir('!side,_ is also 

. considered as· the most beautiful work of art of 
nature. And in . their native ·pride the . English, 
just as they admit. no country to be better than. 
their 'own island,. and nothing to be better than 
what they pos~ess, think also· that the absolute, 
type of feminine J:>eauty was born here. 

"Come and see the most beautiful woman .in 
· the world;" hiccoughed a gentleman .. to me· as .I 
went up one ~unday after church to Hyde Park 
Corner. 

And it is a singular circumstance, whereby- the 
Englishman cloudily confounds . his sentiments, 
that monarchy is for them feminine. Their_ t~o 

· greatest monarchs have been · women, Qu~en · 
. Elizabeth, whose· days were of gold-the golden 
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'days of good Queen Bess-and Queen Victoria, 
',Vhose · pays are indeed those of the greatest 
dominion, of the greatest riches; and of the greatest 
power of England. And yet neither· of these has 
been -a professional beauty. 

, It. 'was no't this species of. beauty that was pass
ing through my mind·; it was the free mirth, the 
ingenuous simplicity, the candid merriment, with 
which the women, as soon as one had broken the 
ice of the first meeting, spoke to and conversed 
.with us in a tone of freedom and want of restraint, 
at the same time avoiding_ double meanings, bad 
.taste, and stilted affectation: There is a complete . 
naturalness which evidently gro~s with years, 
condition, and estate ; . from the timidity peculiar 
to· the age whiCh here terminates the limits of 
infancy, to the experience met with in old age. 
But the converse has. this much of good, that it 
does not weary, because it is not that kind of duel 

, in which women, feeling . that they are heard, are 
always striving to captivate, and consider the 
drawing-room, in which they are the high priest-
esses, to be the stage of a theatre. · 

The dark weather that came over explained to 
me the ·pre-~ccupation of the English for lwme, and 

·their· science ·of domestic comfort, whence comes 
the interior.: character and psychology of their 
genius .. What pantheists or idealists they have to · 
be, when , Nature is so insipidly adverse to them I 

. A~oii~ the fogs that surround them when they 
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·-cannot see a banq's length before t_heir noses, what 
a -communicative. knowledge they. possess, of_ 

·atmosphere and landscape! So they gather them-. 
selve~ up within themselves, they contract,,theni-

. selves, they roll themselves up -like snails. in their 
shells. A h~use shut' up, a good table that in _the _ 
half-light of the dining-room is as- resplendent as . 
al) altar of jasper; ' children -and . family round 
about, flowers in.· their .button-holes, _the mother 
grave and ~erene, With· seiv<J,nt~ behind in pr~pe~ 
dress; the . food strong and solid; good · wines, 
plenty· of flowe~s__:is not th_i~ happine~s ? · TP.ey 
e~sily ~onvincethemselves that ifis .. _·_ -• · . · · _ · · 

. But as-this conaitipn is of' artificial .structure and 
they_make civilisation consist in it, .their mind does· 

· not halt- there. . After . family -and house ~hey 
imagine fresh ~ants;- a ,carriage well 'covered .in 
against· the cold, a -<;onvenient pew in church on 
Sunday; then a seat in P~rljame~t, and .a safe J?lace · 

·in heaven. And with this ail infinity of indispens-0 

able things-cbmplicated bath~rooms; kih:hen~' 
. like . laboratories; delicate 'apparel ; 'lavatories 

bending -under the w~ight of ' brushes,- razors,. 
scissors, mirrors, 10ponges, · perfiunes, and cre<1-ms; 
cupboards full of boots of differ~nt kinds for each 
moment . of e'}dsterice -; sticks for every kind of. 

· walk> bags, portmanteaus,_ tweezers, waterproofs; 
blankets, rugs; binocular glasses, everything that is 
needful for the incessant voyages on whiCh .the 
Ifnglishman, imagining he is obeying his sedentary · 

' . . ' ' - . ' . 
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ideal,· goes impelled- by his irresistible nomadic . 
. instinct, 

'All this makes life 'dreadfully: complica:ted : ·all 
this completelyabscirbs time-; and this complica~ 

· tion and absorption, added to the_ money tha~ so 
artificial. a life costs, causes the genius of the 
people 'to· sterilise itself in ·,the indispensable 
necessity i:>f earning . much money, in order-. to 

_:spend. much. money, so as to _imagine that'· it is 
enjoying the inalienable pleasures offortune. 

- Remembering 01,1r own .sober life, the, simple an<;l 
• satisfied ·one •of Southerne~s, I can· only !<~.merit 

this singula~ illusion, this misf in which the spirit 
of my hosts labours; thicker even than the fog of. 
t<;>-day over the valley of the Thames. -

·Moreover, it is not only the slavery to the 
· tangible externals of life, it is not · bnly ·the mania 

for sumptuous· convenience carried out even' to 
tyranny ; it is not only. these. There :is yet· 
nnother vice; roote'd in -· the tradition and violent · 
instincts of the_race: it 'is glutt?ny, _excited by, the 
savouriness of a scientific cookery. The Southerner 
is greedy I · but · the Englishman is a glutton 
in gluttony: Certainly the. climate requires hot. 
and strong IJOuri~hment. - These are. traditional; 
as 1 went '·to see' them in the classic· tavern of 
Simpson,_ the real one, in the Strand. They gave 
me a: slice of.meat swimmii\g in fat, a piece fit'for 

. Pantagruel, cut out on the spot fr~m a sanguinary 
·heap· .carried about among: the tables. It ·was 
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excellent, as well as a glass of frothing beer, but' 
it gives one enough to eat for .three' days. The 
gentleman, however, take's . this, a. joint or · its . 
equivalent, ·soup bef~re, and fish' as well, and fruit 
afterwards, whisky and soda, or Rhine wine, coffee, 
and cheese... . . And lunch! First .at nine 
. o'clock he takes his· breakfast.: ·After lunch· he 
takes his tea and biscuits at five o'Clock before his 
walk. Afterwards; .at .eight, he dines In style .. 
At ten he ·takes tea again, and ··ii1 the interval 
he. prinks whisky and soda, American drinks, o~ 
claret, and eats biscuits ; and yet he does' not 
burst! · 

. Here behold the ideal aspired to by two millions 
of people. in this Babylon of London I · To get 
enough money in order to, in full view of domestic 
comfort, waste a whole lifdn eating, and providing . 
for the i!lfinite futilities of a civilisation of show. 

·I do not, 'however; admit .that all this presertts· a . 
. web of incongruities, l:>ecause, in fine, the love of, 
the~ home. is .. the. greatest of the illusions. The 

'organic .restlessness of th~ Englishman causes· 
domestic ·quiet alone to. be of use .for the purpose_. 
of · eating and. sleeping. ·. The first . proof of this 
statement, which may ·appear paradoxical, is in 
the clubs, where life is that of an . exaggerated 
home. 
· . I open the London. · Direct()ry and . encounter 

the list of a ·hundred clubs, with a population of 
more than a hundred thousand . members, with . 
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subscriptions of from one pound to forty, and 
dividends from ten shillings to· fifteen pounds. 
Tjlese clubs include all classes: there are literary, 
scientific, and artistic ; there are military and 
naval ; . there are political ; there are university ; 
tl)ere are sporting; there are commercial and 
bahking ; there are others without any peculiarity . of class. . 

A*d what do . the English do in the clubs? 
The)[ take vengeance on domestic nuisance by 
dige~ting and sleeping in another nuisance ; ab
sori:;mg wllisky and soda, lolling in large arm-
. cha~rs, irreproachably clad, shod, and combed,. 

. smoiking cigarettes and holding. converse· in an 
ex.cllange ofmonosyllables and hourly yawns·with 
an fnvincible tedium. !hey .are tired of the day, . 

· of ,the bath, of the toilette, of the food, genteel 
occupations, through which they carry on current 
affairs. . 

0 The only. thing that wakes. them up is some 
anecdote, the resource . of people inaccessible to 

.,conversation properly so. called. It is a case of · 
sport, of food, of horses, or of women,. often related 

· w~th . humour; that is' the great cond~ment to 
people as out of balance psychologically as they 
ate out of)oint physically. . . . 
) Above all they wake up from their usual som

nolency when the project of a party, an excursion, 
or a voyage is discussed. 'Then, .. in the hope of 
satisfying the . profound instinct of movement, 
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men and women prick up their ears like race
horses ; ·they ·start up and come to life. The · 

· nomad appears, and soon they . take down their 
·portmanteaus,. they fold up their rugs, they pack 
up their wrappers'; and just see those who a:re 
going, lively and satisfied in the intimate expansion 
o(: their instinct, running about among ·countzy 
seats in the winter, or setting off for .the Con"tinent · 
that they so unconsciously pretend to di.slike ; or 
going on board steamers . for . Egypt,' the ·Cape,. 
Indi:j., or Australia, on sporting excursions! or 
merely to while away the time. 

And with all.these· contradictory inconsistenCies·; 
the' English, .without haying what is called "~~i- · 
ability." of mannet, are, profoundly captivat\ng,. 
polite, sincere, ancl . open-dealing. .·It , ls •· beca'itse 
inconsistency, the origin of the. affectation and 

. systematic postu~i~g :_oftheir habits,. is not :an 
artifice' brought about by reasoning; it is almost ·. 
entirely a consequence of the conditions·' of ·life iiiJ 
which they meet one another. 

It will be asked, moreover, how it is that such o 

inconsistency yields such stupendous results, sucJ:t 
contradiction· produces so colossal an· effect. · 
··For three reasons. First,. because they.operate 
like an element, exporting annually two hundred . 
thousand strong ~en- disposed to the conquest of 
the· earth .. ·Second,. because they have in·. their 
metropolis,. through· the bounty ·of Nature, ·the' 
mon'opoly .of coal and ~ron. Third, because being\ 

; ' --~ 
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. the most disciplined and. submissive people re
ligiously and morally, they have formed.a material 

· idea of civilisation, and hence have given to money 
. an indispensably sovereign charter. 

On all these accounts, with the affirmative 
quality of their genius inaccessible to contempla
tion and to doubt, to speculation and to art, they 
'1ave a conqueror's pride and an 'interior disdain 

· !Or anything which is not English. . · 
. The. words · Co1lti1lmtal, .. when they . speak 'of 
Europeans, and 1!ative when they refer to inhabit
ants of othe!'. countries generally, and the \VOrd 
foreigner in general, like ·the Greeks when they 
spoke . of barbarians: these three words, whatever 
better intention there may_ be, always in .. their 
mouths mark itlferiority. 
· The English who reside on the Contin~nt come 
down · in value~ · They call them C011tinmtal 

. Englishmen. And as to the value of the foreigner, 
J-, a Porttigu"se resident many years· in 
England, told me an expressive anecdote. 
• A little boy, his son, born in England, ·and who 

unconsciously considered himself as good as the 
.other little boys with whom he was playing, came 
crying and complaining to his father .. " What have 
they · done ·to· you, boy ~"-'-"They called me a 

' (oreig~er.': 

G 
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ST. PAUL'5-WESTMINSTER-:BRITISH CITIZENSHIP 
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'. Now. I. can happily glve .v~nt to· my. sincere 
'de~i.re f;o~ ~dmira tion, becims~ on entering St. ' 
Paul's and Westminster,Abbey, which are_ two. 

' 1 -- . . .-- -' • 

pantheons, I haire to bow before the gr~atness of 
· this people,' fated, like-. the Romans; to· rule. · Tu · 
. ngere imperi~ populos; Ro1;zane, 1ne~zetzto / 'The 
. Rom'ans al5o produced'in the minds of the Greeks 
impressions like th'ose which the strangeness ~f the·. 

. I • - - . 

·English character produces in .us Continentals; the . 
. ,Gr~eks also- had' to bow before the 'governing ,or . 
. imperial genius of the. Romans, as we to-day hr-ve . 

. .. to recognise' the eminent political qualities of that 
people which in . its Jii~tory recalls thf! Roman st"P 
by step: · · · · · 

Its heptarchy,: is like the legendary period 'of the. 
kings of Rome; afteiwards comes the.'history, o( 

·itS constitution, all the ~ore :because· it' is bound 
~lways t~ tr~dition on the. O!le hand;. and ·on the 

. other because it progresses gradually and assiini" 
lates to' itself neighbouring · p~oples, until· it con~. 

· .. solidate5 .the political unitf of the 'geographical 
· Bz 
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, territo.y · allotted · to the nation; Then comes 
·e~pansion and conquest, by the institution of the 
colonies .. Then comes .the duel with Napoleon; 

·which recalls the wars with Hannibal; and the 
.:;onquest of India; like that of the Africa of the 
Carthaginians. Then comes empire; and it is a 
sight to see with what pride the. English of the 
present day use the words Empire and Imperial. 

I certainiy do not propose . to myself now to 
. enter upon a dissertation on the parallels between 
·Roman and English history;· this is only just about 
. what I felt as. I entered into St. Paul's and :West
. minster Abbey. It is as 'at Rome, the ·same 

sanctification' of politics, the same popularisation of 
. worship. The churches are pantheons. From this 

it o::an be seen thaf the people are not inaccessible 
to metaphysical sentiments; just in the same way 
.that the Roman was not; but in this proper limit · 

. lies; the secret of .its. force. . In olden times re-
• ligions, be~a-use th~ metaphysical spirit ·did not . '• . . 
·quite detach itself from elementa.y notions,, were a 

· J>art of the constitution, and. the Church was a part 
of the State, arid devotion an aspect of patriotism. 
In modern times the case has been different since 
'the institution of Catholicism. created a heavenly 
kingdom' for souls, 'and. the Kingdom of God 
retired • froni' this wo~ld. The divorce of politics 
from religion ~ in Europe an accomplished · fact 

.. ever since the appearance of. Catholic Christianity . 
. The religious revolution .. of Protestantism in the. 
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sixteenth century, mitionalising ·the. Protestant 
Churches; modified this state-of things in th~:bosom 

· _ofthe Germanic ·race; but hi spite of it; in part o~ 
the Continent, neither among Catholics ·nor among 
Protestants h~s this :reg;ession gone ~~ far as to 
reach the old. sentiment as· in England,. for the 

· very reasori that· no people is, like the English; so 
littJ~. susceptible .of metaphysical views or·. cif 

. enthusiasm that can proper) y becailed pious. · 
·st. Pa~I's, arising from the high ground in the 

middle of the city; was _already a: ~acred place in 
. the- time o( the Romaqs. : The dome and the~ 
. columns that sustain it are the model of that classic ' 

London of th~ eighteenth century which hii.s several 
. times pro~oked our dista~te: The nobility of the 
lines, the grandeur of the bullding,bhick as every~ 
thing is under. a sky also black and low, ·instead of 

. raising the spirit offend it: People remember that 
this imitation of St. 'Peter's at Rome was 'built at 
the expense of a tax imposed dn, coal from tiw 
mines-and of c0a.I they appear ·indeed,. fac;ades, 
tympana, columns, frieses, .dome,. peristyles, and, 

~ even th_e statue of Queen Anne, who is in front 
'of the entrance, there being- at her-Jeet England; 

-· France, Ireland, and America. .The Empire ·ofthe 
· Bi-itains was already forinidable in· the eighteenth 
·century, even pefore'the epic moment of Waterloo, 
which was like Zaina. 
· And when one. enters. the immense nave, one 
sees the conquering history of the. English written 
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·~n: st~tues ,and monuments, stretched .along the 
walls and in .the open chapels. ·Here are the 
generals who fought the battles on the. Continent 

· and· beyond the sea, presided.· over by Wellington, 
the" Iron .Duke," conqueror of Napoleon. There 
are. the heroic. Napiers, Ponsonby, and Picton, 
Heathfield and Moore, Abercromby imd Brock; 
and in a chapel apart the· monument of the he.roes 
. ' ' .. -- ' - . - . . 
of Balaclava in the· Crimean war. The sailors 

·· have Nelson in their front, with Howe, Duncan) 
. 'Rodn~y, C911irigwocid; St. Vincent, who. is, as he is 

called, our Napier, victor in the battle of Cape .St. 
:Vincent. Then .the' Bishops, Jackson and Blomfield, 
ofthe see .of London, and Middleton, who was the 
first P~otest~nt Metropolitan o( the Indies .. And 
;J.lthough. letters, sciences, and arts have . their 
temple at Westminster, Hallam the· . medi:evar 

. historian, Johnson ·the lexicogrnph~r, ] ones the 
o·rieni:aiist, Donne the poet, Turner and Reynolds 
the painters, Cooper the surgeon~all· these and· 
many others ·have 'here their consecrated places, 

,ike the household gods of a nation, in _the interior· 
of a temple erected for prayer. . · · · · 
· At Westmins'ter. the. most honourable place is 
reserved for-statesmen. In the open space in front , 
of the Abbey they have raised a statue to Beacons-

. fieid. ·On the b·ase theyhave placed an inscription: 
" Ever remembered for devotion to his Queen and 
the· honour of his country.'' These simple words, 
·in w4ich, moreover, the English imperial genius· 
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bre~thes, are indeed solemn. '-· The honour of the 
cou~try is symbolised in the court ·c.r the monarch.; 
·~ Within the sombre nave are. Chatham· and Pitt, 

. Canning,· F~x. · Peel, Paiinerston, Blair,. Baine,. 
Ca~eridish, Cast1eri:agh, Cobden, Warren Hastings, 
Buxton," .Russell ; all.-and Disraeli' ·again, ·the 
whole. pleiad of statesmen' who raised the in com". 
parable m,onument _of British Empire. They are 

. on· foot iri attitude's of 'actiori, speaking, writing, 
giving directions; surro'Jnded by symbolic attributes 
fitted to recall . in. th~ • minds of the' people the 

. ~emory or' thi:i~ deeds arid . gratitude for their 
se~lces. B~ the side of those .who governed th,ere 

.. is ... sh!Jwn devotion to ~hose whQ .inst~uctl:d. and 
enchanted the English people~. Newton ,.Is ·by the 

. side of· Darwin,''Herschdl, and Stevenson, the 
c~nstructor or'the ra!lways ; H:andd, the uiusician, 

. is by the side of Garrick, the actor;. Macaulay, 
Mackintosh, Grote, and Thirlwall, the historians, 

·are: matched: with · Goldsmith, ·rha~keray, ':anti 
· · Dickens; and· Shakespeare ·preSides over. the pleiad 

of subli~e po~ts who ·have· made in the. language:. 
what 'Nature made in the skin, hair, and ·eyes of 
. the.· E~giish maiden~. the·~!lch.antment'of subject
ive. poetry; ' And Thomson, ·Dryden, Southey, 

' Coleridge; Cat'npbell; Addison, Burns, arid Sheric!an, .. 
'are all there, and they form a goodly number. . .· .. 

The people who among. mod~rns have re~t~red 
in, this way the' ancient worship. pf great meQ, and. 
not .. throughdassic imitation but' on 'account of a . 
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living and spontaneous instinct, the revealer of its 

·imperial genius-this peOple could not forget the 
worship due to a race of heroes that only flourish 
here. They· are . the philanthropists: St. : Paul's 
holds the monument to Howard; 'Westminster. 
that to Wilber(orce, the preacher of the abolition 
ofcolonial slavery. In th~ two temples it is, there
fore, easy to recall all the phases of the history of 
the English people, and all the aspects of their · 

. collective character. So much the more as at 
Westminster the chapels are filled with the aristo
cratic tombs of medireval England, narrating th~ 
dark and determined· bloodshed that has marked 
the inner' life of this people, destined to build up 
the greatest empire the world has ever seen. . 

Thus at Westminster the past is linkedwith the · 
present ; and St. Paul's comes in between to tell 
us the ·connecting story of the voyages and con
quests, of the wars and expeditions .. What matters 
~.·then,, that. the statues may be mediocre and 
at· times grotesque 1 The epic impression is so 
.strong that· it subordinates the artistic sense. 
Moreover, 'the Greeks laughed at the Roman 
statues' and the colossal temples .of the city of the 

. Tiber.' ·, . .. . . . 
St. Paul's is indeed of coal, but Westminster is 

·not ; darkness ,does not hurt that style of an:hi
tecture. LOfty·. windows between tall pilasters 
terminating alc;ft, baldacchinos and niches with 
carved statues, ivy and woodbine encircling the . . . 
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piiiars ; all . the · old superfluity of the · Gothic, 
surrounded by large plots of fresh and green tuif, 
unites naturally with the climate, and evokes · 
harmonious impressions, causing to rise up before · 

· you in life the annals o( a people· .that ·at the 
present moment is just at the height of its great
ness. Either I .was little. open to artistic· impres
sions, 'ot the spectacle of the· English sight filled 
me with wonder : the· truth is that the designs of 

·many of the figures of the heroes did not offend 
me very much. . One must· say, then, that latterly 
there is evident progress in taste. · 
. The ornamental arts have gained· immensely by 
the teaching afforded· by the .schools at the South 

·Kensington Museum .. Also in that quarter the' 
inspection of monuments is >instructive; the dates 

<are arranged S() as to show the education· of tpe 
. ::esthetic mind, or rather the technico-artistic. · 

St. Paul's for .some· time to com~ ·must. gain by . 
the innovations.being introduced into the interiq~, 
by. filling up' the plain. surfa.ces of . the- roofs and 
walls with mosaics and many-coloured pictures in.' 
imitation ~f the Byzantine. 
· At the same time they a:re placing stained· glass 
in the windows,'bui: this ornamentation, so beauti, 

. fully adapted to certain churches,· is u_npleasing in 
classical te.mples. · 
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. AND the stained glass windows seem all the 
more absurd, as . the revolution through which the 
Anglican Church is passing approximates to the 

:,catholic religion ·even. so far as to be an imitation 
.of Rome; as is ·st. Paul's. You see there an altar 
absolutely Catholic : frontal, cross, super-altar, with 
candlesticks and candies. This sectari11n move
ment is called Ritualism; and with ·the restored 
ritual St. Paul's, adorned with mosaics and gilded, 

·will be magnificent. · 
Will it be English? There are different sides 

to this question; Because, without entering into 
···the mind of Protesta~tism, the'fact is that the 

genius of this people dislikes the ceremonial and 
pantheistic idea constructed out of the religion of 
the· South, where nature is communicative. It is 

· .. true that English Protestantism, through the way 
in which it was made, by the King making the 
most of the religious . tendencies of his people in 
·order to satisfy the caprices of his gross . nature, 
and jt is true. that the English.Chu~ch as well, 

89. 
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always possessed a different characterfrom German 
Protestantism.. · 

In the first place it was richer; it had ·,'"e-.old , 
.. - - - .. ' \ 

wealth of the Catholic .Church~ ricl1 endowments 
and a .. considerable' staff· of Clergy. Even to-day 
the English .C:hurch; in spite· of suffering so much. 
from the. organic vice of English society, a great 
poverty at the base of its parishes, has a majestic·. 
:Wealth as ·its vertex ~~ the shape of its bishoprics; 
.even· to-day ·its :rents,. grants, endowments, ·and . 
collections make up more . than · s~ven millions 
sterling, of which less than. five Jorm tl)eendow
ment of the fourteen thousand ·parishes 'distributed 

• -over Engla,nd and Wales. Two~mi!Iions and a half 
constitute the revenues of the archbishops, bishops,. 
collegiate churches, etc.. Tbere is, nothing more 
wrong-sided.in the .mystic spirit of Protestantism 
than the institution of an ads.tocratic Church like 
the official E~glish one. On this ai:count there is 

·one. view-ofit to be seen in an·.exceptional con:: 
fusion of dtes, doctrines, and sects that- progresses 
at the ~anie t:ate as Ritualistic tendencies. The'" 
commotion·, of the Reformation shook and threw. 
down the ecclesiastical authorit:Y of Catholicism py 
crushing the rnonastie:orders. 

· The . registers ackno\l:ledge .. in England - and 
· Wales, 34,467 places' of. worship, and of these the 
offi~ial. Church does not pos~ess more than 14.077· 
They mention twenty-six Protestant communities, 
and ,seven- which are not so. Among the~e l~st, . . . . . . . 
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tll«\~which has the. -tnost chapels," is that of the 
Latte\ ~agg>a!ot~,who have 222, without counting 
the .Ro he disesblics, who have 570. The Catholic 
Aposto nr ·nave· 32, the· Jews 53, the Greeks 3," the 
Italian ·and ·the German Catholics I. each. There 
are altogether 882 churches .that are not Protestant. 
Of the 19,508 Protestant but not of the Established· 
Church, the most numerous are· the Methodists, 
whose nine sects come in for ·I 1,944 chapels. Then 
we. see the Independents with 3244, then the six · 

· sects of Bap_tists with 2789, then the Unitarians 
with 229, then the Scotch. Presbyterians with 16o, 
then' the Moravians, Sandemanians, Lutherans,· 
Reformed Church, Gennans ana Dutch, the French 
. Protestants, the ·Society of Friends, the New . 
. Church, and yet others i a~d in fine, 5 39 chapels 
·in which the more scattered congregations meet. 
· To.sum up, these sects, refractory to the author

ity of the Established Church, represent the spon
tdneous reaction of the independent spirit of mystic 
piety, a reaction which is even seen in the bosom 
of the actual official religion itself. Observation of 
·rural life is on that acco,unt even more suggestive· 
• than in the towns. 

As a rule, there are two ministers in each parish, 
one of the Established Church and one Dissenter. 
They are at cross-purposes. They live in different 

. spheres, and exercise influences in different ~ays. 
Usually' the Churchman i$ a gentleman by birth, 
often on friendly terms· witli. the squire of the 
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· neighbourhood, and has been at Cambrid~:~• 
Oxford ; on all these accounts )le~h.e prefer
ence in society. The other.-is, as\ it had .~rule, of . . . - . '--· r ... 
the people, bu_t as far -as courage,'"<".--a-.nfulness, 
benevolence, and general character go, he -is also 

. a gentleman according _to rule. In. England a 
gmtlemi:m is made up' of all that. comes up to .the-

- standard of dignity es'tablished for. ~he morals and 
the forms of life ; but the gentle1ni:/n-maki1lg gentle~ 
mtm must have money as well, and good birth even 
more. He cannot be a gentleman· without qu~iifi- . 
cations of riJanner, but he is-_a good deal more of a 
gentleman if he has' plenty of mon~y, and still more. 
ifhe comes. of a good fainjly. The poor man niay, 
indeed, be' a gentleman, but this word has a mean-

. ing- of its own in· the person of a landlord who 
. lives abundantly on his rents. · ' · -

. The English clergyman dep-ends entirely on the 
gentry of the neighbourhood~ _From the university 
he has brought a:·_ passion for athletics: -crick& 
and foot)>all have a secretary in' him. The parish· 
clergyman as a sp0rtsman, a hunter of foxes' and' 

. hares~ is now less common than he was ; l>ut he is 
always a mail in sympathy with this kind of sport. 
He is a Tory, like a inah who knows himself to be 
of consequence;. The Dissenter is totally different. 

· Instead 6f dining with the ~quire;he. goes to'tea 
at- the tenant's. Instead of bdng a guest in society; · 

. he frequents the company of the poor and. small, 
the· ungetiteel people~ . His -congregation, like all 
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. the, other things, is poorer than· the lords of the · 
parish church. He is naturally .almost· always a 

. harsh and aggressive Radical; who abo~e all things 
longs for the disestablishment of the official Church. 
He_ i~ no worshipper of the game·laws, because he 
!s no sportsman, and he lives in chronic hostility · 
with his nightmare the Rector. 
··~Generally speaking, the clergymen are less scrupu- , 
lcius in th~ fulfilment of their pastoral duties than 
the dissenting ministers, who have got to keep 

· their congregations together or go without bread . 
. In the meanwhile all agree that. indifference in 
religious matters .is growing' up ~;verywhere, so 

. that disestablishment, the great cure-ail for which 
. so many hope, whe!l it does come will certainly 
not ,turn in· the direction of benefit to the Dissenting 
ministers .. 

This jnforrriation, which I got from the mouth of 
a persop worthy of. belief, has· to be distilled for 

. t61e use of the Latin races.· For this religious 
indifference, as my informant called it, we should 
..:all carolismo excessivo. And to see a Sunday in 
London !.:_the English, who are always trying to 
ge.t. at· facts and numbers, to make statistics of 
-everything, find that attendance at places of wor• . 
sllip of .all kinds exceeds 7,000,000 of faithful 
among a population of 29,000,000; Deduct children 
·and old people, and let him say, whoever he may 
be, wl;lether there 'is a Catholic country where such 
a proportion can be seen. 
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J t is probable that there is no man, whatever his ·. 
· sect may· be, who is more conditionally religious. 
'than the Englishman. The deepest root jn his 
moral ·character . is·. respect. . · The . Englishinan · 
worships by instin<;t, and in this,consists the·very: 
ne!"e of his whole strength; · He venerates every
thing .as if he means it, and so wh~n his idol walks· 
off it destroys his energy. ·. In no part of the world 
has the saying that relie:ion is a bridle more incon" 

.. testable truth. 
There is no man mpte submissive or more sub

·. ject to '.the ·admiring ,'and. timorous .awe out of, 
which ~eligions have spru~g. This ra~e, boaily 
energetic' and re;olute ' like nci 'oth~r, is morally 

. •'childish; Wonder,' and awe. before questions un~ 
·. fathomabie to the Englishman .. make .. him sub
servient, ·and . establish . the base of his ' mental 
discipline.. . In other 'race~ there is not to be 

. found such respect for tradition, or, worship of 
• established form~, or admiration for great men, ~U 
·, the social traces that lessen the· ind'ivid ual carat of 

· genius, and so cement .with solidity the whole mas~. 
. o( the greatness oqhe people. Jhe English, who 

are ··penetrated by: the ·Rationalistic. civilisation of 
the Continent, principally of Gennan origin, confess 
that intellectual cowardice is the only kind of 
cowardice possible for Englishmen, but that it 

··lays· hold of them to ,an e~cessive degree. ' 
. A popular .orator said· the other day:·· "I. can 

attack ~hatever 'collies into ~y head. except the 
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· Queen. and Christianity ; if I 'were to speak against 
these the public would stone me." At the present 

·time things have changed a good· deal. However, 
it is even yet difficult ·for an unbeliever. to pass as 
a gentleman, a good Englishman, and an honoured 
man. Hence comes a custom that, without being 
positively a vice, is coated with hypocrisy-cant, 
.the ritual of indestructible conventionality. Hence 
also is derived, as an, opposite quality; also with 
its own rules, humQur, the bitter caustic irony of a 
Swift or ~· Thackeray ; and independent of all 
·rules arose also here the satanic and outspoken 
protest of a Byron. 
· At' the slightest oath· the Englishwoman lowers 
her eyes and blushes, murmuring" Shocking I" But 

·doubhi-meaning carries a passport, a·nd' at· times 
crosses the frontier; It is that morality is formed 

. of cant and ·conventionality, just as ·religion is 
made up of pharisaism. Both c;asily slide into 
hypocrisy. Taken out of his shell, the Englishman 
alone recognises the violence of the carnal temper-

··ament alid. the vague terror· of ·the unknown, 
':Hence; in the same measure as irreligion grows 
and· cu~toins .· naturalise ·:themselves, there grows 
also the wave of supernaturalism to such an extent 
that it may end in overwhelming .this. people as it 

. 'did the Romans. 
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THE Vicar of Bray, an English comic opera that. 
I saw one evening at·the Savoy Theatre, gave •me 
the impression that the old days ~f English:.Puri• . 
tanisrri were indeed gone by. This performance, · 
of ·which the artistic value was above the- average; · 
is valuable .on account of being gen11inely English 
in spite of its obedience to the models . of the 
Fi-ench·opera 'boziffe . . .It ~ust be worth something 
on account of having nin several. hundred nights. 
In sj:>it.e of the heat the theatre was crowded: ·.The 
clergyman is ·on the stage ; the ecclesiastic<ti.
costumes are changed, singing going on all the 
while. · It is a rural parish of the kind I mentioned" 

. before. • The recto~ .is a widower; . he .is . also . a . 
broad-shouldered man in ·the vigour of his age. 
He has opposite him a school for girls. and, .a. 
training collegefor clergymen. All is Low Church. 
But there is a rich . widow in the parish, ancl the. 
rector having marriage with her in his eye in order 
to raise his station in society, resolves to exchang!= 
intoH~h Church .. The wedding is about to take 

g6 
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;place Y.eliP:irit is discovered that, according to the 
rules of Ritualism, clergymen can only marry once. 
Then the parson, with the consent of the widow, 
\ha!!I'st~ to Low Church, and the wedding takes 
p1le . .:, all the young ecclesiastical candidates marry.
ing all the school-girls at the same time. 

• 
The mere relation of this is insipid, and I do not 

. attempt to discuss. the question as to whether the 
piece would have much effect on Continental 
palates. I only mention it as a sample of the 
change of custom. The whole theatre bursts into 
noisy roars at each one of the equivocal or. openly 
improper scenes between the lines of more than 
indiscreet -dialogue. And all this goes on at the 
church door among clergymen gravely clothed in 
black, i~ .lqng black coats without bands, with white 
neckties when they are Low Church, and close 
collars like Catholics when they are High. It seems · 
to me that in no Continental country would the 
. !R>lice allow a similar ecclesiastical farce. And 
yet Continentals are ~ess religious than the 
English. 

Is this a contradiction? No! It is that the 
Englishman, as soon as he begins to lose respect, 
takes the bit in his teeth like a runaway horse. 
Thus our critical and tolerant indifference, capable 
of respecting even where we do not believe, in 
accordance with· obedience to the metaphysical 
idea of order and out of consideration for one's · 
neighbour, would make no progress with the solid 

i£ 
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and thorough-going Englishman, who •. :, .. , either-
. su~misslvely venerate or violently de~troy. · 

. Latterly in Paris the police closed a re~taurant 
arranged like a ccm:vent, where the waitre~s· · rere 

\ . v . - ' '. . 
habited like nuns; In Paris, too, in spite c;.. . ce-

.' . . - \ .· . ' . 
bad reputation· of the place, they, would never allow . 
jigs and can-cans 'to be danced by lively clergymen 

·.and school-girls with' an· alacrity more than free .. 
In 'London, however, this operetta was'·on. the 
stage in a fashionable theatre for ten months with 

' overflowing houses, and was taking the publi~'by ' 
· storm; · And in Paris,. the. modern C_orinth,- the 
· plquant spect~cles are more especially for foreign~rs . 
in search of amusement, at the same· time when in· 
London such a thing .does not exist, the popular: 
audienc~ being exclusively British. · . . 

. Nor would other.audie~ces imderstand how lively 
parsons and girls could finish ·up ,this two~act farce 
by a general wedding blessed by tpe rector' of the 
operetta. Was it then. that the audience buut .. 
wi~h laughter ? , Here, no ! At . this they did pot . 
laugh ; and sjnce all finished according'to the rules 
of cant, the society ladies and the most eircum§pect 

: 'men wer(! abl~ to be present at scenes of' consider~ 
able licence, and to listeri to the spiciest 'double . 
meanings. :As well as I can judge, the explanation 
bf this. paradox,: at which· I. was· puzzled, _is ·the · 
following .... Dame Nature · worries the ·religious 
cons.cience; and the days .of Puritanism have gone. 
by; but this does not mean th_at the people must· 
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. turn irreligious: because that wo~ld require a me~tal 
condition that the Englishman does not possess. · 
The religion of the future, taking a fresh dip into 
superstition, is spiritualism, which grows side by 
side with the nature qf. customs. London is, in 

·fad, as my friend said .. to me, an Oriental city,. 
Babylon or Nineveh. 
' Ori the other hand, if the Church is on the eve of 
. a crisis, it is not. so with the family, which is the 
real. basis of the soc.ial fabric; and on this account 
cant would never allow the piece to finish with 
those irregular unions so common on .the Con
tinent. Men and ~omen can .only be united by 

. marriage. This is what cant directs, but it does 
not mean that it js so in reality. All this is to 

, save appearances and , guard conventionalities: 
English morals rest upon a system of equivocations 

. sometimes hard for us to understand ; and these . 
equivocations proceed from the sort of mind· the · 
p®ple possess, foggy like the sky. They are 
people that have caught cold all over, to use my 
ftiend's expression. ~verything is hoarse, the 
voices . and the thoughts. · 

One proof of this iS that there does not exist 
any comedy properly so called, because there is no 
possibility of grace and airiness when the mental · 

·.state is . confused. .Comedy becomes farce, and 
farce . becomes in its turn · pantomime. There 
app~ar monstrous spectacles for ·children, The 
grotesque antics and blows,· the bawlings and 
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sta:nimerings of the clowns, and . the black masks 
· and carnival· dresses of the harlequins; which should 
cause. a bitter smile or tedious ·boredom,- alone 
produce laughter. And this is their humour. 
' One evening, after a sumptuous dinner at a 

wealthy house, they took me in ·a ·comfortable 
carriage to a little fashionable theatre to pass an: 
hour before returning . to finish the evening with · 
legions of dri~ks and . .ices, ·syrups,, sodas; sherry, . 

. cordials, whiskies, 'out of cut glasses served on . 
· silver' salvers, and with cigars such as are smoked 
in London alone. The theatre proper for stomachs 
overloaded with the col~ssa!· t~sk ·of continuai 
digestion, is not comedy,. which requires the head 
to be kept clear and the mind mi the. alert It. is 
'the dance and the ·pantomime, which regale the 
eyes without fatiguing the brain, and provoke roars . 
of laughter whic~ are good for digestion. 

Every actress here has to be a dancer, because 
there is. no piece without intermingled <lance a..Jld 
dialogUe. And the dances are-always accompanied 
with effects ·. of rapidly changing col~ured ligl:it; -. 

. The physical pleasure oppresses the intellectual in 
every detail. The mz"se-en-scene-- ls absorbing., 

·. Nobody hears what is said.· The only _thing .is 
what is seen. Ancl . what we s.aw· this evening at 
the, Court Theatre, and 'what' is seen every evening 
at. all the theatres, and in the great scene· at 
the Empir~, is either a magnificent ballet · o.r a· 
pantomime or farce, and the geification . of an .· 
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auburn-haired woman in clouds of gold and silver 
- gauze, clothed with the electric light, and bathed in 

blue or red. The feelings are excited, the digestion 
. quickened, ·and. the strong nerves of an athletic 
people titillated, vibrating with excitement in the 
open spectacle of a material paradise such as 

- opened itself up to me under another aspect when_ 
on the way from Southampton- I saw the oxen 
drowsily grazing on the pastures.-- · 
. Everywhere- there was sung- or masticated the 

cant song of the day-

. "· Ta-ra-ra-boonl-de-ay,." 

·When I went to the Lyceum to see Shakespeare's 
Hemy · VIII. represented: in masterly style by 

:Irving and .Ellen Terry, who in her incomparable 
· rendering of Q~een Katharine even exceeds that 
_ of Cardinal Wolsey; when I found myself in 

presence ·of that England _of the sixteenth century 
tlltat was so 'totally given up. to Dame Nature, 
beautiful in the "freedom . of. expansion of every 
animai. passion, painted by the greatest searcher 
into the human soul that ever existed; when I 
saw the astute ·ambition of the one and the carnal 
sensuality of the other, vain ostentation, sanguinary 

- ferocity, and. perverted sincerity ; and_ in and ~ut 
. through the. whole orgie "the n_oble grandeur and . 
august dignity of the Aragonese queen, who seemed 
to me a human being cast into a cave of wild . 

- beasts, many thoughts rose up before me, but one 
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. of them. certainly was of pride at ,having ,beeri born 
in noble Spain. 

Perhaps that· was w)J.y I thought that nobody 
acted like Ellen Terry. · ' · · 
• But iri presence of· Henry · VIII. I perceived 
whither, no\v that the doctrinal period of Puritanism 
is over, England is now drift(ng .. Merry England 
is returning to the moral condition of the sixteenth 
century,, with the refinemeJ;Its and complicationsrof 
:three centl,lries of civilisation. Whe~ she gets 'there 
then she will write some mcire comedies .like the 
Merry Wives of Windsor, because the English. 
genius will be met with cast in fit moral moulds 
without the fettersthat blnd and deformit,.turniJ'tg · 
it int~incoherent ~quivo.cation,' The hair-shirt. of 
asceticism does ~ot fit it; ·and it .does n9t ~gree 
with· light' and airy Gallicism.· In the one ·case 
it is. counterfeit,' and in the other· ridiCulous. It 
affects the. Gerqmri, but this ·cordial is too heady 
for it, . . 

Several times I went to Richter's .concerts at St. · 
· James's Hall, where the best orchestra in the worla 
executes· Schumann ·and Brahms. The. hall is 
always full, a thing of no great wonder in a 'city' of 

. five million inhabitants ; . but. still .'there is some 
taste 6f the Derby there; or if you like. it, of a good 

. farce I In St: James's Hall itself S_chlimann has 
.to take turns ·with the Minstrels. · · 
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PAINTERS.· 

· WHEN I went one morning up the steps of the 
terrace in Trafalgar Square-to visit the National· 
Gallery, I had been the evening before to a loan 
exhibiti~n of pictures then open ·gratis to the 
.public at the Mansion House. Inside the court of 
the. City, which shows an allegorical frontal. above 
a row ·or dark Corinthian columns, I had the 
opportunity. of· se~ing . the new English style of 
painting, which ·has Rossetti for its founder and 
·Millais for its principal representative. 
~- Th~ Victorian age, as· the English proudly call 
the ·present one, comparing it with the age of 

,Pericles or of Augustus, has its own architecture, a 
renewal of the Tudor, and has also its own paint
_ing, an imitation . of the Italian pre-Raphaelites, 
whose most conspicuous representative is Perugino. 
The want of perspective, the· femininity of' the 
principles, the vapoury style of the compositions, 
the ingenuous and priestly air of the figures, the 

· sobriety of the tones, the archaism of the. acces
sories and ornamentation, were, it appeared to me, 
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the principal traits of: the Jdnd of painting that 
also introduced itself into France. · On :the other 
side the Channel the acceptance is explained by. 
the tendency shown by refined art to slide into the . 
Japanese, that. is to say, into a peculiar o:;ombinac.· 
tion of affected naturalism ~with- extravagant fancy. 
Here, however, the appearance of pre~Raphaelitism 
is connected with deeper roots. The Madonnas of 
Rossetti and of Miliais ~re the pictorial expression:. 
of the English)deal ofwomen,.as the poetical genius 
of the race, Shakespeare, sang -her. There are 
'Desdemona and Ophelia,· there· are· the airy and 
fair-haired milidens, like · Juliet seated on the· 
Elizabethan balcony, warbling with Romeo her 
love duet. There are. no more lyric hearts than, 
those of this positive race; whatever be the. degree 

. of stilted _and conventional affectation that they 
introduce into "genteel" sentiments. 

".Genteel" is an adjective much abused_on this 
. side the Channel, as '' joli" is on the other. Th@, · 
two adjectives piature the two, people: · ·Pre
Raphaelitism is "genteel.". -It is painting spiritual-o 
ised archaically, before which the auburn misses 
come and idealise the type they consider to .repre~
sent. in the world the _combination of candour and 
enchantment, behind which, and away from the 
sphere of art, lies the reality of life, almost' always 
. cruel, in which the English mother alm~st always 
shows her strongest points~ Then this separation · 
between the dominion of art and that of reality is · 
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. .that which appeared to me to turn modern English· 
painting into an artificial and modish kind for the 
.~se of a fashionable people. · . 

. Leaving, then, the·· pre-Raphaclitism of the 
Mansion House, what· I went to see at· the 
National Gallery was not the best ·collection of 
'the Continental schools, but that of English paint
ing: Reynolds, Gains borough, Landscer, Hogarth, 
and Turner. Of pre-Raphaelites I had seen 
enough. When the English lyre of the Victorian 
age produced poems like Aurora Leigh.. by Eliza
beth Browning, I do not want painters to make 

· me understand it: And indeed in this subjective 
race poetryvibrates more than the plastic arts. If 
there is no vivid and permanent connection with 
·ambient nature, if relationship is necessarily arti
ficial and counterfeit, how can it have plastic art 
worthy to express the .feeling of the people? 

In England there are painters, but not painting. 
Jtrly and Kneller come from Van Dyck. Gains
borough and Reynolds, in painting landscape, 
possess the vivid colour and fresh feeling of the 
.Flemish. What then can I find, what native garb 
shows itself in the rooms of the National Gallery? 
There are indeed ·painters genuinely English-
Turner and Hogarth. -
.. The room in which the pictures of the first 

are collected produced in me a deep impression. 
They are visions, they are hallucinations, like the 
Destruction of ·Sod om, deliriums of discordant 
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imagination; skies fanta~tically unreal, seas whirled; 
'by cyclones;. auroras, stormS; giddiness, ~·sudqen 
lights, fearful ,contrast~; a' huge symphony of 
chaos traced· with the brush that painted for an 
orgie of the· eiements what tli.~. b~ush · of :Rub~ns 
did forluxuriance of flesh. .And from the canvas. 
that presented ·me' with frerizy bordering on Jn~ . 

' sani~y, there ·then, came_ prominently Joi;th on~ 
· conspicuous .idea-. the.s~a.' Both thes¢ marks ~re' 

English-,unbalanced ·and: unrestrained,, imagina-. 
tion, and .a passion for the sea. . The proof, more-· 

, over, that rthese. two,' expressions of fancy do nqt . 
follow .the requirements of art; is ~)lat the master 

· has had no followers. . An imitation of. Flemish 
painting (there . is no. El)glish pa:irtting properly 
'so cailed) it. remained aJone, undoubtedly interc 
estingto a high' degree, .but nevertheless without 
being imitated itself. 

·.The other painter _that most attracts ~he. at~en
_tion of the woulcl-be student ofthe English schqpl · 
is Hogarth. . · · · 
. That also is genuinely national which expr!!sses 

·on canvas the creative genius of. the Book of Snobs 
and the Letters .of _Peter. Plym!ey, two works: of 
humour of the first order, · There is nothing more 

· decidedly. English than this. There is no rither· 
. yein' of expression than th~t worked by the pens. 
of Swift, Fielding, Sterne,· Thackeniy, and Dic~ens, .. 
and by_ the pencil of Hogarth. But these inten- : 
tionar' compositions, in which reason decks .itself 
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in t~e garments of folly, or on the other hand folly . 
appears ·clotlieq and in its right mind, will they 
always be painting in the highest· sense of the 
word ? Will these pictures, acid as vinegar, painted 
in· sadness and anger, in which the man, setting 

·himself. up a~ i1 critic, acts .the part of~ judge· 
instead of moving in .accordance with the expan
siOii of the nature around him, always be art? 
Can caricature become art ? Can the painter be . 
a moralist ? As for myself the answers are obvious, 
and show in · the second of the genuinely English 
painters the· incapacity of the race to create' a 
school of painting. 

The English are subjective, and here is the great 
advantage of humour . properly so-called, because 
this intentional form of irony is an evidence of 
. strength of character .. Humour .is the irony of the 
·censor .. · But there is nothing so likely to .harm the 
artistic .temperament as the attempt to work out 

, !R>me kind of moral. There is no people that so 
frankly and freely recognises, confesses, and chas
'tises 'its ,own proper defects .as the English, whose 
. literature is from first to _last saturated with the 
·spirit of condemnation of snobism; subserviency,· .. 
cant, and the ·love of money, whether in greed of 
gain or pride of show. . . . . 

Reacting on themselves, the English humorists 
and moralists, preaching or laughing bitterly, con
demn the prominent features of their own moral 
nature; hence the'singular impression they produce 
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on · those . who observe them from. the outside. 
How can 'these_ men,· always with ·their minds 
dominated w.ith the -moral -side- of. things, .be 
artists ? 
· Is it .now necessary to remark that there are 

supe;ior pictures in the N a tiona! Gallery? Are 
the portraits by Reynolds and Gafrisborough at 
times marvels? · Are Landseer's animals· alive? 

. . 

Have the pictures of Rossetti founded a constella
tion of painters?· ·l believe not,.· · 
· And the proof that the · art· of painting has 
assumed considerable _proportions in England lies · 
in the 2007 -works of art (unhappily of- very un
equal v~lue) exposed this year. in the rooms of the 
Royai ·Academy,' which .I also visited in discharge 
of the duties of consCience, and where I oqserved 
the learned reconstructiop. by Alma-Tadema, and. 
the ;, Halcyon Weather ". of M;illais, a piece of 
vapoury pre:Raphaelitism,. midway between the, 
equally ,vapqury pieces of Leighton and Leslie. 



. XV 

-;THE BRITISH. MUSEUM-ENGLISH INTELLIGENCE . . ' 
I ·AM now going to. do penance for the heresies 

I perhaps professed on the subject ·of English· 
painting, by· proclaiming aloud. my ·enthusiastic 
admiration before the splendid building called the 

'·British Museum .. 
·There is .certainly nowhe're in the world a larger 

or richer collection of the conquests and instru
m·ents of ·historical knowledge. If at the entrance 
to ·the massive porcli, brought heavily forward in 

. three bodies on a gigantic Doric colonnade, I was 
l!lready full of the universal testimony to the merit 

· of the British Museum, on going out I came away 
-astonished at the collection of wonders that re
minded me of the colossal libraries of the Alex· 
andrine Serapeum. 

Going through ·the immense halls, where we saw 
and almost touched the monumentS of extinct 
civilisation,. it seemed to me that 'we were living 
among the Accadians and the Assyrians in Nineveh 
in the court of Senna-:herib, of Assur-bani-pal, or 
of Nimrod, glancing over the tiles of the imperial 

1"9 
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. library, in which the chronicles of the .period . pre-· 
sent characters evidently..indecipherable. I sa\v on· 

. ., •' ·. ~ 

· the walls mosaics and frescoes of singular compo~ 
sition, in which men, so different from ourselves, 
appeared to .come from another planet, wakened 
from the sleep of ari unknown past by the fortunate 
~hand of chance. 

Then I found myself on the opposite side ~f the. 
Red Sea.In the Egypt ·of the. Pharaohs. Th~ 

, ' , ' . I • . 

sphinxes, the winged lions, the sacred scarab.ei; 
A pis, anc;l the mummies wrapped in· bandages 
according to rite; in their sarcophagi crowded with 
symbols and hieroglyphics, transported me to a 
world singularly stupefying,. because-' instead of 
breathing for life, I went along in mere existence 
wrapped up in a dream of death.· And when_my 
eyes alighted on the place where the Rosetta stone is 
I was· in a state of :surprise· at the. trifling incidents. 

'on ~hich the bulk of human· knowledge depends; 
because if the French had not brought from Egyp~ · 

. this text in wJ!ich the 'hieroglyphic inscription is . 
translated into Greek, probably the interpretations· 
of the· symbolic. language qf .the Nile .of the · 
Pharaoh~ . WOJild be up to. the present :day. as 
subject t~ uncertainty. as the tiles of the 'library of 
Accad disinterred . by La yard. This l'ttle stone 
that the visitor passes· without a secon_c;l look, .) 

· astonished at· the . population <>f monsters that 
inhabits the rooms, is nevertheless 'the key that 
openlj the sacred gates of the temple of krio~ledge, . 

• '' '1 I -
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enabling us at the present day to read the Egyptian 
monuments as if they were written· in our own 
tongues; : · · 

Then emerged funereal mansions toward the 
. triumphal room, where the mutilated ·remains of 
·the ·frieze or' the Parthenon sing a Greek hymn 
vibrating with active anci glorious life .. · It made 
me want to clap my hands; I found myself alive 
again. And .in spite of the barbarity with which 
Lord Elgin treated these divine stones, I could not 

··refrain from blessing the memory of the vandal 
lord that permitted me to enjoy some. mome~ts of 

·pure delight at beauty .. 
· .. But I do not want, nor do I know how, to relate. 

all that the British Museum contains : I did not· 
go there to study. ·I went to sec and to imbibe 
impressions that ~ere filling my head and setting 
me already iri a whirl, when I betook myself to the 
'reading-room. · 

... It is worth the trouble to halt for an instant. 
It is' an enormous rotunda surmounted by a 
cathedral dome greater than St. Paul's: Ample 

. ·windows at· the · curve of the vau)t ·abundantly 
· illuminate the room, which .. has ·four hundred con

venient seats for readers, In· the centre, at a vast 
cir~ulat table,. are the librarians ; around in shelves 
at a convenient 'height is i:he catalogue, itself con-

. sisting of two thousand volumes. Radiating from 
.the centre are the seats. for the readers, and against 
· the ~ails arc twenty .thousand books of . reference,' 
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aids to work such as dictionaries, reviews, atlases,· 
·guides, tabular statements, etc. The lillrary, dis.i 
posed in rooms without end, contains a million and 
a half of volumes. The books in the reading-room 
can be consulted without formality; those in the 
library are obtained ·by .·written requisitions on 
printed forms,· on which the classification in t~~ 
catalogue has to be noted. It is not necessary t? 
speak, and silence reigns absolute. 

· In order and ·method it is perfect... As to its 
richness in books I wanted to have a proof by 
seeing if my own works were there, and I found 
them all in the catalogue. . When, this happens in 
a language almost unknown, what must happen in 
those that are better. known ? 

The yearly acquisition amounts to thirty thou
sand volumes; and as the library is not open· to 
the public; although it is easy to get permission to 
go there to study, the tables are not occupied by . 
idlers who go to kill 'time ana to :read all sorts Q)f 
dubious books .. For· that the .circulating libraries 
.nourish the appetite for novels, the type of English 
imagination; at the cost of a sovereign a year. · 

Not here: here people study. And the amount 
of the subsidy and the abundance of materials for 

·. work ·afford the E~glishman the means of satisfying 
the thirst for knowledge that he so often confounds 
'with real science. . 

There is, moreover, a radical difference. between . · 
·the intellectual process of-the Englishman and 
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that of the .Continental .. We understand things 
deductively through classification and abstraction. 
They assimilat~ thi~gs by committing them to 

. memory, b~ilding up. examples, piling up facts, 
.assem~ling and comparing innumerable accounts. 

Their method is inductive, and if names like 
,Lecky, 'Latham, and Spencer, speaking only· of 
lfving' examples, are the proof of the extent of 

,success of the English method, these .names only, 
· and. especially that of Spencer, are also the proof 
:or the comprehensive limits of such a method 
among 'those who are best able to make use of it. 

· This is noi: the place for a dissertation on modes 
.of thought ; on this account I make but a passing 

· mention of it. For those who understand the sub
ject it is sufficient; for those who do not, it would 
be necessary to enter into uninteresting· details. · 
Those who do understand will also have. already 
understood how a people mentally organised as I 

· have tried to show this one is, cannot· present the 
intellectual results so successful in thinking minds, 
either through i:he power of abstract reason or that 
qf :esthetic_ instinct. The Englishman is neither 
rationalist n~r artist; . His greatest authorities are 
empirical; his greatest writers, like Grate or Glad
stone, are sectarians incapable of objective history 

. like Ranke or Mommsen. In. mathematics, the 
. touchstone of 'the' reasoning capacity of a people, 
they look exclusively at formul;e, . Euclid, learned · 
by heart and recited, is still the master of the 

I 1 
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schools, which produce . scarcely. any calculators. 
· The teaching is practical or empirical; hence the 

inferiority_ of the English as builders. . Any ar.chi
tect of a Continenta1 school cap show th!!se peep!~, 
who are full of practical experience but are · ir
rational, that they_ are in- the wrong. And at the 

. same time the very deep influence that England
has been drawing for some twenty" years· _from 
Germany, principally in_ intellectual ,inatter~, has 
produced_visible results. The best German books. 
are almost invariably published simultaneously by 
being translated at once into English. - Ranke, 
Momlll:sen, and Duncker are in all hands ; Tiele, 
Grimm, Peschell, Goldziher, and. many more; are 
read like native authors. The proper Saxon- reac
tion, proclaimed by Swinburne, must_be combined 
in this movementofthe widening of the intellectual 
horizon, a movement that has· already produced 
eminent men, originally superior owing to th~ 
clearness of their thought-! ·mean Maine a~J.d 
Freeman. 

Nevertheless, these men are at the present hour 
exceptional. · The fetish ~£ practice, worshipped in 
English knowledge, causes speculation to· be an 
e~ceptional thing. The wisdom of the priest or 
lawyer is not up_ to the standard· of that society, 
principally mercantile and noisily" utilitarian. · 
Knowledge is valued· for what . she fetches. The 

. wise. man, as a rule, at the present time, is the 
merchant who explores the pecuniary results of the . 
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latest 'discoveries .. Edison, although an American, 
is profoundly English.. Or again the learned man 

·is an amateur, a ban.ker like Sir John Lubbock, 
who gives up his leisure hours to pala::ontology. 
These :Superior· types of the intellectual cliss, 
independent of any notion ofgain, types that my 
memory realises in Pasteur in France and 'Helm
holtz in Germany, savants who might have had 

:more ·money than any modern Crcesus, this· 
Augustan flower of thought is in vain to be sought 
for· in Carthaginian England. It is one more 

. consequence of the want of ability for conception 
of the abstrac"t and beautiful. 

Unable to climb to the greatest heights of 
. thought and art, the English, however, with their 
incomparable wealth, with their venerable serious
. ness, and with 'the decided energy 'that they place 
in everything they go after, recognising. the deplor
able-depths into which taste descended in the first 
bdf of the century, decided to renovate it' at least 
in building, Jurniture, clothing, household articles, 
etc. · This movement gave rise to the South 
Kensington Museum;an unsurpassed collection of 
everything notable or characteristic that the. arts of 
industry_ have produced anywhere or at any time. 
One sees ther~ a collection of Portuguese provincial 
manufactures certainly far more complete than any 
iri Portugal in any one of the industrial museums 
·of Lisbon .or Oporto. , The reanimation of art 
. among a people properly speaking destitute of it is 
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i:lue to :the 'South ken~ington Museum,· its. •schools ·• 
. qf design, and -~ts· local, bnincheJi: "To ids owing 
.the rejuvenescence~ of national forms and motives, 
and the attisti): investigation of foreign' types with~ 
which. ait arl industries' are replenished in 'a way' 
really admirable. 



·xvi 
THE STOCK EXCHANGE -

UP to the present the English species has been 
;·studied, 3.s well as I know how to do so, from the 
point of view of his customs as far as concerns his 
religion, his art, and his way of thinking; but now 
that we are ~ble to say we know something about 
them, let -~s see the "English just in thei~ own 
clement. Let us take the bull by th'e horns, and 
enter. all at once the heart of the City; the Stock 
.E:rcltange: _ _ 
- _When I found myself inside; kindly taken round 
l.:y the chairman and a secretary of the patrician 
corporation of the- world's capital, I felt a deep 
impression of. sheepishness. It was not like when 
·I entered St. Paul's, near to it.· Besides, there was 
admiration at the· historical power of the people 
that made ·me feel a sort of pride because I also 
am' a man.:,. _Nihz'l humanum a me . aliemtm pttto. 
Noble grandeur in a neighbour never "!Ilakes us, 
feel small,. be that neighbour- an individual or a 
·nation. But this case was different: it. was wealth, 
not grandeur. It was a monstrously; fearfully 

117 
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monstrously, colossal wealth. Money in inouhtains · 
bigger than the Him11layas, absorbed by the huge ·. 
tentacles of the great polypus that. has its heart 
here while it squeezes and ~ucks. the whole world: 
I ,was in Carthage in the palace of the l3arcre, 
whither came all the treasures :of the mines. of 
Spain and Sicily; and fran\ the )and of the Cassi
terides. l3ut it was Carthage, with the proportion · 
that the wjlole world is to ·the Mediterranean, a 
hundred times 1arger, and a· thousand· or. ,a million. 
times richer . 

.It was with a certain ·uneasiness that I crossed . 
Throgmortpn Street and entered th~ forbidden 

. precincts, elbowing through fi!e ciose throng around -. 
·me. · I· went up the doorsteps 'to the ant-hill.of 
people profoundly contrite at. being poor, 'a son of 
a very poor country; even bankrupt publicly .. 
Admittance was a great . proof of. favour, because 
the Stock Exchange only admits members; but 
rarely visitors. The chairman who took .me througf:., 
said to me meani!lgly, " It is two years· since a 

.'stranger was. ad!t!itted.': I felt confused when I · 
had passed the door; in this, place. must. have 
been the golden calf that the. Jews so offended 

. by · worshipping ·in a iriomeii.t of reactionary 
·.piety. It has an enormous roof surm·aunted .by_ 

a dome. ·Around are deep chapels, and iQ each . 
. a ·pulpit with a. priest·, in scarlet vestments by 
the side of a . board ~here 'the quotations are . 
marked_ in chalk.. Columns of- polished marble . 
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sustain. the dome, throu~ which the light enters 
abundantly. 

There is a vague hum of thousands of m.el\ who 
·rush about, get into groups, and take notes in 
pocket-books, but all quietly, without that hateful 
arid hellish· row of the, public Bourse of Paris. 
Nothing of this here. The company owning the 
house possesses a capital of £240,000 .in 20,000 
shares of £12 each. To be admitted one has to 
find security. There are three kinds of members: · 
the first, with three securities, pay £52 5 ; the 
second, with two, pay £157 lOS. j and thirdly the 
clerks, if "authorised" pay £52 10s., and if un
authorised; £10 ros. Beyond this there is no 
admittance. The public wait af the doors, as . 
the people did in the days of the old Spanish 
Councils ... Outside there is another kind of noise, 
nervously .. hurried "tips" and information, and 
audibl~ · remarks on those who enter the sacred 
precincts. 
· Inside, each set has its own chapel, its ritual, 

and its place in which gather the different orders 
of the priests· of the Calf. The entire world is 
represented there, either by nations or species of 
business. Here are public funds, there are mines, 
there shipping companies, there railways, there 
factories. · Here is the· metropolis, there are the 
United States, elsewhere are Brazil or Australia, 
the entire world, without omitting a poor corner 
of it in which I saw with compunction that they 
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wer.e dealing in "Portuguese Threes!'· My soulfell. 
on· its feet. , 

To be poor, weak, and insignificant is a dis
,honour in this ·land of Da:~win, th?-t has ~hoisted, 
the victory of England in the life-and-~eath com~. 
petition of this age as the flag of universal science; 
while the. poor, and the weak, and .the lowly, and 

·the .humble ·often conquer also, according. to the 
GospeL for. ~hich the ·English serio~~ly imagine 

. . I , ,· ' 

they. have· so profound a veneration. It win J;>e 
understood that; . situated . as. I . W?-S under th~ 
weight of these impressions; the great sight of the. 

· turn of .the engine: of the world's .riches produced· 
in me an uripleii.sing effect. . . 
. Do . not think that I exaggerate. ·._I ·had the 

curiosity to .take. a note from the evening· papers 
'of the business done on the Stock· Exchange. in, 
the ·day. In·· British, railways there· had been. 

· twehty-,nine different securities:de~lt in; in Colonial; 
eighteen; in foreign. bonds, fifty~four; in N ort!l 

·American ·railways,- ·thirty-eight i · in . canals· and· 
docks, ·seven; 'in industrial: and· commercial: com
panies, fifty-three; besides the substantial Biitisq 
Consols and Bank of England stock. Securities 
not officiaJiy quoted on the Stock E:x;change are 

·without the rights of· citizenship in the republic of 
capital, and. without.the world's passport .. 
· Eleven years ago, in r88o, the total value' of the 

, securities officially quoted. on the Stock Exchange, 
·and therefore capable of ,being dealt in within it,_ 
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\Vent· up (~ £5,786,ooo,ooo. Now, at the end of 
189r, it has risen to £6,347,000,000. ·Government 
funds amount to £3,7oo,ooo,ooq, and railways 
to £z,roo,ooo,ooo, · and are the principal items 
in· the total. · Consols represent £6So,ooo,ooo; 
British ·colonial 'Loans, £350,000,000; ·Foreign 
.Funds, £z,soo,ooo;ooo. British Railways have 
'£830,000,000; Colonial, £220,000,000; North 
American,£68o,ooo,ooo,and Foreign £38o,ooo,oo6; 
Banks had £6o,ooo,ooo quoted, and the numerous 
industrial and commercial companies about 
£48o,ooo,ooo. The capital of .the British banks 
and ·companies is still .much larger, because the 
Stock Exchange does not admit the world at 
1a:rge t'o citizenship. · At the date from which the 
above-mentioned numbers were taken· the joint
st~ck ·banks alone, that is to say· putting aside 
private b~nks, numbered one hundred and thirty, 
and their shares. were worth £zo6,ooo,oo6 alto-. 
~ther, of .which £7o,ooo,ooo w~ paid up. The 
capital had triph:d. The total of the deposits in 
the banks was then £67o,ooo,ooo. People must 
get lost in. this sea of money ! . . . ' . 

The companies recognised and quoted on the 
Stock Exchange· do. not amount to two-thirds of 
.the whole, which was 13,323 companies, with a. 
paid-up capital of ;£775,000,000 . . ·And all these 
companies, banks, and commercial houses stretch 
out from the city into every part of the' globe, 

. navigating steamets on the ocean, tracing railways 
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on continents, casting. into. seas· nets of telegraph 
cables, instaJ!ing plantations in one place, manu
factures and warehouses in . another, canals and 

. docks in another, making their. appearance whe( 
ever there are · mines to work, lands to explore,. 
and goods to exchange, from rudimentary barter 
with savage tribes to subtle combinations of bank~· 
ing.operations among the most acute people. 
· The· .head of each of these houses, the; manager 

of each of these companies, is a veritable prince; 
· he has his captains and councillors, his· delegates 
and agents, scattered over the earth. Between the 
talent for commercial speculation and lhat for 
political adventure . there are many ·. p'oints of . 
resemblance. · A great . merchant is very like a 
conqueror in the ability of his combinations, .the . 

. energy and rapidity of his decisions, in the com- · 
prehensive way in which he takes in the conditions 

·of markets or people i~ order to bring them withiri 
his power. Hour by hour the telegraph keeps hila 
informed of the various pulsations ofthe mercantile.· 
world, and the. autocrat of commerce traces in his 
office the places wherein to ca5t 'the nets of his 
operations .. He has geography at his fingers' ends . 

. He knows through' innumerable maps, almanacs, . 
guides, directories; . and . other books of reference;. 

' the . strength and weakness of every country and 
every business. He has strings of facts, ' ac~ . 
cumulated notes made, and· stati~tics arranged, 
'with the object of _drawing out the .marrow fro~ 
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the world wherever there exists a particle of riches 
to be sucked out. . 

The City, the heart of London, has the Stock 
. Exchange as a centre. · There indeed is the capital 

. of the money-making world, and as at the present 
·day that occupation is the· principal one, so the 
capital of the world may be said to be therd. It 
breathes geography, talking of Australia, India, 
Brazil, and Japan, the price of wool, the value of 
the rupee, the quotations for coffee or cotton, 
and the fluctuations of silver.. The 'most distant 
countries and the most exotic merchandise are 
suburbs and tributaries of . the city which rules 
them. One house has Egypt, another Peru, another 
Mexico, and another Cashmere. There is a sort of 
primitive international law in commerce. Frontiers 
an;.respe~ted, both in'mercantile transactions and 
in spheres of influence. 

While walking astonished around the circular 
ro:>m of the Stock Exchange, it seemed to me 

. that there were within it ·the round edges of the 
· globe itself, and is it· not true that the art of man, · 
overcoming time and distance, puts the world· in 
the hand of the sower?. We do so· much that 
there now appears to us to be a kind of scant 
inheritance ·in the size of it, and one almost 
completely explored in every corner. 
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·ENGLISH WEALTH .. 

• . GREAT BRITAIN is. a molint~in of gold,' bu.t : 
Lqndoii by itself holds : a gre~f part pf. British.' 

· we<!,lth. 'The· London Custom· House: yields .as 
much a.s·au the others 'of the United I).ingdo;n_put 
together.' And, aU th~. movement l:o whfch thi~ 

·concentration of wealth '.gives rise is ~xercise~ 
withi'n the City. The total- for income~t~x-was 
cakulate,d la!!t year (r889-;-1890) at £;o,oi:Jo,ooo 
in the City, and at . £4l,Ooo,OOO, for the' rest of 
Englimd: . Tw<>' years ago , for the' <;:itY. it was 
. : ~ ~ . . ' - . 

. £3g,ooo,O<JO, · and for .the res.t . of .Englar.i:l ·. 
£3s,ooo,O<io. The actual totalreceipt was on one- . 

·half more, .almost entirely. from the . City, ,.;here 
British wealth· 'accumulates ·at a progressive. rate.· 
what is: there not d~~ to the population of .the 
country, and the mon,strous inflation of the English· 

. wen P • 
. The· .interest alon!? of the public funds, bo~h 
national and foreign, and from shares in baril<s' and · 
'other COmpanies, estimated by incotrte-taX stateC .. 

. ments, 'ex.ceeds · £rso,00o,ooo. Giffen,· .cal!=ulates•. 

'"" 
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that _in 1812, ·whe,n the United Kingdom had' 
·17,000,000 inhabitants, its .total weaith was ge~er
ally about. £2,70o,ooo,ooo, or £i6o a head. In 

· 188 5, with 37,000,000, he. reckons £ IO,ooo,ooo,ooo, 
or £270 a hea& At the present day the amount 
for each person ought at' least to be double what 
it was in 1812. .But this wealth is not evenly dis
.tributed among the three kingdoms. To the mean· 
of £270, poor Ireland contributes barely £93, and 
Scotland, rich' in mines, figures at £243, while 

.·England and Wales figure at £308. Let us take. 
three standards ·wherewith to measure the progress 

· of English wealth in th~ last three decades of ·the 
second half of 'the century. . . 
·The . first, which is 'the least_ valuable, is the 

Estimates. ·.It is the least valuable because, on 
account of the system, 0~ rather of the want of 

. system,in English administration, the Parliamentary · 
Estimates do not possess the character of those of 
C..lntinental countries. For instance, the organisa
tion of the Reserves, which in all military countries 
constitutes a heav)r charge on the Estimates, is here 
represented by battalions of volunteers, armed,. 
clothed; and equipped at their own expense. This 
.effective Lalulsturm of 200,000 men does· not cost a 
farthing to the Treasury, so to speak. Then the 
infinity of prjvate institutions that exercise public 
functions in this .country, in which the notion of 

. State actiob has never taken definite shape. Then .. 
·again, the expenses caused by local institutions in. 
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a country which, in spite of monarchy, is above all· 
. things federal, and. whose radical ambition is' a· 
constitution like that of the United Sta:tes, without· 
waiting for England to h~ve· had' some centuries of 
centr~l. government and for the ,colonies' to'')ook' 
up i:o the two islands _as the metropolis of. a gigantic· 
empire dispersed. throughout .the world. Even 
making allowance for all these the British E~ti
mates, which in 1850 showed £ss,ooo,ooo of ex
penditure, in 1890 shdw£88,ooo,cioo, the service of 
the National Debt having in the mea:nwhile sunk 
fro(n £28,ooo,ooo to £25,ooo,ooo .. The additional 
expenditure, then, consisted in the rise froln 

. £27,ooo,ooo· to £63,000,ooo:_in ·other· words, •it · 
doubled.· 

. Incomparably more expressive, hqwever, are the 
·statistics of commerce.· Here we. see that during 
the same period the imports quadrupled· and the· 

• exports quintupled almost.· In i85 I the impor~s • 
were £ros,ooo,ooo; in i8gothey were £420,ooo,ocG •. 
In r8SI ·the exports were £74,oo0,ooo; in r8go 

·they were £328,ooo,ooo. ·This is an index 'that 
shows ·the increase of ·wealth iti England. • · In 
1870-twenty-two yearsago-'-the imports per head 

. . ., . . .. . -' ~ . 
of the population were £6 ros.: they are now over 
£tr_;nearly _double. And side by side with the 
imports, the exports went up from £244,00o,ooo to. 
£328,ooo,ooo;. And during the. same period the 
yield derived from capital invested outside the 
lJnited _Kingdom increased, and simulta:lleouslythe 
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incomparable fleet of ships that trade in all the 
seas of the world was augmented. · 
· The third and last of the proofs we will ·select 
is the statistics of mineral production, noting the 
increase during the last twenty years. Trade, 
navigation, and . mines are . the three principal 
sources of the wealth of, this people, so rich that 
they can afford to make agriculture a secondary 
·consideration. There are almost as many miners 
as farm-labourers; there are. 650,000 men, and some 

.6ooo women. A thousand people die every year 
from accidents in mines. Coal, iron, copper, lead, 

· tin, z'inc, and the silver extracted from the lead 
are· the principal products of the British mines, 
though some · of them are decreasing in yield. 

·They· are ceasing to extract the silver from the 
lead because the daily lessening value of silver 
yields no profit. In 1870 there were produced 
784,000 ounces, in 1890. only 291,000. Copper 
has ·also gone down· through the irregularities of 
sp~culation : from· 7000 tons .in 1870 it got down 

·. to 1000 in 18go. Tin keeps at ro,ooo tons. Lead 
decreased from 73,000 to 33,000 tons. : Zinc in

. creased . .from .4000 to 8000; finally, iron wenf 
from 6,000,000 tons in 1870 to 8,000,000 in 18go. 
And coal, the real gold of Britain, its strength, 

. light, heat, Its latent motion, and its sun in the 
shape of seams of black shining mineral-coal rose. 
from 110,000,000 to 192,000,000 tons, not far short 
of double. 
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. And when will they exhaust the heaps of it; 
accumulated . duri~g countless ages, a treasu~e. 
which_isbeing used up regardless of the (uturd 
Many_ ask this question.; buf the answer, a~ far as 
I can gather it, is that this· is in the 'first place. a 

. . . - . I • , 

·good way off; and in the ·second place, when it 
does' tome -men will· aln~ad},:. have i!pparted ·the 
means of efficiently. utilising the .. two. great forces. 
of the. sea and the winds; stoi-ing and distr\buting. 
them .by mean:s' of e'!ectricity ; so that, thll people 
of the future will be free from the insufferable-. r . . . • 

· smokiness with which coal. now smothers all -manu
facturfng .districts, Lo,ndon will possess. ·a-nother 
and a'gr.yer aspect; but as the men. always place 
the .. golden age in the, past, they will yet have to • 
sing, of thll happy time in which everything· was. 
driei>ing with . a· stiCky b)ackness, and when towns· 
seemed like monsters with big, sharp,, brick !.eeth 
. pointed. upward t() the sky, and sending forth smoke 
. and 'flame. 

, Per )laps this will come •to be celebrated ,in verse 
. setting' forth tli.e. Victorian Age, i11 which .England 
was- swimming .in gold, 'because if men discover 
a~y moti~e power other . th~n the expansion. o,f 
steam by fire, since if is natural that Engla~d will 
no longer. hold the monopoly of this power, the 
principal cause ofherfortu11e in history will.have . 
disappeared, because the throne of Imperial ;Britain 

· x:ests on a foundation of ·gold and iron. . Erom the 
very mo!illent in. which the progress of mechanics·' 

. . . . ' . ' ~ 
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discovered new means of manufacture and transit 
. by land and water-from that same moment Eng
fand discovered that she had below ground the 
treasure of the primary ,materials for the operation 
of transforming the world's life. 

By whom in the lottery of history was ever a 
prize like this drawn ? If there were a people 
favoured by Nature with the monopoly of wheat, 

· that people would not, even by this means, have 
had a fortune like England's.. Coal is more than 
wheat. It is the universal bread of working 

· humanity, the power of heat in a concentrated 
·and portable for!ll. Here, then, is the intimate' 
secret of the magnificent edifice of British wealth. 
If a similar lot fell to any other people whatever, · 
would that other people be as rich as the English ? 
That depends : because. one must add . to the 
source of ·wealth the endowments of the abilities 

. t~ inake .. use of it. 
· . A superior fecundity is the first of the endow
ments. At the beginning of the century these 
islands had 16,ooo,ooo inhabitants, and now they · 
have 39,000,000, in spite of having exported more 
than 30,000,000 emigrants. England and Wales 
went up from 9,000,000 to 29,000,000! And the 

· hundreds of thousands of emigrants that every 
year leave these islands for.the mercantile conquest· 
of the world operate also as an element. · 

·The second of these 'endowments is the qualities 
...:...physically energetic, instinctively acquisitive, and 

K 
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· And when will they · exhaust. the heaps of it; 
accumulated . duri~g countless. ages; a treasu~e. 

··which is being used up .regardless of the future ~ 
Many.' ask this question.; but. the answer, a~· far 'il~

. I can gather it, is that this· is in the 'first place a 
. . . . I - • , 

good way off; .and in the ·seq:md place, when it 
. doe{ come men will already. _have irpparteo pie 

means of efficiently. utilising the-. t:wo great forces. 
of the sea and the winds; storing and distr\l.mting. 
them .by means of electricity;. so. that. th~ people 
of the future . will . b~ free from the insufferable-

.· smokiness with which coal, now smothers all-manu
, facturlng .districts. London .will possess. ·a-nother 
. and a ~yer aspect; but as 'the men. always place 
·the .. golden age in the. past, they will yet have to 
sing of th~ happy time inwhich everything was 
dril_lping with a· stiCky b)ackness, and when towns 
seemed. like monsters with big, sharp, brick !eeth 
pointed upward to the sky, and sending forth smoke 
and 'flame. · . · 

. Per )laps this will come to 'be celebrated ,in verse 
'. setting' forth the Victorian Age, iQ which .England 
· was• swimming. in gold, 'because if men· di.scover 
a~y moti~e power other . than the expansion. of 
steam by (ire, sittce it. is natural that England will 
no longer hold the monopoly of this 'p~wer, the 
principal cause of her fortu11e In history will have 

· disappeared, because the throne of lmpe,rial ;Britain 
· rests on a foundation of ·gold and iron. . Erom the 

very moJiTient in. whiCh the progress of mechanics·· . . . ' . ~ 
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discovered new means of manufacture and transit 
·by land and water-from that same moment Eng
rand discovered that she had b;!IOW ground the 
treasure of t_he primary ,materials for the operation 
of transforming the world's life. 

By whom in the lottery of history was ever a 
prize like this drawn ? If there were a people 
'favoured by Nature with the monopoly of wheat, 
that people would not; even by this means, have 
had a fortune like England's.. Coal is more than 
wheat. It is the universal bread of working 
humanity, the power of heat in a concentrated 
·and portable fonn. Here, then, is the intimate 
secret of the magnificent edifice of British wealth. 
If a similar lot fell to any other people whatever, 
would that other people be as rich as the English 1 
That depends : because. one must add . to the 
source of ·wealth the endowments of the abilities 

' to inake. use of it. 
· , A superior fecundity is the first of the endow-
. ments. At the beginning of the century these . 
islands had 16poo,ooo inhabitants, and now they 
have 39,ooo,ooo, in spite of having exported more 
than 30,ooo,o6o emigrants. ·England and Wales 

· went up from g,ooo,ooo to 29,oob,ooo I And the 
hundreds of thot:sands of emigrants that every ., . . . 
year lea.ve these islands for the mercantile conquest 
of the world operate also as an element. . 

·The :S~cond of these 'endowments is the qualities 
..:...physically energetic, instinctively acquisitive, and 

K 
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intellectually submissive-of these legions of people 
· born to work Revolutionising with steam the' 
mechanism of production and distribution; they 
have remained, through their monopoly, of the 
prime motors of force, possessed of the monopoly. 
of the seas, where steamers beat sailing vessels,· 
and have inundated the world with their products 
of manufacture through their monopoly o( it. . 

The reaction of modern Protectionism explaiqs 
the violent effort that the world has made to free 
itself from the productions and from· the economic 

· protectorate of England, to whom coal has given· 
a new kind of suzerainty over the universe. . It 
wa5 that which perchance natural intuition allowed 
Napoleon to foresee, blinded i'n · other matters by 
his ambition of conquest. . The great duel that 
ended in Waterloo, and cost Britain £831,000,000, 
gave her a victory that in following years . meant 
ten, a hundred, or a thousand-fold profit. · .Free 
from the fear of blockade on the Continent, E~g
land could insure her mercantile and colonial 
empire by the uncontested rule of the seas of the 
world .. Her fleets, proudly unfurling ·the British 
flag in every latitude of the globe, guarantee. to 

• • ' J 

her the interest of the wealth of every conti~ent. . 
But things begin to change .. The· lesson has 

been learnt, and Napoleon's 'continental ·system 
re-appears in the systematic protection of the 

·nations. that are thus defendi~g themselves. On 
the other side, if England is still mistress of the 
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seas, her· empire on land. 'has extended till ·she 
, finds herself face to face With Russia.· The duel 
between the elephant and the whale, to use Bis
.marck's expressive phrase, will be acted before the 

·world's audience.· 
. . Meanwhile a century of incomparable fortune 

has made of Britain a mountain of gold. On the 
other side the Channel the unit is the franc ; here 
it is the pound (which expression is generally used 
only in speaking of qmounts, while sovereigtz is 
said of a ·single unit). · The thermometer of wealth 
.has risen twenty-five times. And where inost 
people . speak of. sovereigns, many of the higher 
class speak of guineas, which are worth a little 
more. 

Money is the pride of the English. 
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GREENWICH-SHIPPING 

i< MAKE money, my SOil; /w~test/y if yott call, bzit 
·make it I " · 

This aphoristic counsel of the Scotch mother to 
her son who was going away from home, lets in 
the light to the innermost recesses of the national 
character. 

With this object sail constantly from the -ports 
of the island .swarms of people who· go all over 
the world to make money, lwnestly if possible, but 
to make it. 
: The sweat of humanity from Britain is oneco£ 
the fundamental causes of her fortune. This was 
what I was thinking of on board the little steamer· 
that'co~veyed me down the river to Greenwich. 
- The morning w~s mild. The river appeared 
like a lake of molten lead, with reflections in it of 
the colour of slate. The smoke from the chimneys, 
unable to rise, floated to and fro slowly iri ·the 
air. The horizons were very close and un.:ertain ; 
worlds were seen to revolve beyond the curtains . 
of haze through which we were going ; and these 

132 
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curtains gave forth fiery or golden reflections from 
the light of the sun going his round. Silence 
reigned ·almost· supreme. One only heard the 
measured beat . of the steamer's paddles in the 
wafer that rolled aft. One breathed in with the 
air a savour of coal or. gas-tar. The people on 
board were all of the poorer class : some stages 
cost only a penny. It was bad to have to spend 
even as little as that. The contrast of this peace 
-a~d silet;~ce "IVith the insensate tumult of the streets 
I had just come from operated upon me like a 
shower-bath.· llut I awoke to reality when there 
passed close to us another steamer or long barge 
drifting along, her sails hanging down from lack 
of wind. From time to time I was awakened by 

·cthe beat of hammers, echoed by the heavy atmo
sphere. On both sides, at a distance of half-a-mile 
-for we were in the middle of the river-I heard 
the invisible hum of the modern Babylon of six 
millions of ,inhabitants writhing in its daily attack 
of. epilepsy. The indolent forgetfulness of exist
ence was in course of picturing itself to me as 
much more quman, when a sailor with a smutty 
face -and large beard, and a clay pipe in the corner 
of his mcluth, making the rope fast to the post on 
the pier, yelped out " Greenwich." We had arrived, 
and. the steamer was alongside the pier. "Green
wich I " This name evokes the grandeurs of mari
time England of the period of my infancy, when 
fleets ha~ many -dozens of ships, magnificent 
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ships with three decks anp over a hundred guns, 
like the. Duke of Wellington. ·I went on board in 
the Tagus when I was a_ child : frigates with·· a · 
white band round, variegated ·with black port
holes, and .brigs and schooners that were the, 

. dispatch vessels of tluzt day., • I ,emembered_ the 
· sailors with blue shirts, the mari11e artillerymen · 
·with a little round cap over the ear, and the marine 
light infantry with scarlet jackets,·.broad-shouldered, 
strong, Herculean, going i~ troops through ·the 
Riheira-N ova, filling the taverns, devouring oranges,. 
and generally kicking up a dust in the waterside 

· part of Lisbon. · · . 
How is 'it that even the most trifling recollections · 

fill us with melancholy lo~;~ging. for the past,?, Do 
they come from the foggy weather to-day'? Or is 
it that this longing marks the onward course' of · 
life towards the. destiny consisting ·in its fimil 
annihilation ? 

England, like all islands, seems to me somethi~:-g 
like a large ship. In life there is not the massive
regularity of continental existence.· . Perhaps from 
this..:....only with the addition req uisit~ to be made . 
in the case of a great peopl~-comes the commof! 
character of islanders, uncertain what ·direction 
their strengtlt. may take, and. difficult to reaci 
aright because their sentiments are hard to :,see 
into. England is the flag-ship of .the infinite 
squadron of ships that in. all the seas of the ·world 
come and ·go under sail imd · under steam, with . . 
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two-thirds of the world's cargoes on board. Sin
gular destiny, extravagant floating empire, to be 

· always on the. move ! Immense ant-heap of ships 
: and men, marking out the world into the map of 

their trade~routes. 
, ' .In. the year 1890, the .British mercantile marine 
~!most r~ached IO,OOO,Ooo tons, four ·times what 
it was in I 8 30! • All the mercantile navies of all 
other nations of the world added together do not 
reach the total of the British, which has on board 

,crews to the number of,250,000. 
And this is the real natural bent of the race, and 

. it is also .therein that it develops the instinct of 
art, 'n!ways more or less latent in man.. There are 
no ships, there are certainly no steamers, like the 

· British. They are whales with the shape of swans. 
The grace· and elegance of the lines of British 
naval architecture own no superior. The French
' man; so constitutionally an artist on land, is clumsy 
. Of& the sea. His steamers have too much work 
jn ·them, they are not iight enough. I went to 

·England in the Magdalma, and came back in the 
. Bresil, two new transatlantic liners that may serve 
as types of comparison: the Magdalena light and 
elegant, like a bird; the Bresil round and massive 
like a whale. In one thing the Englishman, under 

.. penalty of losing his existence, has. had to ·give 
utte~ance to this latent feeling called art. The 

. ship is the ·monument, the palace, the home of 
this people, who while_ they are ashore are almost 
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afloat /within· the . coasts of. their islands, rolling , 
along which flows the great Gulf Stream. . '· 

The ship is the masterpiece of British art. Even 
· already the Americans, in spite of their heredity·, 
have lost. the intuition of naval architectu-re; . If ·. 
the French ships have too much work in them, the 
Americans are lanky and out of joint, without 
harmony or proportion in their shapes. The ships 
thus reproduce traces observed in the architecture. 
of the human. body on both sides of the Atlantic. · 

Multiplying itself on the sea as prolifically as . 
· the race multiplies itself, British tomiage is already· 
. in· excess. · The crisis of the ship-owning industry 

is being fe)t. Freights have got lower. Whoie .· 
fleets are rusting away at their anchors in harbou~. 
Three years ago a .ton of nitrate .cost thirty-five, 
to forty shillings to bring from the Pacific· to 
England; now it is brought for fifteen, so great 
is the competition.· Briareus, with his hundred, 
thousand, or his millions of arms dominating libe 
Titans of the sea, while he crowned· Britannia, 
over-rated her strength. 
. On the return journey the day cleared ·up. 
Going upwards from· Greenwich the river begins 
to look like a London street on which the ships 
-are the vehicles. From both sides project piers 
over the black and shining mud, left uncovered at · 
low water,' and wharves with cranes vomiting forth· 
steam as they work over .the holds of the. ships, 
and barges alongside ... .On each side of the river, 
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or· street, run warehouses of five floors, that look 
like prisons built of red bricks, black with smuts, 

·with the fronts adorned with all colours in the 
shape of enormous advertisements relating to stor
_age, and manufacture. Then roofs and chimneys 
. of workshops, heaps of materials-wood, · sand, 
, st<?ne, coal, sacking, piles of. barrels, that powerful 
. drays or railway-trucks drag from the bulky hulls 
of the ships. Singular note-the first vessel 
attached to the nearest wharf to London Bridge 

·-was the Portuguese vessel Marianna, if I am not 
mistaken. The old times when Lisbon was the 
mart of. the world's sea-trade came back to my 

.mind .. 
I then saw ~lips on which steamers were laid up . 

for repair and for the purpose of ship-building 
without end, with workshops and engines; vessels 
getting ready to be launched, and, already launched,. 
going to join the bands of floating squadrons in 

· tbe seas of the world. · 
Here and there a tributary of the Thames 

breaks· its continuity; it is perhaps a lock that 
leads into the· inland seas called docks, where 

. vessels lie thick side by side, and where, seen 
from a distance, the masts and yards seem like the 
branches or' a forest in winter when the cold has 
stripped them of leaves. Inside the docks the 
traffic is immense and the picture magnificent. 

. The water disappears, and even the land as well. 
: Ships cover the water; buildings, windlasses, lines, · 
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of rail, mountains of merchandise of every kind, 
cover the land. Nature becomes a mere unlikely 
supposition. The violence of human industry has 
effaced everything at its will; even 'the air itself is 
artificial, produced by the acrid mixture of. smoke 
with heavy exhalations from· resinous· substances. 
Skythere is none. As far as the smoke allows 
one to see, it is a colossal ~eb mad\! by monstrous 
spiders, designed upon a ground c;>f thick atmo
sphere by the yards and rigging of an infinite 
number of. ships,. about to sail ·for, or· having 
arrived from, the most different . parts of the world 
'-the Cape, New York, Buenos Ayres; San Fran
cisco, Melbourne, .Hong Kong, or Canton. · · All 
languages are being spoken, and one sees every 

· colour of< . skin· and .. every type .· of . human 
physiognomy. 

It was nearly dark when I got back, and another 
little steamer brought me alongside the pier close 
to Cleopatra's Needle. On one side the gildejl 
summits of Westminster reached up to 'the sky; 
I went ashore thinking i ~as in Alexandria, where 
the genius of the conqueror of India left estab
lished the market of the world as. a legacy to the 
heirs of his captain Ptolemy. 



XIX 

EMIGRATION 

. I -WENT to bed, and fell asleep wrapped up in 
the thoughts of the old' woman with white cork
screw curls ~nd with spectacles on her nose, saying 
to her son. as he was on the point of leaving home, 
~· Make money, my 'son ; honestly if you can, but 
make it." , 

.How many impressions,. how many ideas did 
these words suggest to mel, Get money-that is 
the essential thing. Do not fill your head with 
chivalrous notions ·or any other ·preconceptions . 
. "Jdlke this as· your motto-Make money I 

I· remember ·the living English philosopher 
Spencer, whose Introduction to Social Science con: 
sists <in c;learing the ground of what he considers 
,the successive· preconceptions of olden ·times
patriotism; religion, civic fideiity, etc. After every
thing has been well cleared away there remains 
the old woman's motto, Make moneY: 

As I was oppressed with sleep, Spencer appeared 
to me to be wearing eorkscrew curls, or the old · 
.woman seemed to be at a table among piles of 

139 
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books. And my sleepiness expressed a truth,
because genuine philosophers confine themselves 
to reducing to rules the spontaneous sentiments of 
the people. 

The English people may be divided into three 
' main categories-those who 'live to spend money, 
those who live by. the sweat of their brow to get 

· it, and those_ who, without getting it and certainly 
without spending it, die,of.hunger. Everyt~ing is 
included in this. In generali among other_ people, 
earning· a live.lihood is a constant obligation, but 
is in one ·sense . a secondary one; The obJect· of 

· life is not to vegetate on more or less rich soil. 
But here this does not hold good. ' If all pre
conceptions. be' suppressed, as the philosopher 
and the old woman want, life simply remains for 
people as a mere ronnel of . nourishment and 
digestion. This they call the "practical mind,". 
and are proud of it. Much good may it do them. 
It is true that, for so much as it is worth, if thllly· 
are not sober they ·are not covetous. · Avarice is 
the vice of thrifty people, like the French for 

·instance. 
It is also true that this idea of life constitutes 

one of the ·most solid -foundations of individual 
energy. If there is a struggle for existence, a war' 
between· everybody and everybody else, as ~nother 
English philosopher before Darwin's time defined 
it, bellum omnium in omnes, in Hobbes's own words, 
every one. ought to be ready for the campaign, get 
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·drilled, and enter it vigorously, elbo~ing the next 
man to him, and getting into his place without 
chivalrous sentiments-"honestly if you can," with
out sentimental or metaphysical contemplations 
-trash,, preconceptions I 
· Under its ·own particular circumstances, then, 

.this people appears an army by the discipline and 
submission . consequent on the particular kind of 
life that it has had to encounter-a combat. "Is 
life worth living?" This excellent and suggestive 
question, that formed the title of a mediocre book 
published a short time ago, was answered in the 
affirmative. Certainly it is worth living! Nor can 
the answer be any othe~ for any one who docs not 

·embarrass the human vegetable with the torment
ing afflictions of sentiment and ideas, or the some

. times tragic and always cruel blows of dedication, 
sacrifice, and chivalry. And this is what brings 
life to . be considered unworthy of being lived in 
the minds of people capable of being charmed 
away by what the English call preconceptions. 

The false steps in the struggle for existence, in
stead of causing us to abhor it, cause us to love it , 
more strongly each time, with the hope "that victory 
will gild it. The proof of this is the love of fight
ing th~t war unfolds among soldiers. It makes the 
inost of its strength by training. The longing for 
conquering, or living, grows stronger. In this pure 
sphere of animal instinct in which the Englishman 

. lives life is at. its best ; excellent in the campaign 
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{or the conquest of wealth; excellent in the time 
occupied in expenditure and digestion: In Eng
land the only suicides that happen are from· ab
solute hunger, or from the spleen, that is ti:> say,, 
from the abhorred vacuity that certain eccentric ' 
natu.res feel in. 'Satiety after they have drained the . 
cup of every animal instinct. · . 

· ., If, however, the natural individualism of the 
· English lends itself voluntarily to discipline and 
· intrinsic social order, though in a confused way,· as 
it appears to ·us methodic Southerners, the absence 

. of preconceptions, which for us· are in general (but 
a good deal in general) the principal leading motiv~s, 
and the domination. of a simple and fixed idea, 
allows room to build up the material' strength 'the 
English possess. 

Energetic, disciplined, ~nd phlegmatic, they emi- . 
grate from their islands to the number of hundreds 
of thousands annually, scattering the~selves over 
the world in order 'to lay it under contribution. cit 
is a natural element against which artificial laws 
will be made in vain. Even when the accidents of 

. history take away from England the empire over 
which she reigns ; everi then, and always as long 

. as they export two hundred thousand heads every 
year, the English people will rule the world •. One 
proof of this is the United States. Independent, 
even perhaps hostile, they add incomparably more 
to the greatness of the British than.when they were . 
a mere province in the British. Colonial Empire. 
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These United States, which a century ago, in 1790, 
just about the time of the separation, scarcely 
possessed four millions of inhabitants, in 1890 
counted sixty-two millions and a half. Shoots of 
the German race are grafted · on to the Saxon · 

. stock, but the language, the highest expression' 
of nationality, remains English. In a total of 
£7so,Q(X),Q(X); to which figure the foreign trade of 
Great Britain rose in ·1sgo, almost the fourth pa~, 

. or' £143,Q(X),Q(X) to be more exact, represent im
portations from,. and exportations· to, the United 
States. 

On this account, if the heaps of iron and coal 
· England discovered in her bosom when civilisation 
entered 'into the age of steam are ~t the base of 
wealth, the instrument of this wealth and power is 
the emigration of people of the peculiar character 
of these men. 
·.From. 1861 to i88g there emigrated from the 
United Kingdom-

E~glish· 
Scotch 
Irish 
i 

. ... -- ... 
3,670,000 
. 761,000 
3.318,000 

Total· 7,749,000 

who distributed themselves thus-

United States 
Canada 

· Australasia 
:Various other parts 

5,092,000 
815,ooo 

1,421,000 
,:.. ~ 42l,oext 

Total 7.749,000 
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In twenty-nine years this gives 267,000 a year: 
And the I 5,000 that every year scatter themselves 
over the "various other parts " are !hose who go to 
India, the Cape, Brazil, the Argentine Republic, the 
Pacific, China, and the Far East, to plant eyery" 
where the red flag of the struggle for life, an"d take 
toll all over the world. . 

Then this wave of people, flowing from the ports 
of Great Britain, draws along with it the fluctuating 
emigr1jtions that incorporate themselves with .the 
army of colonists, while they absorb. British notions 

· from the very start. The Jews number a good niany. 
In r8go, 315,g8o emigrants left British ports, out of 

. whom 97,864 were foreigners., The 218,n6 natives 
distributed themseh;es three-fourths to the . United . 
States, and the remainder in about. equal -proper-· 
tions to Canada, Australia, and different other parts. 
The total of this last kind of emigration increased 
from rs,ooo to 22,oOo, because. the emigration to 
Africa is now considerable, although that <to 
Australia has got less since the gold fever subsided.· 

Into all climates, among natives of every ·race, 
the British go exploring the riches of the world hi 
all forms, and generally conquer. 

Why? What is the secret they possess ? Why 
is it that. theY. conquer, when for instance the Gerc 
mans, allied to -them by race, and exporting a;; 
many people as. the British, generally come to noc 
thing ? Because the German's conception of life is 
not the Englishman's. 
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· · -.The secret of the British colonial success is in 
the endowments (or rather_in the 'want of them) of 
the men. Destitute of ideas, systems, and prccon-

. ceptions, as Spencer calls ·them, brought up only 
and energetically by the instinct of gain, they 
adapt themselves to. circumstances, go over the 
ground, study carefully the actual state of things, 

-and· .so walk in a safe path; just ·as the Con
tinel)tals _carry away with them from home a 

· regular baggage of ideas and systems which are 
rarely of any usc for the particular- circumstances 
they find themselves in. This is why the English 
are .called the ·practical people above all others. 
Subjective by nature, they wrap up their Individu
ality in the secret recess of the 1: adapting them
selveS externally to everything, they always remain 
as they have been. Just in the same way the com
plunicative Continental either- loses himself in' 
trying 'to attach his neighbour to his own ways 
ofo thinking, or loses. his own personality in the 
contact with that of others . 

. , · Scattering themselves over the w~rld they have 
almost as many colonial governments as ·colonies. 
It is just· as circumstances turn out, just as the 

'ball happens to roll between the skittles. They 
go along accommodating themselves to the law 
of nature. And this is just why th_ey find life 
excellent. 

L 
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BUFFALO BILL AND .THE BRITISH EMPIRE 

AFTER breakfasting at the Amphytrion; .a 
fashionable French restaurant; clothed in the 
garb of a club in order to satisfy judicial regula
tions, to the. contentment of the fine flower of the 
sive!ls, we started for Earl's Cou~t to see Buffalo 
Bill, formerly the Honourable William Cody, 
because this personage is ·a Senator of the United 
States, besides being a Colonel; and is also a 
Senator of the State of Kansas. Good, in. so far as 
I have not the honour of being a citizen of that 

. - . 0 
part of the world. · · · 

When I entered the circus I saw in the next box 
some fellow-passengers who had come in the sartie 
boat with me ; they consisted of a dozen of gauckos 
.from the Pampas, in jackets and poncko.f, engaged . 
by Buffalo Bill to come and exhibit in the circus 
the lasso and other incidents of Argentine pastoral 
sport, We fraternised. My English ,neigl).bours, 
seeing us laughing and speaking a human language 
unintelligible to themselves, regarded us with a 

·"smile of dull complacency peculiar to a vain and 
i¢ 
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self-satisfied Englishman," as our Herculano t says 
· in the caustic pages of his voyage from Jersey to 
Granvill~ Self-satisfied . they certainly -were: 

·· whether vain or not, I am not so sure about; but 
even if they were, they had reason to be. _ 

Buffalo Bill, with long locks flowing over his 
shoulders, a moustache and imperial like those of 
the tenor of an Opera Comiquc, a gun at his waist
belt; galloped round the · circus managing the 
performance of the pantomimes of sport. This 
ridiculou~ chieftain,. however; gained celebrity in 
hunting real buffaloes, and beating real Redskins 
at the time when there were yet' Indians and wild 
beasts in American territories now operated upon 
by steam threshing-machines. . 

Just now passed through me memories of my 
childhood, when an old bachelor uncle I had, Uncle 
Tom, took me. on Sunday evenings to the Pra~a 
d<;l Salitre to see the pantomimes of Don J osc 
Serrate.· At that time recollections of the wars of 
the first half of the century were still alive, and I 
very well remember the enthusiasm produced in me 
by the mimic battles and assaults, with the noise 

. of artiiiery, the playing of bands, and the showy 
uniforms. The days of old seemed to me to have 
. come back again ; and there were no .. smiles of 
dull. complacency;'- but real delight and open 
laughter were pictured on the faces of the specta
tors. 1-::-they-all seemed to have become children 

I , The eminent modern historian of Ponugal.-TRANS. 
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again .. Indeed there are !10 people· so. much. like 
·children as the English. . 

Buffalo Bill galloped iri. the rear of his squa<;I of 
buffaloes with 'effect, poor beasts worthy of com- . 

. passion. · Buffalo Bill fired irito. the air at shells 
· that he broke, and each shot· provoked thunders of _ 
gutturai·applause: Buffalo Bill, comma~ding his 
party of horsemen, saved the ·little squatter's 
·hut from. an· attack' of Redskins ·who ~ppeared 
·equipped with javelins, with coloured st~ipes, \yith 
feathe~s . on their heads, and fearfully wry: expres
sions on their faces. ·Perched up in. the middle of 
the circus a· showman ·gravely. expounded to the 
public the different events jn the assault, a spon
taneous confession ·of paralysis on· the part of the 
nerves of the public intelligence, . and of the 
necessity that it should kiww ail from :the be
gi,lming I Things. like. these :mak~ Continentals_. 
smile.· 

Buffa!~ Bill galloped; fired, trotted, and turm:d 
about, filling the whole· circus with his figure of ' . 
wild. man promoted ·.to chieftain,. a 'grotesque 
medley of the powerful and the ridiculous, like the· 
stuffed model of a her~· whose pantomimes· re
produced scenes acted by himself in earnest during . 
his 'buffalo:hunting campaigns.. Could there· be 
reall:l' a more E1lgliSlt spectacle ? Realistic; l:>e~ · 
cause he had actually killed Indians and buffaloes.;', 
sportSmanlike, because he 'was an. excellent rider 
and a good shot ; and comiC, because th!! comic 
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hero of the pantomime put people;s jaw~ out of 
joint withlaughter: all this was just the'very cast 
of things to please the public .. On this account the 
many thousands of mouths in the amphitheatre 

. ·applauded deliriousli There must · have been 

. something like :it in Bceotia, facsimiles of the 
Phrygian dances and athletic games, 

For .this English peopl!!, that possesses the geo
graphical . instinct, the exhibition ,of squadrons of 
Mexican Aztecs, Texan Indians, and Cossacks 
from the Pon, COPJpeting fbr the prize in the race 

. presenting .the most curious and daring feats of 
horsemanship, laying open the world and its races 
before the eyes of the spectators, especially in that 
. pali;icular-sport-which i~ the greatest attraction 
for the Englishman, . was indeed an absorbing 
spectacle. 

On this account the performance has now been 
presented nea'rly two hundred times; and ahvays 

. when the variegated picture of Buffalo Bill appears 
at the corners with the advertisement of a per-

.· formance, if draws the public well to the circus and 
. fetches plenty. of money. After hunting the buffalo, 
Bill now hunts the Cockney. He has exchanged 
the Far West for the West End, always keeping in 
the extreme west, whether of savagery or civilisa-

. tion. · 
· · Singular spec~acle, indeed, that of a tribe of 

· Indians exposed in their wigwams, men, women, 
and children, exhibiting the strangeness of their 
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savage life before an amphitheatre of people really 
only civilised 'outside, while inside they possess 
unaltered the strength, and blunt and childlike· 
ingenuousness, of real savages ! · How their ,eyes 
flashed ·when the squads of Indians formed in 
column, and shaking. the -lances and shields, and 
uttering war-cries, advanced with the war-dance,· 
the sign of battle ! 

To me they seemed like pictures of the Greeks 
in the Panhellenic gatherings; they saw with their 
eyes, while in their minds they could not help 
remembering the battles fought for the conquest 
of continents and the ·triumphant vassalage of 
inore ·backward countries. . They had . on their 
faces not the smile of complacen~y but an expres
sion of triumph, because in the spectacle laid. 
before their· eyes they unconsciously. saw the 
magnificent ·drama 'of their victorious expansion 
over qur planet. . 

· Of the 52,000,000 square miles of the area of the 
globe, more than a fourth part, or IS,ooo,ooo, are 
British; and over her sea area Britain has complete 
dominion. ·There never w~ any such empire. Of 
the I,SOO,Ooo,ooo of inhabitants of the world, almost. 
the third part, 450,ooo,ooo, speak the language 
or obey the orders of the British. The little islands

. of the North of Europe, their hundred. thousand 
miles of are~ and their thirty-seven millions of 
inhabitants, ar~ the capital of this immense empire, 
that in the confused imagination of the spectators 
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at. Earl's Court seemed to be reproduced by ex
hibitions of savage people at the word of command 
of Buffalo Bill. 

Really startling is the expansion ~f this people 
that, like the Roman, in the absence of preconcep
tions in former times necessary for competitors, 
takes its origin from its natural strength. Em
barked on board its ships, sending off superfluous 
population, it has rendered the whole extra
European world largely dependent on itself, 
settling and procreating wherever nature has given 
consent; limiting itselfto governing and enriching 
itself. whenever the climate has not permitted it to 
settle at the expense of the natives. 

In America they founded an empire by the 
former- of these methods, the United States, inde
pendent politically, but allied in custom, ideas, 
commerce, ·and language. They have three-and-
· a-half millions of square miles of land, and sixty
t'l!o mil!ions 'of population. . · 
· In Asia they founded by the latter process 

another empire, India, with its two hundred and 
eighty-four million people, occupying eighteen 
h1,mdred thousand square miles of territory, re
duced to vassalage, but unified and drawn out of 
the somnolency that the Mongolians and Arabs 
bad caused it to fall.into, in order to raise it to the 
new life of a vigorous civilisation. The resurrec
tion of India will preserve for ever the memory of 
the Victorian Age in the history of civilisation, 
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Next· comes Australia, where 'the· native was 
exterminated and a future empire· like that' Of 
America founded,· where there. are already more 
than four millions of Europeans bn three . million 
square miles. Aust~alia has its retinue of islands, 
Fiji, New Guinea, Tasmania, and New-Zealand. 

Then comes Canada, the younger sister of t]le' 
United States, . equal in area, with ahpost six 
millions of Europeans. Then there are the islands 
and archipelagoes of the. American seas .. Bermuda; 
the Falkland Islands, the Bahamas, Barbadoes, 
Jamaica,· Trinid~d,· the. Leeward and. the Wind~ 
ward 'Islands, With the,no'rtherri coasts of.Labrador· 
a'nd Newfoundland contiguous· to' them, and the 
tropical coasts of Guiana. : This- legion of de
pendencies amounts· to three hundred · thousand 
square miles, with two millions of inhabitants. 

We have not' yet· spoken· of Africa; lately 
·divided ; that part ·consisting _ of. ·Guinea, ·· the 
Gambia, Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast, Lago$, ali\d 
Yoruba, with the Niger territories, a. vast sleeve~· 
shaped tract of three hupdred and fiftycfive thou-· 
sand miles, inhabited by twenty-four ·million 
negroes.;· and a part in the south, having its 
capital at the Cape, and· extending through all the 

. interior into the lands -of the ·Zulus· and the· 
Basutos, with Natal on the c~st; a~d Be~huana
,land and Mashonaland as (ar as the Zambesi, and 
from the Zambesi northwards·· to the· Nyassa, 
where it touches to the right ·the establishments of . . ' . 
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the East Coast, and in front Egypt, which is also 
· British. It is a million of square miles; with four 
. millions of negroes. And on the outer fringe 

· come -the islands of the African Sea, Mauritius, 
'St. Helena, Ascension, and Tristan da Cunha. 
Of all this there remain at least Portuguese names l 

Patience, because we have not yet got to the end. ' 
On the highway from England to the Far East 

the route for shipping requires coaling stations 
and: places of refuge, fortresses, both for defence 
as well as guaranteeing the safety of the highway. 
At the entrance to the Mediterranean lies Gibraltar, 
then. further on Malta, then Cyprus, then Egypt, 

·then Aden .on the Red Sea, then Ceylon in the 
Indian Seas, then Hong Kong in China, as· well. 
as Labuan and the Straits Settlements, Penang, 
Mal<icca, . Singapore, ·and Borneo. India having 
been .reduced. to a state of dependence, . Britain 
descends upon Burmah, Pegu, and Arracan a't the 
s:yne time that she advances from Singapore to 

. Menang in order to reduce the western side of 
the peninsula of. Indo-China. These territories 
include twenty-~even thousand square miles and 
four millions of inhabitants. 

And this ·colossal empire grows every day with 
the irresistible force of an element nourished by 

. the constant current of emigration, the Gulf Strea'!l 

. of blood that· flows all over the exotic world, to 
tinge it with Europeanism while it subjugates or 
·exterminates the natives. 
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' Qn this acc01uit the Cockneys of"Earl's Court 
'-clap their. hands, enough to· make you faint, when · 
'they see the:' carbines of Buffalo Bill's )roop drive 
. off the Redskins from the Jowly squatter's. hut, 
and l~a~e all round .it. a heap- .of (pretended)' 
carcasses. 
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' NOMAD LIFE-JOURNEY, TO ASCOT 

_·. 'I DO not wonder that the English, scattered so 
widely over the world, always to be found upon 

·the niove to and from their dominions, acquire 
. the .nomad instincts. This fundamental trace of 
their active-character struck me forcibly in an 
excursion I maqe to Ascot 'races. Among the 
contrasts that the souls of these islanders are made~ 
of, not the least is that, while l~ving above' all ' 

. things the snugness _of home, they are as a simple 
!Ilatter of fact running about everywhere, 
• Jhey are essentially nomad. , Away froni 
England they are everywhere thinking of their 

, Fatherland, and constructing it afresh everywhere, 
li'ving . isolated in the colonies, whence they go . 
periodically, like Arab pilgrims to Mecca, to warm 
themselves at the sacred hearth. In their own 
island: just as on board ship, they are possessed 

• with the spirit of unrest to see if they can discover 
·in the sea of life any novelty capable of curing the 
·spleen that lives in th_e depths of every one of 
• them. 

I 55 
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Do not think that travelling is a: mere self-. 
·indulgence here; it is .a necessity and a .rule. 
Every one trav~ls. ~ich people travel. People 
travel for their · health. Extravagan~ as the 
Englishman is, little savings of middle-class 
families go every year in excursions on to· the 
Continent that possesses su~h attractions_ for them, 
whatever disdain for it they may manifest. , 

Whole families go altogether, with or without 
men, because the women, as soon as they. arrive at 
a certain age, and whether they get married or not, 
exchange their vapoury \vays for a virile" or at
least unfeminine air. They go with Murray_ or 

· Baedeker under their arms, and with the tickets 
and programmes organised by Cook for-_travellipg 

· over a pre-arranged .itinerary, to see Paris, _Milan, 
Venice, Switzerl;1nd or Sweden, at certain fixed 
prices, without the caprice and conceit of thinking 
and ,sentimental people, but with a n~le laid 'down 

· as for one who is undergoing some course0 of 
medical treatment. These ·excursions , are an in~ 
dispensable part of: the· hygien~ , of their te~pera- . 
ment. .. They are distractions without which they 
would ge~ out of health and wither away '¢ith the 

.blues. 
When they are not. travelling away from home', 

they go on_ a beat inside their own houses. - The . 
upper-class people do not live. in London more 
than three months, May, June, and July; Away 
from these 'months they are a\vay to, going about 
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from, ,countrr house to country house, to parties, 
picnics, and · shootings, and on visits and other 
amusements.that recall the sayin~ of Tallcyrand....:... · 
.'~If it were not for the amusements life might be 
endllrable." · One must have muscles of steel, and 

·eat like. t)J.ese people, both men and women, do 
eat, in order to support so much toil. If the legs 
get weak and the head gets wearied, alcohol comes 

. to the rescue to excite the jaded organism. The 
yice is not confined to. the miserable classes or to 
the masculine sex. 

When the · carriage that took me entered the 
·Esplanade at Ascot, I seemed to find myself in an 
encampment. There were congregated a hundred 
·thousand people on an immense flat piece of land 
surrounded by massive shady trees that lay on a 
background of dark blue sky and . disclosed the . 
gradual undulations of the ground; a. hundred 
thousand persons and an infinity of vehicles of 
ewry form and ·shape, from the irreproachable 
break ; d~;awn by Danish trotters ·to the quaint 
dog-cart that went along by my side with a 
farmer's family out, for a day's amusement; ske, . 
wrapped up in a dark shawl, !14 biting his cherry
wood pipe stuck between his lips clothed with a 
.carroty moustache. Next up came at the trot a· 
. four-in-hand, with servants in ·livery, and magnifi:. 
·cent bays, belonging to his grandeur the squire, 
seated on the box as on a throne, driving his team 
:as though he were ruling provinces ; square built, . . 
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powerful, face round, red like a peppercorq. fresh. 
off the· tree, short reddish whiskers, grave as a 
bishop, erect as a statue. It was John Bull in the 
flesh. And like this mail were i.nnumerable oth_ers 

. of every available kind ; some private property, · 
others hired, soine very good,. others good, with 
llaskets full of walking-sticks hung up by the side, 
and inside enormous baskets of provisions which 
in a short time will be opened in a sumptuous fare 
of lunches washed down ·with draughts of cham-. . 
pagne, and outside the coach, on. the top of it, 
fair-haired women in. light dresses setting off the 
blue of the sky against the silk of their' red .. 
parasols. 

On the other side of the course are the ·stands 
' . ' ranged along the ,front, in the middle rising up 

that of the Master of her Majesty's Buckhounds, 
the Earl of Coventry, high-priest of the national 
feast of races. Below the stands on a !!at piece of . 
turf is the Gra11d Sta11d. Behind are the gardehs 
inevitable in every English house, gardens covered 
with· tables with bottles of champagne by the side, 
plates, crockery, glass, fruits, ices, sweets,. birds,. 
cooked meats, tarts, pies, an Olympian assemblage 
of victuals that ·men-servants in breeches gravely 
lay out at the disposal of the golden-haired ladies 
and smooth gentlemen in large overcoats with 
flowers at . their button-holes, opera glasses slung 
in their shoulder belts, eye-glasses up at their eyes,· . 
and on their beads hats bright as mirrors. Close 
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too a. band was playing ~valtzes. It was what they 
call "charming." 

For the English people civilisation consists in 
the c!tarming-, good house, dressing well, feeding 
well, gadding about with money in their pockets 
~at a racecourse along with ladies. For this they 

· undergo hardships. Following in the wake of a 
common notion, they civilise the world, while they 

' persuade themselves that they are civilising them-
selves as well. Their idea of civilisation, formal 
and showy as it is, consists in· little else than 
·vanity, self-indulgence, and appetite: it is just the 
natural. idea of a savage. ~ 

~ Turning my back on the stands I crossed the · 
course, which was guarded by wires and by police, 
in order to get among the people, in the rear of 
whom were arranged in order of battle the carriages 
serving as stands for those who were there devour
ing their lunches.. The three great social divisions 
. were in cantonments ; the flower opposite, the 
middle-class here on their vehicles, and the multi-

. tude down there with their elbows against the rail. 
It was, as is always· the case in England, a 

good-humoured multitude. Rustic grace is a 
thing that does not exist; the country is suburban. 
Of the picturesqueness of poverty there is likewise 
none: the poor put on just what the rich are 
leaving off, so that the multitudes have no special ~ 

characteristic, but a dull and uninviting 'appear-· 
ance. · It is rather a grotesque relic of that state 
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of society in which contrast and warit of balance 
show themselves in everything from the highest to 
the lowest, and· from the most· apparent· to the 
hardest to find out. The people have· rio mirth. 
They groan insteaci'of sing; they mutter instead 
of speak. They m~ve -about heavily ,arid ·in 
silence ; great baskets· of oranges take the place of 

. the choice bouquets on the other side the Channel. 
And in little open places among the packed throng 
the classic Scotchman is. to be seen; tartan· on 
shoulder, bagpipes,· and ·naked legs;· producing • 
from his bag.of skins the nasal and melancholy
tones of the Highland lays/ In. other places are· 

• conjurers. making the .most .out of the dull.and 
confiding trust of_ the people.. . Beyond ,there ,is a 
larger space ; black-faced minstrels . in · grotesque 
attire scrape fiddles, whistle on flutes, and cry ove·r 
banjos, accompanying this, whi~h- they call music; 
·with antics, leaps, and groans with some pretence 
to songs, in the midst of bursts of animal laughter 

. .let io_ose from. mouths. drawn wide . operi to the . 
. ears. Only. an Englishman diverts himself with 

violence; his . heavy machinery is _insensible to 
. slight impressions. On. one side the animal nature_ 
is plebeian, ·on the other side it is gilded ; essen
tially; however, it is one and the same thing._ 
· The races are the natural festivals; because it is 
here that society 'exhibits its flowers, horses; a~d 
women. _ These two spe~imens of creation con~ 
stitute another pride of England. 
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INSTINCTS 

. QH; what a splendid show of women there was 
'bn the stands! · The sun made some momentary 
attempts at shining, and kissing the golden hair of 
the Englishwomen dre\V forth from it a metallic 
lustre:· they appeared to have on coronets of 
sovereigns in this apotheosis of riches.· 

. They shpwed me three . or four . professional 
· beauties, who unhappily were conscious of it. The 
favourite thoroughbreds are more fortunate : they. 
do not know what envies they provoke. · 

.. · Jfor the many rich the two divinities are these, 
· the favourite and the professional beauty. British 
nationalism worships itself .in these two. products 
manufactured by training and heredita,ry selection·; 
and this worship has so much of the headstrong· 
animal about it, that a friend of mine whose artistic : 
temp~rament is ~nrivalled, and at the same time a 

·man who has dru!Jk of the pleasures of the world, 
· once told me that he nowhere so much as in 

England felt inclined to fall in, love. 
There is indeed, be it from· climate or whatever · 
. ~ M 
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cause it may be, an awakening of the senses that 
explains the romances of Fielding and S!flollett in 
the eighteenth century, the carnival of the Restora
tion in the previous one; the previous licence of the 

·time of Henry VIII., .and the re~awakening of 
the 'present day, that rends the Puritanic veil of 
coercion or · hypocrisy, cast through fear or cant 
upon the Herculean shoulders of a. full-blooded 
race-

The favourite horse, just' like the professional 
·beauty, has a fixed standard which is .changeable· 
only so far as the individual is concerned, the same 
type being always maintained. The woman-type 
always has auburn hair.· Already in.Rome in the 

. time· of C<esar, whe[l the ·great conqueror came back· 
fro·m the subjugation cif Gaul and from entering into 
relations with -the ·.Germans; all the fashionable 
women dyed their hair golden.. The dyeing of the 
hair was a ·rule ,in the old city that also excited'\lijth 
the ver}r same natural impressions the sensitive 
nerves of the Greeks, or of the N eo-Greeks of the: 
South of France, ~rtists whom Rome" attracted to 
herself by the splendour .of her wealth. . ... 
. But the hidden expressions that propriety re" 
strains; not being a\Jle to express themselves in the 
forms made use of by people of social instincts, are· 
obliged to make use of derivatives capable of being 
expressed in permitted manifestations that minister: 
t<_> strength of feeling. On this account as soon as 
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one race is over and the numbers are hoisted, now 
in the interval of pause that succeeds the feverish 
anxiety of the race, when all are on tip-toe with 
their necks' craning forward, their eyes leaping out 
of their sockets, and their breasts heaving ; now, 
instead of a few minutes of quiet repose and friendly 
conversation, there is what I discover to have formed 
the cause of the anxiety of a few minutes ago. As 
soon as one race is over they directly begin to bet 
on another. There is no rest. · All these necks, all 
these eyes, all this black care, do not sit behind the 
horseman, but behind the bet. It is the fear about 
their money that arouses them. · And yet these 

. angular moralists preach at us Southerners because 
we ·have lotteries I 
· The horse and the woman are indeed divinities ; 

· but the temple, or the cell, in which they are 
·worshipped is on the ot.her side, in the enclosure 
for the bookmakers, from which comes forth a · 
terdying din-" One to twenty I Three to one I " 
- Each horse has its quoted price. Every race-. 
provokes its shout. Within the enclosure, against 
the partition within the four sides occupied by a 
multitude of gentlemen close together in the circle, 
the bookmakers look like wild beasts robbed of their 
young. It frightens you to look at them. The 
face is injected, the voice hoarse with shouting, the 
arms epileptic with agitation. And, seated on 
benches, their clerks go on coolly booking the bets 
of the g~ntlemen who, in haughty monosyllables 
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'and commanding gestures, are presiding over the: 
auction. 

Everybody bets, everybody gambles :_the grave 
man with white whiskers, and the fair-haired miss 
with eyes of blue. One gentle.man,an acquaintance 
of' mine, whose forturi.e must reach £so,ooo, once 
laid £1 o,ooo, the fifth par,t of his· whole property; 

. in one single bet ... They are a venturesome people, 
capable· of everythit;lg', a,nd it is just because of this 
that they have done so much. 
· .·Once upon .a time, where. it was I do not 
remember, l. saw an engt;aving • that mad~ an 
impression upon me, Ther~ was a fair~haired girl 
reading a book to herfather, an old sailor seated in 
an arm-chair with a glass' of whisky and watet by 
.his side. in the_background ":as a window through 
which you could see the sea,-and on-the wall a por~ 
trait of. Nelson. Underneath was the name of the 
picture, ·The North-West Passage, with this motto:. 

· " It might be done ; England should do' it." · •• 
This pride of strength Is the nerve '~en'tre of 'the 

British character ; but in the case of the bets there 
is another parallel prid~ that is still a mere variety 
of the other :. the love of money.· . Is it not, so far 
as f!:!e Englishman is .concerned, that money is the. 

· prime mover ? . 
·. · Women1 horses; and money: thes~ are tlie three 
idols of the British nature. · 
Wo~en a~e 'their vanity, horses their instrument, 

and money·. the - expression. of their triumphal . . 
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strength. Betting and gambling are the positive 
affirmations of that strength, which for them is the 

· supreme essence of the world. . They bet . and 
gamble with the concentrated. energy that they put 
into everything. The engine is strong and heavy;· 
it requires heat-producing fuel to set it to work.· 

_ They like piquant ·sauces and peppers at table • 
. Afterwards the bet becomes a peril, an adventure-, 
a d~el ; the blind butt of a bull at a stranger. The 

· pride of money shows itself in the pride of strength ; 
·i~ is opt like mere spending, which scarcely satisfies 
.vanity. The gambler who bets his worth with the 
consCiousness of the consequences of failure, risks 
it without a gesture, a wry face, or a cry from the 
lips. I observed them : the only thing I thought 
I noticed about them was a peculiar' gleam of the , 

'eyes. Pride. concentrates . and represses. The 
absorbent passiorJ keeps them silent. After the 
lance. has been thrown the nerves are contracted in 
~ anxiety of winning. Betting is a sport as far' as 
the feelings are conct;rned ; the athletit; sentiments 
consist of pride in its rudimentary form of animal . 
force. ' . 

Sport is indeed the synthetic formula of the 
character of this people, at one of the most 

, suggestive exhibitions of which I was present, at 
Ascot~sport. when they run, row,. or shoot ; sport 
when' they make love, sport when they eat, sport 
when they launch out into the world in quest of for

. tune, subduing nations, ruling seas, exterminating 
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wild. beasts, through the . irremediable necessity 
of the struggle for life, or as a relief from the feel
ing of fulness that the spleen of satiety makes so 
painful. 

Singular· paradox I :The Englishman, making 
the real essence of life to consist in animal energy, 
does not kno'w or understand in what way to direct 
the victories so heroically_ achieved. · .Like Ixion' 
stretched on ~he wheel, he continues to run in quest 
of something to satisfy his_ insatiable energy, .sup
posing civilisation to consist in a polished-up and 

· bedecked imitation of barbarian contests: · In this 
paradox that strikes the observation of Continentals 
lies, however, the secret of victory ; because directly 
he began _ to make his ·activity run on rationaL 
lines, from 'that same moment he would lose the 
force that· impels him. Solomon ·would never 
enounce here his definition 'of 'life, 77anitas vani
tatttm. The Englishman rouses himself, -sets out, 
has a go at it, and succeeds: on -this account <he 
has in him soinel:hing of the violence of the bull. 

·If the bulls knew what was coming, they- would 
not. lower their heads to toss,l 

The only difl'erence between a Continental and an. 
Englishman is that the one is capable of contemplii- · 
tion, while the other, if occasionally he encounters 
hiinself ~hen alone. with himself, sees visions, or 

1 An' apparent allusion to the attitude of the bull best 
available for sticking the oamlerillo in the back of his neck at 

. a hull-fight.-TRANS. -
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extravagances arise before his imagination. The 
self-conscious nature of the Englishman always 
p~rches him. up on the two fingers of folly; and 
.on· that account he instinctively avoids reflection, 
. seeking substitutes for it in animal life along with 
. sport, and in the life of company of his own type, 
:created by tl)ose who are no conversationalists •. 
:when they speak, which is exceptional, they relate 
anecdotes, and they flirt equivocally · with the 
women, at times going far beyond continental 
bounds. When they arc not· flirting they are read
ing sensational novels to keep up sentimental 

, excitement ; and v.;hen they are not travelling they 
ar~ reading about travels, picturing_ to themselves 
.routes, intoxicating themselves with prospects and 

. adventures, in order to satisfy the constitutional 
unrest of their spirit.. . 

This is why they are .nomads. Even- when 
they are not travelling their imagination is con
ti•ually on the move, lost behind the clouds of 
distant horizons, and as burnt up as was the sky 
of that afternoon when I came back· at the trot 
from Ascot to my hotel on the banks of the 
Thames." ' · . . 

On the river were anchored floating house-boats 
Jet fqr families to go into, towed by steamers along 
the river, as in China, both here and there with the 
consent of their portable household gods. On the 
road I saw caravans with chimneys on the roof, 
-wagons in which living and cooking was going op 
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while they went about from place to place seeking 
a promised land they never find. · 

These obscure journeyings in the interior· of 
England pictured to me the relation of the journey-.· 
ing · of · the English over the world, hunting·. for 
money with the idea of attaining the enjoyment of 
life in' worshipping the professional beauty· a~d ·theoi 
thoroughbred. And yet they a;e the first chain pions· 
of the Civilisation of the world; which proves how 
God has so often written aright in crooked lines. 
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BOAT·RACE5-SPORTS 

. MY hotel lay in a. delightful comer called 
Maidenhead, on· the. Thames above Windsor, where 
the riv~r is quite narrow and only' navil[able by 
means of locks. 

The night , was falling, and the eight miles of 
road between Ascot and Maidenhead were like 
an avenue in a park, in which cottages and palaces 

, disentan_gled themselves from the thick foliage of 
the .trees. As everybody here has money, houses 

·at Ascot are let for /;200 or £300 during the race 
w~k. The evening was falling sweetly. On the 
road I saw the same swarms of blondes-how 
prolific that race is,-the same suburban character' 
that the country possesses everywhere, the same 

. house-fronts clothed with ivy and creepers, the 
same cleanliness, the same neatness, the same 
well-to-do character everywhere. The southern 
half of England is an immense garden. The 
window-panes shine like mirrors ; and through 
the windows you see the curve of the curtains 

. revealing warm and comfortable interiors. Outside 
•69 
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·verdure ·and flowers ; inside, a warm and snug 
nursery ; ·-children of milk and roses dancing In 
'the road ; a tepid atmosphere, a soft twilight. 
All this pointed out to me one feature or the 
English character that I cannot- allow to be for
gotten. It is the tenderness of the " Lake school,'' 
from which comes the- thick vein ,of- romantic 
poetry.; the tender-hearted sweetness of character, 
'the lovable ingenuousness, the gentle kindness 
that the Englishmen-and, as is . natural, the· 
Englishwomen-possess within them in combina
tion. with the energy of bulls. It is related that 
Rossini, the first time he heard Nilsson," who was 
a colossal woman, • called her a whale that had 
swallowed a thrush. The English remind me of 
Rossini. They are Herculean, but they have got 
a little bird. in their breast-or perhaps It may be -
in the stomach I -... 

They are sentimental. . There is no modem lyric 
poetry in Europe comparable to- English· poetoy; 
Elective affinity is here no mere empty phrase. 
Marriages take place for this motive, and are not 
agreed upon by the parents for family convenience 
as in France. They are romantic ·by nature. And 
this is just the very r~ason why they are head- · 
strong and venturesome, impelled by the thirst 
of gain and dominated by the vanity of lavishness, 
as we have seen. 
, .Of all the. Europeans that I know there is no 
doubt that they are the nearest to the barbarian, 
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in spite of their being advanced in the formalities 
and exteriors of civilisation, due to a variety of 
circumstances, .the first of which is wealth. They 
have the blood of a boy: they cannot count five
and-twenty centuries of historical life as we Latin 
races can. In presence of our venerable age they 
are mere youths : they have a thousand years less 
.than we have, for it was in the year 450 that 
the Saxon barbarians established themselves . in· 

·Great Britain. Years have much to do with it. 
-No wonder, then, that they have the usual defects 
of ardent youth. No wonder at their blind energy, 
or almost childish vanity; no wonder they sum up 
life in two words, show and busine$S; business, 
the actual form taken by energy, and show, the · 
almost infantile indulgence of vanity. No wonder 
at their self-confidence, because they never form 
an exact idea of what things are. No wonder 

·that, lords of themselves and all, they spend as 
tb.y earn, without regard to the future. A!J a 
rather· special care they insure their lives in favour 
of th~ir children, but as for anything else the 
obligation of the parents ceases with bringing · 

. them up and, as soon as they have got wings, 
letting them out into the world to get their living 
like their parents. The conservative instinct, the 
familiar idea of succession, strongly rooted in 
property, this old inheritance of ancient races 

· they do not possess, because they are new in the 
world, and, what is more than this, they have been 
. ' ' 
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endowed with an incomparably fortunate lot. :And 
if even ih the bosom o£ the family they have little 
idea of solidarity, how can anything . of the kind 
be imagined of them among different classes as 
a nation ? Each one take~ .his own part;. it was 
for this that arms were given· him: it is the rule.· 

·"Life is a conflict" is ·the fundamental principle 
of a society .which, as far as itself goes, even yet 
remains essentially within the shade of barbarian 
ideas. Hence its power ·among. the civilised ; 
hence its spoqt~neous . charm ; hence also the 
grotesque effect it produces upon us, because these 
barbarians affect to be Civilised in all , external 

'matters. 
The. two or three hundred millions· of . pounds 

. that England ·accumulates every year make the 
rich still richer,· and 9!1 this account plunge, the 
poor still deeper 'into misery; in spite of every 
kind of private and public philanthropy. If life 

· is ·a conflict there must be those who have bc;;n. 
conquered, an~ the conquered are the vast pro
letariate that . .forms the base of the edifice of 

. plutocracy; because this idea of wealth is a relative. 
one. ' In a society poor in -itself, but where fortune 
is equally divided, all. are rich; in a .societY where 

· ostentation and self-indulgence increase in the 
. cubic ratio of that of those who have less, misery 

is insupportable .. 
The day passed in these reflections. · We arrived 

at Maidenhead. We dined,· talked, and. slept, and 
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on 'the following morning there was a regatta going 
on along the river covered with boats. Along 
tlie b~nks were steam-launches loaded with people 
and decked with festoons and flowers. · Some 
distance o(I' there :was lying at anchor one of 
those summer house-boats, and the open windows, 
all on one level, were adorned with 111isses; on the 
deck upon· the roof, converted into a garden, was 
a promenade. Electric launches, destitute of a 
sickly phune of smoke, glided silently and rapidly 
like :insects· on the water.· Beyond and further 
down is the railway bridge, on which at every 
instant sounds a roll like thunder and passes a 
dark cloud scattering sparks: it is the train. The 
day is hot and damp. The sky is lowering, and 

. at times there ·is ·a little shower. The regatta has 
already begun. · My neighbour on the balcony of 
the hotei said to me enthusiastically, speaking of 
the muscle cif the young rowers : " Sport is our 
substitute for the obligatory military service of con
tinental nations. With the resources. we possess, 
if it were not for physical exercise we should have 
already fallen into decay. With our exuberant 
temperament, if it were not for sport .everybody 
would slide iqto orgy .. It is necessary to make the 
body tired in order to strengthen it. Training is the 
only thing that builds it up. Splendid fellows I" 

Indeed 'there was flowing in their veins the 
blood of the Scandinavian rovers, of the Norse
men Vikings, the pirates that descended· from 
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the sombre regions of the North Sea in pursuit 
of prey round the coast of -Europe. The water 
of the river seemed to bend like a bow beneath 
their athletic energy. and to open itself, clear and 
cry~talline, confusedly and. almost ironically, to Jet 
pass this procession of people rudely strong, dull, 
and solid. ' · 

Sport indeed saves them from ·falling into · 
brutality. They . row, they· skate, they play at 
cricket and football,. they ride, run, hunt the 
fox at home, the tiger in India, the buffalo in 
America, the elephant at the Cape on the· backs 
of ostriches, instead of thoroughbreds that jump 
hedges and brooks, in a sort of perpetual steeple
chase, which is the programme of their existence. 

Splendid fellows I 

They are brought up in· games from the first. 
The end they have in view is not to produce 
intellectual instruments ; it is to form healthy al!'d 
active individuals, sound and Herculean, brave 
and good Englishmen, useful, serviceable, truthful, 
honest gentlemen, and Christians,- without the 
theorizing conjectU'res that the race so much 

' dislikes. The_ teaching - in the schools is all 
practical and applied ; and at · the universities, 
instead of academies of theoretical science, there 
are colleges in which the· sons of rich families 
prepare themselves for the life of enjoyment and 
ostentation that · they hope for. The law of 
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inheritance, in their aristocratic society in which 
familie~ have much offspring, causes one son, the · 
eldest, to inherit the property and the others to 
be at .liberty to roam about the world to get 
wealtl~ wherewith they .may come back again to 
their own country to found new houses and end 
their life in the bosom of the luxury in which they 
were born. There are special schools for the 
applied education of future emigrants each in his 
own line, · giving them facts and information 
patiently and carefully amassed. This is the 
luggage they set out with; it is not an education 
that they carry. It is the instrument; not the 
mere idea. · Knowledge does not' constitute an 
end ; it is only the means of getting money, and 
perhaps hardly even that. The professions called 
" liberal" on the Continent are here carried on 
commercially. Legal and . medical men and· 
engineers are really commercial guilds. Mercury 
to~ches everything with his wand. Mercury has 
wings on his feet, he leaps and comes and goes 
throughout the world like they do, carrying every
where audacious boldness and powerful tenacity. 
Do many die in the fight ? ~o much the better ; 

· the race is thus purified by selection, and every 
fresh birth is more fitted to scrape up everywhere 
whatever may be profitable. 

·Plato considered as irreconcilable the two 
qualities of thinker and athlete. Now the English 
are incontestably a race of atl!letes. 
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POLITIC5-WESTMINSTER AND THE L,'\W·COURTS 

EV,ERYTHING in England, absolutely everything,. 
is turned into spirt. Ever since they have formu
lated existence as a b.attle and invented the law of 
the "struggle. for life," expressing in this doctrine 

. of raw naturalism the deepest constitutional .in,:· 
stinct 'of their mind, there is no wonder that the 
idea cif strife inspires the acts of ·the English from· 
the beginning to the end.. The want.of figurative: 
conception forbids them to perceive things in the . 
classic continental way; they do not perceive the 
principle of harmony presiding •Over the. wo!lld, · 
being hardly able . to perceive. the contrasts that 
there are in phenomena. · · 

Everything is sport, that is to say; it is a~ exer
cise for the puri;>ose of nourishing the strengtq of 
full-blooded constitutions, instead of ,being an ' 

, endeavour to fit the individual for the attainment 
of a higher end.. Let us take an example. · The 
Frenchman works, associates, and .saves money-· 
for what object? ;ro get together a house and a 
family' to whom he may leave the fruit of his toil.' 

. 176. '' ' . 
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On the other hand, th l Englishman never acts up 
to the more abstract i(~a of family; he works and 
earns because he has the restless spirit begotten 
of a kind that knows not how to contemplate. 
He works and earfls from the same motive that 

· afterwards makes )lim squander without care for 
the heritage of his children. Let them go their 
owll way. Drilled and equipped for the battle of 
life,.'he sends them out into the world to fight it. . 

'Another example is politics. Of all the different 
B!itish games, 1the game of politics is the most 
attractive. The way they have of looking politics 
in the face explains the singufardifferences of fact 
when what happens here is compared with what 
passes on the other side of •the Channel. On the 
Continent political action is always subordinated 
to theoretical ideas or to the point of honour; 
h'ere it is a contest and a game of the character 
essential to athletic games. Political interests 
dr<~tW the sword and individual energies carry on 

·the debate. The way in 'which it is carried on does 
not offend and is not affected, as would happen 
among continental people, among whom the spirit 
of sociability predominates. . Two boxing cham
pions may slit up each other's faces, but there is 
no enmity on this account. Similarly in politics 
the greatest insults are admitted. It is fair war
fare, The point of honour does not arise when 
there are no social instincts. Thus duelling is a 
thing unknown, and the greatest affronts are either 

N 
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swallowed whole. or an; dissected .-in the public 
courts. • -

On this account the practice of British parli!l
mentary,customs, when servilely imitated.by nerv
ously susceptible· Continentals, has caused either. 
angry personal dislikes and. antagonisms; or what. 
is worse still, a total want of respect. We are 
unable to. understand. how men can insult ·one·. 
another in public politically and for sport, while they 
continue to hold one another in estim<\tion as so_on · 
as they get out of the .House .or the Committee
room, as happens here, and on. this account parlia
mentary debates are' often followed on. the Conti
nent by duels, or .even get to .be a mere vile sink: 
into which the want of political respect drags the!D 
to the discredit of the system of debate, . Here; 
on the contrary, no one loses caste either by the 
affronts he gives; or by those he takes.· It. is as in 
war; they do not change countenance,. and _the 
House applauds the strongest or. the . cleve~t. · 
Politics are the chief game. · · . 

And indeed there is no. more complete and. 
accomplished player at the game than the "Grand 
Old Man,". Gladstone, who is even at this hour · 

·stumping England in . the electoral camp~ign· · 
destined. to. oyerturn the Salisbury ministry •. 
Why 1 · Why for no reason at. all; because he will 

' do . exactly the same himself; the're is only one 
pretty nearly all-round policy for Britain to follow 

. ~what she can. Above all the old questions, the 
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one that hovers most to and fro, like the fait ·of 
ancient tragedy, 'is the social question, that is to' 
say, that which in modern times corresponds to the · 
·servile wars that formed so important a factor in 
the Roman republic. ' 

Gladstone's victory is certain, because the British 
have :made a favourite of him. Portraits of the 
Grand Old Man are about; in his philanthropical 
chimeras, in th,e narrowness and want of compre
hensive spirit· in his talent, in his almost miraculous 
activity,, in his nerve, in his phenomenal energy at 
eighty years old; constantly perambulating Great 
Britain, being present at meetings, to~day cheered, 
and tD'-morrow ·pelted· with potatoes and brickbats 
to cleave his head open; in. the intervals retiring to 
his country· house and employing his leisure in 
Ceiling 'trees, a· sort of political Titan, or parlia
mentary Hercules,' with a sharp face, old-fashioned 
collars,' a'nd an historical physiognomy in which 

. Bri,j:ain venerates declining· Puritanism in ecstasies 
of wonder before the inexhaustible flow of speech 
that the lips of Gladstone produce when they are 
agitated. · · 

·' , My .steps were next directed to Westminster 
Palace, built close to the old Abbey near the side 
of the Thames, . whose 'leaden waters reflect the 
tower~ and pinnacles, the pilasters and traceries, of 
this enormous mountain of stone set up for the 
parliamentary dwelling-place. 

• Westminster, and the Law-Courts at Temple Bar 
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eastward at the end of the Strand, are the princi
pal buildings of modern London. In imperially 
lodging the Parliament and the Law-Courts the 
British people manifested its reverence for the two· 
mndamental institutions of the national life. And 
the architects,' in designing these two buildings 
conformably to the English traditions of the times 
of the two queens, Elizabeth and Anne, ·consecrated 
by their work the reign of the third great queen,. 
Victoria.. " 

·This architecture of the Law-Courts near Temple 
Bar (I think l have already mentioned) harmonises 
with , the British climate and effects ; but in the 
special case we are now speaking of it does more. 
A palace in .the English style, it does not possess 
the simplicity and harmony of classical build\llgs ; 
it is an aggregation ·of. towers, roofs, porticos, and 
passages, irregular, ·unsymmetrical,· and ·capable 
either of being left just as it is or of being indefi
nitely added to. And this is just like the Eng~ish 
_laws, in which every case and every sentence form 
precedents, in which there are no gene~al prin.ciples 
or systematic codification ; so that they consist of 
a mass of maxims, dates, precedents,. and cases, in 
which the patience of the lawyer, and still ~ore 
that of the client, is as much lost as my eyes were . 

. in contemplating the immense pile near. .Temple 
Bar. 

Then, again, there is no diStinction observed be
tween public and· private architecture; just .in the 
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same way that British legislation, which has never 
acquired the structural lines of systematic design, 
is still confused with the primitive origins of 
patriarchal right. The Law-Courts could just as 
well serve for the home of justice as for the ancient 
and magnificent habitation of a feudal seigneur. 
There are· castellated towers, lofty roofs crowned 
with tympana, lo;,p-holes in the angles of the 
projecting turrets, numerous bay windows, decor

. a ted. arches, dark courts, and corridors that seem 
entrances to an . old fortress with its drawbridge 

· and armour-clad bowmen on each side. 
It is indeed immense, but a Continental only 

receives impressions of grandeur from that which 
is. neatly and regularly proportioned. Size is a 

. secondary question.' The Parthenon, which had 
no superior in magnificence, was very small. 

In presence of Westminster the case is d!fTerent. 
The architectural conception was formulated right 
ofiat once, and the fa~adc, advancing between the 
two towers up to the river-side and stooping down 
to the water's edge, has i:he overwhelming grandeur 
of a. gigantic ~difice almo.st Oriental-Assyrian or 
Babylonian-in spite ·of details. Looking some 

. distance ofT at this enormous mountain of stone, in 
one block as· it were, and co.vering four acres of 
ground, and darting into the air the reflections of 

' its gildings, the resulting impression is strongly ac
centuated. . If it does not raise the spirit as far as 

· enthusiasm, as is ~e case in the presence of sublime 
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conceptions of geni~s. one is oblig~d tci bow humbly 
before a so great manifestatic;m of strength. .-' . 

. When seen close to, the persistent repetition: and 
perpetual copying of. the same lines and designs ' 
are fatiguing, · Between. the gigantic pinn~cles 

. that rise up crowned with ,terminals are enormous 
windows bordered with stonewor~, in order . to 
distrib!lte sufficiently into the interim: the hazy 

.light of these leaden skies. The same traceries, 
the same deco.rations, the saine columns 'and land-

• ings, baldacchihi, roses,' and :imitations of the 
vegetable ·kingdom'; all those reasons that. make 
the fa~ades of these edifices .like a~ immense .dry 
leaf are reproduced. so· often that they fatigue,. so. 
great .is' the extent- of the. building. . . . .. 
. 'The ogival style does not admit of repetition: 

. A. colonnade· or an arch ·may be reproduced and . 
· prolonged indefinitely," but the s~me does not 

succeed with. Gothif fa~ades; On this account, 
· cc;msidering the large· proportions_ of Westminsl~er 

Palace, the idea of following ln it i:he neighbouring 
tyPe of the ,ancient Abbey, naturally gave 'rise to 
a. conspicuously monotonous· building. When, as 
I did, one makes the. circuit of the·enorm_ous edifice, 
of which the mass inspires one with ideas of terror 
and the distant perspectives dazzle,' one 'ends with· 

:being fatigued with the rather feeble design, and 
disappointed 'with the so' great monotony. . 
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PARLIAMENT-HOME RULE 

BEFORE visiting the Houses of Parliament they 
. showed me the great hall that serves for political 
trials. This immense hall is magnificent of its 

·kind. i say of its kind, because I prefer marble 
halis without domestic amifoTt,· but evidently built 
for solemn proceedings and in full communication· 
with light and air; Westminster Hall has char
acters in common with the dwellings of those who 
are obliged to live in a state of divorce. from 
ambient nature. They told me that the magnificent 
roif of carved chestnut, a dark roof that absorbs 

. the light, dates from .the eleventh century: 
All round the hall the wainscots of carved wood 

clothe the walls up to a certain height, and above 
they are covered with sallow gilt leather hangings, 
or red tapestries falling in heavy folds. Lustres 
descenq from the roof. Through the stained·glass · 
windows flows dimly an unnatural light, with 
violently contrasted tones of gold or scarlet, 
green or violet. · These harsh tones and the 
violent contrasts . of ckiarosq~ro are indispensablC 

183 
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in proportion as we miss our own golden baths. of 
the fiery sun's rays, in order to inspire a grandeur · 
that the sky does not possess; 'borrowing f~om the 
inventions of art .and profession that which Nature 
has distributed liberally and gratuitously in the 
glorious atmospheres of the South. The waves of 
our 'light are. reproduced :in diamonds, rubies, 
sapphires, ·and emeralds. · 

The halls of the two Chambers are of equal size. 
· I saw that of the·. Commons, where they were 
sitting to-day. .The impres~ion- was the same as 
that of the great hall; one is at home, 'in a rich 

. ]]orne where ·no · comfort.· is ·wanting, and where 
profusion takes a grave kind of air, but still one 

-is at home and not in a temple. The Roman . 
Senate, having at one .end the altar _of Yictory, . 
before which incense burnt and the senators took 
oath with their right hands . extended, must· have 
been precisely the opposite of this pretty darkened · 
room, in which a few gentlemen, sitting with th6ir 

··hats on, were hearing a colleague speak._ · 
. The members number 670, but the sittings are 

often suspended because the number present falls 
below the quorum, which is 40. The benches were 
almost completely empty. . These benches, dis
posed like an amphitheatre, fill up three 'sides of 
the hall, which is an oblong· rectangle.. . The 

'members have no places to write upon; they have 
chairs only,and they lay their note~ upon their knees; 
Half-way up the walls, above the amphitheatr~, , 
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projects· the visitors' gallery. The sessions are 
not public. There are the same roofs carved in 
dark wood, the same hangings, the same casings 
of exquisite carving, and the same tapestries, on 
which the coloured light from the stained glass 
rests in spots of many colours.· 

In front, instead of the altar of Victory, is the 
chair of the Speaker, a personage of nasal voice, · 
and of white wig in conformity with precedent. 
One is struck by this grotesque love of the 
Englishman for the farrago of a purlesque,by the 
contrast it presents to the unceremonious manner 
in ·which the members go in and out with their 
hats on their heads, as though they were hi the 
street. I am not one of those whose voices are 
heard against the value of outside s!UJW in public 
functions .. It is unhappily the truth that man has 
to be impressed with sentiments and wheedled by 
tradition in order that he may be put under rule . 

. Bllt the Speaker's wig gave me as great offence as 
the historic dress of the Beef-eaters at the Tower. 
It is a caricature. The first condition of outside. 
show is to create an atmosphere of respect. . But 
if in the House one is just as in the street, if 

. there is no tribune, and therefore ·no abuse of the 
privilege of speech, for what exists, what js the use 
of, the Speaker's wig 1 · 

Whoever wishes to speak uncovers his head and 
rises on his feet, but he speaks in his place. · In 
front of the Speaker's chair and below it lies 
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crossways the table for the offiCials of the House ;1 

and. between the two lateral amphitheatres in the 
upper half of the .hall is the large table, at the-_ 
sides• of which the Ministers sit . . . · 

At this sitting Mr. Balfour spoke, 'asking the 
House to push on so as to get through the measures 
promised in the. Queen's 'Speech, as the Parliament' 
was near dissolution; and a· new one near. election. 
It was no news, but it' was the first officia] intima- . 
tion of the event. On this. account ther~ were 
some fifty or sixty people in the House, and. they· 
were listening to the: words of the Min~ster; who, _ 

_ was already openly _considered as a 'lllan beaten at . 
. the political game.- . Nobody doubted that 'Glad
stone would ·be victorious. . The nerves ·of every" 
body were on the stretch for the electoral contest> 
Parliament was af its last gasp, and on that account 

·every .. membet wanted, to se_e passed some little~ , 
measure -necessary to- give him influence among . 

. his particular constituency. . · ·- ' <• • 

Colonel Nolan, who kindly got me admitted to 
the part. of the gallery reserved -for diplomatists, 
did me the favour to provide me with the order of 

, the day, 11n.d. the texts Of the bills.. 1 have 'preser\red 
. these documents. .. The minute precision of the 
drawing up. of the ·laws· and their conciseness are · 

·models. -They are models in the ·preambles that • 
p~ecede them.·. There is no ~ordiness so known 

· . all!ong ourselves, .or almost childish· exhibitio~s at 
. times of knowledge out-at-the-elbows, or of some . 

. ' . . ·. -·· ·, 
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theory cut out with the scissors. Everything is 
· rapid, precise, neat, and practicable. Of the same 

kind are the· speeches. · Few' words ·and short. 
Speeches three days long, or even three hours long, 

· are absent; there is nobody to make them, because 
there is nobody with the patience to listen to them. 
On this account the amount they get. through in a 
session is· extraordinary. Half the time is not 
consumed 'in unforeseen incidents beside the order 
of the day, be.cause there are· no questions put t~ 
the Ministers without previous notice and inclusion 
in the catalogue of the day's work. The sheet I 
have before me for the i:3th of June enumerates not 
less than forty-four questions to Ministers, besides 

·. forty-nine bills, w~ereof twenty-one were of Govern
ment origin. Committees are at work during the 
session. Members are in and out of them continu-

. ally ... The sittings last long hours both before and 
after dinner, for the . members dine within the 
bn*ding itself. It appears· that it is the best place 
in' London for dining: The ladies come and keep 
their husbands company; and it is very diverting 
_;_Jolly. , · 

The law that provoked some discussion on the 
day when I went, was about the schools in Ireland. 

· One of the· constitutional sores of England was 
·touched in one of the. burning questions of the 
present day;· and it caused 'all the greater thrill as 
Gladstone had made out of Home Rule for Ireland 
the platfo~m of the elec)Pral campaign-which was· 
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absorbing the attention of all, and of which the 
debates of this dying Parliament were nothing more 

. than echoes, and of no greater reality: 
Among the constitutional· questions now before 

· Great Britain figures in the first place Home Rrtte; 
or the autonomy of Ireland, not so inuch for what 
it is worth in itself, as for what it explains of the 
r,neaning of similar . questions. The · particular · 
~roblem of Ireland is being solved from day to day 

· by emigration, which depopulates the country 
parts,·where the masters of the soil are substituting 

· grazing for agriculture. But the Home' Rule of 
ito-day, as Gladstone boldly stated in his Edinburgh 

speech, does not merely mean . the giving or with
holding satisfaction to Irish notions of self-govern
ment, but in fa:ct ascertaining .whether Britain will 
continue to go on along the path of centralisation, 
after the continental manner, as the preservation of 
her empire beyond sea demands of her; or whether, 
turning her. back upon this modern mode cof 

· th~ught, she will go 'back to local tradition, .conse
crating it in federative constitutional forms in 'imita
tion of the United States, the new AmeriCan Britain. 
· The Home Rule for Ireland that Gladstone 
discoursed upon in. Edinburgh was a body of 
institutions identical with those . of autonomous 

· · colonies, with their own finances, taxes, and exe
cutive. And speaking in . the capital of. Scotland, 
the Grand Old Man said that if Scotland also 
wanted Home Rule· she should have .it. 
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The chim:Era of a federal metropolis ruling a 
vast empire beyond sea lays bare the point of the 
crisis at which Great Britain was forced to arrive, 
and in which she find~ herself. On one hand the 
temperament of the race, unsophisticated ·and 

. individually exuberant, and on the other hand 
the tradition of a history in which the nation· 
alities bound up in the United Kingdom have 
not arrived at the point of fusion and reciprocal 
penetration, are calling on Radicalism to join' 
the federal idea. But the notion is fundamentally 
at variance, in the first place, with the economic 
revolution that has transformed Britain into a 
bank ~nd workshop for the exploitation of the 
world on which she is depend.:nt for food; and 
in the second place, with the fact of political 
dominion exercised in every part of the globe, in 
an. empire cut up into bits for which union and 
,guaranteed stability are of the· first importance, 
aqp with the ·maintenance of a supremely strong 
army and navy . 
. History as a . whole, coming to the aid of the 

most elementary common-sense, •shows us that the 
Imperialism of Great Britain is the necessary con
sequence of her system·· of trade, and of the 
vastness of her dominions, telling us that on the 
day when she should show a desire to turn towards 
federative Puritanism, on that same day, amid the 
shouts of the whole world, her political_ influence 
would have fallen, · 
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FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS 

. ANOTHER problem is simply that of the preserv
ation. and. exploration of the empire beyond ·sea. 
There . are. not wanting those who; arguing from 
the exampie of the United States, advocate: the 
doctrine of abstention in presence of the separatist . 
tendencies o( the colonies. As a qation Britain· 

. . ' 
wpuld do ·the same for· the. people ·that parents 

·would, foi their children-teach them, bring them 
·up, and then start them.on.their own account; the 
'lot which the United S!ates had at the end 'o( the 
last century; and the future looked forward to by 
whatever other coionies may wish to become inde
pendent.. :As a :.creator and nourisher of nat.io~s, 

· England ought never. again to commit the error 
."of opposition to their em.an~ipation ; . on. the other·· 
himd, she ought to favour it .. · AQd with regard to· 
the other f:?Untries subject to .British rule, the'· 
same doctrine holcls good. The day they reject 
the protection,· of :Britain, leave them t0. the lot 

. they prefer. Does India wish for Russia?. ·In this . 
·case Gladstone once did not hesitate to ·declare · 

I!JO . ·, 
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that if this really was the case the best thing 
was to fold hands and let the natives become 
Russians. This paradoxical consequence of the 
bristly theories of the Grand Old Man :was not 
useless to him, by the way. The Englishman docs 

· not take what is said literally: he only regards 
what is done. · 

He considers the most singular statements of 
political adversaries as material for sport. He 
neither makes anything out of it nor loses any· 
thing by it, but instinct tells him that above all 
the extravagances of men of theory there is yet in 
force the irresi~tible strength of facts, both for 
these same . men and for the whole nation. 

The.well-tried proof of. what I say is that which 
is now happening in this very same train of ideas 
with . the question· of the occupation of Egypt. 
"J;he entire Radical party protests against it. Glad· 
stone very recently stated that he would proceed 
'to .evacuation, btit .one may safely prophesy that 
he will never make such a mistake again. The 
Imperial policy, proclaimed theatrically by Disraeli, 
when Queen Victoria was crowned Empress of 
India, is the only policy possible. 
· Nations, under the pain of death, cannot abdi

cate; for suicide is scarcely recognised as a case 
within the sphere of individual liberty. Then the 
idea of giving to the natives of India the choice of 
their protector is no other than an extravagance 
of the timid philanthropic opinion of the Old Man, 
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who in this instance we can only consider great by 
recognising ·him as the representative of a very .. 
considerable, perhaps even a predominant, part· of 
British individual opinion. Do not, however, falJ 
into the mistake of confusing the total balance of 
individual opinions with the constructive instinct 
of a nation. As a matter of fact, the British are 
abstentionists, but ."the colJective sentitnc;nt is 
Imperial. 

It is s~, and. it will be so all the more, in .propor
tion to' the loss, if the situation towards which the 
East is _tending be reached. Already in Burmah . 
the British Empire is co-terminous with the French 
possessions of Tonkin and Annam. . Already on 
the plains of the Pamirs. and in Afghanistan British 
and Russians are knocki~g against one another, 
front to front, in their energetic expansion; Does 
the B~itish Empire threaten to come to ruin? No, 
but it would f!lll ~o tbe ground the· moment that it 
lost command of the road to the East that it hqjds 
in successive stages~Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, 
Egypt, Aden, this· chain of fortresses, acquired, 
some by force, others by purchase, and others by 
artifice, now,· since Egypt and the ~uez Canal · 
have beconfe British, holding the clue that leads to 
t)le valley of the Nile. Evacuation is a joke and · 
nothing else . 
. If I were a Briton I should applaud with both 

hands and feet the policy of Beaconsfield, so evi
dently sound that it convinced the- best. of the. 
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Whigs, dividing the party; the Unionist group of 
J:Iartington' and . Chamberlain uniting itself to 
the Tories of the Salisbury administration. There 
remained with the Old .lila~: the extreme tail of the 

· partjr, which even now is doubling itself to bite . 
·him by the· snaky mouths of one 'or two of his 
party. If I were a Briton I should run along with 
·the" current of opinion, that instead of setting its 
eyes upon the future emancipation of the colonies, 
takes the other side by defending the policy of 
entering into closer relations with them, opposing . 
to the Radical principle of protection of the Euro
pean nations of the Continent, and the American
ism of the Munroe doctrine proclaimed in the 
MacKinley tariff, a Zollverebe or Customs' lealPle 
of the. governments scattered throughout the 

. British national and colonial territories. 
Oilly in this manner can the British Isles be 

considered in the character of a metropolis. If the 
col&nies were emancipated and fc;>reign nations 

' :protected by a judicious political economy, Britain, 
'_'without markets for the-produce of her industry or 

freightS for her ships, and having to buy ·almost all 
· her food, would be condemned to ruin. A grave 

symptom and proof of what I say consists, even 
already, in the sensible stationary condition of ex

. ports and the lowering· of freights, and harbours 
· filled with steamers-getting rusty. 

In order to make clearer this important point in 
. . 0 
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the situation_ of Great-' Britain, · 
forgive me if I enter upon som 
facts, with their respective figures. 
more eloquently than' facts; 

readers· musf 
corroborating 
Q!;hing ~peaks 

/ . -' ·' . 

!he sum total of i:he foreign trad~ of Great Britain 
in i890 was £743,000,000, of which £42o,ooo,ooo 
were imports and £323;000,000 e~ports:. The de
ficit of £9;,ooo.~let us say £1.00,000,000, .is 
derived from the excessjve· amount of_ food. and 

. raw material that· British stomaihs and ;manu-
factories do not and cannot ·meet with within 
their own islands~ Of this deficit, one-half, or 
£ so,o6o,oc0, is paid to the-U nlted States, princi~ 
pally for purchase of. w~eat apd .· cotton, _after 
accounting for the exports of manufacttired goods. 
But these exports are diminishing, while the im
ports cannot diminish, ·unless Britain obtain in het 
own colonies, ·instead of buying .from . foreigners, · 
the food and raw !Jlaterial she wants. Then i1J-' 

-1890 the total trade of the ·colonies amountee t~ 
£2o4,ooo,ooo, among which Australasia figures for 
£133,000,000, South Africa for £15,ooo,ooo, and 
North America for £s6,ooo:ooo. But of the total of 
£204,000,000 the relations with t)le m,oth~r-country . 
count· for scarcely £91,ooo,ooo, while there are 
£ 113,00o,ooo with British possessions and foreigr/ 
markets. If in Australia these . last represent· 
scarcely £ 16,ooo,ooo among a total of£ 1J3,ooo,ooo; · 
and· if._ in South Africa they ·represent . onlY, . 
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~2,000,000 1;1."mong · a . t~tal of £I s,ooo,ooo, in 
€anada the proportions 'alter. · Among a total of . 
"£ s6,ooo,ooo, half is foreign; and ,the most serious 

· part of it is that foreign comme;ci~l relationli seem 
'to ·increase while ·national ones decline. From 
£ls,ooo,ooo' in 1875 there are scarcely £xo,Ooo,ooo 
in 1890, while in . the same period foreign trade 
went up from £z6,ooo,ooo to £46,000,000.. · 

The establishment of differential duties is ~he 
· remedy proposed tq nationalise colonial commerce, 

by allowing ~he mother-country to obtain sufficient . 
. food _and. raw. mater~! within· the area of her 

dominions and Jree herself from dependence on · 
' foreigners. The . imperial ·Zollverein is, :as is 

obvious, the external policy of Great Britain, which 
• ·in its turn depends .essentially. on the centralised 
. or f~deralised. rule that the constitution of. the. 
· United Kingdo;n may take.. But iri the system of 

internal questions constitutional policyis intimately 
'adtl directly bound up with. the protectionism 
required by the agricultural interest, but condemned 

· by industry 'and the operative as making -living 
dear: it is bound up with the political J acobinism 
of the extreme left or Whig, and with the socialism 
of the poor,·who ask for Jaws of .protection and 

: emancipation. 
J'here is no proof that Britain is entering upon · 

.·a ·scheme of· rural ·protection like the French, 
' bei:ause British agriculture is condemned by tlie , ' 
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transformation· c:>f the mother-country into the, . . ' 
,l>ank al)d · workshop of a great erppire; but this 

. proper · fact eniarges the proportions . and in-
creases. the ·gravity. of the ] acobinism '··arid 
_socialism. · . · · · . . _ . · , . . . . . · . 
· In the country .the landlords ·are 'daily losirig 

·their influence at the. same time .tli.at the enlarge~ 
,nent ofthe electoral census increases the numbet 

· of rural votes. ·The majority of the landlords are 
Conserv~tive, but the' majority of the voters are· 
Radical or at· least Liberal. . England formerly:· 

. . . , . • I 

succeeded in realising a reproduction of republican·· 
:. an~ senatorial Rome, a: democracy gover~ed by an . 
'aristocracy~ Opinion' ruled, but the greai: governed. 
The old families provide? the staff 'necessary for 

· public administration, 'ministers; deputies; generals, 
diplomatists. To-day the case is entirely different. 
With, the exp~nse of empire and the accumulation 
of riches in the normal rule of competition and 

'· natural .selection, the tolerably 'successful· midQle
cJass 'dls~ppeared both in co~nty and in town, and 
at the same time the historic aristocracy yielded · 

:its dominion to 'a plutocracy.: 'The vast and solid· 
·stratum of small rtir~llandlords,the social base of. 
the 'F~ench nation; gives stability to her d~mocracy · 

. by' arming it . againsf. the popular. discord. and. 
anarchist hallucination of the poor of the towns .. 
In England, ·where ,the . ~a.ny poor are in, agita- .. 
tion against a rich ·minority, . democracy alone - - . .. 
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1 e.ncounters a shield against rcvoluti,onary anarchism 
In the good phlegmatic sense of the national char

. acter . and their apathy to generalised theoretical 
ideas. . · 

· But the real plainness of this social situation 
, shows, without needing further explanation, how 
· the field is open to the socialist and demagogue 
sower, and how the consequence of such a condi
.tion is the 'confusion and weakness of the historic 

. political parties. . History has now changed. The 
English Conservative spirit, from which is derived 
the aphorism Nolumus leges Anglite mt~tari, has 
come to an end. If Imperialism and an inclination 

.to State socialism, as in Germany, will resuscitate 
the· T~ry party,. it is certain that its aristocratic 
origin will prejudice its action. On the other 
hand, it is certain. that_the Whigs are in trutli but 
the wigs of thetr individualist and philanthropic 
Radicalism, since the age of Puritanism ceased. 
inoEngland, cast under by the _interests of a huge · 
empire and. harassed by the selfish contests be
tween the two opposing industrial claSses, masters 
and workmen. The old parties, almost extinct a 
century after they· originated, have, as a matter of 
fact, come to an end, although just (or the present 
they .. may preserve their names through the per
sonal influence of chiefs born after the 'deaths of 
their prototypes, like Gladstone, who indisput-

. ably survives. English democracy will, however, 
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'en~ut1ter a ~ew programme and· party to ~atisfy · 
!:loth the external requirements of Imperialism and 
the internal necessities of the ardent strife of the 
industrial proletariate, avoiding. the simultaneou~ 
dangers· from .the demagogue and the· anarchist, 
as much doorned to extinction as th~ ·out-of-date · 
revival of · Whig Puritanism, or of the wig_.-
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THE WORKING CLASSE5-TRADES UNIONS 
. . . ~ 

As is known, in England the meeting carries on 
its ·work side by side with Parliament, like the 
Roman. comitia, which was a sort of representative 
institution by the side · of the Senate. It is at 
meetings that public opinion defines and formulates 
itself, and just. as there· were in the Roman forum 
regular orators in political life or the courts of law, 
so it is in Hyde Park, where every day there are 

. numbers of small comitia.. The orator mounts on 
a bench upon·. the turf and his auditors form a 
ci~le round. The business is, as a rule, either 
religious or political. · 

One day, walking in the Park, I stopped to 
· examine this phenomenon, and the first exhibition 
· I saw was three lank individuals like pine-trees, 

tall, with red hair and skin, and with long black 
·overcoats falling from their · shoulders, singing 
psalms. The audience around of about a hundred 
persons,· mostly women and children, seemed to 
me indifferent, and at times even disposed to jest. 
In another place was an old white-bearded man 
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with an ~pen Bib!~ in. his hand re~ding texts an~
rnaking pious. and . philanthropic. comments i~ .. 

. ·a "country. accent, with an oCCf!Sional querulous 
~ drawl. It' was comic and produced little effect. I _, 
. only. saw two poor old 'people listening to·· him, 

besides a group of the mirthful making faces at 
.him.· However, further on I saw a large assemblage, · 
and hearp a considerable nois.e. w_ith shouts_ and.·; 
bursts of laughter, with sometimes . howls ' and -
some:times bursts of merriment- . What was it ? L .. 
got 'near, elbowing the crowd 0~ on~ side in' orde~ 

· to get near .the speaker. · . 
_ He was a you~g workman, dressed, as th~y all' 

do, in mid!llecclass. clothes, coat and billycock hat, · 
and was speaking ~vith an impetuosity, a fluency; 

."and a piquancy truly remarkable. His speech 
spun ou-t a long strfng of ~ases commented upon 

· iri parables. He did no~ argue ratiocin~tively-and 
- inductive(y': he spoke to. the practicali'nind,. to the: 
sentiment, to,· the humour_ of his audience. T.l:le 
subject. was. the dec;tiqns. ·For whom ought the · 
workmen to vote_? whom prefer ?..:...:the Whigs or 
the Tories. · . . • · · 

- ,; Mr .. Gladston~'s people,": said the speaker,· 
··~accuse· Lord -.-· ---"' (I dg not remember ·what 
. Lord)' " of paying five hundred pounds a year' 
to .his head stableman: But what have we got. to 
do with that? Let him spend his. money as he
likes .. I say:now that the case of Messrs; -r-· and 
,(:o.; the manufacturers . of preserves, \vho, have 
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c;arriages, servants, and horses at 'the cost of the 
-~ \York of hundreds. of factory hands that they get 
. the very most out of, imposing upon them a day 

.. of eleven hours, and giving them ten shiiiings a 
week for wages, is ever so much worse." ("Hear, 
hear!" shouted the assembly.) "And --· and 

~. Co. are among · the friends of Mr. Gladstone. 
~Is it from the Radicals that we have anything 

to hope for ? · No, nothing !" 
In· point of fact, Gladstone was giying Home Rule 

as a platform for the elections without pronouncing 
upon social questions;, especlaily upon the eight 

. hours a day: And this cost him so much loss of 
'advertisement that at the last hour he altered his 
course ·and pronounced openly for the legal day's 

. work on the principle of the three eights : eight 
hours for the education of the workman, eight for 
rest, alld eight for earning bread with his wages. 

There cannot be a more eloquent proof of the 
de.,isive influence that the working classes had In 

· the elections of .that year, a~d not so much by the 
coming forward of candidates who in the next 
Parliamen't wiii constitute the Labour ·party, as 
because, ·owing to the extended fraqchise, the 

. poorer classes are the ' decisive clement in the 
party contestS at elections now almost completely 
transformed into a matter of attachment to a 
particular person. In face of the plutocracy that 
has taken the place of the historic rural aristocracy, 
is being raised the broad column of the poor voters 
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. 'demanding a better plateful at the banquet of !ile .. ~ 
And the proof of the reason· with which they .. 
demand it (I ,do not mean to say of the good 

. sense of everything they ask for) is to be found 
in the proportions of official relief in England . 

. On the day I returned from· Gravesend in the 
steamer I · had a long conversation with an old 
house-carpenter going up to London. 'I:Je seem~d · 
a religious man, . 

"It costs less to live for two persons than for. 
one's self alone," said .the poor man, who for that. 
reason got married like all the rest. " I ha' e a wife 
o' my ain~ But this consolation does not last long. 
Children come to town with disastrous rapidity, 
and for the next twdve or · fifteen years it is 
impossible to save a penny. After this there 
comes a relief,· when the eldest can go out1 and 

. earn something. Many a mickle makes a muckle. 
It is the happy time, in the decline of which are 
the traces of coming misery. Age comes on, t.\le . 
body gets weary, and strength grows less. Em-

. players look with less confidence on· hairs getting . 
grey and on the curved chest, and hesitate to take 
us on. I have seen one who offered two s~iliings. · 
or half-a-crown less than the regular wages of the 
trade. Earn less-wait a minute-the work is. 
easier. The table,· however, getting continually 
scantier, we come ~o the melancholy conclusion 
that old age, the winter of life, is already knocking 
at the door. Up to a certain. time children. were 
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exceil~nt for old people : but now they ~re all 
going far away to get ·a living. Formerly they 

. used to send some money home, but .now-they 
).ave. already got: sweethearts ; · now· they get 

. ~arried and have 'children of their own, and cannot 
spare a penny. It is -even fortunate if the day ·. 
does not come when ·one has to take back home a 
daughter knocking at the door with a baby in her 

·al-ms." · · 
And ti).e carpenter, after describing in this fashion 

the· typical picture· of a workman's life, _perhaps 
relating his '{)Wn history, let his head fall upon his 
breast--,who knows. why ? Perhaps remembering · 
the day' when Ellen left at home the ~esult of her · 

· affections and went away again flapping her wings . 
. Poor old man I · 

In England there has never been anything like 
the upheaval of the great revolution copied later 
on: by the;! Latin races; there were never completely 
desf(foyed the old trade corporations, or guilds, in 
the name. of a false liberty conceived by dry 
jurists.· . From the historic guilds. there arose in 
the first quarter of the century the Trades Unions; 
a'nd on these trade corporations have been created 
the latest Unions, extended to all kinds of work
men; 

. From the laws of 1825 dates the-modern era of 
trades. unions. The years 1833-34, with their 

, general strikes, are for the modern combinations 
likex889 and the famous dock strike were for the· 
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new ·unionism, in \vhich were united not only 
skilled handicraftsmen but mere labourers, ·skilled · 
labour and , unskilled. Mr. Thomas Burt is the 
principal figure in the former movement, while Mr.: 
John Burns is the leader of moderri' unionism. 
· The appe.a'rance of Thomas Burt is at the same 
time manly and ingenuous, kind and generous. A 
working' pitman, he educated himself in. the 

· intervals of work like Stephenson .. The· pre~ 
ponderating influence and authority'· he gained 
among the mining' population, initiating and 
organisipg the syndicate.ofworkmen's associations, 
establishing fixed. payments, having even iri 1871 
united and disciplined x;,ooo members, obtained for · 
the society an annual income of £xo,ooo, with a 
reserv~ of £25,000: Preaching teetotalism, the great 
friend of. the British workman, attracting the work-· 

. men into the way of good habits, and inspiring them 
. with a consciousne'ss of their own strength through 
a comprehension of their own duty; all this !eng 
work of ·regeneration, in which the solid qualities 

. of the English. mind showed tht;mselves uppermost, 
caused him in 1873, being then thirty~seven years · 
old, to be elected ~ember of Parliament by the 
miners. An income (necessary for a workman) 

. was paid bi'rri out of the fund of the union. And 
from i873 till now Mr. Burt has kept his seat· in 
Parliament, in. spite of repeated disagreements 
brought about among his electors. 'A new rumour 
of social war agitated the poorer' classes,' but Mr. 
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· Burt, -.Jaithful 'to his , ~ormei: ideas,: alw;~.ys sets· 
,· \(gainstit' his ~ori\iiction that it is by 'education, by 
asso'ciation; by ,CO-!>peration; and by pacific move-· . 
. rtients·i>f a -similar kind,that the problems affecting ' 

-the present ·will _be· solved, in the. future. ·The 
. Coris.ervative idea to_ok shape in the. very bosom ·Of~ . 
·th~ !ll<isses. - The• English instinct, ofprudence was · 
' enabled to keep. withill. bounds for a time; .. 

. . . . - . 
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THE NEW UNIONISM 

THE great stock argument against trades unioris · 
is that, instituted cin ·capitalist models as a means · 
of precaution, they have turned Conservative . .Tern; 
porary aid, rehabilitation, pensions, and funerals, 
every kind · of actual and guaranteed assistance 
giving security to the actual living of :workmen, 
strayed out ·or the way of their proper exertions 
for the sak~ of emancipating them as a class. · The. 
benefits actually attained were pernicious because 
they got no further than resignation t<l lot.'· 

For some time the trades uniotzs, sticceeding~the 
historical. guilds, wer'e corporations of handicrafts, · 

· and left out in the c6ld the vast and . wretched 
legiOn of those who relied on. the mere strength of. · 
their arms, the ttnskilled labourers, to do as best 
they could. . . . . . 

The great ·dock strike in London in 1B89 initi
ates a new period. Work at the docks ·is the last. 
refuge for the shiPwrecked of society. He ·who has 
never seen ·a multi.tude 6r the miserable crowding. 
round the gat~s. every morning, begging an alms· 
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' in the shape of a day's work, ha;·never got lll1'inti
mate notion of what misfortune there is in· 'the 
wo~ld, or of the e-xtravagance at the top of society
resulting (rom the contrast of the social elements. 
A Dante .in our times would place scenes Ol this 

~ kind- in the last circle of his Inferno .. 
- .There hovers in the air' an abnosphere of vice,' . 
' one breathes the full acrid fume of miserable .dirti-

ness,' one sees the foul rags and tatte~s of civilised 
· life; The, multitude of_ pariahs come fro.m every 
~ part ; there are sons of the soil whose arf!Is the 
·_unkind earth rejects ; th~re are town lads who have 

gonli under in the strife of unseemly competition ; 
there are bankrupt shop-keepers, workmen ~ut of 
employ, old soldiers, clerks, .all classes, mingled- in 
the _hunger. that · makes · all alike, amid a dense 
multi~ude of drunken vagabonds from the quarters' 
of_ the East End, like repulsive savages, with down
cast eyes,:scarred flesh, ragged clo-uts, in .the hope · 

- of,earning som~ pence at carrying load~ in order 
after~ards to spend. the money ·in making beasts 
of th~'mselves in_ the gin palace_ in the Commercial -
Road. ' -
... Mr .. Burns :is called the apostle o:>f the new 
unio~ism that was the outcome of the. colossal 
strike. of _I 88g, and that· in the . following year 
succeeded .in- making t]:le Congress of Liverpool, 
although presided over by Mr. Burke, . vote. the 
legal day _of eight hours. The new idea of the 

_ masses asserting therpselves arose, then, out. of 
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'the ~ore historical existence of the corporati~11s 
of handicraft; and from the: more .private and · 
conservative boundaries. of the English mind it· . . . ;~ 

went out into the op~n field. of . the brotherhood · 
of all kinds of toil, handicraft or muscular, skilieci 
or u~skilled, and to the dimensions of a general . 
and revolutionary war. of the poorest classes 
against capitalism, after the manner of the_ Con- . 
tinent. 

The dominant idea up to that.time was the old
fashioned self-kelp, individualism, each on~ to take 
car~ of himself without caring· bow thing's went· on 
behind his back. In Liverpool the. ruling opinion 
was, on the other band, a government socialism in · 
many· aspects like the French or Germa~J. ·The ·. 
Congress. voted the advisability of creating. funds 
from labour; a thing disliked by the old . unions of 
handicraftsmen, the .usefulness of the establishment . 
of municipal or communal .labour 1:Jureaux, a!)d 
finally the necessitY of a law made by Adof Par~a- · 
ment to fix eight hours as the legal day's work. 
There were represel)ted: at the ·Congress of Liver-. · 
pool 3 II trades unions ; that is to say, the fourth, 
or perhaps fifth, part of the whole number of these 
associations, old and new. But the· question of the 
day of eight hours .(which,' by the way, Gladston'e 
compromised 'himself by proposing in• Parliament) . 

· .. raised serious opposition among the ' operat,ives . 
themselves, to whom it often meant.a reduction . 
in \vages. Thus the Congress of N~~ember 1~9{ 
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passep a fuotion contrary to the res~lutions .of the 
previou·s year in Liverpool. 
:..,Be whatitmay, the new unionism gave a new 

feature to the movement of the British poorest 
class, stimulating even the existence of the old in

. stitutions, and impressing the unity of a single plan 
. of action on that which was. before a inere set of . 
. defensive institutions of particular classes of work
men. One of the most general characters and one 
most pregnant. with the symptoms of the evolution 
o( the trades unions in these last years is, indeed, 

• • <I I , • 

the fusion and successive amalgamation by reason 
of the similarity of trades. Thus the total number 
of societies has not increased, but they have very 
much i~creased their'proportions. In 1861 there 
were 2000 societies with a million members, and 
now · the number of" soCieties is not greater, but . 
that of the members has tripled or quadrupled.· 
The engineers, for example, numbered 33;000 mem
ber§ in 1869,. and 67,800 in x8go. The carpenters· 

-and cabinet-makers went up from 9305 to 3i.784; 
the tailors from 3994 to I 5,276, and SO on in pro
portion. These notes that I here collect are from 
the book by "G. W. Howell, a member of Parlia-

. ment,: and· formei-Iy a stone-mason; the title of it· 
is." Tnide Unionism New·and Oid. 

·. · The fused societies transformed themselves .into 
.·lodges, or branches of the central office; thus the . 
carpenters ·and . cabinet-makers have 501 lodges, 

·the tailors 355, and the engineers 497, whereof 418 
' • . p 
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are ·in the United Kingdoiny 42 in the: United 
State~, 32 in British colonies; and the remainder 
in foreign countri~s. : .. 

From these fac:;ts :there are two considerati~ris ·t(\ • 
be drawn, .whi9hever pf them may be the more 
wdg!J.ty. The first is'.that_ modern .. ]mionism·has 
united .. into one body alL the meinbers of. ·each 
handicraft, g~ing over ,the head of mer.e lo.cal ,dis~ , . 

. tinctions, a> very grave fact for the .strategy of the 
stril{es, or campaign~ of the sociai war .. The second . 
. is t4at. in spite of the enrolment ,of the labourers in. 
the fighting army of th~ Bri~ish poor, .the .orga~is·: 
ation·still maintains 'its traditional features, resting 
on· classification by trades. , Thi~ circu~stance' is . · 

. decisive for the future of the cam:p<tign~, since there ' . 
. are not th~ general .revolutionary associations" .of . 

) ' ' ' J ' - r •' ,' I .. • 

the Cont!nent; where. the a.bstract sentime!]t pre~ 
dominates, and where political fishers: jn. trol!bled 

·waters easily insinuate themselves: . · · · ., : · 
The subscription varies accordjngto the diff~~nt· 

. societies,. hut the least is altogether a shilling· a 
week> '.If we reckon three mill{ons of members . 

. · we get-~~ anl)~aL ipcome of eight million p~unds. 
· J'his is noj:hing wol)derful. Thirteen, societies, the ' 

engineers', the boih!r-make:rs', the locksmith~, the · 
foundrymen's, the pati:ern~makers', the smiths', rthe. 
carpenters', the stone7masons', the. bri~klayers', the. 

·'tailors', .. the· .compositors'; the. printers', af!d the · 
. C\lrriage~builders', t!J.at)n 1869 received £192,78j, 
received .in 1889 the sum of£53·1,486. The receipts· 
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nearly tripled. the~selves, while 'on the other. hand 
.the expen~es diminished in 'proportion. In r869 
. they· were -£225,468, iri .1879,· £6r4,41;7, and in 

r889,· £388,054· Just as 'the proportions' of the 
societies iricrease, the expenditure lessens ; so that 
in the same IT!easure .that the strength of the asso
ciations ,augments, the frequency diminishes of 

- strikes, the cause of' enormous expenses, like th~se . 
·which caused the unusual expenditure·of 1879. 

Ill the same· three years, 1869, 1879, and i889,' 
· respectively, 'the balance in the till, or war-~hest, 

of. the . thirteen ·societies ·under notice were' · 
£r26,422r £30<),373; and £623,064 .. And if the 
balarices · continue· in· the sai:ne proportion as the 

· ·.incomes, the present war-chest of the poor British 
working .classes must reach the' respectable sum 

. of £ro,ooo,ooo, or 45,000 contos of reis, reckoning 
at the par of- exchange-which ·is fclr' us a sad 
memory of the past1· - . . 

~his .·circu'mstance, placed by the side of, the 
· trades: .organisation·- character of . the societies, 
• clearly shows that, whatever be the future of the 
, social war in Fra11ce or Germany, this fut'-!re will 

be differe~t i!l Grea~ Britain; just as the geriius of 
. the British people is· different. :tq'or ·do I "thin~ 
that the Frenchified -] acobinism of the extreme 

.. tail-end of Radicalism need caU$e any fear, or that 

~·, Our author alludes to the depreciation. of the Portuguese 
exchange from the gold standard equivalent of 4500 reis to 

. the. present no ,standard equivalent of about 6ooo reis to 
£x.-'J;'RANS. - . ' 
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anar~hy of the French type stands any chance of 
bearing fruit either. Moreover;" I am not · even 
afraid because it. has made· ,its way into France,· 
where deinocracy is defended by a legion of small 
rural proprietors,. a . social~ rallying-point· of the 
present Republic against the demagogue's influence~ 
in the towns, and the politicai explanation of . 
French rural protection. · .But a catastrophe of 
this. kind is soon fo be fean;d in ·'Germany, both 
by the combined idealist_ and :mystic nature of a 
people capable of pt:oducing Anabaptists, and be
cause fhere Socialism preaches Radicalism thr~ugh 
the doctrine of political revolution, crying out for . 
the advent of a socialist State; and the rulers, 
without being able to · withhoid ' action in th~t .. 
direction up to a certain. point, have no ,ceitain . 
way of maintaining public order other than by·. 
military rule. 

In England there ·is no militarism, and, on the 
ofher hand, there is scarcely a middle class .. · l'he 

·'army in the mother-country amounts tp scarcely . 
· 100,000 men. The Indfes; Egypt, and the colonies 

contain twice as many . as the above, co~nting 
British and ·natives, but these' forces. are of .no 
account for the purpose we. a~e . spe~king of.· In 
the United Kingdom there are. 100,000 regular 
soldiers; fhere is, no conscription, as pe9ple. know. 
~esides these ·there are I 8o,ooo. volunteers, also 
th~ militia (the National Guard), which. perh11ps 
m1ght be of , use in case gf invasion, but.' would 
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· be . valueless.· for that of internal t;;ol:nmotions. 
Militariio'm does not exist; indeed;· but, on the . 
other hand, there· is scarcely a middle. class of 
l'anded proprietors either in town or country. 

To take it in its simplest form the situation . 
. inay be succinctly' described as one of plutocracy 
and an army of poor already armed with ·political 
rights. The constitutional victory. of the iabour 
party does · not appear to . me, however, . to. be 
difficult to foretell.·. More difficult ·is it . to say 
what they will do with the victory when they get 

·it.· WiU they, in the French or German way, 
place society upside down, designing some sort . of 

··.civitas solis? Happily for them, they have not the 
i~agination that can .produce anything of. the 
kind. .The solid qualities · of prudence govern . 
them .. 

My owri opinion is that in .i:his type of capitalist 
·society, in which, by the very constitution of it, 
con~eqtiences are better and more completely 
seen, it. will turn out that the question will bring 
about 'its own answer .. Capital, accumulating tothe 
·ve:ry utmost, will find· itself valueless. Even now 

· . discount goes pel ow one· per cent. And labour, 
·organised .co-operatively, and the operatives, after 
serving a11 ·apprenticeship in facts, will arrive at 
that which exists in the nature of the circum
stances,· that is ·to say, ·the government of an 
industria:! society··and the entire. profit of pro
duction. 
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· In my opinion, . of the: three great ~ndustiial 
people· of Europe-the British,. the 'French, :and.· 
the German-it will :be the British that will first · . 

. ' ha;,e. to settle th~1 real form of. 'the future s~ciety 
of toil; and this for··. a ·simple reason..:...because 
they are a people . in ~ho'm the rational, or ·in

. ventive faculties count' fo~ less,;while, at the same. 
• I''> I •' • 

· time; they are tJ:te ·people who pay the· most atten-·· 
tion to the natural instin1cts of th¢ preservatio~· of · 
~~~~ ... ' . ' 
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,''SUCH is the pe~e~sity ~f man, that his desires 
are insatiabl~:. At fi,rst he . is content ·witli two 
obol(:' as soo~ as he has got them, he wants con~ . 
stant an'd illimitable increases.· By his nature his 

·,covetousness has no bounds, and. yet the existen~e . 
. of most inen is'passed 'in procuring the means of 
,. satisfying i.t.'' . ·· · . . . '. . . · · · · .. ·. . 

. - - ' ' . - " - :.,.. . ' '. 
··· These words .from Aristotle in the second book · 
~f his Politics; h~ has left to us from .a time in 
whi~h the ruin of 'the' Gree~ demo6racies, ·con
qu~red by the l\facedonian E~pire, allowed the 

' tutor of Alexander~ to study retrospectively the 
institutions of ·his race. "As soon ·. as dtizens 

.. obtain civil, and political lib~rty, they set to work' 
to obtain ati equality of riches.'' .This observation 

. of 'the Stagyrite ·.is . realising itself._ again in our 
own' time .. · 

· .. If the inc;!ustrialism of the ruling classes, if j:he .. 
·madness of ·acquisition, invading. all classes and 

·. creating what is . alre;idy . i::ailed ,, capitalism," and 
consists in the generalisatio~ cif the old rules of 

.215 
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speculation · and the exclusive arts ·of trade and 
merchandise-; if Stock-Exchange enterprise aJ;id 
'gambling now rule the economic world,. confirming' 
the above words of Aristotle, the working classes; 
who in his time were slaves; come UpO!l the stage 
after they have been liberated; forming with their. 

· strikes the chorus of the great tragedy of " Mqney ". 
in this last quarter of _the nineteenth century. 

The social war, of which we have seen some-' 
times skirmishes and one only battle-· · the Com~ 

. mune of Paris in x871-will be the sombre, depth 
of' the life of the century into which we are sqortly 
to enter. 

And this striving for equality, that· Aristotle . 
: considers an i'ndispensable consequence of politiCal 

liberty, must perforce be necessarily predominant 
in that nation in.which such ·a doctrine has· beeQ. :· 
traditional; where the right of voting and 'repre- · 
sentatives first established .themselves.in modern .. 
times, to be carried thence into the Continen~ of 
Europe. · There have always and everywhere been: 

. conflicts. between masters . and· workm~n ; ~ancient 
and· modern history are full of insurrections,-up~ ' 
risings,. tumults of poor. people and slaves;· but 
this order of conscientious revincjication by legal . 
and constitutional means, declaring war against 
capital· by suspending wor)<:,. fighting by theans qf · 
.the voluntary sacrifice . of bread day by day, 
leaguing together, .. creating funds for. resistance 
and for succour -~t the critical· moment; aH. this 
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appeare~ , for the first time in our century in_ 
England._ 

. _ Artother· reason, too, ha~ been working in the -
.same direction, namely, that the heaps of. coal and 
iron in Great Britain gave the industriai primacy 

. to. this people in whose bosom arose Stephenson 
ana Arkwright. They . had the treasures of 'the 
; raw material of industry, and had the genius of 
nlechanica:I invention. They, foremost among all, 

-were desdned to exercise the empire of the great 
·manufacturing industry. · 

For these ·reasons, then, the strikes are a collective. 
invention· of the B~itish. manufacturing workman 
of our. century; they arise _with the development 

· of Britishdndustry assisted by. the discovery of. 
the steam-engine; and no . wonder,- rather the 
_reverse, that they break out in presence ·of the 
~om petition that the human arm encounters iri the 
brutally crushin·g action of the various machines 
for inanufacturing·purposes, arms of steel in which 
·steam takes the- place Of blood, arms you cannot 
tire, ar~s that are as many as those· of Briareus, 
causirtg men to be at once reduced to the 'chances 
of _immediate emigration or death from hunger; 

The strike of the ·Lancashire cotton-spinners 
arid weavers in I8Io was the first attempt, which 
soon,· in 1812, was followed by the strike at 
Nottingham, in which the workmen destroyed .the 
spinning 'and weaving inachiries. Then came 'in 
1815 the sad strike of the'weavers in Manchester 
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a'nd all. th~Midland counties of England; where 
.. tliere were meetings of a hundred thousand. men, 
. and a fight with the police resl!lt!ng in, the dea. th, 
of five hun red persons. It was the first_ bloody . . _, 
battle : other Classes of workmen followe<;l the · 
example.· In. 1820 · it_,vas, the woollen-weavers, 
and 'in 1822 the carpenters. In 1825 the· ship-. 

· wrights came on _the scene on the· Thames.; and 
·the. same contest repeated .itself ·in 1839 on the 
. Clyde. ' I~ x834 ·the cotton~printers ruined the 

manufacturers, . and precipitated : two thousan!L 
families . into want .. _ Then began the coal-pit 
strike in. 1831,in 1844 the Durhain pit-rheJ!, and 

_ jn 1849 thosi:. at' Marley Hill. · The )\hncljeste~ , 
engineers rose 'in 1837' and 1851; and the :cottc:m 

. operatiyes' after the sanguinaty catastrophe · of 
· 1815 again went out on strike in· 1&29, 1830, and 
1836 at Preston, and in 1829 in Manchester: ' . . .. 

The war had assumed another character by the , 
middle of the century' . Begimii,ng_ in bppositi~n' 
to mechanical substitutes for labour the workmen 
thought at that'tiine that the lottery of e'v~nts had' . 

. condemned them to the state of slaves . to these ' 
iron 'substitutes that multiplied 'imd cheap~ned : 
production encirmous,y.. ':j3ut th!!i :cheapened it ' 
and opened the markets of the whole world. The 

·consumption seemed. ,endless, so that .then there: 
would seem to 'be n6 want'- of work.. And. this .. 

· ulterior change ,experienced by ·indu~try,turned .. 
the g~eed· of the . workman, to better .fruit"" The 
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manufacturer, instead ·of em~ncipating himself, 
, placed himself· still · more in dependence -on the 
w;orker. 

The' interruption·, of a workshop where every
. thing is , carried.' on by . manual labour is · not 
generailY, ruinous; if work stops expenses also 
stop. But in a shop • fitted tip with machinery, 
whrre the capital lying idle -is enormous, the 
interes·t .. is crushing\vhen it is not causing work to· 
be carried on: . Machinery always has to be fed ; 

. . 
it .represents so much money that wants its wages. 
Again,_the vastness and complexity of the com: 
rnercial operations of ·an industcy for exportation 
enlarged to mee·t tl)e demands of the whole world 
were. a fresh· cause of enormous losses whenever 
work was stopped. . Next th_e workman perceived 
that he had got ·into the condition- of fuel indis~ 

· :pensable. to· a great engine; and he guessed that 
. by merely abstaining he could threaten with death 

manl!facture in its entirety; he saw that the manu-· 
.facturer was at his mercy, and that .the right time 
had come for .exacting better cm1ditions of life. 

To. obtain. them, however, it was .necessary to 
. C9m,bine ; because whepe;,er the masters could go 
into ·the· market· and get substitutes for the re
fractory· ones, mere individual risings .would be 
barren of result, andbri~g the worst consequences 
,on . the . heads of their originators. So with the 
practical instinct peculiar to the Saxon race, the 
English workman soon found the rhea?s adapted 
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to his designs by forming trades unions, corporate 
associations that promoted ···union· among · all 
worker!; of the same craft, warding off the dangers· 
of competition in the ·hours of toil, at' the same 
time that it created a fund to subsidise war and set 
itself against rash movements:. From _that time 
forward strikes became. an organic thing in E!lglish 
working life, and lost the historic \=haracter · of an 
uprising rashly hastened' on by passion or despair. 

Just about that time; midway in ·.the century, 
Great Britain ·inaugurated the first Universal 
Exhibition in i851; and declared the character, 
although even then pretty· universally knowri, of 
her industrial acquirements; and the new era· she 
was opening for .. manufacturing industry. ·· 

No great perspicuity is necessary in order to see 
how; now that. inpustry is so international in· ifs. 
character, and competition is operl to all the world, 
the same ideas that invented trades unions must 
also spread. so ~s to embrace all European work'-' 

. men in a brotherhood of toil. This seed, however, 
.will not grow above the groqrid just yet. .· 

Do not imagine, though,. that the Continent . 
knew no strikes befo~e 1851; quite' the·contrary.' 
Statistics show that from 1830 to 186o there· were 
. in Be_lgium 16u workmen prosecuted on charges . 
. of conspiracy, whereof 1090. were condemned· to. 
fine· or imprisonment, and '521 were acquitted . 

. In France in 1831 there was the. terrible strike at 
Lyon~ that furnished the motto for the. fearful 
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insurrectjon' _of Ju~e 1848 in Paris, "vivre en 
travai'Ilant ou mourir en combattant." The year 
1833 w;ts full of strikes; in I845 there were those 
'of the ·carpenters of Paris, and two years before· 
.there was one of miners at Rive de Gier: , 

But the subordinate character of the Continental 
manufacturing industry, the lower education of the. 
working clas~es, and th\! mixture of political ideas 
of the Utopian tradition of the socialism of Fourier 
or Sai~t-Simon, all these were reasons why the 
EQglish should beat the head of the movement, 
although they were confined within the coasts of 
Great Britain. The idea of giving an international 
Ciharacter to trades unions, so as to impart a 
cosmopolitan design to any industrial· movement, 
was first put into shape at the banquet at St. 
Mart,in's Hall i~ . 1864, a ·few months after the 
passing in France of thelaws of constitutions that 
g~ve a legal. character to strikes. This new right 
of workmen to resist collectively, initiated by 
Great Britain, was now adopted on the Continent, 
and was a~mitted explicitly or tacitly into all 
countries, so as to allow combinations of workmen 
to deliberate and suspend \Vork in common, with 
,the object o{ obliging employers to grant better 

' ... 
terms. 

l[, as Max Wirth says, the theory be true that 
wages should rise and fall wi~h· the prices of 
produce, it is a matter of fact that the market for 
labour does not _correspond with the fluctuations 
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in what it produces. During the yery frequent. 
periods of fluctuation the masters; however. sharp. 
they may be at reducing wages, are naturally inoie 
forgetful h1 'increasing them: And• particularly in 
countries in which . the price ·of the. circulating 
medium wf.ere paper money reigns keeps changing; ' 
and where prices oscillate violently, the disad~ 
vantages for the operative' are considerable. 

'The constitutional charter for· ~tr!kes in .the. 
'industrial laws' of our century is formulated' in ,the 
words'· of the learned· · German inquirer into the'. 
Labour Acts of the nineteenth ·century. 'But the, 
truth is that, if the first c~eative idea· of trades 
unions rose no higher th3:n an endeavour to keep. 
up. a standard of wages, the. result has been iii the 
second half . of· the century .to internationalise 
industrial competition, to put an end to repeated· 
strikes, to reform'. the legislations of States, .. to 
bring the Republic of 1848 to· a cri;is,. to give a· 
socialistic character to the secc;>nd French Empire, 
to set the systematic: German 'to work, al)d alto-·. 
gether to. present the labour movement with an . 
ampler programme in scenes and in' ac;tors. . . . 

. In the inteni'al between the London Exhibition · 
of 1851 and the 'banquet of St. Martin's .Hall in' 
1864. strikes both in Britain "B:nd on the· Contin~ni: 

· assumed a general char~ctey, 'happened more than . 
. once, and distinguished ·themselves by coming out· 

victorious. . . . ..... · . 

. , In .• Belgium there were in thes~ thi~teen years .· 
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446 cases. of strikes before' the courts o[Jaw. ·. In 
:Britainr besides the. strikes of i:he building· trades . 

. in !859 and• r86r, there were very pronounced. 
ones in min~s lind nietal working: in 1853 it was 
l:h~ 'Leeds. and' Durham colliers;· in· 1858 the 

·· Yorkshiremen ~ith. ro,ooo out on strike; in 1862 
it \i>-as the foundrymer\ at Chatham and at Leeds ; · 
and. in r863 and r864 there was a general strike 

• ofcoal~miners all through the Uriited Kingdom. 
As· may' be s~en, then., England was already at the 
he?-d of a ·moveme!'lt which, with some additional 

· characteristics, . was extending itself · to · other · 
countries. . . . 

The organisation .of the International, the pub. 
lication. of the gos~1 of the workman, Dis Kapital, 
'by Karl. Marx, and the· adhesion· of· the French .. , ' . . . 
operatives and Radicals to the new sect, are the 
principal f~cts in the new phase of the movement . 

.. At the same time that a universal ·trades union 
was founded, obliging all ·nations to enter upon 
c~mmon obligations, appeared the . book destined 

. to furnish the. economic theory and history ~f this. 
·revolution, which arose in England spontaneously 
of its own ac~orcl after the application of machinery 
to industry. 

Karl Mane has raised himseif head and shoulders · 
.. above the rest as a sort· of' pope· of the· poor. A . 
. powerful writer, endowed with the. most ample . 
kn~wledge, and an extraordinary power of general·· 
i~ing what · he . knows, be . has written a book . 
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'heralding a new era to the poor. His teaching, 
now well known, may be summed up as follo:ns :-' 

· Given the money ·vaiue of merchandise, it is seen 
that the workman gets a small. ·portion as hi$ 

· wages.· Why? · Because the. capitalist has in .. his, 
keeping the machinery and instruments of labour, 
without· which production is impossible, and the 
withholder of this monopoly, as it were, takes 
a portion of the whole value which should. 'legiti-' 
mately belong to the W!Jrkman; who is tl)e sole 
producer. 

The substance·of_capital,. moreover, is .not de
stroyed, a mistake maintained by the errors and 
blindness of hist~ry, and absurd ' bY the side of 
critical econoll}y. Hencfl perhaps the sanction for· 
the social war. Strikes, established and render~d 
passive by the establishment of a general union .of 
workp~ople, will go on clipping and ·reducing till 
they have clipped .away· entirely that which may 
be called the tax levied by capital on production, 
ancl. till· they give the .. entire product to labour. 

· Buildings, machi!lery, and tools, instead: of being 
private property, will have to pass into a: common 
ownership, towards which and with. which work
pe~ple will direct their efforts . 

. This doctrine is called 'Collectivis1n, and is a sort. 
of rejuvenescence of what used to be called Come 
munism. Transpl~~ted· on to the C~ntinent, th~. 
l<ibour. war .·soon acquired a. general . and ideal. 
character incomprehensible in Britain" The 
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.German gave his· contribution to it, as a revindi
cation of oldtimes, and applied it to the whole 
world ;. and Marx came with his mathematical" 
and. abstract mind, dry and mattc~-of-fact, to 
~ucceed the poetical prophecies of the sanguine 

-optimism of Lassalle, who appeared to many as 
.the Messiah of the new· religion. Marx was its 
·.St. Augustine, the pillar of its doctrine .. 
' Up to that. time Germany did not count for 
much in the world, just as a few years afterwards 
if got to count. There was at the time we speak 
-of no empire or even. great nation, ready and 
willing to compete with Britain and France in the 
industrial market. · France. was still foremost in . 

. ·Europe, the Empire holding· the sceptre ·of inter-
~ational policy, though perhaps beginning to feel 
some difficulty in the position.. Paris was still the 
capital of European policy, and France, thanks to 
imperial rule, made herself a serious competitor 
with British manufacture. It was necessary, there
fore, . that the new doctrine should make itself 
thoroughly well appreciated in Paris, if it wanted 
to conquer the world.· The old dreams of Fourier 

. and Saint-Simon, who addled French. brains in the 
first half of the century, bad broken up altogether, 
not so much Under the muskets of 1848 as under 

· that invincible critic and puller-down, Proudhon ; 
. yet there were 'here and there a few, brought up 

with a talent for conspiracy, who still held to the 
fragments of the illusions that had gone to pieces ; 

• ' Q 
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. and from the· criticisms of. Proudhon, in So many 
ways like the new gospel ·of Marx\ there arose . 
fresh disciples and ·enthusiasts .in successive layers 
of theory. There was; too; in France that which 
has been from all time a characteristic -of the Gaul, . 
a ~hildish spirit of opposition;. intensified. by .the 
victories of Republican Liberalism over the Empire . 
and· the . instinct o'f political and revolutionary: 
cabal. 

The result of all. thiS wa~ .that the Inteniational, ' 
the child of: British. trades unions,·. drilled and 
disciplined theoretically .and practically' by German 
method, became' in Paris a.•revol~tionary s,o~iety .. · 
In face of this m~w gospel it 'became necessary' to 

. abolish the Empire and to create a new France and 
a new Europe; in fact to crea,te a·. new world. ·all 
over again upon the smoking ruins· of tire Totten 
old one. When once fairly_ .roused,_ French 
.imagination took the bit between its teeth, 
· ·By· the side of the· International, which· was a 
society ~ore or less legal, 'tliere was a. secret'· one 
in which the initiated learnt the whole of the real. 
pbject of a doctrine,c ancL the complete design. of ·. 
the edifice of which the rules of the International· 
were merely the scaffolding. In this- society, the 
~lliance, were united the flower of French Jacobin- ': 
.Ism, the people who had been passed .through the 
mill c:if pr~vio1:1s revolutions, and ·the illustrious. 
among the few anarchists. · The missionaries 
scattered. themselves ' all over Europ~,. secretly 
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ann()U~ci~g tli{glad tidings. There ·was. no capital 
city without federations of the .International,· by 
whose side· sat invisible section~ of the Alliance of 

.. th~ initiated;. It held them even as far-away as. 
· Lisbon.· After the now historic :banquet ·at· St. 
· Martin's Hall, t\lere were the Congresses of Geneva 
in. x864·and.1866, of.Lausanne.in 1867, and.of 

<13russels,. iri. 1867, :proclaiming everyw\lere and 
< • I , • I . l 

openly the doctrine of Collectivism, that is, the · 
~:~~cessity for getting rid ()f the present · possessors 

.of factories and· of all machinery and plant, which 
. should become common property;· as well as the 
. transfer to the State of all mln~s, quarri~s, railways, · 
. forests, and farrrl-lands. . The Franco~German war· 
. came about, and the resti]t.' of the new character 
, takep by the social war ~as the tragic conflict 
with the Pa~is Commune in '1871, m which every
thing finished in fire' and blood: but subseq~ent· 
history took a more peaceful line. 
:, ·And, ·now that ·we have gone. aside out of the 

.'road and strayed so far among the briars and 
bushes, we must strllggle along' the path till we. 

ccome out be(ore we ca~ go J;>ack on to the high 
road to England, 
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CONTINUATION 

AFTER the catastrophe in Paris, which was ·for -
the Collectivism of Marx what the days of June · 
1848 were for the doctrines of Sai!lt-Simon, there 
came on the scene some entirely new pieces. The 
social democracy; instead of coming victorious 'out 
of the battle, endured . the hardest blows ... In" 
France:the Republic was instal1eci, but' by the .side · 
of· it . in Germ-any there arose a· formidable empire, 
the· arbiter of the destinies of· Europe. • The .. · 
deposition qf. Paris·· as the centre -of_ politics,_ and 

··hi the treaty of Frankfort 'the subordinat~on of· 
France in industria1 matters, were the consequences . 
of the great war, and the empire erected in Ger" 
many and solidified._ by frussia constituted itself a 
powerful industrial machine, having in frqnt of jt 
not only an·. Emperor wh9 inherited the autocratic 
traditions of the ways . of Prus~ia; but alsq a 
Chancellor who was a disciple· of Lassalle,. and 

. ,proposed. to cope with the question of poverty for 
the protection of the State and tinder 'the sanction · 
of .authori,ty. 
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Int~rmitionillism, as it was understood before 
r87 r, that is, the republic of toil, having Paris for 
its ·capital, and a' revolutionary democra<;y with 

·French. notions for. its ideal; ·passed away. into 
history; though I do not mean t~ say that when 
the· International was dismembered and the secret 
societies prosecuted, the hopes of Collectivi~m had·. 

·vanished from the minds of the poor: · The societies , 
came to an end, but. tlieir 'doctrine did' not. The 
action of r~pressive Jaws, th~. benefit of pr~tective . 
cones, the preaching of State' and Christian social-· 
isllJ, none- of these things sufficed in Germany to · 
hinder the appearance. ofepisodes of industrial 
war, or . the growing importance of social demo-

' cracy: The strike at Margarethe in Westphalia 
·was. the beginning of .an already long history for 
· France, Great Britain, and Belgium. In ·I 882 the 
. coal-miners ·of Dux and Brux in Bohemia struck, · 
with serious encounters w!th the military. In r885 . 

. the stonemasons in Berlin. struck, and there were 
strikes· at BrUnn. In Westphalia; a mining and 
metal-working. district, one may say that there 

'was a strike everY, year, and that order was due to 
the rifles of the. military, as it was at the 'weiJ
known settlement of disputes at Warsaw. 

. I~ Enghind the series of strikes never comes to 
an end; but with the good sense 'of th~ English 
the trades unions do not ail ow themselves to ·be 
lulled into the sleepy dreams of the International.· 

· They continue to exerCise their regular and normal · 
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fun~tions, t~king the sid~ of the workqiim wherev_er .. 
· there is a dispute . . , . 

· · Continuin,g the.'his.toryinterrupted in. the·.'year 
'of ~he banquet at S.t. Martin's Hall, we llndthe 
coal and iron miners striking in 1865, ;and the:'i:oal
miners at it again in- 1867 in Y6rkshire; and ii1. 
1868, 1871, 1875! ISJ7, ~nd evett after ·that; all . 
over Wales. The· dockers · ~ose ·in 1867 on ; the 
Clyde, in i872 ·in r:oncion, an'd ai differeht times · 
elsewhere, up to the serious'strike twci·,y~ars ago, 

. which was appeased by the intervention of Cardinal· 
Manning. The glass"workers' struck in r868, and · 
the London btiilders in: 18iz _arid 187'7. . . The 
cotton-spinners and· weavers, 'the class · among · 
whorri commenced in. 1810 the 'rnove~e~t o(the: 
work!l)an asserting himself, rose- in , Belfast to the, 
number of 40,000 in 1874; iri order .to declare, four 

'years later~ a monster strike that included . the 
·whole qf Lancashire as welL · . · 
... The Economist, in. recounting_ the·· number of 
strikes in·Great Britain; puts them down as 191 iri . 
r877, 267 inl878, and 327. in 187~, principally in, 
the mining; mebil:, building, and textile industries. ' 

, The movement grew: ·And if· at the. present tirtle 
such enqrmous strikes arise of. an' -almost. tragic · 
chanicter; it is because to these great conflicts there 

·are superadded the power and the education of the . 
workmen and the. intervention of the Government; 
which. nowherec is .. more real; ·~ore practical, and 
more efficacious than in Great Bdi:ain. · 

'· 
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Nowhere, also, does the Central Government 
count for less than in the United States; and in 
proportion ~s the American Republic _~pproxi-

. mated to. the condition of things existing in 
,Europe in. indl!strial . progress and in density of 
population, there were necessarily repeated on the 
other side. the. Atlantic. the phenomena that arose 

· on .this. They r~peated· thelllselves and they still 
· r!!peat ' themselves, but ..yith an extravagantly 
. original character, the outcome both of the. \vant of 
. unity among the . people, the. liberty' existing. for 
·producing originalities, of the absence of tradition, 
and of the tpuch of madness that lurks behind the· 

, practical. genius iri every A,nglo-S<!-xon brain. In 
r86g one Steven~, a journeyman tailor, ·conceived 
th~ idea c;>f .f'oJlnding the " K,nights of Labour," a 
·.society composed. of three-fourths workmen and 
one-fourth middle-class people, to the exc.lusion of 

· medi~almeri,.lawyers,Stock-Exch~nge speculators, 
'and keepers of drink-shops. The object consisted 
in the defence of the interests of labour by associ
ation, like .trades unions. in general, and especially 
in tpe equalisation -of .men and women's wages. 
The means· consisted· in strikes as the practical, 
and in the· exercise cif their voting powers as the 
theoretical. · ·rn ~ few months the society counted 
several . millions,· without distinction· of race or 
sex.· 

In 1876-77 appeared in. the United States the 
great railway strike that extended . from shore to 
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shore, from New York to San Francisco; in_ 1883 
the. telegraphists struck; in 188(i the tramway. 
people of New York, and afterwards· the railway 

· servants. The :I( nights of Labour·. thus shook 
society -by attacking it .forcibly at the same time· 
that they stirred up strikes in the· min~sof.coal
and metals. In, -1880 it was the mines .of Pennsyl
vania; in 1882 those of Maryland; in 1884 the' 
smelting furnaces in Massachusetts; in, r885 the 
coal-mines of Pittsburg and _the forges of Ohio and. 
Penn~ylvania. 

- In Belgium the year i867 saw the terrible. s~rike · 
. of Marchie~ne-le-Pont; 1869, that at Cockerill's 
works at Seraing, when the workmen stoned __ the 
troops at night, and, after 'rifle-volleys, the cavalry. 
fell upon the mob sword in han'd; and the infantry . 
cleared the streets with .fixed bayonets, leaving· 
heaps of dead ... ·It was at the time of the· hopes of 
miraculous redemption through the International,· 
the forerunner-of the Commune of Paris and the
'echo of the strike at Roubaix,. which is written· in 
history. Afterwards, in 1876, carne the strike at 
Charleroi' as a wave of the earthquake of 1875 in 
Wales .. In 1884 the glass-workers of Charleroi 
came upon the scene. 

Let us cross, the frontier and come into France, 
where the strikes at Roubaix in 18t;);, at Ricamaric 

· in i869, and lastly at Crenzot ·in 1870, 9n the eve 
of the war,- precipitated the mqyement, adulter
ated with ·political · · i~trigues and . inflamed . by 
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revolqtionary ·agitators. At Roubaix the manu
facturers had ·introduced i~proved looms that 
economised ·hand labour. One workman could 
seive two looms instead of one. Hence there 
were demands for increased wages on account 
of the economy. As soon as this · was refused 
the factories were given up to riot. There were 

·more than 2S,ooo workpeople out on strike. The 
authorities asked for reinforcements of troops from 
Lille, but before the troops arrived there 'were 
hours of unrestrained tumult. The people -broke 

. into the factories; broke the new looms in pieces, 
· sacked and burnt the houses of two· manufac

turers, and gave vent to the suppressed hatred 
. of many years, as in the servile wars, or in the 

Middle Age facqueries. 
After the tragedy of r87I there were no more 

. strikes in France for fiye years ; but afterwards, in 
1876, the carpenters rose, and the Paris cabinet
makers in ::r886 and r882. In 1878 there' were 
monster strikes at Decazeville and Anzin, repeated 
in 1884 and 1886, and at Commentry in r88r. 
Th-ese were the events in mining and metalfurgy, 
and in the textile industries in I ~79 the canuts of 
Lyons struck, and in 1882 the weavers of Roanne 
and Besseges. . · - -· -

. · · The Statistiqtte generate de. !a France acknow~ · 
ledges in the following' numbers the extension, 
duration, and numerical importance of French 
strikes in the last few years-
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Number of Number of 
Year. Strjkes., c Strikers. 

1882 ' ... 182 -42,156 
1883. ' 144 ••• J 32,<)08 ... 

. 1884 .90 ... ··.· .:: 23,702 ' 
1885 ... .. ... J08 . '16,671. 
1886 ... . .. '161 .... . .. 19,556 
1887 108 . ... ,-_ 10,~17· 

The rtumbe~ ~f dq.ys' work lost.in I88;i~ calcu
lated at 87,803, and iii 1886 at 445,974- The strike 
at· Decazevill~ ·in 1886, ·defiled by the ·11-ssassin-. 
_aticm of M .. Watrin, engineer, al~ne accounted· fo( 
240,0QO days. The two most important strikes in 
1866, next to that of Dedzeville, were that' of' th~· 
wea~ers' of ,Amplepuis with a:. loss o( 45,60? (Jays,. 
and of Saint~Quintin with .18,122, _.The. largest in 
188j were thoseof th~ spinners o(Roubaix, .of 
the weavers of Arm'entieres,' and or' tbe millers of 
Revia and Lai~on in the Ardennes.· · . . 
. In France, as· in Great. Bdtain and everywhere 

. else,' ~he; frequency:_ and magnitude iof strikes: is 
· diminishing. Why ? · · · · · · 

. This is what we shall study a little further on. 
'•. ,. .· . ' . ·- ' -, ' 
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. · WE ·have emim~rated the b~ttles and. counted 
'the losses: .·If any one. set. ou~ 'to c~lculate the 

· sum tota!'of.days' work lost by the workpeople in 
their successive campaigns in the.· social war, ·he 
would' arrive ~t fab.ulous a:momits; tending towards 

, the conclusion that this process of strike is funda.
mentally ·ruinous, arid finding· an-argument 'in the 
comparative ·peace of the last few years : it would 

· be the · consequences that haire_ followed' the dis-
. Illusion of the working classes.' · 

. NoJ .this is. just. what ·statistics refute' in· the. 
following manner'. Iri his History of Prices, the 
·c~lebrated English statistician; Mulhall, presents 
the folio~lng table' ofthe wages of different trades 
in Great Britain at the times stated; which embrace. 
the pe~iod oftheindustria!' ~ar we have already. 
looked aL ' · · · · · 

Smiths,· 
Stonemason::; .. 
Carpenters ..... 
Tinmen 
Spinners ... 
Farm-labourers 
Shepherds .. .' · 

····. .... 
..... . .. -

. Shillings per week. · 
: fi78o) (t820) (t88o) 

' .• , I7 24 . 32 
I7 25 35 

• .•. IS 20 20 
· IS 25 . 35 
. I2 . I6. 24 

8 I2 20. 
-... 6 .s . IS· 

235 
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It is obviously not eno~gh. to state the rises jn 
wages, it is also necessary to take· into consider" 
ation the proportions they bear ,to the. prices of· 
the · pri[\cipal necessities; ·and in , face of this 
Mulhall calculates· that a carpenter, for instance, 

· could buy in 
· (178o) (1820). (188o) . 

Meat (pounds). 10 10 16 
Butter , 5 .s 8 
Sugar ,; . s s . 8 
Bread· , .... 70 .. 70 ' 100 
Coal (hundredweight) 2 '2 2 

and that these articles, relatively .to the prices of 
them, .represent in pence in 

(178o). (182_0) . (188or 

Meat ... 30 so 130 
Butter ... 30 so • 96 
Sugar · ... 22 24 22 

Bread ·.' .. So 100 100 
Coal.;. 18 !6 .. 12 

!80 240 360 

From whiCh the inference is that the British work
man could buy in I 88o, with. his week's wages, 44 ~ 
per 'cent. more of the necessaries .of life· than he 
could in the previ9us century. But· on the other 
hand, as house tent tripled in the same pe.riod, the 
44 mustbe.reduced to 20. . 

This is the practical result of the British trades 
unions, it being the fact that in spite of t)le better 
terms obtained by the working classes, and in ·spite 
of the strikes that constitut~ the costs ·of the' ;war,· 
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British . irtdu~try, notwithstanding . the· growing 
· competition· of. continental nations a,nd the . wide· 
· extent of protection; has not failed to progress. 
This is'the known proof ofi;he fact that strikes of 
workmen have. been successful. in equalising the 

. terms of labour and capital in Great Britain with
out prejudice to economy of production. 
· Mulli.alt' says that wages of every kind went up 
about 40 per cent, between 1850 and 188o, as an 
averager over the civilised world.- Some, he adds, 

· attribute the increase to the consequence ·of the 
discoveries of gold in' California and Australia, 
oth!!rs to the. spread of general education, and 
others to industrial expansion and the greater 

·amount of work that can be -performed. It, how
ever, appears more probable to me that it is the 
consequence of railways, by facilitating emigration, 

. and. permitting those who wanted better wages to 
go .where they were to be 1"ound .. · There can be 
no doubt that emigration was a necessary factor 
in the calculation, but it is obvious that if the 
endeavours of the working classes to obtain better 
·wages can be satisfied-by emigration, the masters 
· have hastened to satisfy their demands, to prevent 
their own ruin, ·before the emigration has taken 
place. As to ourselves,_ it is- evident that the 
increase of . the _nett balance 'in wages in Europe 
and the United States proceeds most decidedly 
from the movement of the ·resistance of the classes 
in question, which bas been formally denounced in 
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this century; which does not by any m¢ans intend 
·to convey the inference 'either' that the workman 
is able arbitrarily to 'alter the inevitable condition' 
of the labour market, or that etiligration ancj. other. ; 
ascertained causes may be 'without their value .in. 
contributing to the results stated. · · 
. · Tht?. rise of wages in Grea~ Britain and France 
between I 840 and 1 88q is expressed in the' follow~ 
ing figures-· · ' · 

GREAT .BRITAIN. 

Smiths 
· StOnemasons 
Carpenters 
Tinmen 
Spinn~rs ... :. 

'•. 

smiths •••. 
StonemaSons · 
Carpenters 

. Tinmen 
·Spinners 

'. ' '· .- r-
. Pence per day. . · 

(r&!o) ·. (r86o) · (rBBo) 

42 56 .' .64 
46 . 6o.' 70 
40 50''6o 

'44 . 6o .. 70: 
···• .. 36,. 40 48 

FRANCE, 
·. ' · t · .- P.ence per da.y. . , 

(r84o). (r88o) •· 

... 25 35' ... _.· .... ' ••.. 22 35 . 
•.• 22. · · 35 

...... .... 22 33' 
... 2_4 36 .. 

The average rise from I 840 _is In thes~ li.ve tr~des 
respectively 45, 55, 5.5. 55, and .42 pe~ ·c~nt., a rise' 
all . the more important since the prices of:neces~· 
s.aries, except those .of meat; butter, and wine, went . 

. down. lhis explains the enormous increase .of 
business all oyer Europe; since the·. phenomena 
s~udied in Great Britain· and France have'. been.· 
general over the Continent .. · .. 
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:Accqrding,to the CensuiReports,o£ the United 
-states, the average :Wages since r 850 have increased-

-_jn the· following scale, when .reduc;ed to British 
.m.o!ley-

'1850' 
186o 

' 1870 
188o 

·Pounds ·Pence 
(per year) (per day) 

.• ,. ... 51 . . '40 
61 48 

.... 69 53 
·'· ... :: 73 5? 

The increase is also 44 per cent., as in Europe_: the 
Knights of Labour obtained results, identical' with' 
those got by i:radesunions. Nevertheless; work is 
more remun~rative i~ the United States, pecause 
the balance ~f wages left is greater ther~, as is seen 
.bv the following table-'- · · · 

Great 'Britain 
.. France 
Germany. 
Belgiwn .... 
Italy ... 
Spain .. ~· 

Europe, average 
United States. 
Australia- ...... 

.; .· 

..... , 
.··· . 

Shillings per week. 
Wages. Food. Balance left. 

31 14 ' 17 
21 12 I 9 
-16 10. 6 . 

. ·2'? 12 8· 
15 '9·' '6 
16 10 ' 6 

20 
... - 48' 
.. : '4o· 

II 9 ~ 
16 . 32 
12 28 

Mulhall.says 'that· the condition of the workpeople 
-can alone.be considered satisfactory when a day~s 
wages,. represents' more than. two 'days'' cost of 
food ; .and this is what is found in England, where 

.. the. baiance· ,represents 55 and food 45 out of a 
.total of ·roo; and· in Australia and the United· 
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States, where the balance rises respectively to: 'jo 
and 67, . 

As a matter o~ fact, the author to_; whom we 
have referred says in conclusion, that so' far -from 
the masters defrauding the workmen It is evident 
that, normally in Great Britain, and one may say 
in Europe in general, the share. of the capitalist is 
reduced to the_ minfmum, be}ow which ·the- return 
would nofmake it worth while to invest capital in 

. industrial undertakings, 
In France,_ Germany, and -other countries in 

which capital brings more interest than in Great 
Britain, it is clear that the_ share' of the capitaiist 
must be greater,and therefore that of ~he work~ 
man less, for· the- same price of the. sale- ~f the 
product. And if this fixed quantity be altered on 
account of having to_ pay duty, the price being 
artificially raised, the increased dearness ·of ·living 
reduces the nett balance, even if the rate of daily 
wages be raised. 

Moreover, to bring to an end the many figures 
I have quoted, we must agree as to the ·efficacy 
and sureness of the means employed: by the work
ing classes to insure getting their due share oJ the 
prices of manufactured· articles. The strikes of 
this century have act~ally resulted in- increasing 
wages about one-haif -more thari they were ; 
reducing, so to speak, the profit on' manulacturing · 
industry to the level of 'the price .of money, 'Or 
interest. -
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_· . If the" increase of wages is not equal to the 
balance left after necessaries have been bought, 
·this does not come from the dearness ofthe latter, 
but from the exorbitant price of dwelling-houses 
in towns. The construction of workmen's. quarters, 
and still mo"re the decentralisation of factories in 
the directi"on of the country, would be the natural 

· and necessary ·corrective .. · 
· However, if the efficacy of workmen's buildings 

be taken for· granted, the figures themselves show 
us the reason why strikes· do not no\v take the 
serious form or the size and frequency that they did 
thirty years ago. It is because they have cured 
many faults, and made the . relations of capital 
and labour come to something like a natural pro~ 
portion, teachi~g "an those interested "in the conflict, 
whether masters cir men, how to ·avoid abusing, 
the former the power money gave them, and the 
latter the power they have acquired by force. · 

Under the shadow of the laws that alloweii 
unions of workmen, there expanded" in a inore .or 
less disorderly way associations for the purpose 
of resistance, and places of resort' promoted or 
patronised by them. . 

·The imagination rose, and its ideal got exagger~ 
ated :· out of a merely practic~l question there grew 

·a programme of social regeneration ; the plan of 
campaign was generalised everi as far as the im
mediate suppression of industrial capital in favour 
~f Collectivist expropriation ; and the field of action 

. R 
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was enlarged as far as the dream of a cosmopolitan 
operative scheme by uniting people_ of all countries 
in the. bonds of the -Iilternatioria!. This scheme 
came to pieces in a tempest· of fire .and blood, of 
devastation and death. · · · 

' The peace of the next few years. after· 1871, a · 
·peace resulting from disorder and fatigue,'· suc
ceeded the former state .of ideal intoxication. The 
working 'classes,. each in his :own. country,' were . 
associated to · protect their · own interests ·.in a . 
manner. within the bounds. of possibility. · But the 
~ar of 1870 resulted in Ger~any entering the mer~: 
(:antile world·-with· the power. of a great empire, ' 
and the political hegemony . exercised :.by her in 
Europe for twenty• year~ at least, put into tlie mind · 
of the Emperor the' possibility of· e'xercising it in 
the industrial economy of the· world, il) '.order to 
thus satisfy the mysterious longings of his nature, 
the traditions of his .dynMty,: and at the siirn'e time_ 
the difficl!lties raised before him • by. the poverty of 
numerous classes injured by; the' dearness of· th~ 
produce ·bought abro_ad . in' British,· .French,: and 
Belgian marketS.'·. · .· . 

That was the fneanl~g of the. so .·much talked of 
Conference at Berlin in x8gci. • If it had -riot been 
.limited to the platonic expression: of the good· 
· wishes o£ an innocent love .for mimkilld, and if.' it •· 
had risen to :the hopes of .its designers, it would 
have been another edition: of. the International; but 
one contracted not by anarchist democracy, but-by, 

~· . . . -
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· ~r~an ·official soCialism .. The 'industrial economy 
ofEutqpe would have !Jecome subject, in so far as 

.'labour: is· tonce~ned, to international agreements ; 
. and. >the ·mandates of those treaties that were al-
ready sought to be putinforce to the extent of 
fixing the· day's work universally at eight hours,
would necessarily inark ·the· point of departure for 
still more important measures. · 
· . ·if from this point of view the Berlin Conference 
entirely mi~carried, it is nelierthele~ impossible to 
contest its success as. a 'measure of the current 
modes of. thought. The social war, the appearance. 
of. the'' Fourth Estate," socialism; and aU the rest of. 
it that has for ·not much less tha~ thiity years con
stituted a real fear, passed in 1890 into a condition 
.bf current events to be discussed in international 

· .assemhli~s attended, if not patronised, by Govern
_ments that ··unanimously recognised in· Bt;rlin, by 
.the'mei-e fact of Bending their delegat~s there, how 
·much the. question of th~ poorer classes was worthy 
of careful.study, : And particuiarly with regard to 
·~he ph~nome~oil of strikes it is convenient to ~ote 
. how everywhere there are extending Boards of Con
. ciliation, mixed jurie~ ·composed of masters. and· 
'Workmen, for the' purpose of settling quarrels and 
avoiding conflicts.· They are justices qf tfte peace, 
or' conciliators, an institution that arose in Portugal 

· in.ISI9 .. in the. time of King Dom Manuel, and in • 
. France with the Revolution ... They are also ·arbi-
. trators in cases where people 'tannot agree ; and in 

. ' .• I - ' . - \ 
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. this consists. the new character of the institution 
first created_ in France in i8o6 for the city 'of 
Lyons, with the _object of set~ling the frequent 
quarrels betw-een masters and men in the ·silk~ 
weaving t~ade· so 'well known in histocy. It was 
from this example that when the industrial war · 
broke oui: in_ the second half .of .this century 
France sought the m'odel 'of the general laws of 
June 1, 1853,• June 4, 1864; ~ebruary 7, 188o,. and. 
December 10, 1884- · On June 29, I89o, Germany 
voted the· law that extended· the jurisdiction of 
boards of conciliation to the whole emP,ire by giv
ing them __ the unity that was wanting in the first 
four different kinds'-common, district, corporation, 
and arbitr'a.ting-_ instituted in the dlfferent States of 
the Empire, . ·. · 

. Agreement by iubitratiori is the solution of the. 
conflicts betweeri labour and capital, .the two _being 
·thus· legally pla<;ed on the same ·level. "Justice
side5 with no party, and the la\v has preference for 
no· class," is,·according to Montesquieu, the juridical 
expression of the relation of the 'circumstances. 
To consider a strike to be a crlni.e, as it used to be, 
is ·now impossible, since people have got -more 

· democratic on :_the one hand, and since on .the 
·other hand they -unite to carry on trade mono
. polies, combinations, and syndicates, without th~ 

. interference o'f the law: -!he individual selfishness 
that· inspired legislation proved -in this case (and 
not only in .this case) to be non-existent. 
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.Strikes being divested of their illegal character, 
•it was useless to try to-hinder. them forcibly by 
. means of the police, because in societies in which 
the origin of power has been in freely-expressed 
opinion taken through· votes, i:10 attempt at tyranny 

. is able to justify itself, and no irregular oligarchy 
can get a permanent. footing. 
· · Strikes; in fine, recognised at . first in societies 
whose very notion o( existence and progress is 
through competition; and authorised by the law, 
are propagated and generalised . with the result 

·that we have observed. The· poorer classes, how~ 
ever, have drawn from the result inadmissible 

· inferences whenever they have imagined that if 
strikes are repeated, not for the. purpose of defend
ing thre~tened interests or for ·lawful assertion of 

·rights, .but in. ·order to ,set classes by the ears, it 
would hurry on the moment for the erection of the 
. Fourth Estate and the establishment of Collectivist 
. institutions. · 

· The truth js that no one of. the great hi~toric 
revolutions. vindicated · its .rights without the in
dispensable preparation of bloodshed •. But it is 
nevertheless the truth· that the poorer classes have 
never .been able, for many and different reasons, 
to abolish the system of capital in which. Europe 
exists, through the political incapacity peculiar to · 
the working classes ; through the impossibility of 
fusing into one community the colonies .that produce 
all the necessaries of life and all raw produce, and 
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through· the consequently indispensable iriterven" 
tion of' mercantile speculation in a trading- com
munity; through 'the energy ofthe nationill genius 

' in civilised' countries setting itself ~gainst making' 
' labour. a cosriwpolitan affair;· and through :the 
unpreparedness· of the,··agriFultural labourers. to' 
'co~operate with the industrial; · · · 

. However; contending for ·shorter· hours· ,of work 
·. and' increased :-vages, against machinery that coinc 
petes with them, against oppressive 'penaities, and· 
· ag~inst deceptive. protective institutions (co-oper- • 
ative stores, building societies; etc. )/under pretence 
of which.' .capital made 'money when ' it got the ' 
chance'; trying, ih nne, to' raise' the m~ral and' in" ' 
tellectuallevel, and as much as possible the wages 
'of' work, by means of confliCt when conflict is 
necessary; thi~ is the fruitful and.victorious.mission' 
of .i:he movement the ·study of whiCh we have ,pur
sued as a consequence of having talien 'up th~t-of · 
trades unions in Great Britain. · 
··But above ev~rything' else, to put all into one, as 

it w~re,· is the increase oL wages, . be~a~se .. most.· 
. assertions of rights ·resolve themselves into this ; 
· and jncrease o.f.wages is liinited by the conditions . 
.of the market for produce. · 'Directly 'the _capital 
invested 'in indust.rY does not ·produce a ·profit 
equal to the current ·rate • of interest on inoney, 
industry· 1~nguishes·, trade disappears,· and wo~k~ · 
m~n .are obliged to emigrate .. They cannot ever 
succeed in' doing away .with capit~l :_ they, only 
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~ake it flow in some. o(i ,t dir,ection th 
·work. A strike is a sword with two ea . 
. is badly handled, it i~ liable to kill the holder. 

·. ·The growing cap~·city of the working Classes, . 
re,Sult of democratic lif'" and of the social war itself, 
their having managed to get as wages a relatively 
larger share of the profit of what they m~ke ; the 
still su,stained ideal of a, Collectivist society, .and 
being sa; armed .as to take .advantage of each 
move_;' a!~ this .causes those nations that. live ,Pri~
cipally by exporting their manufactures to suffer 

, I 

.a. social and economic discomfort only cured by 
the remedy of emigratio11. This is :what has .long 
happened in Great Britain; and is now largely in
. fluencing Germany, It is to this especially that 
must be attributed . the 'revolution in ideas as .to 
.foreign trade, . the· prefere~'ce · fot: protection.ist 
doctrili.es being now found everywhere. To pro
tect the, ho~e marke~ for home 'pr?duce rightly 
seems of the first consequence to statisticians, be

. cause in the home ~arket it is easier to alter the 
prices .9r Eroducts anc:l mitigate the ambition of 
work-people without . annihilating industries that 

. cannot help, .to sustain the contest because they 
, are subject to the competition of foreign prices. 

. So, from the movement begun 'in ·our. century, 
an~ '\Vhic;h. undoubt,edly wiil be more marked in 
the next, there must result, .. so far as we. are con

' cer~ed,' the .. general nationalisation of industries, 
· ~ach country· consuming. its own produc~ . and 
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throu h ~ . wha~.)~ I . Insta~ces like tha~ of. 
. g_:Jltam, an 'Immens~ factory that provides 

tlonAoi-ld with. manufactures, and· receives ba,ck 
~~m it food and raw material, are evidently .facts· 
~ . . - ' 

' opposed to social and economic nature, let _them 
take whatever derivation. they may from the con

. ditioris. of mineral natur~. 
On the other hand, nationalising industries, and . 

. at th~ sa:me tilp.e . bettering the' education of the · 
working cla~ses and increasing industrial and com
mercial civilisation ~nder the capitalist rule we· are 
living under, will cause a day to come, it is easy to 
foresee; in which; what with credit and co-opera
tion, the workers will . dispense with interest-earn
ing capital,' that is to say, with. the individual 

. possessi?n of it. . 
In one word, with the view that the entire pro

duct of work should belong to the. working _cla~ses, 
they, from the nature of thei~ moral · and intel~ 

lectual training, must necessarily t01ke :different 
. lines from that. of considering capital as. indis- . 
pensable to industry. If not, all revolutions ~re · 

' meaningless ; but after this view. i~ w~ll ~stabli;hed; 
resistance to it will be in vain. · · · · 
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Vl~lT TO · WHITECHAPEL 

. . THE great ~nemy of the d~cisiv'e victory of the 
poor in Great Britain will- be iii the vice inherent' 
in. the fundamental quality of the race_:_animal 
energy. · The vice is intemperance. . 
· lt is the viCe of all classes-not of the poor only. 

It is accentuated.by misery; it is true, but it· also. 
flourishes in the bosom or- opulence. · It takes 
~icilent hold ofthe low and brutal at th~ same time 
that it seduces the polished and civilised. All 
'c;lasses suffer from it because all possess that same 
quality of exuberance of temperament. ''The . 
ladies," Dr. D-· -. said to me, "instead of alcohol, 
_take chloral and- eau-de-cologne .. It is_ only' by 
these means that they are able to endure the 
fatigue of society life ·in the -season, and the taste · 
. once acquired they ultimately get to inhale nitrite of 
amyl and chloroform. They also use ether; but-. 
I don't know why-it is in the poorer classes that 
intempera~ce has taken a commoner form. · In the 
North of Ireland they get their native whisky. All 
classes drink too much : it is our national vice.'' 
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."Perhaps the climate has i:nuch to do with it.''.· · 
:"Certainly.; undoubtedly. There are tho~e who 

get twe~ty shillings a week and.spend ten of them 
in . the public-hous~. · . TheW are thirty tho~sand 

. persons locked up every year in London for drlmk~ 
enness~ and two-thirds of them are quarrelsome in· 
their cups, and 'are 'apprehended while. creating 
disturbances .. There is· an enormous totaJ.of cut 

f • • •• ' ••• 

faces and knocked-out eyes, and there a~e , almost 
. . . » 

as many·women as.men. , 
"But the temperance societies, ;md the preaching 

·. of teetotallers 1 " . . 
"Traditions, my dear sir.! · Nothing of this sort 

corrects ~onstitutional vice ! · • They .. drink tea,. be
. cause it affo~ds them some 'gratification, an_d when 
they have !lOt got money to spend in .the _gin-

. palace, · Do you want a proofl-it. lie~ .in . .tlie 
value of alcoholic drinks 'consumed a~miaiiy by 
each inhab.itanfqf the. UnjtecL Kingdom. ;, We are 

. strong in statistics." .' 
. " Cert'!inlY. you are.~· . . . . . 
"Well, then, t}lis consumption per head of the 

population, of win~, spirits, and beer (wine :and 
cider count for a tenth~ spirits for a ,quart(!r, and 

.beer for a half) has been con~14ntly ~ncreasing~ )n 
I8zo.it w~s £z Ss. 6d.; in 1840 and 186o £z. 18s. 6d.; 
and in-.I88o £3 lOS. iid. .What proo( is more 
eloquent than .this .1 ' There ;is .none." . 

. We continued the conversati!Jn durjng. the 
gradual . ~igestion of dinner,.in .a desultory way, 
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. because' it was yet early·for the hour fixed 0~ by 
the detective who -:Was to take us that evening to 
the miserable caverns of the East End. We met 
.him a:t teri o'clock and proceeded .. 

Less than a mile beyond the O'pen ·space where 
at tbe crossing of' several streets the edifice form
ing the Bank of England. stands .like. a, fort, there· 

· branches the great artery to the east part of the 
·town: 'From.the Bank the road is called "Cornhill,"' 
. and ·then '" Leadenhall , Street," · where the roads.· 
·branch ·again;· one of them forms a direct continu
ation.with the east under the names of" White
chapel Road " and " Mile End Road," while the 
other branch inclines towards the Thames under 

.the name o( the " CommerCial ·Road." · Each of 
these. thoro.ughfares . to the end of their branch~s 
must be about .three miles long, counting up. to 
the part when~ the sec·ond. terminates. At this 
"point there are. two more branch.'roads, one to-·. 
wards the East lndia.Docks and the other towards 
the West India. · . 

. · Just .jn '-this quarter the bank of the Thames is 
portioned out into docks and business warehouses; 
we had already left the London Docks behind us. 
· But· to conclude the topographical description.· 

From the ·point at . which. the Commercial Road 
· ends 'th~ Burdett Road goes due north, and falls at 
.right angles into the Miie End Road. So that . 
· these three roads, or thoroughfares of the East 
· End;' en dose a; triangular space. with the· vertex · 
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turned towards the City, 'arid having. the base, .in 
the Burdett Road, of rather ;less than a mile long, 
while the sides, about three mile~ long, are marked 
out, one by .the Commercial Road, and the other 
by the Mile' End and· Whitechapel Roads. ·This· 
triangular space was the field selected for our noc
turnal operations. It is one of the fearfully miser
able caverns of London, a dirty labyri11th of lanes 

andyards, recesses into which light" never enters, 
castaway ruins, dens of people well-nigh savages .. 

. The detective-that accompanied us was a broad
shouldered giant. H~ infused into us a confidence. 
we 'were very glad of in the middle of the quarter 
renowned for the exploits of Jack the Ripper. To .. 

. one observation I . made to him ,the detective 
answered me gravely:'--" Certainly. It._ -wpuld be 
rash to come alone to these places even ··by day: 
By night, even inhabitants of Londo~;~ do not ven
ture-much less strangers I · This is no longer 
London. London ends with .the City. This is the 
East End. ·The greater part of these· people :do 
not know of the existence of Hyde Park. ·They 
are born . and they die here." . . 
· We went on following the detective. Along· the 

wide modern thoroughfares that fonri the bound
aries of the quarter, planted with trees like the 
boulevards of Paris, the tramways worked ; · and· 
the liberally illuminated shop-fronts lit up the 
people ~in the street, · It was a mild and quiet 
night in. June. There. was a.'. public-house every. 
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few doors, and the gas lit up with a garish. light 
. the rows. of bottles, shining on the polished bronze 
work of the shelves. Against' the large plate-glass 
windows there were placed faces with the greedy 
stare of the ecstasy of hunger and vice. 

I think I have already stated in this book. that 
the population of Inner London was 4,309,000 in· 
.1890, and that thirty per cent.; about a third part, 
are miserable, in the following classification-

· Criminal, or partly so 
Very poor 
Poor, with irregular or insufficient 

wages. 

37.545 
316,838 

• On the top of this stratum of misery is a working. 
population of 2,167,126 j and on the top of three

. and-a-half millions of workers· and unfortunates 
:there are 849,441 ·persons who possess something 
. of their own. A social constitution that gives as 
its result a distribution of wealth such as this is 
the foundation of all I have. already described.· 
And this cancer . of London misery, this British 
wen, or swelling, is frightfully extensive, as though 
it were a general disease in British economy. 

The statistics. of public relief in. England and 
Wales . show the existence · of nearly a million 
receiving rejief. ·_Nevertheless it is right to men
tion th<~;t since r87o things have got much better; 
the percentage of poor having gone down in a 
greater proportion than that of 4 to 3· But· the 

. . - .. · 
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still.worse case than the ~isery of the mi~erable is 
the idea that the rich form ofpoverty. · They slfc

. cour it without h~man charity; they fight against 
it just as one.triestostamp.out an epidemic ... Fpr 
them the poor are lepers. When a gentleman · 
deals with his like; he always supposes that .he is . 
dealing with a 'pers~m · disposing of the means ·of· 
profuse expenditure of money: T ci. consider any 
.one as poor is. an' offence. : With the id~a th.e~ 
have formed of life the poo~ are in. effect prisoners 
of war: vae victis; beati po.ssidentes. · 

The detective turned and took. us ·towards a 
street· as ·dark. as · pitcli.. Along · the sides there : 
·passed the sha,dows of· qileer~looking men·talking" 
to themselves: We .werit in file. ·The detective 
kept his policeman's whistle in· his hand; We . 
arrived at a square· where the houses, miserable 
little cottages, standing back, . formed a · !iismal 
~ecess. Ori the ground there were heaps of rotten . 
mud. On one side lay the wre~k of a ·cart with ·a' 
broken axk· .. Absolute .solitude. ".Here itwas," 
said the detective to us, stopping and pointi~g t0 
the corner, "here ''it was that Jack the Ripper" . 
operated upon his first victim." . · · 

' We. followed behind; and after ·making· a· turn 
. the policeman;. otir guide, knocked at the door of a 

dirty. cottage. A hoarse voice grunted otit an 
answer from within. The door opened ·and we . 

. entered, gciingdown from·the level of the street, for 
the ~enement was part!); undergroUnd. . It was an 
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enclosure that was at most double the size of the . 
little iron bedst.ead p!aced_on on~ side of it A 
petroleum lamp, without screen, gave an. uneasy 

.light o:ver the room, if such the, place wherein we 
:were could be _called. On the bedstead, upon· a' 
straw :mattress reeking with filthy moisture and· 
covered with indescribable rags; lay a bald-headed 
man with a ,bottle of spirits. His breath, mingling 
with the smell of tbe petroleum and the ferment of 

. the rottenness, formed an. atmosphere impossible 
to breathe. . A woman' by his ,side said to the 

·l'(etective, "He has had no work at the docks for 
a fortnight." :. 

·I really do not kn<;>w if the term woman could 
be applied to this creature, old before her time, her 

) . . . 
scanty hair plastered to her head, dragging over 

. her bare· shoulders a shawl yellow with grease,. · 
.wearing a qirty petticoat, and trailing along on her 
feet .a· pair of loathsome slippers. . She had the 
expression ofan idiot. .. 

''She ddnks,-as well," said .the policeman to us 
seriously, . 
· You might have cut the air of the room with. a · 
knife; There were also a broken chair, some rem- · 
nants of clothes hung up on aline, and in a corner, 
in the dark shade, something that app'eared to me 
.to s~ir. I went near and stooped down ; it was a 
child entirely naked. I wished to amuse the little 
creature, but it bit me like an animal, with a savage 
•air lighting up its eyes. . ·The mother grunted, the 

' . . 
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father breathed \Vith difficulty; ~nd 'i:he dete~tive, 
as we· went out, said to us-" If was' on that .bed 
that J~ck ~he Ripper m•Jtilated anoth~r woman:·· 

. Did you not see on the wall at the side some dark 
splashes ? It was the blood that gitshed upbfl it, · 

·and_ it is there still." · · 
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-WE had. no intention to. visit, o11e by one, the 
, scenes.of the assassinations of the ferocious Ripper, 

so we went on. ·. At each step we met scantily-clad, 
• .. dishevel!Eid women going on . the prowl along the. 
'streets. 
. ''·Here there exists prostitution .of the worst 

'kind," said the de'tective, recounting incidents that 
the pen c~nnot be used to produce. · 
: We .had got to the ·lowest ·abyss of degeneration 
bf the .. human species .. Between the two poles and· 
from.' the east to the. west, London includes both 
the'~enith. and the nadir of life; .but there is want-

. i~g the equator of ration~J instin~;t, resthetic. and 
considerate,. that in other countries hum anises 
society and obliterates striking contrasts:: At this ' 
' po~e, 'intemperance· and prostitutio'n ·are sordid, 
while at the' other they are gilded . 
. There is no more fleshly ·man than the English- · 

man ; ·on . this : account concupiscence .is ·nowhere 
' more. organised than here. If it were not for the 
severity of_ the la\vs, sometimes almost. grotesque, 

. 257 s 
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all this would end in fearful orgy .. · One of the. 
commonest forms of it lies in the attempts made 
usually in railway-carriages. No one gets into :a·· 

. compartment ·in which he· sees a woman··· alone, 
because he ruris the risk of appearing in a police-

. court, and paying some ~esolating_perialty. They 
unblushingly invent the most shameless things. · A 
friend of mine,' forewarned, got out of a' com part-· 
menton the undergrou~d railway,: where he saw a 
blue-eyed malden seraphically ensconced. He went· 
into a smoking compartment, . and she, :noticing 
him, followed him. He mentioned to her that it 
wa~ a smoking-compartment ; she .'smiling civilly, . 
answered; " I don't. object."· . " No, but I do;' said 
my friend·, and got out.' . 

. But let us return to Whitechapel. . The detective 
led us through some dark turnings. Swarms of 
. children appeared at each corner, bunches of .roses 
· already faded; half-naked, dirty, with savage and 
brow-beaten expressions, as they appeared to 'us, 

·:by the glaring light· of the ginpalaces, into one
. of which we Were entering. Inside it appeared 

worse, The)ight of the gas was sullied with the 
heavy apd suffocating . air, irid impregnated· with 

. alcoholic . fuines', tobacco-smoke, and- unsairoury, 
-dirty people. ·In _one -corner, .bending_ (orwards, 
an old woman, with· grisly· hair hanging. in. strips, 
was sf!ioking ·her clay· pipe. it recalled to my 
mind an' . Esc[uimaux. _ · Legs - apart, ·:hand~ .· In 
pockets, and_ with the gri~aces . of an ape, wa~ 
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a white-haired man, 'with a sharp nose and stupidly 
petulant expression.. · 
.. From this place we. went into one· of the slums 
where there ·are threepenny and fourpenny lodg-' 
ing-liouses. . 

"They make a good deal ·of money,'~ said the. 
policeman. · ".Good. business." · · 
. Here the wandering 'population that inhabit the · 
rieighbourbo~d of the docks sleep at night. They 
sleep on the ground 'Yith their heads resting on a 
rope lying across the .floor;. There is a nauseous 
stuffiness, of rotten old . clothes in fermentation. 

, Down· below, as you came in, drinking \Vas going on .. 
You meet' people of every kind and race. There 
-is neither rich nor· poor, neither Greek nor, bar
·barian, before the law of :labour. The docks are a 
· Capernaum to which people come· from all parts 
of the.world: Old clothes that. once were costly, 

··overcoats, perhaps, frorri. Poole or Hill, hats that 
once were. mirrors, boots without heels,. all·tl;lis 
sort of thing could be seen by the side of the 
Chinaman's gow·ri arid the Moor's tunic, enclosing' 

1 
gallows-looking figures and. fierce countemmces 
set-off .wjth the scarlet of alcohol. In these dark 

· caverns the quivering rays of .tlie gas jets forced 
. their sinister waY. through the midst of ·the sad 
. spectacle, We then crossed the Jewish quarter. 
It was the Sabbath evening. The houses were. 
comparatively good, and through the windows you , 
could see the tables spread, ·for supper. We came· 
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across business-sigris' . and addr~sses written .. in 
Hebrew. Hither come crowcls of Jews expelled 
from Russia; hence go emigrants scattering theni: 
selves over the world. According. to what the 
detective told us, the population does not eye these 
intrusions with favour;-

• It was already quite · dark; the shops were 
already shut 'along the spacious roads tha:t enclose 
the labyrinth of misery ;and the dark shadows 
thrown by the trees across the pavein~nt, and the 
women wandering about more or. less· intoxicated, . 
seemed. spectres of · the, mis~ry that in)labits . the 
numerous slums of Whitech.apel. . 
. We were at· the junCtion at the end. of Com
. mercia! :R?ad where begin to diverge the two ways. 
t9 the East and West India Docks. Up from .the· 
Thames ther~ came a' damp .mist.· One felt that 
down there, in· the forest of masts and yards, the 

·monster now slept that in a few hours, when .he 
awoke, would send forth the steam· from the 
cylinders of steam-engines, would make the '~ind-. 

. lasses quiver, would gather. his army of dock-
·. labourer sl~ves, and wmilcl make the air resound 
. with a nervous hum.' 

We went dow a steep lane, and found ourselves · 
,in the Chinese quarter. London ·gained· in my· 
·estimation the proportions .of a world in itself. · 
· O!~e, · siw ·advert!sements ·of· every kind· in curi?us 

characters; and .in·t!le.night-air, just beginning to 
· be tinged with the early dawn, fantastic dragons 
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waved in the flags· of the dosed shop,s. In the 
street there was not a living soul, but on each side 
a little house. shed forth a light. · · The detective 
knocked· at the door of· one of ·them ; it did not 
open, and voices that we· could hear endeavoured 
to conceal themselves. 

"They .don't want to open. They ani gambling. 
· Come here: it is an opium tavern." · 

We knocked at the other, and went up after the 
policeman had shown his credentials. We ascended 

_. a·dark staircase, steep and narrow, at the top of 
which 'we, were met by Mrs. Johnson, an English
womari, and wife of Mr. Johnson, a Chinese with a 
pigtail; who. kept and made the most of his opium 
house in Ratcliff Highway. His wife was a fervent 
member of a temperance soCiety, which, however, 
by no ·means hindered her from earning her liveli-. 
hood by keeping im opium tavern. "M~ke money, 
my son.; honestly if you can, but make it." · Qne's 
first duty is to get a living. 

When the door was opened for us· to come into 
· the opium room we did not notice anything par

tiCularly strange; There was an- atmo~phere of 
:Sweety-bitter smoke. A few minutes later we· took . 
in the view. bette~. and noticed on e'ach side of the 
room a couch with greasy cushions upon which 
seven or eight persons, stretched at 'length, pre
sented the successive ·stages of intoxication, from 
the stupefaction of the first moments to the_ almost · 
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death which comes on therh af ia~t, vihite-iike 
corpses, without motion, and blo~dlc:<ss at the lips.· · 
They who were still able' to do so;, quietly inhaled . 
the smoke and .. puffed it out in 'thick volumes . 
through 'their ·distended· lips:· Mrs. Johnson bu.sied · 

t ' . . . . . ' .~ 

herself in renewing the pipes and filling them with 
the balls of opium of the consistency of glue. ·Each •· 
ball_. of opium only . lasted . not. more tha~. two 
minutes .. The window was. ·closed; the heat was 
suffocating, ·the ·smoke . was stifling,· 'the · smell 
nauseating; a~d the dirt repellent. . I. remember . 
descending'the stairs atabound, and when i found 
myself, in the· street. it seemed· to .ine that I was 
safe. . . . , 
· Safe from what'? From that helli.~h fright ,in 

\vhich every vice had passed bef'ore my ~yes in one . 
desolating exhibition, and. out of which l had been 
carried by the strong arm of an authoritY. that had 
no feeling, All" this is horrible ; b1,1t the~truth is ' 
that it once was mdreso.' Criminality hits underc 

. gone a considerable reduction, though the .. poor- · 
rates amount to as much as _the.annual estimate~·· 
of"Portugal. For information .on' :this 1point- one.· 
should read t~e work of Fowle, The Poor Law, 
The. poor-rates amount to. £8,00ci,ooo;' . and are 
.equal to an annuaJ' tax of, IOS. gd.·:on each. 
inhabitan~ of London and of .-'ss. gd. for every 
Englishman, taking. them altogether. 'Wit!). this. 
money they assist about roo,ooo ·persons a-day 
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inLondon, or ab~ut Soo,ooo. in _all El)gland and . 
Wales. · · 
· Many, however, who do not need it, eat out of 

the-trough of the poor:· The poor-law administra
tion has an army of 4,030 medical men, 624 clerks, 
etc:, 651 masters of .work-houses,' and I;387 subor
din.ates of all kinds; in total 6,692 persons, who 
cost' '£r.4~,ooo. Add. to this for general and 
adniinistrative expenses, £r,1~,ooo, and we. have 
out of the,£8,ooo,oOO .only £s,6oo,ooo actually dis-. 
tribut"d in relie( · The . machinery or' distribution 
cqsts more than ·thirty per cent., which is regret· 
table' as a _principle 'when we are speaking of 
charity. ··But charity is a mere word of which the 
. mystic and abstract meaning is not accessible to 
·senses .that_ .require .highly-seasoned dishes and 
strong and heady drinks, ,and to a· people always 
with .th"lr .sleeves· turned up ready Jor the boxing-

. match . of existence, either for the combat or the .. · 
prize. The poor are tho~e conquered in the battlq 
of life. They are helped as a utilitarian measure, 
through fear •and out of motives of self~defence; 
kindness does not exist. -. The 'philanthropic senti
ment, a very· common passion, delights in objects 

· more picturesque or· romantic: Wilberforce set 
the fashion ·in negroes; and. Mrs. Beecher Stowe, . 
iii Uncle Tom's Cabin, touched the hearts of two 
or. three generations of young 'ladies, who cried· . 
over the lot of the slaves, and who themselves have . . ' 
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··at their doors a grueso~e !eglon of poor Londoners. 
So ·c:ounterfeit, so eccentric, so much as if .charity 
had caught a cold, is the manner in which they 
love their neighbour. Generally speaking; they 
-prefer the brute"c;reation. 'to them. ·.Innumerable · 
societies there are for' the protection. of · apimals, . 
when all the while· people are expiring. from hunger, 
bursting with. drink, or frozen. with cold. · . 
. I was ruminating on these things, a~d as it w~s · 
now dawn. I was. on my way to the embankment,. 
towards my ~oom at the Savoy, when an episode, . 
otherwise common enough,. delayed me : longer. · 
On a bench there was lying a woman.who must at 

·one time have been handsome. At her breast was · 
a baby sleeping. · By her side was. an unfortunate · 
man, and on the ground were squa~ted, two little 
children~ It was a happyfamilywho hadmanaged 
to pass the night on a bench; for others were under . . . , I , 
the arches of t~e bddges.· And there.. are every . 
night eight or. ten .thousand. people. in London 
without a bed to. sleep· in or a roof to shelter them; · 
and there are everyday as many more unfortunate· 
people who· have to sink down ui:moticed into the · 
gulf. · · 

I stopped to contemplate this striking pi~ture. 
It was at the mild da-:vn of a summer's day: What· 
.would it . be. when everything was freezing and 

· stiffened with cold ? . · . · . . . 

It was by this time broad daylight, and the 
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tow.ers and ... pinnacles. of Westminster showed; 
themselves, in Oriental fashion in the :air. Were . , . - , .. - ' I • -

they ,mere dreams, ·or were· they visiqns. of my· 
excited. imagination ?. · • There appeared to me to 
rise over the horizon the image.seeiJ. by.Nebuchad-. 
nezzar, of which tlw Bible says that the feet were 
of potter's clay . 

. . 
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CRISIS OF CAPI'l,'ALISM-INYENTIONS OF 

. SPECULATION· 

; IN~E~D this p~werful cayitalist 'societyh~s >its . 
. feet of clay-it is a colossa:I heap~ of richesj:>ropped, · 
up with.crumbling and. inc0nsistent misery .. : · · 

Organised and equipped in.order to get as much 
. as possible .of the world's. ,wealth; .now. that the: 
nations have learnt. the lesson s)le has taught, and 

·the blockade planned by, Napoleon at the beginning . 
ofthe century has been set in motion·everywhere, 
she begi11s' ·to feel a grave ,uneasiness, her exporta-

, tions of manufactured articles fall rapidly',:fieights· 
' fall, steamers are lying idle in her ports;and.bank-. 

ruptcies. happen frequently. ·This crisis, moi·eovei, 
is not the gravest. It suffices to restrai!l somewhat · 
the rapidity· of the 'risky. 'overgrowth .oL indqstry · 
and commerce, in order to re~establish. the equili- • 
,briijrn ;·because, as soon'as ;foreign countries as a' 
whole cease consuming British goods, the·.policy' of ' 
a· general .~ustoms ·union ·will secure for . ever. the 
British Col~nial tharkeL . . .. 

But . the · fact of .the, excessive· superfluity ·of . 
\ . . 266 ' . 
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floating capital d~wn fr~m the whole world is more· 
serious .. The. supreme .measurer of values, which 
is money, .is ~seful only in so far as itis in relation' 
'tothe traffic· in products for consumption, 'Ac-

.·. quirihg if and hoarding it up will finally make it 
.valueless;· it is exchanged without loss, but as for 
lettit1g it outat interest, there is now scarcely any-. 
thing to. be got by .that. The bank-raj;e has . been 

· as. low as i, less than I per cent. ; and consols are 
'about at par, and yield 2f· per ce~t. Capitalist 

. 'government hasdrawn'from.its own self its proper 
· definition, reducing it to 'the absurd, that is. taking 

away its interest .. Works multiply themselves as· · 
expenditure is economised ; and the net profit has 
so increased 'and been so uneq~ally di~ided that 
there is· now a class saturated ·with wealth, and 
bas offered its .capital to such an extent that scarcely 
anything can be got from it, because nobody eats, 

· drinks; or breathes g\)l~ ; and the monopoly of an . 
article which possesses merely a relative usefulness 

· .. has almost .completely destroyed· the yield of the 
monopolised afticle. I ' 

· 'To take another view of it.. The resources of 
· cr~dit and speculation are so 'subtle, and things 

brought about bytapital have multiplied to such an 
·extent, that the arrival of the moment of the receipt · 
of no yield at all 'is .hastening onwards still fastc;r. 
Banks have· in1(ented paper circulation, tripling 

· the power of money; in order to. triple the yield 
of interest; capitalists have invented joint-stock 
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companies ' in' order to federat~ small . capitals 
lying idle ; and tl)ey soon invented l:ionds, deben

. tures; or obligations at fixed interest, to hook Jh~ 
cautious people. of small means that_were obliged 
to look for a sure return of 'their money;so as to 
get 'right to the bottom. of the social. layer,s and 
suck up all the money there might be· there; and 

· finally, since- the capitalist lost himself in the im
mense multitude of securitie;,. a thick forest ill 
which brigandage_ swarms, . there: were invent_ed 
trusts, institutions whose object is to. unite capital
ists for the purpose of purChasing- securities anp 
distributing proportionately the different interests· 
and dividends. 'The capitalist no .Ionge~ has. the 
trouble .of selecting his assortment~somebody else 
does it' for him; · · · · 

This absolute suppression of capital is unnatural. 
Capitalism, pure and simple, has necessarily brough,t 

. on the reduction of the, yield; which is _now being 
accentuated and will be ratified in the century' upon 
which we are about to enter •. Usury ,being abolished, 
capital is nothing more than the profit of. work,
monetised, circulating, but not' reprop uctive. or 
.capable :or getting children, to. use a Dutch ex
pression. ,This main fact was· the ·l)et impression 
produced in' me by the. spectacle of. the wealth 
unequalled in . any peopl~. in the· world, and a 
spectacle right before me, n~t a history of the past.· 

· And side by side . with th.is faCt are :the growing 
strength and educatipnof the working classes; and 
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· further on; a phenomenon ·of . the greatest im
portance, the affiliafion of an enormous number of 
capitals in protective institutions, of which the 
trades uqions, with balances of three· million pounds, 
and receipts of five or six millions, are one of the 
'most conspicuous examples.' . · · 

· Stanley Jevons, that powerful mind cut off so 
young, whose clear view penetrated through the 
veil of some of. the most· complex problems of the 
·economy of wealth, fomiulated the law by which 
·the floating capital of any society increases in pro-
portion to its real property.. . . . , . . 

'Each ·improvement, as it is tisually called, every 
plot of land thai: is cultivated for the first time, 
every mine op_ened up, _eve__ry line of steamers, 
every line. of railway, every artificial harbour, all 
the works of economic civilisation give rise to an 
increase of yield; either through the· economy .in 
work, or . through the abundance of produce, that"' 
they bring about. . . 
• · Under the capitalist rule in which the world has 
lived from -the age of discoveries in the sixteenth 

·century; these surpluses or· economies have been 
converting themselves into. capital, that is' to say, 
into a sum destined to the acquisition of fresh 
properties,and of new gains -and causes of _enrich
ment. The-valuation of capital, however, is given 
according to the average profit from property, and 
on this profit is based the rate of interest. · 
· Interest is not in direct proportion to the greater . 
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or smaller. wealth of any society, or tp t)1e greater 
or less ~bundance of capital; it is in proportion to 
·the average yield from property. Thu~ the young · 
nations of America, 'where the Jlatural wealth to 
J::e explored is great; pay much higher interest on 
capital than in ·the towns c;if old Europ~ that have 
aiready' bee!l'. worked' out;, sucked dry, and, 'so to' 
speak, ,naoe the very, most of. ' .. . . 

The. intervention, then,; of . some. intermediate 
. elemeot or commodity in the system of ex~hange 
. sqon ~re~tes speculation in .itself, and in' the ever
. increasingchange of.handsth<~t goods pass through, 
. gambling, that is· mercantile. specul<~tioh · ~pplied 
. to capital, invades. all minds. The delirium o~ 

' rich~s assaults ·a:u classes. Madness takes posses-
sion of every head. . ;rhe gambling drives men out 

·.of their. wits by enticing them into the temptation 
. of freeing themselves from. the pre~ordained rule of 
· toil, w~thout. remembering that toil is the .. reward 
. as well as :the condition ·of..humaii life. Idleness_ 
is opposed. to our temperame,nt.. Gambling stands 

. selkondemned by its own absurdity ; since· there 
'is no ,rnan more ensiaved, mor~ ~mpletdy a victim 
to his own hallucinaticin, than he whom we .con-· 
stantiy se~ devoured bY tpe anxiety . of gail~, . by 
the fear of loss, by the fucy against combinations', 
· by'the crises brought about by bold strokes; and 
by the torpor of despair. . ' . 

. Formerly gambling was a. vice, that·.is to· say, 
an exceptional .arid ci:Jpdemne~ ·gam~ practised b,Y · 

. ' . ' . 
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reprobate people. · Formerly speculation· was ex-

. ciusively practised by people in trade, a class set 
_apa,rt, governed by .its own laws and generally . 
looked upon with mingled fear and disdain. Now 

·gambling and speculation a-re common in society-·· 
the ~xception has- become the .. rule.· The-vice has: 
become the fashion. The precept of the Scotch 
widow-'' Make· money, my son, make· inoney; 

. l . ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' 
honestly if . you can, but make it," has become 
gospel. , That which was formerly but the sleight
'of-1\and of the thimble-rigger Is now a mode of 
:P~fc~~ure curren~ among people. em~roider~d with 
dtgntttes and_ ttt!es; and movmg m grave and · 

. ptmpous- circles. · . . . . , .·· . . . . . 
1 The very language is changed; The ~·bag-out " 

cif the . Stock Exchange; in .ordinary b~siness 
la~guage, ,is . also 'used in cosmopolitan French, for. 
Paris, the. Antioch of pleasure. of modern times, is 

· also·an. international oracle.· lrl business language 
the word slrieur, applied to a man,- does. not mean 

. ~hat he is worth}r of respect, but _that he po_s~esses 
what is called dela suiface, that ts, that he ts able, · 

'·[;' r appears· tci be ab!e, to meet the responsibility he 
ncurs. Fraudulent and shady transactions, or any

' bing· else of the kind, do not detract from the 
stfrieu%; him for .whom it is enough to possess les 
'1'eini so/ides. . . . · 

In this way life becomes an exercise in all that 
•
1
getsrid of ideas of duty, order, justice; and morality. 
"Runners" go about through the 'dark forest of 

I· ' , . . ' 
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societY, touting, sounding, preparing'. for the l~ap,: · 
with their'claws unsheathed, thei~ ears pricked.up,
a~d holding their breath, kept in bounds· o,nly by 

· fear-that of being shipwrecked in the whirlpool ·of 
the law.· 

When the imagination of tli.e Greeks ap~eared 
in myths und_er the. gui~e of nature, they ~laced 
under a myth of thts·_kmd, that of Hermes; the 
deity that the Romans called Myrcury; two clrsses 
of people, thos~ of dealers a~d thieves. , And in 

-. . . ' \ . . -
primitive times; as at the present day among savage 
people, commerce consists exclusively in astuteness .. 
Civilisation became _more ino;al; up to the pain£ of 

· rendering this instrument useful arid 'fertile in the 
distribution of the world's goods, just in the sap'te 

. way that -it raised the primitive fetish .to the rank 
of medicine. Here is food -for thought-the simple 
and honoured practice~ of commerce are controqec:i 
.by what is termed 'les affaz'res, :returning spon- · 

· taneously to its primitive nature. · Why ? · For tqe 
reason given by Stanley. Jevons. · Because ~vealth. · 

. is large and ready money superabundant in coA
sequen. ce of- .the complete organisati·o·n aF whi~~· 

. Europe has arrived. J3ecause money-is elbowin 
itself with desperation in search of profits, 'aii 
because . interest 'is going down. every:. day, an~ 
ca_Pital is losing value in. proportion.· · And in.. th 

. mtdst of the coQcert of mcomparable .~ealtli th · 
' players on the instrument of it are flyirig fro~ 

the stage to make the object of their am~itiot1 
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heard, an~ to coin pose~ for a n~w world.. The 
delirium ofgaml;>ling and.speculati9n unconsciously 
expresses the fear of the future, and· very clearly 
that of the present. 

Capital is trembling and gathers under the pro" . 
tection of powerful empires-it goes to Russia and 
t~. Brita:in 'to buy into the funds.. The, yield from 
these sources is diminutive, two-ai:td-achalf to three 

· per cent.. Sums that fifty years ago produced 
opuience now yield only a bare subsistence. The 
temptation is,created, and ·the door opened to the 
imagination, On. the one hand there is money and 
hankering after high interest, and on the. other . 
there· is the inventive, genius of the shady enter-
priser. What m.ore is wanted ? · · 
· It is ri.ot difficuft to mark the successive move
ments of speculation; parallel to the progress and 
the spread of riches, In olden times an industrial 

. company or undertaking consisted, in an element- .. 
ary way, of the meeting. of a (ew individuals who 
wcntsha~es in some. concern agreed upon, running 
the risks· and dividing the profits. Afte(Wards 

·occurred the. idea of rendering the shares transfer
able, and.: there . appeared. the slutre, capable of 
being passed' from one to another, and the law 
fixed the limit of responsibility to the. nominal 

. amount of. the share .. The joint stock limited com-

. panies;an English jnvention of the present century, 
are the point of departure of a. movement rapidly 
precipitated, that has gone on producing the gigantic , 

. T 
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·ebullition of the last ten• years, a storm of paper, 
shaken in clouds through the air, of various colours. 
and dotted all over with figures, going _up, like a 
waterspout that sucks up .the frothy waves of the 
innocents who, with' open' purse, offer it, the: result . 
of their self-denial, to the quacks whose business , 
consis~s in ·rigging the market. How -simple, 
honest, and good,' by the side of Stock Exchange 
" ruimers," does_ :Balzac's Gaudissart · appeai to us, 
pushing. in the-provinces the _cephalic oil_of the 
lover Papinot I · · 

As soon as joint stock companies and: shares 
appeared, there appeared also the raw material of 
the business in securities, for~erly limited- to the 
relatively- small ·amounts of the· public (unds. · No· 

. one is unaware of the gigantic pr~portions acquired .· 
·in. this century. by national 'debts; butji:. is not 
only this .kind of merchandise that . has · given · 
Bourses one of the 'highest places in the economic 
mechanism of the world. It is not the only sectii-ity, 
or . even the principal one; as we are now looking -
at it. In the market for ·securities' were· negotiated, 
as a matter of fact, side by side, public· funds with 
fixed 'interest, and bank 'and company shares or' 
uncertain ·dividend. . The public who were unac- · 
quainted with business, the small capitalist who 
wanted to create'a fixed- income for himself inde· 
pendent of 'the cast of the dice of commerce;· 
naturally gave the preference to the class of public 
funds, the amount of which. had been considerably 
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raised. by the .wars at the beginning of the c~ntmy. 
These causes hindered the consolidation of large 
capitals in the industrial revolution that was near 
at hand, tp.e construction of the n~t. of railways all 

· over the world ; moreover, the clearness of vision 
. of business men recognised that if the .capital could 
be got to be subscribed at a low fixed interest, 

. based on the rate of that of the national debt, there 
would be enormous profits to be drawn from these 
enterprises formed with borrowed money. The 
sha~eholders iii: such concerns. would . divide among 
themselves th€7 excess of profit yielded by the huge 
capital issued, at the. same time that they would 
have the absolute. m~nagement, acquired at a very 
low price and' sometimes at none at all, of colossal 
sums of money embarked iQ the enterprises sketched 
out to suit themselves. · But how to carry out this 
jnto p~actice? . Make the securities of the new 
kind like those of the publi~ funds ; give the com
panies a _sort of government cha·racter. This was· 
what was started in France, in the· middle of the 
century;for the construction of the railway system 
and for the . institution. of th~ credit pi-ldial. In 
this. case, .by ari able . combination, the mortgage 
guaranteed the interest· on the debent"ures, just as 
in the other the Government guaranteed it. 

Debetttures, invented in France, with sltares, in
yen ted in England, were added tci tile former •· 
material of the Stock Exchange; that is to say, to 
the public funds.· England formed the idea of the 
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joint-stock company-,-;France invented. the private · 
transferable . debt, transforming . companies into 

· veritable states, and the m<:>nied population· into a 
new kind of feudalism; · · 

From France· also camethe invention of fou11ders'. 
slzares . . ·By means of guaranteed debenture5 the 

. scattered savings of the public were called together 
for the ·purpose of industry and public works. 
Mobilised into pap"er they circulated,· along with 
shares, by the side of the public fuli.ds. · Great 
profits ~hat theoretically belonged to the 5tiJ.te or 
to the subscribers. of the . money, managed . to. get 
more into _the hands of the promoters · of a· ·con~ 
cern. , Thus a shiue. in the North· of France 
Railway, from a .loan of 400 francs, has now got to 
be_ worth 1900 or _2000, because it annually earns 
;o francs. The ~hareholders· have multiplied the 
value of their property five-fold. . · · · 

I , • . , 

Such large profits opened the eyes of the c:ovetous. 
~uch majestic enterprises are not constructed wit}l
out anointing many ha~ds. 'If the initiative of the 
share capital was important, so·· also was. -that· of 
the man-of-business agent, the knight of indu~try .. 
. To pay. them. in hard· cash, might . cause the ring of 
the metal to b" heard, but to give ·them an in~erest 
in the future of the concern might be done without 
~ttracting attentioi!, Hence comefou;zderl slzarcs, · 
or beneficiary shares, securities that. cost .nothing 
arid anticipate 'the future, and having tliei~ value in.·· 
"expectations::-, as is said of" young ladies who are 

. ' ' . ' 
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engaged to be married and have relations well off. · 
This new era is marked by the undertaking of the 

·Suez C1\nal, with which is united the name of 
L~sseps, the real alid. almost historical'incarnation 

. of Balzac's Gaudissart. 
The Stock Exchange, so to speak, has got some

thing to. suit all tastes and ·excite every kind of 
· cupidity; and can cast its net over every kind of 
saving hoarded· by all classes. ·The cool and care
ful man subscribed to the funds of countries of the . 

. ·first rank; after. this, in order to draw the savings 
O\]t · of the pocket-book, came the debts of less 

. respectable countries, Turkish, . Egyptian (before 
:the· British occupation), Peruvian, Argentine, etc. 
He could h~ve guaranteetf railway· obligations as 

•.. solid as public funds, also. non-guaranteed obliga-
tions, but . for which the servjce of the. debt was 

· assured. It is true that he was at the mercy of 
tricks .like. tho,<;e played 'by the: c:;elebrated bandit, 
Jay Gould, ten times a millionaire; but this kind 
of alacrity on the part·. of the. adventurer .oil the 

· Bourse \vas not ye~ frequent. · . 
·.For the. rich man shares, more or less uncertain; 

iri banks, companies> etc., earn ari irregular profit, 
but>on this, account one in excess of the regular 
. b~nk rate. For fervid ima'ginations. founders~ shares 
are the thing, pledges of promises for the future 
·and of gilded hopes. · . 

And .all this; which one might say did not exist 
at the',beginning .. of the. century, became by the 
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middle of it series of" heaps. of paper .representing. 
_every kind· of wealth, landed, industrial, commercial,. 
banking i tl!ri:led over, quoted, stirred over again· 
everyday;-according to the comings and goings of 
cov~tousness and avarice. Ail the mobilised wealth, 
all the money of the people, is. turned round jn a .. 

·whirlpool, and passes like the dissOlving view of a 
magic lant~rn _ befor~_ the eyes -of thos~ who have. · 
nothing, exciting their ,cupigity, watedng their bad .. 
instincts with hope, laying bare human vileness, . 
and canonisfng · money, and worshipping' it -as a 
god. · 

At meetings of tens of thousands of sharehold,ers 
Lesseps,:Emperor of Panama, speaks, to his people 
_and governs . them by in~ans. of bulletins Jike 
Napoleon's, and has his Press ·paid so much a line 

- to sing the magnificent prospects of the under
taking, the future. profits' of ~vhlch were largely' 

· sw~llowed up in the pockets of brokers, j ourrialists, 
and orators, in the boudoirs of cocottes and at· the 
tables of the Cafe At\glais. ~From being spread 
among the. people,_ capital came -under the rule. of 
the cadger and the trickster. . _ _ 

The series of' inventions is,, -however, I:JOt ye_t 
_ exhausted. During these last years English im
agination, whiCh- had taken credit to· itself above· 
Continentals for the invention of shares, _again:_ 

'_occupied. the. place of honour when it' invented 
· · one:-J?ound shares· for African gold and diamond 

mining enterprises. Do _yo'u ·measure_ . well the 
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mental grasp of this idea ? · What is the worth of 
a ·pound; five-and-twenty francs, four-and-a-half 

. milreis ? Less than even sometimes a bottle of 
·wine. They are tentatives to gambling, and mere ' 
pretences to be capital. Civilisation has spread 
wealth and speculation has shattered it. A capital 
of millions is got together by invisible crumbs . 

. Who' is the owner of it? Nobody! Capital· has 
got in this way to its abstract expression, indicative 
of what it really is 'at the end, of the century; a 
mark for .gambling, an· imagination to build hopes 

·upon, a trapeze on which speculation plays its 
antics, enriching or impoverishing the players, and 
promoting the circulatiori. of the metallic blood of 

. society. Before there came a grain· of gold from 
Africa, even before the mines were discovered,
before anything at all.took place,' the ~outh African 
pound shares were worth four pounds. To-morrow 
they will be worth what the efforts of the gamblers 

· make them ; but between to-day and to-morrow, 
. the·. money has passed quietly and indifferently 
· from the purses of one set of people to those of 
·another, this costing about the amount lost in the 
expeditions and th~ corpses of those that are left 

·behind. There were also lost millions of money 
.·arid ~any lives. in the Pana~a Cimal,.and then 
. there. were. complaints. Why?· Because a five 
. hundred frimcs share seems a lot of money, and 
when it gets do.wn to nothing one feels it, while a 
one-pound share does not count-its loss is not felt.· 
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. To reduce .capital to· a. real abst~action, ~nd then 
i:o shatter it,.is·the latestgenial invention;_ By this 
ineans the Transvaal has been colonised; under the 

. shadow of~pecula:tions that have quoted one-p~und 
shares. at 'two hundred without the shade of a' 
. di~idend .. · It is not foreseen that riew inventions 
come to the aid of inen's imagination in' ,the sense 
of attaining. experimentally the exact definition· 
attached to wealth since the_ time of Plato. The 
~eaching has be~n- rea]ised.:....money is ~n abstra~
tion; and only a' signal to set iri motion the dance 
of the p~ssions excited by gre~d: · · 
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'STOCK EXCHANGE OPERATIONS AND CRISES 

'No -w;nder that this giddiness produces .crisp;. 
Bagehot, -the celebrated author of Lombard Sttet, 

.·after describing the English. capitalist .mechamsm 
in times already old, while . recognising its\ in
stability, confesses. that it ~ i~. the . best way\ to 
explore the W()rld ·economically, ifEngland is to 
fulfil her mission o( centralising commer.cial and 
industrial profits. in herself. ' . · ' 

· It -is no new thing _to learn that in the fields of · 
speculation riches, by. the nature of things, con~ 
centrate the'mselves in the hands of ~ few rich' 
people, and that this concentration does ·not bring 

·the same consequences as those- of the former con-
. centration. of, land in the hands of the aristocracy. 
Now .. everything is alive; the wheel of fortune is 
not _hampered ; . it is incessantly going round, ·And 
if the conc~ntration of wealth in the ·h<i~nds of a 
few indi~iduals is the case. ill' any nation 'whatever, · 
Great)3ritain, in spite ofthe competition of France 
·and also of Germany, 'still rules the world from a 
moneyed'point of view. 

. 281 
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The character· that capitalism has ~~~cessiv~ly 
taken, attaining its ultimate consequences, is mani
fested in several orders of knighthood who inevitc 
ably bring on crises more .or less general. . -The 
adventurers come · ou~ crowned ·at _last, while the 
victims are. the battalions of anonymous specu
lators, soldiers, as it were, in .the army of finance, 
"food [or busi~ess" (as a Napoleon....:...such as Jay· 
Gould-would call them, if he were on the Stock 
Exc~ange),. or rustic tenants of the new· Jords. · 
The houses of cards are fatal when .they: are .only • 
half-built, and then ~rumble dow~ a~q smother. the· 
bold adventurers among i:he ·ruins. . 

It is not worth while to speak of ,the. ordinary, 
commonplaces of the Stock · Ex~:hange with its 
daily. gamble, its" carrying· forward" operatio.ns-·.
a tide that is ~onstantly ebbing and flowing, ~~d so 
goes on in its usual way • .'In .these notes all that 
.can be done is to mention the memorable, st~rms; ,; 
determined by · exceptional circumstances, that , 
happen)n the game of Bourse. . . 

National ·funds are .. not. now the . principal 
material. To issue a 'Joan .is ~ risky process,.even 

. when. it concerns rich and. well-governed countries. 
It is said that the last Russian loan, ~aid to._be 
subscribed for several: times, over by . the public, 
was never issued. ·Subscribers would not· have it' 
at the price; and the subscription was· fiigned-a 
thing that happens 'in most cases, .sometimes. 
through' :want of confidence' in the -solidity of . 
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States,. and ~ometimes' through the excessive price 
o£ issue, The normal, natural, and simple way, of 
.Government saying how .much they wanted and 

. opening their offices to subscribers,·has now become 
impossible, as a veritable feudalism governs the 
~arket of capitaL .· A "loan is first contracted for 
by a group that guarantees the issue and hands · 
over the needful amount. Then the group offers 
it to the public, the public pays for it, and the 

. profit 'is made; if it were not, the portfolios of 
the banks would be full of paper waiting buye(s. 
Sometimes it happens that the bankers cannot 
unload; and they then give ·way, as happened 
with the house 'of. Baring, smothered unde~ the 
weight of· Argentin!! issues j or .it happens that 
they come to a barefaced default, like Ephrussi · 
did with the Portuguese loan of I 890 .. 

, ·. These bank failur~s, brought about by hazardou~ 
adventures, are perhaps the weightiest causes of 
money ~rises. But' these· crises sometimes arise 
from just the opposite 'cause, when the boldness of. 
bankers is excited and enhanced· by the greed· of 
-legions of subscrib~rs, eager to get a premium or 

' intoxicated by the hope of the future, judiciously 
puffed by a Press paid for the purpose. In the 

, little Portuguese world there. happened seventeen 
'·years ago, in .1876, a crisis of this kind on a small 

scale. Money went about pretty freely, ·and the .. 
Government issued on its own account forty thou-

. sand obligations for the construction of the Minho. 
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a~d Douro railways.-_- Ten times as much money _ 
._as the Government wanted was subscribed- at the .. 
offices opened. ·At ~he ;arne time the. Comm~rcial. 
Barik of Guimaraes had. an ·issue of shares, the · 
pr~miuni given with. which ~a~ ~ quarter 'ofa share~ 
for subscribers offrom I to 25 shares; a half for those -
of from, 2 5 to so, one for those of from 5 I. to .. rqo, 
and so on, till those :who took more -than 42o0 .got 
i per cent. of the subscriptions .. Here ,we s~e how -

~
rtugal, afway~ a great ~dveni:4rer; did- riot forget 

h r former traditions, even in. i 876, before launch
·• g again, at ~he present ti~e, into the .. dark oceair 
whose ·waves ar'e made of paper mo~ey. , · · -

.Putting ~ide pubiic funds, since ,we have touch~d -
upon those of banks, let us see what. shape ·adven-
ture and speculation ·ofthi~ kind has take~ .. · -

The former crises in· England, provoked by the 
over issue of notes, are· -noo/. matters of history, 
since which riotes have become of secondary im" 
portal).ce behind. the im~ense mass ·of_ cheq~es, ' 
promissory notes, and oth.er kind~ of paper-money, 
periodieally settled in the·dearing-house; •-- The use • 
of deposits, left subject. to withdrawal <tt -notice a'ud- . 
on account. of thi( higher interest granted, is a _ 
mode now adopted by the thorough-going banker. 
It is the expedient of th~ select gentry- ofindustry,: 
who soar higher every day; swallowing the· pips at 
the risk of being poisoned. 'A serious and steadyc 

_ going bank; that has a regard for· itself, does not· 
fall intO this class . of operations ; - . it' -has ~ther -
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means at its disposal for the benefit .of the 
directors. They are of two 'kinds- fictitious 
amount of. subscription, and fictitious quotation~ 
The first is so much the easier, a5 the p~blic are 

. sochoked up with money that it is easy to found 
banks.. The second is· done on the Stock Ex

.change, by a process which becomes puerile as it 
is so easy· and .elementary. . _ 

In fact, ·in the condition .of hallucination_ about 
· money matters of the pul:llic mind, it appears very 
'easy to get ~ich as soon as·~ne has got one's mind' · 
·moulded into that shape that conceives a certain 
order of combinations in which it seems no robbery · 
to defraud the general bulk of gamblers. Just the 
same fraipe of mind was in the old smugglers, who 
·conspired to rob the State but would have si:orned 
to' take a . farthing from a private individual. ·. 
Abstraction is responsible for ·many· ~rrors. 
, . A bank:is got up. I, without a 'penny, subscribe 
"for a thousand shares; I ·go and pawn these. thou-' 

· ·sand shares at a neighbouring bank or even in this 
'bank itself, and get enough money to pay . the 
. dep~sit. If the bank· justifies its existence and is 
: successful, I get the · premium ; if -the house of 

cards tumbles down,there succeed a crisis and bank
ruptcy, things that do not matter· to· one who has 
no money.· Heads I win; tails-you· lose. Mean

. '~hile,• as long as this St. Martin's little s)Jmmer 
'lasted, I lived gaily at the cost of. the simplicity 
. of the·· innocent who subscribed , his money or 
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deposited it In order to capture the in~ocents in · 
their· pigeop hunt, the 1:11eans are to blow the 
bellows of advertisement on 'the Stock Exchange 
and. in the Press, so_ that the rear' subscriber may' 
come up at the call and. empty his purse in buying . 
at the·highest possible prices the shares subscribed · 
to by myself, just .in the same way that Govern
ments maintain· the· artificial· quotation of their 
securities by means qf the money in their treasuries ... 
They do it even free of cost,. even getting : the . 
carrying-over charges. when .the price. goes up .. 
Thus it was with the Royal Railway Company of 
Portugal. The share rises a, little, and then goes 
right up ; improbable and absurd quotations are 
teached, as was.the.case years again the frenzy of 
the Union Gem!rale: · · 

It is in this way. that speculation rises to its. 
ideal :height. Capital i~ made. an abstraction of; 

. The share-certificate is a mere subject to bet. upon. 
There is no proper relation between the intrinsic 
value and the quotation; and if we have already 
seen how the English imagination coloured abstrac- · 
tion at the bottom of the scale with the one~pound' 
share, that- is without· any. apparent cost,· we _have 

. now seen how _imagination colours abstraction at . 
the top of the scale, when a share of a bank formed · 
up in the· clouds fetches three thousand. francs. 

· In fact, it is not ·bought at all-it is igambled. 
There is a hope that the rise may grow, ancl that 
the three tho!Jsand francs ·of tq-day may become 
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. the five -thousand of to-morrow; that the holder 
of it to-day may make a profit of the difference; 
that the balloon of hope may go on inflating and 

. swell the pockets of the gamblers, like the quiet 
and old-fashioned Portuguese game of·" burro" 
-(donkey); the, only question being to get higher 
than the knave, so as not "to be donkey. So the 

· rule is, . that the professional speculators do· not 
· remain donkeys; the donkeys are those who have 
.been clipped, and have their ears up, braying 
mercy-the poor · nameless ones who · are the 

. pippins in. the Stock Exchange "bag-out." But 
when things take· big proportions, and the hallu

. ciriatiori 'attacks the men that mean business them-
selves, there comes the fatal crash, dragging down 
in the same ruin both the tricked and the tricksters, 

. as happened in the case of the Union Generale, . 
a .recent one among so many others both before 
and after it, 

It remains, however; to note one more species 
. that has assumed vast proportions in these later 

times. It is the syndicate called by the English 
a "trust." We are not speaking now of syndicateS 
for issuing stocks,· designed and required by the 
feudal constitution of modern capitalism, but of 
other syndicates, framed -through· the desire. for 

· making money. Monopoly of some kind or another 
has been at all times one of the rulers of. com

'merce; but at no time whatever did ,money hold 
· the sway that it now holds, or was the world ever 
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so hand-in-hand in business matters as it no~ iS. 
To get the monopoly of· some 'artide, to buy of 
all producers and t,hen to di~tate the p~ice to the 
c~nsu~ers, is an operation so simple and easy, ancl~ 
so .much in the· nature of. ~hings, that no. doubt. 
it is de~tined to a brilliant future. · ·· · · 
· Jf in cotton, .wheat, o~ coffe~, there is gambling 

going on In !he same way that there is (JVer public 
funds or commercial. and industrial securities;·, this .. 

·.kind is, however,· different from· syndicates for .. the 
monopoly of a ~rtain 'article, like india~rub~erJor 
instan.ce, like the ill-fated monopolies of salt and oil, · 

· like, in fine, the' metal· monopoly that had for its 
ter~in~tion the tragic catastrophe. of ,the fomptojr 
d'Escompte, to .which the nam~ of" the· rich- man·~·, 
Panag~a " attached. . . ··. . · . . . . 

. In syndicates: of this kind the same risk •is run 
. as in S!Jbscription ~·firm',' to im .issue of :'stocks, .· 

with the difference; however, that .in this case the 
a~ts and meansused ori the Stock Exchange. and . 
·in. th~ Press to give an artificial. or con,ventional . 
quot~tion tq th~ paper ,nearly alway~ allow it to be 
placed, while .in monopolies of articles of consump~. 
tion .a fatal and positive limit is placed by the rate · 

·.of consumption itself, arid by the elevation of price 
soon bringing increase. of produ<;tioii. This is what 
,happened with ·copper.·· t!aving .contracted for all 
that could be produced within a certain time; the 
Societe des~ Metaux· forgot ·to reckon' tlut the. 
·increased. price of sale wouid be .the -caus!! of the 
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re-opening of many mines shut down by the former 
low price. Obliged to buy all and always, it burst 
with the weight of the heaps of copper, dragging 
·with it the " Comptoir," aild involving the suicide 
o£. one of the generals in that_ notorious conflict 

· towards the end of the century. · 
The height of the game consists in issues of 

stock, industrial companies, bank shares, and 
monopoly syndicates, without omitting an infinite 
number of smaller ventures, all c~mtributing to 
give a character to the ·general fever of the game 
that is peculiar to the end of our century. For 
this purpose Bagehot's sound book, Lombard 

. Street, ·should. be read, and the mechanism of 
British capital, the general type, will be seen. In 

· this book modes of play are exposed. · 
. This is the necessary. inevitable, ·and intimate 
consequence of the condition of capital in which we 
live. It is also the consequence of the frequency . 
and. extent· of'the crises that ravage· markets, 
bringing about disasters arid suicides, and bringing 
to complete· revolution· and anarchy the regular 
distribution of wealth caused by work. 

· Is it meant to be said that crises are something 
new and the special outcome of the above-men
tioned condition ? No, not ·by any means ; and 
these crises of speculation, since they do not 
destroy wealth entirely, but only a very small part 

·of it, .are of very little relative importance to 
business · in general ; though they are of great 

u 
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· importance to the stability arid. morality of nations,·. . . . - . ' , . 
because they put· distribution into disorder,< they· . 

. excite despair, which is the_ child' o(covetousness, 
and they bring on anarchy and destroy social ties. 
· Bu~; in fact; it· may be said. that- they ,do not· 

destroy an atom. of absolute we'J,lth, although, 
disorderiilg the , distribution: of it .in ·.an immoral 

.way, they .pervert the. true I\otion of. wealth, which 
is e_ntirely a relativ~ one , und~r a positive·· and· 
. concrete appearance. 

A society ·'of people moderate in its habits, ·: 
pursuits, ~nd desires, may call itself rich, though o( 
money·_ it . may possess -little. -.A 'society' in which 
the- sum . total of wealth is enormous, but where -
there are muh:itudes of hungry beggars by the side: 

. ' . . . . ' -
of many a: ,Cr9'!sus,. will always be, not a society 
poor in money, but one poor 'irt order ~nd stability, 
which. are ·also ofvalue. Crises of speculation, 'the 
children of ~~healthy distribution 'of riches, do 'ript . 

. do more than aggravate every time a condition· of 
.chrimic disorder. Th'ey scil:tter wealth,_ but do not 
destroy it..- Tl;!e ·balloons ,ipflated-wjth ·silvery 

'· ficti,inis burst ; .and there is· a transfer on balimce,~ 
from. the 'purses of the unlucky _to those ·of the 
lucky. . _ . . · · · ' . ·_ · ·_ ' · 
, Other crises that do not de5troy capital come. 
froiD- the. deficiency of specie, .though this cause;
so grave at other tim~s, 'may' become of,min~r 
importin our days by the various devices o{p;per 
money .. From ~ll times. down to our. own the 
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drain of specie towards the East has been con-
. tii1ual. Pliny says · thaf the. Romans · exported 
yearly six miliion sesterces to India. Humboldt 
calculated that the absorption of speci~ by' the 
East from I 5 so to· I 6oo was· 2,5oo,ooo piastres a 
year, from 1716 to 1790, Io,ooo,ooo, and from 1791 . 

·. to I 809, 2 5,000,000; principally the result of the 
consumption of te~. · 

Latterly, the introduction of opium altered the. 
· state of things, but modern · statistics put down 
.from I 862 to I 868 an exportation of specie of 
: about £44,ooo,6oo, or about £N::i:XJ,ooo per annum. · 
This gold' and silver goes ~nd does not come back; 
and since the· sup)?-ly of the precious metal from 
· inines, principally of gold, remains in arrear of the 
demand, it is dear, from this reason and others, 

· tha,t the markets ·feel this. This happened in 
,I86i-3; in England, with the cotton drain, brought 
on by the civil war in: the United States ; and it 

. happened 'in ·I825, when the· treasury bonds, re
.. deemabl~ .the_next day, were discontinued .at 2%, 

that is at 730% per annum; and it_ happened in 
!848, in France, when they were paying a premium 
of 125 francs in 1000 during the week in which . . 
the mint ceased coining gold. But these crises, I 

. ·repeat, less ·possible. each time, are allied .to those 
of speculation in their common character of not 
. destroying. wealth, though they alter the regular 
distribution of it .. 

Destructive crises are hardly those that have,· . 
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for their origin· a ,breakdown. or .a mistake. They . 
. come from famines, wars, 'and scarcity· of crops,· . 
when there are. physical _causes of destruction of . 
capital; or loss in . useless works-works in_ which 
some, or all of the capital is lost. A flagrant 
instance ~f this ki~d is the colossal venture and . 

. failure of the Panama. Canal. · Jhen the cases of 
this kind that end seriously also. enter into:_ the 

: class of speculative crises, si11ce they are respons
ible as hazardous . schemes. . So, putting on one· · 
side. those happening from physical ·or .. organiC 
causes and considering merelythose of speculation, · 
one must agree with Stuart Mill, who, agreeing 

·wi,th_ the theory of J evolis mentioned .. <J,bove, 
-considers these catastrophes as-essentially inherent 
in capitalism . itself. . The accumul~tion :of :mov" 
able capital seeking for interest growing progres
sively with the civilisation of a society, .occasions a_ 
lowering of interest ; -. henc~ · come enterprises, 
ventures, and con·sequent crashes; provoked by· the 
·instinct of greed, and operating, like thunderstorms, · 
in clearing -the air. "and ·purifying the sky until, 
little by little, the. elements of a· fresh _tempest 

··accumulate. 
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PAS:r AND FUTURE OF CAPITALISM 

IT is evident that it' is not in the n~ture of 
the animal called mari to. l~ad a troubled and 
tormented lif'e like,· that established by a· chron.ic 
state of.gambling, since wealth has become more· 
general and :distributed, and, grown to .an almost 

-inconceivable size, has determined the state of con
stitutional ~loth and · covet~~sness. to which · all 
aspire, enticed by the desire of enjoyment. And 

·this is also. the reason why the English, constitu
tionally addicted to this diet, which is the very· soul 

/of _i~s civilisation, produce in us an impression· so ·. 
strange and paradoxical, 

·rt is. eVident "that men are worth something 
better ilian this. · We have within us a sentiment 
of order and justice that protests; and. from this 

.·instinct, even in :.its lower or· in ore animal forms
forms that .are the mere expression of anarchist 
doctrines,· rank· flowers born in the swamp of 
capitalism giving way to its _own bent,and irrigated 

. with the lust for gain-we feel we want something, 
But if we are worth somc;thing better, if this 

293 
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dance 'of millions in which society is ~arried away 
• is contrary to nature," there . must be alsp· some 
sufficient cau~e 'to bring about such· a grave per7 

. version. of.things. This cause is the evolution itself , 
of modern societies.· .In ordet:tq·sh~w what th,is is, · 
it is necessary to cast our eyes rapidly. over past . 

• - . , . I 

times. 
•Suppose some .imaginary'nation, something 'like 

China, for .instance, that has no external· trade, so' . 
·to speak, a 'nation Ii~ing on'its natural productions 
and its own' labour, consuming just_ what it pro.7. 
duces, developing b}dtself as an ecoriomic' body _on ' 
. its own account, without relations, dependencies,. or . 
·authority over other, people. . On ·the other hand, 
·suppose .a: nation like. Great Britain, for inst!lrice, 
in which the soil does .not support the po\:mlation-, 
here all is transformed; towns and, factori~s, ex~ · 
ternal· trade,·· dependencies, · and ~·a. domini()n of· · 
commerce exercised over other. na:tions;· are the. 
proper base of the wealth of the ·whole.· , . 
·.It· is' evident that iri ·the first ·hypothesis, ·the. 

primary and constitutionaridea will be regulaiity ·. 
iri business, :the normal. . state ' of 'distribution of 
wealth entirely under the protection of the laws, . 

· because from this regularity come the peace and . 
the fortune ~f the people. B~t for the very reason 
. that wealth in the other. comes from. the explora
tion 'of foreig~ countries, and·. on: that account 
escapes. the action. of the·laws, it 'is also evident .. 

. that the primary' ~nd coristituti~nal idea win· be; 
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n~t 'the' regularity of distribution, but the means of 
acquisition., The one is a society according. to the 
normal state of economy, while the other is a 
sOcjety according to the normal state of ·commerce 
or money-getting.'· The on·e toils and shares, while 
the other conquers and takes toll. . 

Now ·this, which we thus formulate in an ab
stract. way; is the. pure historic truth of mode~rn 
Europe. ·Before the sixteenth 'century, before the 

, discove~ies, the . life of. the European 'world was 
isolated ; . ~ociety located in different nations was 
divided .into its round· of duties; the earth was 
'cultivated according to laws intimately intemoven 
with, the constitutions of the countrie~ ; and com
.merce, considered as a subordinate-function, was 
conflt:ted . to tl!e dlstributio~ of native products, or 
to the exchange of profits, few and of small value, 
between different Euro,Pean nations. · Regulating 
this mode of economic existence, there accompanied 
it a condition of morai · consciimce which, 'believing 
sincerely .in the rewards and punishments of the 
future life, asserted itself against usury, gambling, 
making a profit on .exchange, against everything 
. that in later times, when fear of religion had 
vanished, came ,_to form the notions of the modern 
·man .. 

Maritime · discoveries in· Asia, Africa, and 
.America.'gave to Europe a new economic feature. 
It soon found itself transformed from the one 

·ideal to the other'; because it got to rule the world . - . . . ' 
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in just the s~me ~ay that in olden times Rome 
-ruled .. almost _all over the M~diterranean. It .be" 
came. the metropolis and the manufactory of the . 
wotld. It got to live on its explorations.· :It got· 
prodigiously rich1 but by that same: means it .had · 
to go out of the usual routine of distribution. . On 
·the other hand, the riches brought from beyond the 
s~ destroyed the old habits of frugality in food, 
clothing, and habitati~il. The _citie~ got. covered 

. with palaces ; . the palaces got full of precious 
furniture and tapestries; bn the. tables appeared 

. new. exotic productfons; sugar, tea, coffee, choco• 
late, curious fruits and . flowers, with porcelain, 
and jewels and Oriental filigree, began to be seen. 
Distribution got irregular, ju;5t according as people 
got rich: It was impossible to establish laws. or 
rules for adventurous voyages, and for great specu
lations. in products fetched from beyond sea o~t 
of countries over which Europe had no jurisdiction· 
-products that change of habits rendered even of 
the first necessity ,to life in Europe. . When- this 
road was open · .the fever grew .. Beginning with 
commerce, it continued with: banking credit,'and 
ends in gambling when things get to the point 

·of saturation. This we have :seen in our century, . 
especially in th~ second half of it, :with the almost 
incredible results th_at especially the applications 
of steam to industry have exercised ·over the 

· economic equilibrium of the world. In. the· series of 
the movements of the economic history of. moder~ 
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· times, this second half of the nineteenth century 
will be as historical, and as serious in consequences, 

· as the first half of the sixteenth •. • 
It ·is not .out of place to .here fix certain im-

. portant dates for the festival ·days of mode~n 
trade. The century opens with the ·first steamer 
between New York an~ Albany in 1807, then the 

·lighting London •with gas in 1812, the beginning 
of the printing of the' Times by steam in i8r4, 
the first transatlantic voyage by the steamer 

. Savmmak in 1819, the opening of the first railway, 
·the Stockton and Darlington, in.1825, the invention 

of the electric telegraph by Cook and Wheatstone 
in 1837, and of photography· by Daguerre in the 
following year. · 

The elements of material transformation, and· 
the ·work itself; were started in the first half of 
.the century; in the second half we have felt the 
consequences and are 'gathering in the results. 
The pressure caused by toil increases progres~ively, · 
and feverish circulation augments at every moment. 
Are there ·crises and catastrophes ? Yes, · and 

.' boilers also .burst,· and only strong inen die of 
apoplexy. · . · 

In I843 trade was opened up with China; in 
. I848 gold was discovered in California, and in I852 
in Australia; in· 1859 ·petroleum was discovered 
in Pennsylvania. In I8SS Bessemer made his im- · 
provements in steel; in I866 Europe and America 
were connected by telegraph, and in I 89 I London 
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and p~~is b; telephone: In· I86gtlie S~ez Ca:nal ~as' 
·opened, in 18jcithe Mont Cenistunnel;and in x885' 
the St. Gothard. What. now remains :to be 'done 

.. in this Europe tran~form'ed by the world's riches ?-
, The · European · population (iricl;uding in , this. 

- designat\on the Neo.-European .States oC:Ainerica) 
·'doubled themselves between 1840 and 18go. ·They 

' ' . 

. 'were afthe former da:te I8o,ooo;ooo; they are· now 
.. over 36o,ooo,ooo: Ten year~ hence they wili be 

4oo,ooo,ooo •. , These people had at their ·disposal 
in i 840 a little less than 6,0oo,ooo h6rse-power in 

·steam ;now they have 36;ooo,ooo, in mines, ships,-' 
factories, arid railways. _If we reckon the strength. 
of a man ai: 300 units and that of,t~e. horse-power 
of a ··steam-engine at 4000,_we shall find; com par~ 
-ing ,the units of total , energy in the two ·periods,
that five men 'can do as much work now as.eight 
in 1840. Can you· now calcul~te the effett -of 
Stanley Jevons~ law ofthe progressive. inc~ease of 
movable .. capital i~ direct: propod:ion:C to that of 
immovable?· · 
. In 1850 the railways _measured· 25,ooo.-miles·; 

now they are very little short•oC3cio,ooo. The 
shipping· mea~ured ':7,ooo,ooo· tons, 6,5oo,ooO:- sail, 
and soo,ooo steam ; now. they are 22,000,000,' or 

- 14,500,ooo steam and· /',soo,ooo 'sail. The foreign 
· commerce_ of .nations, .that was £8oo,6oo,ooo, went 

up· to £ 3,ooo,ooo,ooci. · · International commerce by 
sea ~ent ·up from· 2s,ooo,ooo tons to. iso,00a;ooo 
or x6o,ooo,ooo. , · . 

' ' t . 
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Public debts absorb a fourth part ·of the receipts 
of nations. . It is calculated .that in loans used _up 

'in paying for war there was a loss of £2,ooo,ooo,ooci 
-·. ·£4oo,ooo,ooo hi the Crimea, £soo,ooo,ooo in the 

·,civil war."in the United States, £4oo,ooo,ooo in the 
. Franco-German war,.:£2oo,ooo,ooo in .the Russo~ 
-Turkish, and £ 5oo,ooo,ooo in guns and iron-clads; _ 
to preserve' peace and earn· something for factories. 
But ·it is reckoned that another £2,000,000,000. 
'have been spent by governments in reproductive 

. ,; work~£8oo,ooo,ooo in railways and telegraphs, 
' £rdo,ooo,ooo ·iii·' liberatipg the Russian serfs, 

£soo,ooo,ooo in roads and bridges, £200,000,000 
in improvements in towns, and 'the rest in miscel
laneous works: 
·These expenses· of government come to nearly 

. £4,ao0,ooo,ooo ;'the horse-power of steam used in 
industry, at £so· per. horse-power, amounts to 

· £r,8oo,ooo,ooo -; and the to~nage_ of shipping, at 
£22 a tori, -to £484,000,000; ··so- that it requires no 

· stretch of the imagination to see that the capital
ised •'amount of money bringing in profit, or, in 
other 'words, of movable capit~l looking about for 
interest, has risen in the last half of the century 

.. to the .almost incomprehensible sum of nearly 
. £?,000,000,000.- . . 

, It .will thus be understood how in this half 
.century -the fever of speculation, the intoxication 
of greed, and the delights of wealth, have assailed 
the minds of people who, without a God to worship 
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or a tradition. to venerate; when::. everythiilg iS: re~ 
ferred to the 'individual and .to 'this life, when 
everything nas become ... external and for effect,' 
place their enthusiasm anci. ~heir entire' hope in 

·; the animal possession ·of the woman, who· eyen_ has 
·her price, o( the table that is paid for, imd of the · 
showy palace tha~ passes from hand to hand,· in. 
the weird excitement' produced ·by the fev:er of · 
those dread hours during which the click of the 
tape: spinning out the prices of securities in the' 

. ''House" sounds· like· the .trumpets at. the last 
judgment' summoning generations without·. end 
into. the va1ley of Jehoshaphat. 
. Gambling, speculation, winning and losing, goirg · 

on without end. The only thing new about it is 
tnat what used to. be counted a .vice has .been 
translormed into ·the regular life of ,certain ·classes 
of soci~ty .. ·Shylock and Harpagon were cionsters 
of evil growth exposed o'n the stage to teach the 

. people good, or show the playwright's power' over. 
the ideaL Speculation always ; yet 'the· traders 
of the time of the discoveries themselves, the be~ 
ginning of the growth of what we may ca11 to-day 
the_ "mad· era;• obeyed other ca1ls. . Money was 

· for them not an idol or ~n end· of itself, as 'it ·is 
for the regular miser: Between the Medicis and . 
Gobseck there. is a great gulf fixed~ . Commerce· 

. then ennobled. Bankers' were piinces. jn. reality .. 
. Artists and dilettanti, believers in the -order .of a 
society that· gave them the palm of fortune, they 
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showed· themselves worthy ofber, showing in them
selves the .nature that made the people copy the 
man . 
. If Italy. principally gave birth, to the generation 

of rich men· of the time of the Renaissance, so; like 
the rich 'of Rome, we have had the same thing in 
Spain, adventurers like little kings, who, having. got 
rich somehow or other in their expeditions beyond 
sea, got into their heads a notion of becoming 
noblemen, and,· with all their nobility, used their 
r\ches in satisfying the ostentations of their child
like vanity ; but also, and at the same time, took 
particular care to build those realms of convents 
and 'churches, .with which- they thought to get rid 
of their former sins, that have provoked the irony 
.of the practical set of to-day-a blind set that can
not see that their own imbecile material misuse of 
life is still sillier!_ Convertts and churches. take a 

.. higher rank than ·houses for cocottes and . tables at 
restaurants_. The illusions. of a past age produced 

· a life iricomparaply- finer than the diversions in 
which we are now dragging. alortg a road insur
passably dreary, in spite 'of the permanent excite
ments o( coffee, tobacco, moryhine, and pruriency. 
· While we are drawing near to the· age in which 
we are to get the very utmost out of the world's 
search for money, we are also drawing near to the 
moment in which we perceive the entire worthless-

. ness of riches .. To the man whose belly. is his god, 
· and who ·is incapable of other_ desires, superfluity 
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of money brings· tedium an·d _satjety, And:: see. 
these dragging along through old age! . . 

And ifwe have already succeeded in !lOting how · 
the art ,of capitalism, has attained. hi two ways the: . 
ideal of abstraction, reduCing capital,to a gambling 
counter;, if we ha:,;e become acquainted with t~e 
one-pound . share ._of which the origimd . value is_ 
inappreciable, and the · bank. share· upqn · which · 
h~aps of money are betted without 'the .. slightest . 
regard to the real value it may. possess; if we · 
have noted all this .in so far as the instrument is 
concerned, we, may now .say that :we ~ave done so in . 
so far as concerns the soul of the n\an of business. · , · 

·. For him also gain is im ~allucination and money 
an abstract quantity. . The· miser of former days 
no Ionge~ exists., Gobseck. makes- us. laugh, sd. 
much has the world advanced since· the .. time of· 
·Balzac! · .. The Stock Exchange.gat~bler plays for 
millions ·and ,disposes of. them, draws, discounts;-· 

~ transfers, and carries over . millions, sometimes· 
"without having a couple,of hundred :pourlds.in his 
drawer.· ·--"Les affaires, c'est !'argent'. des· autres," · 
is said . in a celebrated comedy.' The amounts ·or 

. it are to be_ calculated in the imaginations, sou~ds, 
enchantment, and intoxication of a di~sipated life. .. 
It is much· ):>e.tter to have nothing; the old rich'. · 
bankers do not take part in "·business," says Bage-· . 

'hot in.other words, and he' iS easily comprehended. 
The rich mal). has got to get interest for his money; 

. while he who· works with that . of other. people is 
,•. . .- ... ' . ' . ' . . . .. 
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contented with the commission on· the transaction. 
Exceptionally to this, the rich man ~isles his own 
fortune and sometimes loses it, as happened to 
:Barings 'among others, . 

Thus capital, this abstraction, -has nothing in 
common' with gold j nor has the fever Ol business 

· with the· love of money. The speculator of onr 
own day is, as ·a rule, rather a scatterer. Ostenta
tion forms a part of his programme and usual 

· features. Advertisement being the soul of "his 
operatio~s, ladies, cardages, palaces, receptions, 
all the. theatrical'part .of ljfe, are indispensable to 
strengthen ·the credit that fortune, fashion,· and 
. caprice bring him in waves that are not always 

· without froth.' . 
But all these sketches, rapidly· th~own_ off in 

order to paint the real prince of our varied society, 
result in a sad and incoherent portrait.· If you 

. ask him from whom, by whom, and for. whom he 
lives, he will be surprised at . once, because he has , 

. never thought abou~ this. He lives !rom hand to 

. mouth, at the mercy of chance, without thought or· 
design. · He. lives a5 he sees his neighbour live, 
only yielding to the instinct to outdo him and get 
the better of him. He lives in the . dark world of 
the unknowing; though, with the natural super
ciliousness in .which .he. feels his strength, he dis· 
dains ·and laughs at· those ·who think differently 
from himself. · _ 

If then he is worthy of sorrow,- like all those' 
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··who· ~~ver'-think ·a.bo'(Jt theit:: proper -.~xlstence, 
worthy 'indeed 9f pity. is the ·society· that gives 
acclamation to' such men as princes, becau~e it !s 
evid~ntly casthlg· itself along with them into :fhe · 
shades of a life that po-sse~ses hardly·even instinct: 

· Obedient to his own disposition, a prin·~~ }il<:e 
these becomes so much the_ more the sla:v~".·oHiis 

-passions as the strength -of th~. means in his p~wer . 
is greater. On this account it happens, so often 
that it may be cailed the r~le, that h~ is ruined \ly 

· vanity or \Vomari,'a victim, to l;iuilders or ·cocottii. 
· One gets rid · of . his money ~n houses" picture-
- galleries, and· bYi~~a-brac, imitating the real. arid . 
·'aristocratic ,style;· ·while another's feathe'rs get -
plucked in· the boudoir and at the jeweller's, where ... 
he struts in concupiscence ; another makes an end 
of everything in carriages· and horses; in order to 
rub shoulders with county (amilies; and· all, with 
the vices inherent in the_ up~t;irt; make an' end of 
iife by wastin-g .it in fevefishly building up a for-

' tune, and in the insane work of sacrificing it upon 
. the altars.· of ridiculous vanity or - gross - self-
indulgence. · ' 

And what is the remedy for this ? . The· evil· of 
the day is a hidden one; it is one of conscience 
and_oftheabsence.ofan ideal. The malady.caUed 
the thirst for· money has its native home in Eng-.'· 

· -land ; but it ,is in this home, and for the ·very · 
. reason that -it is ·here,- that the mystic reaction 

against it is shown with- the greatest .energy. 
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·There comes to the surface the old· lea veri. that 
ferme~ted . Protestantism. · ·. Buddhism, .brought 
home by ·Anglo-Indians, iS propagating itself;. and · 

. 'the superstition of spiritualism is working· on all 
claSses with almost the fervbur of religi~us mania. 

'And· atthe same rate that the wave of democracy 
· ri{e~'a.nd parallel with it, I think there will be 
what mathe!Ilaticians call the reduai'o ad absurdum. 
'Peaceful reform, possihle when nations are governed 

· by aristocrafi~;~odies, is imi?.\~~jcable now that 
. they are ·carr(ed ·a\vay by the stOi!Ils· of democracy. 

,Public loans wiJ;I·· increase as'' long as the. neces
' sar}r ·_expenses ·in · paying work~people increase, 
. whether it be for public works, arsenals for guns 
and ships, orarmies transfor~ed into asylums for 

.. pe~ple hindered from emigrating ; they will still 
more increase also to make business and commis- . 
'sions, and to inflate the balloon in every possible 

. way with the smoke ·.of public money, a~ long as 
· capital begs day by day for the love of God that 

a higher interest may be gr~nted, . · 
Gigantic works wilj be multiplied ; there will be 

pyramids made like those of Egypt, ·though in~ 
·spired by utilitarian· sentiment Who knows ? 
Perhaps a tunnel under the Atlantic. Who 
knows l Perhaps a bddge over the Mediterranean. 

·; Nobody can limit the invention of ~an; and if 
perchance electricity gives us the secret of a cheap 
force, as a substitute for steam, it is incontestable 
that. hum~nity ~ill · yet see another epoch of 

. ' . X . 
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magnificent reforms equal to or better than those of 
the first half Qf the sixteenth. century~ or the. hitter· 
half of the nineteenth.: l'ei'haps aerial _navigation 
may be substituted for the noisy railway .and the · 
sea-sick making st~amer.-. When it gives us wings, . 

. civilisation will take us right away, as in. the legend. 
' . . J . r' 

of Ic~rus. Because -if this enc~ of the century be 
not . the end· of adventures ·and· discoveries,· and 
humanity has yet got to digest something new, we 
must · recognise that the stomach ' given us· by. 
nature will not be equal to. the task. • She made 
smne . efforts at the first banquet, at the Renais-

. sance; and no one denies that she is· suffering from · 
indigestion at this second treat, in au~ own century . 
. The moral. man . is 'depressed, 'if not annihilai:eci. 
" Earn and enjoy-earn in order that you may 

· enjoy," is' its gospel, as mean as it 'is in~oherent, 
because, earning causes :much · more pain than 
working, and enjoyment'turns at last. into insup· 
portable dislike. . . 

We live among changes, and as soon as anything 
a~tains its full groWth it vanishes 'in smoke,,loses 
its concrete reality, and turl)s: into _abstraction, 
Just the same happens .with food and drink, with 

· love,. anci .with~ money .. Life is a constant desire, 
and only goes on steadily when we set before our
selves an object of .which. the physiCa( attainment 

· is impossible. Whether we set our eyes upon a 
woman. or upon- a million, as · soon as we :pursue 
the_m we find ourselves embraCing a ~hadow and · 
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· made. victims of deception and martyrs of an 
illusion. . , . 

'The evil and infirmity of the age. are these-it is 
fulrto indigesi:ioh ofthe·wealth it has got, and has 

. fallen into all the weaknesses of the upstart ; and 
what· happens with men happens with things, 
which only exist as-. our mind imagines them. 
What happens with food ·and drink happens with 
capital, as ~ve have seen and as is explained by the 
law of Stanley Jevons. We get so many houses,. 
we make so many improvements, we economise so 
much and the returns ~te so large that, having no 

. outlet, fresh capital is beginning to be valueless, 
a:nd it would have even·less value than. now if it 
were· noi: for ·fantastic· schemes daily invented by · 
itself. • · · ' · .: . · 

,The out-and-out proof 9f this is that Great Britain · 
. has converted part of her debt into a z! per cent., · 
and- she ·did . not. convert more ·than a · part, not 
because she was unable, but because the rich pte

. vented her. lt.is necessary that the cord of taxa-
tion should be drawn as tight as· possible, so as to 
provide interest for capital. An·d everywhere the· . 

· old situation is inverted-the ·promoter no longer 
goes behind . the capitalist ; the capitalist ·goe~ 
behind him· wh9se . business it is to find him a 
means of getting interest. 
' . However, I, like an optimist, believe · that the · 
end of it wilL be that, interest being r.educed to the 
very lowest .by the conversion of national debts·; 
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by industri'!l'co-o~;>eration ~mong \Vorkpe()ple _con;-., 
. stitutionalJy! doing away with the{ite~d -· o_f the 

.- - ·-' ,· ·-- .· -.. 1 ' ' 

·interventiOn of"capital iri i~dustry ·; by the calming 
of the feyer for gambling whep th~ "material for. it. 
is scarce and animal instincts are :satisfied ; 'by ·-a:n'. 

. ., ' . . ' .. · ·' . 
: these means, and by all that may .be derived· from 
.them,. <!nd from)he hat ural revofution of thing~, _ 
E~ropean nations. first· of an; and colonial ones 

. afterwards, will .in tim~· gr<id~~liy r~enter upoli a • 
. normal life of peace, virtue, and toil; 

In that day the laborious and depressing• diges~ 
· tion of riches, that began for the people .of Europe 
·when they discovered •th~ world,. will be OVI!f and. 
done with; if in the 'meantime we do . not h~\ie the 

. misfortune to discover s~me riew_ engin~ 'to carry : 
· us into the regions of the in fermi!. · · · · 
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THE .SALVATION ARMY' 
' . . - -

. OF what I may call the "mortmain " institutions, 
to' which I made .allusion a little while ago, as 
the. corrective l:o vices that money engenders iri 
the public, and as the most extravagant that has 

. ·latterly arisen in. this field of eccentricities, is the 
_Salvation Army. I went one day to the magnifi- • 
cent building in Queen Victoria Street to see 
·General Booth, but I. could not see him as he was 
on his way to India; so Commandant Braniwell . . 

•Booth, his son, received me. He is a man about 
forty years old; tail; strong, with ·large chestnut 

. beard,.amiable, educated, and .deaf as a post.· He 
uses an ear trumpet, and with a little humoring 
one another on each side ·we got ori very well, 
because he is a ·man of a mind open to anything . 
practical, this saviour of humanity. . 
· In the very praiseworthy attempt to regenerate 

man history records great names ; and · each of 
. these is always just a representative of the race that 
. has produced him. Saint Francis cif Assisi, uniting 
· the mdst perfect love with, as it were, supernatural 

3"9 
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illumination, proposes the plan of_"sacri_fice and 
- mystic- passion. Saint Ignatius ·is- the personi

fication of the Spanish idea,·subtle and -realistic in 
the ' streqgth of his object, and practicai- in the -

· choice of his means. Luther is a mixture of gross
ness· and dreaminess, a flower of impulse and strong 
beer, of doudjr shuffling and profound intuition; 
like tlie mystic side of, Germany;. while General· 
Booth' and -the S~lvation Army, even in their 'ex-' 

-travagances verging on caricature,_ are the most · 
genuine English spedade_that, !"have met. '. 

The Jesuits had already discovered ·the way to 
convert the Indians, by music;. The- General _ 
applies this rule to his fci:Ilow-citizens. · I am no_w 
going to relate what I learnt in_ my interview with· 
Commandant Bramwell Booth ; _ but 1 should like _ 
first to show the dimensions of the Salvation Army 
and ofthe: Social Sche~e that _it has takeri ;iri ' 
hand.· 
· The Social Scheme had for its gospel the book 

by General Booth,-'/n Darkest Eng!a~d and the 
Way Out. It is a ~ork int~resting ,from many 

' points of view. -The book. opens with a:. chromo7 
lithographed map or plim, in which society appears>· 
represented as in the mystic pictures of the Middle. 
'Ages! Below there appears the sea.covered with . 
three ~illions, of men who are dro'wni~g· in waves 
of misery and vice, and among whom are ·being . 
rO\ved lifeboats of salvation ; ·on the banks soldier~ 
·of the army are hauling in buoys; in tlie centre is , 
• , I -t, I • • 
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rais~d a lighthouse illuminated with mottoes of a 
·. saving tendency; At ·a_ higher level than the sea 
appear liel!1s and farms; and higher still beyond 

. the seas, in a- glory, are drawn larg~ and bright 
·continents. An ornate arch surrounds 'the whole, 
. and. on it are written, on one side "Salvation 
Army," on the other " Social Campdgn," on the 
tympanum "Work for All," and on the pillars on 
which the arch rests are a number of figures with 
all the statistics of misery and perdition. It is 
puerile without being originaJ ; it is moreover ex
travagant ; but it is of just the sort .to suit the 
native mind. . · 

The social plim, the " Social Scheme," has, how
ever, somethingin common with previous utopias . 
.It is a thing well kllown in the world. . The extra
vagance consists only in the . means employed. 

',The principle consists, "in fo~ming out of these 
unfortunates communities of self-helping and self
sustaining people tohelp and maintain themselves," 
each one . of. them being a kind of co-operative 
society or patriarchal family, governed and dis
ciplined by the principles that have already proved 
so efficacious in. the Salvation Army. It is simple 
and it is English. This people possesses the ines
timable courage of defying every obstacle, in some 
degree through ignorance of events, , but also in a 
very much larger degree through a blind confidence 

. in its strength. · · 
J'he General has, therefore, ·established three 
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colonie~.:of ." ~alvation ,;_a ,,·city colony,": and an 
• .. ~ver-se~ colony/' represented all~gorical\x iri the 
'picture r have descr\bed; of which the ,, oyer~sea. 
',coloriy," that· is . the refuge .by emigration, . only .• 
exists on paper ;'and .the.'.' farm colony," consisting 

. of twelve hundred acres of li!nd at H~dleigh-~n~ . 
Thames, where there are 'collected two· hundred 
coionists,, poor people fro~Lo~do~. '.The ·"city 
colony" constitutes at present the most important. 
part of the· Social Scheme.. There are. fourteen · 
homes or. shelters, in' which about four. thousand.· 

· persons pass· the night ; 'there are eight eating,· • 
. houses, or. economical . soup kitchens, which dis-· 
tribute two millions and a half of ratipns each 'year; . 

·there are four workshops iri· which two thousand 
men work; there is an. qffice in which work is' 
fo~nd every year fo~ five thousand work~ en;· there :. · 
is iln~ther by, ~eans of whose efforts. ~here were.' 
last year found six' hundred persons who had. been . 

. lost; there are fourteen: asylums l!;l which .there wer~. 
~oilected fourteen hundred women who. had gone ·· 

. astray; and th.ere is a homfl into :whic\l,there were 
admitted' two hundred persons who had just come. 
out of prison. · Philanthropy c::an dci rio more: . The 
process and the mode. are grotesque· and p,r6voke" 

'laughter.; but for_a:U.that. they produce .a res'ult 
amon'g the English.. And how has. all _this .been · 
done~ 
· · I have before me the accounts. of the !>alvation 

· Army in 189~, s~t in busine;s order \vith extreme.·. 
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minuteness. It is worthy of a m~ment of attention. 
Th"e bal~~;nce sh~ws in assets £435,97 r. of real, and 
£r23,62i· of personal ptoperty, and the liabilities 
lliow .£370,769 of money due on ·mortgage, etc., 
·and £r88,221 as balance. ·As is seen, salvation 
adopts the capitalist ~odes of credit ·and security. 
Let us pass on to the accounts' for tlie year. The 
Trade. Department, or the commercial section of 

·the economical feeding kitchen, bo)lgbt to the 
extent: of £200,000 and sold to about an equal 
amount,. t!Je , rations being· sold at · cost price. · 
There was· in reality ·a loss of £r7,i01. The 
"colonial," fund' obtained £rci6,obo in· qoriations, 
spent £64,000, and kept £25,000 for the over-sea 
colony and £17,000 as · balance. Collections, 
donations, and subscriptlo\]s rose to £27 ;156; the 
rent of its own property to £33,315, and profits to· 
£18,903; and with this we~e supported the Booth 
family and their army, with the various institutions 
that they maintain, including the expenses of 

\
recruiting and instruction in drill. . ; . 
t 1 know no more extraordinary instance of the 

I 
hybn~·union of individual!sm and _co~lectivism, or 

, qf .. phtlanthropy and busmess capac•ty. · But, as 
, -~11 as this, I believe there is no similar instance 
' -.one man-for the Generai'is everything-trans-· 
... )ning himself into an enterprise· of religion and 
: ·uanthropy, and succeeding in a single year in . 
\ 1ting ov!!r' money in his transactions to the· 

. k.Jent of £8oo,ooo. · 
I 
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I wanted to see the shelters of the Salvation 
Army, and for 'that purpose· I returned to White

. chapel. at night. . The offi~er received ·us, apd 
· · hearirig us speak Portugese, answered us in tltat 
'language.· He was a Mr. Taylor, who had been 

' clerk in the house of Messrs. Shore, at Oport~}.: 
This incident put him in a still better. humour; if 
that were possible, for ·showing us everything. ·It 
was a. vast, well-ventilated, dean; and weii-lighted 
house. On the beams supporting the roof were 

· written texts from the· Bible. Ori the ground ·in 
four parallel rows Jay the b~ds in file.. · Each .bed 
is a box without cover, having a straw mattress· at 

· the bottom.· The drunken, who form the great _ 
·majority ·of the sheltered, cannot roil ·out· of the · 
bed. The counterpanes are. ofleather'or sail~cloth. 
Why? .Mr. Taylor told me it was on account of 
the parasites. ·· There was no bad· smell. ·:These. 

· homes,,made in imitation· of those I had already~-· 
. seen on. a fomier visit, ~re inc?mparably ··better .. 
They· cost twopence a mght, w1th a CUP. of tea, 
wash, and_a hymn .. As we·went away a man cam ) 
up :thrustmg . .forward a ragged. drunkard~ ·. H~; 
silently took twopence from. his purse ·and wen~ 
down, the dru_nken man going to bed. Man} 

. people _give alms: in that way.; if given in anr 
·othe!' way tlie money soon finds its way to .thF 
gin-palace. · · · 

.· .· In one _of my 'several excursions to Hyde Par~: 
to hear the popular orators that hold forth there, :I. : 
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came across one called George Osmond Pavitt, who 
the night before slept in Whitechapel. He was 

.·complaining of having to pay twopence half-penny 
for a towel, and « half-penny for a piece of carbolic 
soap. He said that that morning three hundred 

·men had only one towel to dry themselves with 
. after washing, and that it was better· to sleep in 

the open air than in the beds ; that the ·shelter· 
-!eturned seventeen per cent. profit; that the tea 
tasted like hot-wat~r and treacle ; that at six in the 
morning,. when the bell rang, every one turned out . 
in the street; and .that the vermin of some invaded · 
the others, etc. Was he one hard to please ? 
Perhaps. D~ the shelters pay seventeen pe~ cent.? 

. The detective who went with me when I visited 
them told me they did a good business. · · 

But what, in fact, is the Salvation Army? . 
. General Booth was born in I 829, so that h~ is 

sixty-three years old; with long white beard and 
piercingly bright eyes. When fourteen years old 
he entered _the Wesleyan s.ect, becoming three 
years afterwards a· preacher. · At nineteen · he 
preached· in .. London and in. Lincolnshire. At 
twenty-four he became a minister in the sect called 
the "Wesleyan New Connexion," and continued 
his missionary career. . He married, and . Mrs. 
B~oth used to. preach along with him, until in 
June, 1865, they fitted up their establishment in 
Whitechapel, in the heart of the city of the misery · 
of London, founding the. East London Christian 
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Mission. It 'was a· new sect ·which; filled cwith · 
converts made by. Mrs. Booth in. h~r journeys 
Utrough England, was tral)sformed i~ 1870. into· 
the. Christian Mission, a pure Christianity without • 
·ritual, so they say. ·Eight years afterwards, in is;s, 
the future General had an inspiratio~_;the Christi1!-n· . 
Mission. was a saving army' o( :converted . wc;>rk~ 
people. ·The, mime· "Salvation .Army" was ac~. 
q uired, and with 'it the idea of the new insti,tution •. 

· Mr. Booth transformed himsdf into a Gerieral a:nd 
Mrs. Booth. into a ,Generales~, . and :the apostles· 
'were Commandants or Captains; and the battalio'ns ' 
· of Hallelujah Lasses, with fifes .and tambourines,· 
. set out for the cc>I;Jquest .of pagan Englarid. Every-

thing breathed war; the red banner of the army 
bore · the motto "blood and fire," but not · iri the · 
literal sense-it. was the, blood of Ou'r Lord Je;us 

. Christ anq the. ,fire of the· Holy. Ghost· The 
General observes. in ·the history of his campaig.ns 
that the use of !lags has.' accomplished . more thari 

. people would. give credit for, because they . keep 
' the soldiers themselves together and . .animate and 

excite i~ them the spirit of' enterprise' and resolu-
. tion. · ·All this is puerile, but it is . genuinely 

English. · 
. They. divided England into riti!itary commands; 

adopted a uniform, copied military regulations; and 
·spread · abro~d with ' the· intention ·of . saving the · 

· world, The staff of the army is composed of the 
. . . .• . ·~ 

·.·Booth family. ·.The father. and mother are the com-
manders-in:chief. .Then· cOine .i:he. sons-Bramwell , 
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Booth, the deaf man whose acquaintance I made, 
is chief of the staff;' Herbert Booth commands 
the United Kingdom district, and BaBington Booth 

. the United States. Then come the daughters-Eva· 
and Louisa, who are unmarried ; Emma Tucker, 

· who takes charge of India ; and· Catherine Cliborn, 
who holds France. Then come the daughters-in
law, Mrs. Bramwell Booth, Mrs. Herbert Booth, 
and Mrs. Ballingtoq Booth .. ·And, finally, the sons
in-law, who have adopted the patriarchal name of 
the clanof salvation-Arthur B. Cliborn-B~oth an? 
L. B. Tucker-Booth; This air of patriarchal times 
shows how ancient people still ·are. The Booths 
have discovered 'in the salvation propaganda an 
indu.stry that th~y are pursuing as a joint family 
affair. . . 

Figures show' a veritably astounding . result of 
what. they have· constructed. In the first place 
they have organised a colossal enterprise of pub

'licity. The War Cry and Y()ttng Soldier, weekly 
organs, printed. in I891 more than eight hundred 
thousand numbers .. Monthly sheets and magazines, 
All tiee U(orld, Tke Deliverer, .. TllC_ Social News, 
Futt Salvation, etc.; amounted to two hundred 
thousand. · J oumals, tracts, books, and other pub
Iications, reached .millions of numbers sold, with aU. 
the news in them to satisfy the inordinate hunger 

· for reading that distinguishes the English people. 
War is declared in thirty-four different languages 

' and in a: written form in seventeen. · 
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. Tlie inte~nation~l ·charaCter' of the se~t is by n~ 
·means exaggerated .. Amon.g 3154 battalions, 262J.. 
· at;.e in Great Britain, British Colonies, 'and the · 
United States, among which Grea:t Britain 'figurek · 
as _having 1395 battalio~s. · For the non-English · 
world there are about 53i battalions-few. , The 
officers number 10,893 in ~II; 8981 in the English
speaking world, 4697 in Great Britain. The, general 

. staff numbers nxo. · In 'these are included_ :men · 
and women:...::...the army h~s no:distinctionof.sex .. 
Among the officers l:he women . are two-fifths, and 

. they· are the most ferve~t and work better; so 
Bramwell Booth told me. · 

~ilt of what does the wor!c consist ?. • In preach
ing abstinence, 'and rescuing' women 'from prostit\1-. 
tioi:l and men ·from vice, arid giving them coun·~· 
tenance ·and, employment.· Mr. Bramwell Bootli· 
said to me, "Last ·year we rescued fifteen· hundred • 
lost women fro in the streets of London. The total : 
of the reformed a~ounts to twelve thousand· \or 
inore. The .work consists in travelling missions. 
that go through the villages in vans called Cavalry . 

. forts, and in processions through the · streets, to 
preach· the new law. There 'are no less than ;\. 
hun~red ·and sixty thousand results from , _these 
every year." · . 

"But. is the doctrine they preach different from, 
. or. hostile to, the _other . religions ? In fine, is the 

.Salvation Arn:iy a new sect?,; . · 
Mr. Bramwell-Booth smiled and said, f' We ·are' 
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hostile to nobody. . Every one who believes in · 
Our Lord )esus· Christ is with .us." 

I; however, insisted that it was impossible not to 
say that the Salvation Army was a new sect. 
· They ~ell yearly more than twenty thousand 

bonnets that .form a part'of the female uniform of 
the army. ·And one of the c:~:uses of s~ccess is. the 

· extreme youth of the officers ; most of them are 
Uf!der twenty-five years old, . 

At the end ~f seventeen years of preaching, the 
Booth clan· celebrated the apotheosis of the Sal
vation Army at a meeting at the Alexandra 
Palace, where eight thousand soldiers (a great 
event) heard read a letter of congratulation from 
Queen Victoria. And afterwards the "social 
scheme" for. the redemption of" darkest England" 
was patronised by the Prince of Wales, who headed 
aj;ubscription that produced a 'hundred thousand 
pounds in ·one year. Is there any greater proof 
of how much this work, carried out to the ex-· 
tra~agant end, corre~ponds to the British genius 
an'd fetish ? · 

·Splendidly installed in ' their palaces at the 
·head-quarter staff in Queen Victoria Street near 
Blackfriars Bridge, with a bank of their own, co
operative stores, jour~als, and an infinity of bene
volent institutions, the ambition of the Salvation 
Army is, as Mr. Bramwell Booth told me, to 
substitute for the official charity and the work
houses maintained with the taxes got from the 
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' ·poot, c<;J-operati~e. i~stituti~ns ins)?ireci by self-help, . 
and so to restore tlie sentiment of responsibility to . 
the low~r~d co!);~ience of the very poorest. . Besides 

'•l -, . -

this, the-Salvation .Army provides a mystic nourish~ 
mept" (~r the unf<;>rtunate in. speaking of religion · 
to classes who have --never entered the .Protestant · 
chu~ches, which only respectablfpeople frequent .. · 

In this. way there is a·. democratic revival . of· 
English mystic individualism ; and with his· usual · 

. 'felicity.·a 'certain critic noted the affinities. that 
exist between the institution of the Salvation 
Army and the ·thought of Carlyle, expressed 'better 
than anywhere in his supreme ·book Past a1zd 
Present. This ·reVival of religious mysticism and . 
philanthropic ardour (we keep avoiding. the 'ivord 
"charity;" which is not in· the case) ~oincides with 

, the expansion of 'the social democracy, with, the 
first rolling of the ship of ca pita!isi-1), and ,is for . 
this· reason a symptom of something re.markable: 

There' are. many who accuse the• Booth·. family· 
·of ,doing an' excellent business .in salva:tion, and 
· sapiently exploring , the industry · of human -re; 

demption .. The accusation is a mistake, although 
the literal fact may be true. General Booth had ·. 
the abilitY: to reckon on the pence of 'the poo~ in . 
j:he same way that the O'Connell penny {every 

'Irishman gave a penny, a mer~ trifle,. to 'support . 
the tribune) produced, thousands of pounds, . This 

· is the qnly way to do. things in England. ' St .. 
' · · ' ' ' l'c ' 

Francis of ;Assisi, if he were to come here, would ·_ 
' . ' ' ' . 
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be hissed merely on a:cc~unt 'of. being a saint, while 
General Booth is receivea 'with icclamation just 
because he is grotesque. H~ knows how to get 
his living, the first thing necessary. -He' has 
accomplished the thing that ·presented -itself, to 
him; so he is a winner .. He is a winner at the 
game of redemption. · The very idea' of making 
an imitation army and a watchword of" salvation," 
is to show the combat through which tl1e English
man views everything. . And this is not a mere 
figure of speech ; it is particularly and intentionally 

· true. To set in motion the heavy constitution of 
the phlegmatic Englishman, it is necessary to 
tickle his palate with some kind of caustic pepper. 
This is .what tlie intuition of General · Booth 
divined. He set himself the task of exploring. 
scandal, striking ·the attention, making ·a · noise, 
calling down on himself the protests and objurga-

. tions of phlegmatic people; in order to find out 
.how much th,e Englishman rejoices in the contest ; 
as sport i,s his dainty morsel, he will generally 
manage to come successfully out of it if he manages 
to'get into it.· He clearly confesses that the army 
would consider its services in the open air as a 

· miserable failure if they did; not cause obstructions 
and did not inconvenience inhabitants. 

It is the wrong side of humour and 'the system
. atic making of the most of appearances: or show, 

as the English call it. On this account the squads 
on the march manage systematically to 'obstruct 

v 
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the traffic and _to force' themselves upon the pear".· 
· ing and attention·:of passers-by;._ The window~ 
are immediately peopled, ' and . the_ lnhabitanfs 
grunt, prot~st, :and ridicule; but . yet the thing· 
remains . 

. . They· ~reach sh~rt ·five lllinutes'. sermons :·with 
·few words but strong. The .General recommends 
"everything shor,t, sharp, striking, ' vigorous/'. 
Afterw~ids they sing hymns~· 

" Crossed ·the river of Jordan ; 
Happy, happy, happy, happy, 
Crossed the river of Jordan · 
Happy in the Lord·! ". 

· It is puerile and barbarous, but it i~ just what 
s~its ·semi-savages,· the castcoff scum of a loose 
civilisation. . General Booth is instinctively and 
intuitively a great psychologist; .. · · · · , . 

They sing, . falling on their~ knees, a.~d beating 
their breasts-··. - · 

"Christ is my salvation-! · 
I was indeed sunk-low in'sin 
When the Lord saved me.'' · 

-These are short sentences full of meaning. The': · 
members -are decorated. with large red ' letters, ' 

. " S S," · on their collars ; and . the men wear' caps 
o( red galloon, while the girls,' the "halleiujah 
lasses," wear . bonnets . with ,red ribbons.- . They 
carry flags with the in otto "blood. and ·fire," and 

· drums, cornets, and tambouri,nes. ·_They dance 
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jigs. · it lo~ks lik~ a carnival, but this is just why 
.: the Englishman is drawn 'towards'it. ·And they 
.'take heart, in' spite of :his indignant protests, just· 
· in .proportion. as they annoy and irritate him .. The 
Englishman stops, begins by applauding smilingly, 

_and ends by falling on his knees! converted. 



XXXVIII· ... ' 

'SPIRITUALISM' 
' 

To my mind the most general and characteristic 
phenome~~n in 'England at. the present time is the· · 
democratic revival, with a. socialist . and . mystic_. 
tum. 

The Salvation Army provoked in me suggestive . 
' . ! ' . 

considerations; but another thing that. impressed' . 
· •·me even more was the f~equericy of spiritualistic 

superstition .• · In this the Englishtnan is )ike. th'e 
Roman-,-he ·has a taste. for theology ; he sees 
gods everywhere. . . And t)le. world at · the · same · 
time appears to him peopled with 'ghosts that are 

. ~aUed up· by various means. . .One • may almost say 
' that .there ,i~ not a far;nily :in which th~y do hot 
· consult. the spirits. ·by means of. tables' or ·hats, · 

circular objects to whkh'the contact of the fi<!rids ' 
imparts movements to. be, ·.intc'!~preted in variou's · : 
ways. ' lt appeared to 'me that this frequency of . 
the superstitious· state. ought 'to conduce to' the' 
abatement o( religious belief~ in a people in who~ 
metaphysical'. faculties are certainly not d,oniinant. 
Naturalism and superstition are·correlative1 in .the 

324, 
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absence of metaphysical piety. There is no read
. · ing more illustrative in this respect than Plutarch: 
. he wrote at a time in ~any respects like our own. 

No one who is well or even partially acquainted 
· with old superstitions (the pamphlets of Maury, 
La Magie et l'Astro!ogie, and Le sommeil et !es 
RhJes, are . instructive) is surprised at ,cases of 

· . modern superstition, which the forced explanation 
·of charlatanism is not competent to meet. . I do 
not now intend to. enter upon a disquisition on 
superstition, or to expose contemporary spiritual
ism ; I only. mean to give some notion of the 

· impressions received by contact with this people, 
who are radically superstitious because they hate 

· to philosophise . .The spiritualism practised, whether 
·, superstitiously or religiously, in the bosom of their 

families, is no strangec to their. societies and places 
of wor~hip, combining also in an abstract way the 

. method of European sciences, the traditions of 
Eastern occultism, and the hallucinations of femi
nine nervousness. · A "Society for Psychical Re
search," which has already published eight volumes 
of " Proceedings," and the president of which is 
Professor Henry Sidgwick, collects and comments 
on all cases of· second-sight' and apparitions; so 
that it may be called the academy of spiritualism. 
Also the Blavatsky Lodge, derived from the name 

· of the founder of Eastern occultism in London; 
now succeeded by the extraordinary figure of Mrs. 
Besant, assembles on Thursdays. at .19, Avenue 
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Road, Regent's' Park. I have here the p~ogramme 
of the lectures for May and June. · 

" . 
May.r9. The hidden forces of nature :-. . . 

·x. Modern Chemistry and Electricity 
in the light of the esoteric philo

" 26 .. 
. · ·sophy. · , , 
II. Modem investigations· into physics 

· and superphysics, referred. to 
. · occultism. . · · 

Iurie 2. III. Nervous ether and its reiatio'ns to 

" 

" 

" 

: mesmerism. 
9. xv: Crystalline shapes> and ehimentary 

forces, 
r 6. · v. Occult properties of precious 

. stones. ,' . ' 
23. VI. Sound. as a constructor anci. dis-: 

· perser .of shapes: . ' · 
, .30. ·vii. Medireval and modern witchcraft. 

· On, Th1:1rsday evenings there are· lectures· and 
conferences; on ·saturdays there are theosophical 
exercises; and on the first Tuesday in every month 
there is a conversazione, This is enough to show 
the ·character of the teaching professe~ at the 

·"Lodge" in Avenue Road.· }he occult theosophy• 
. of Central Asia, now studied in numerous volumes,· 
emb~aces the new physics of, Professor crooks, the
inventor of radiant material. and of the curious 
instrument called the radiometer. · · 

I wished to give a description of the appearance 
· of the English pythoness, Mrs. ·Besant, but I was 
· unable to get an interview with her. Her biog~aphy 
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is, known and popular. She is one of the. many 
missionaries that ~ngland produces, but with a 
truly higher talent· and gift of attraction than the 
rest Pricked with the thorns of life at its qutsct, 
she · has passed through all tl~e tropical deserts 
parched by the sun that nourishes Protestant, capi
talist, arid respectable England. Having a fellow
feeling with misery, socialism attracted her; seeing 
vice so close, she has devoted herself to the regen
er!ltion ofwoman. The great dock strike of 1889 
. overcame her, and unionism obtained an ascendency 
over her; and along this road she travelled till she 
got towards nihilism, until Madame Blavatsky 
initiated her in the theosophy of occultism. This 
biography i~ a revelation in the study of the real 
commotions of the mystic imagination of the 
English. · 

I here transcribe an interview with a " reporter," 
Mr. Stead, the celebrated author of the scandals 
revealed in the Pall Mall Gazette. 

" I asked Mrs. Besant if we had not been the 
victims of an illusicm?" (It was a case of 
apparitions.) . 
. " Certainly not," said she kindly. . ...There is 
nothing impossible in this ; but it is necessary to 
be careful in such experiments. It is as dangerous 
to go thus waltzing through planetary spheres as 
for a girl to go wandering about a dark slum with 
the people about. The ·elements, in their desire to 
live, eagerly approaching the passions of men, are 
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not the most 'agreeable companions .. One cannot 
~onsider it most desi;able to hold relations' With . 
the as(rals ;0[ those dead peopJe whose liires .ended 
suddenly· or 'violently,. and whose passions 'were , 
ardent.' Be. careful: children o1,1ght not to play 

. with dynamite." . · ·: - · 
. "But 'what is an astral body ? " 

". r4ere:a"re differen-t astrals, each with its charac
teristic features:· The lowest of the· astrals has no . 
consciousness, ~lll, or :intellige~ce. · It exist~ ,as a. 
niere dream or phantom, only while its corporeal 
and ~a'terial element exists." . · · 

·"And the mummies.in the museum ? " 
"Certainly, -th,e mummies ... , . Orie·who ·se_es 

dis9overs their respective astrals in ·attendance on. 
·them, concealed near them' .. As the· body dissol~es, . 
so the astral evaporates." : · · 

·" But this implies the idea· of agonising spirits.'' 
"Certainly. An old friend of mine,_a ladywhose 

name is well known, was · .for: months followed 
. by an astraL ·.She is a strong-~inded wo~an; and 

was not put out about this ; but it hurt her when . 
. the' astral began to die a~ay. As ,the corpse ,;as 
gradually decaying in. the coffin,·so the astral was 
evaporating, until it entirely disappeared.'' . 

. . or, the astrals, as o( 'the individuals, thedescrip
tions are infinite, from complete obtusity to august 
liberty and mteJ!igence. The astral, ,. the . spirit, . 
phantom, or thought-body, of the dead and of the 

· living,.are all various ways of expressing an idea . ' : ' . . . 
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that 'presides over the soul-world . of the universe. 
This idea was indeed the primal one in humanity. 
On this account, this fever of superstition allied to 
scientific method is the explanation of all recorded 
cases of hallucination or second-sight that are in 

. stock ; at the same time that it institutes a• wide 
.inquiry into the. most extravagant psy~hjca:) pheno- . 
mena, · And indeed the number and' descriptions 
of the cases." related are extraordinary.· I was 
in London ·when· the Daily GraphiC rela,ted an 
authentic case of a young lady whose dead husb<1rid 
appeared, and who got his photograph taken. The 

·newspaper published reproductiolfs of her photo
gr~ph and his: she is living and breathing, while 

· he. is a phantom. It was a great hit; and. the 
Daily Graphic. must have thrown • off hundreds of 
thousands of copies, because it was seen everywhere 
"in everybody's hands. 

It is certain that there are millions of cases 
· of· extraordinary hallucinations, second-sight, and 
other phenomena, but it would be ridiculous of 

. me .to begin relating any here.· There are hun
dreds of different kinds of recollections of this sort. 
There are a number of different effects produced 
o.n the mind; bringing to us facts of which we are 
ignorant, and objects that the memory does not. 
represent to us. · The phenomena of second-sight; 
hypnotism, suggestion, and double personality are 
now common, and no one, except .through fear or 
stupidity, fails to 'see that a cloud.of _inystery 
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overhang's · usJ Suppose yeti . t~ld ' anyh~dy · ~·. 
hundred years ago that you would be ·able to co~" · 

· municate instantaneously from one extremity of 
the world to the other! Suppose you told him that. 
your own voice could be· heard hundreds of leagues 

··off! If even· in my time the mere fact of getting 
· a light without a wick seemed a miracle to country 

people, mysteries, or, t~ ·use· .another· .expression, . 
unexplained , or even. inexplic;1ble . phenomena, 
appear everywhere, ' 

As Goethe sa:id to Erkmanrt, we ~re journeying 
·within a cloud wrapped in mys'teries. .Ther~ is no 

' doubt that in certain ascertained :cases our' own 
minds have been able ·to obtain a knowledge of 
future or distant· events, touching· the reality, 

. though not properly conscious 'of the. ·act. · ·The · 
· words of Hamlet are true-;.. ' 

'
1 There are more things in heaven a'nd earth, H~rati~,. 
· Than are dreamed of in yo'!" vain philosophy." . 

. -· ' 

Only Pharisaism, or the affect~tion of superio~ity, 
or even panic-terror, the old terror inspired by the 
god of wonders-'-only these can: shut,our eyes to 
the fact of questions asked in all: ages, but which 
oply at the present ~ime, ':ifter we have studied the, 
whole external world, we have· been .able to state 
accurately.. . . , - . 

" Is there:. anything more extraordinary,''. said 
Dr. F. to me, "than these late discoveries.?· · The. 
air we breathe, the breath. we ~xhale, everything . . ' 
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that surrounds U5, is alive with swarms and 
crowds of animated beings. We see th-at with the 

. microscope.,. · 
·-"Certainly; but these little bodies are not essen-
tially different. They are material organisms, but 
not spirits." · · · 

"And what is the meaning of the word· spirit ? 
·I cannot conceive any substance unless it is ma
terialised, _whatever be its 'size and proportions.' 
Are they beings of a material apart by itself, 'for 

. which the 'notation of science has not yet found 
terms?" 

: "l'his is what ·Crooks tries to· prove in his 
doctrine of irradiant material- a new material 
condition, or rather one newly examined." 

"I am not prejudiced against admitting it. · For 
myself, the highest aim of modern science is to 
teach us that of which we are almost entirely 
ignorant. It is infinite I The field of our vision 
and observation is 'like a drop ·of water · to the . 
ocean.·· For instance, the solar spectrum. We see 
a scale of colours, do we not ? Then by means 

· of chemistry we kno1p that before and after, .above 
and below, there are' ever sq many more colours." . 

"Dr. Magnus endeavours to show that the 
Greeks of the. Homeric period could not distin
guish between green and blue." 

"I don't· know thai:; but I do know that pho
tography gives microscopically traces that sight 

, does not perceive but that salts of silver reveal. 
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They are seeiz, b~t.onlyafter being 'photographed; .. 
that which has not made itself. apparent to the 
.~atural sight has co-me out throrigb photography, 
So that I no longer wonde~ that invisible spirits 

. inay be pq;tographed. ) mean those ,invisible to· 
·us. · Rochas, the. oculist of Paris, says that h~ has . 
· ~btained. in hi~ laboratory, by means /of· pho~ . 
tography, th~. old phenomena of witchcr~ftoqhe 
evil. eye." . . 

. ''Does science then· seek to rehabilitate witch~. 
craft?."·'' · ' · .- . .· .. · . ' · 

"Why be afraid of it?· Are not ~11' medi~al men . 
every day-·· pr6ving the efficacy· of· empirical 
remedies ?. There is nothing so perspicacious. as · 

· instinct. Bqt, resuming witcb~raft' and photogra~•. 
·phy, the oper~tor 'states. that he can charge the . 
photographic negative with th~ .sensz"bility of)he 
individual whose likeness he .is ab'out to reproduce. 

· The likeness· obtained remains seusitive. If you · 
prick .it with a needle ;~ilywhere the pe,rson whose 
.Jikeness it is feels the pain, and sees th~wound in 
the same place., ·· Do you . think this· is merely a 
state? It· may npt be one. Dr. Luys; of. the . 
hospital of La Charite, and Dr. Arse, of Brus'sels, 
repeated~ the· ·experiment. and obtained • results .. 
from the fingers of a ·person: under .the influence 

. of, hypnotism flowed a visible :(luid that,.· c;rossing 
the .:water in a glass, was able' to leave there a . 

. . ·sediment pf sensibility·; and 'on the :ren,;.#ive'nega" ' 
tive the same phenomenon of srmpathy is~show~. 
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Do not wonder then, .I repeat, that irtvisible things . 
may. be photographed-they are ,invi~ible to your, 
·eyes, but they are no less in existence on that · 
.. - JJ account. , 

. , " Invisible; yes ; but unreal too ? ". · , · 
: ".What do you mean· by 'unreal'?' That thing 
is· just as rea) that is outside o( you, and that
you perceive objectively, as any other thing that is 
inside you and that you subjectively throw· -off 
from yourself. ·I conceive, provisionally, that 
thought determines sensible material undulations, 
and that these undulations, when thrown off, take 
the form of the object thought of. Distant rna- · 
terial action through conductors that we have · not 
yet discovered appears to me-incontestable. Tele
pathy is no'· jest: And if it is not, all the rest 
consists in modifications and inferences from it. 
How do you explain, otherwise than on this sup
position, the fascination exercised by the toad over 
the weasel? It is a well-known fact, but still 
one. as badly explained as others that strike the 
imagination of mortals by their curious effects. 
The stupefaction called hypnotism is the almost 
complete stoppage of the subjectivity of a brllin, 
and on that account. it shows an exceptional 
·receptivity for emanations proceeding from the 
thought that dominates it. This is explained how 
it is that the patient sees that which is within the· 
thought of the operator of which he before had 
not the slightest intimation." 
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"All thi~.? then, leads. to the conciusion that 
your ancient classic materialism was a representa
tion, though extremely infantile,. of reality." ' 

. ''Perhaps so."·. ·· · ·· ·. ., · 
. "That material has P.i-operties yet tci· be defined." . 

· "So Crooks · endeavourl!·. to ·prove, giving· to · 
physics a new property, that of irradiation." . . ' 

. "That reality indeed· consists of dynamic. force, 
and mat~rial; conceived of up tci the present time
only as a: thing to be measured, has to be defined 
as a permanent action, and the universe. as though 
it were peopled with spirits. · Leibnitz is : theri · 
victOii~us~~' . 

. " I am no philosopher, but I believe that as the 
nineteenth century has stated problems of biology,· 
so the twentieth will add entirely. new. chapters to· 

,physics: Our age, moreover, has defined psycho, 
logically the collective phenomena of mythology . 
and' symbolism, wii:h a comprehensive insight which 
is 'the gift, of the German xnind. The twentieth · 
century, believe it, will give a scientific definiti~n . 
of the old problems- of wo~der-wor~ing, and· by_. 
this achievement will give the palm· to England." 
. " I do not say whether it is so or not. But what 
I . cannot. admit, because. in thii; instance I· am 
obstinate, -is . that there . exist · astrals; as ·Mrs. 
Be5ant says ;_-that there exist spirits without will, 
conscience, or intelligence, because it is· just these 

. things that constitute spirit.' . Spirii:ualism seems to 

. me the aberration of -individualism· in ·this race 
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. of atli'ietes, who possess the qualit~s Plato attri- _ 
. buted to athletes.. When Puritan taith is extinct, 
naturalism castS them into theosophic superstition 
because they cannot escape out 9f realism. At the 
.hour_ when this century doses, I see erected before 
the British giant two sphinxes smiling with humour · 
~ne ·will be socialism and the other spiritualism. 
Incontestably they ·are · the two problems that 
characterise the modern revival of British mysticism 
and democracy. Good-bye." 
· . When I left Dr. F. to go to rest, because I had 

. - to. leave .. next _morning for Dover, I took a view 
along the Thames .. I saw grimly before me the 
Alexandrine monument of the Island of Pharos. 
It was Cleopatra's needle .rising up on the Em
bankment in the' darkness of the night. But the 
faces of the two sphinxes did not seem to me to 
smil~ with humour, but their eyes seemed to. glisten 

. with a feline expression. · 

. THE END. 
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